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ABS1'RACT
Crack initiation, propagation, and coalescence have been investigated in uniaxial and
biaxial compression tests on model rock specimens. The specilncns contain two
preexisting fractures which are either open or closed, and which are arranged at different
distances and angles. A biaxial machine with brush platens was especially designed and
built for this investigation. Two types of cracks have been observed: wing cracks, which
are tensile cracks and secondary cracks, which are shear cracks. In uniaxial compression,
wing cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws. In biaxial compression, for low confining
stresses they initiate in the middle of the flaws, and for high confining stresses they do
not initiate at all. Wing cracks are stable and align with the direction of maximunl
compression. Secondary cracks al\vays initiate from the tips of the flaws and propagate in
a stable manner in a direction coplanar to the l1aw. Coalescence is produced by the
unstable propagation of one or both of the internal secondary cracks. Three types of
coalescence occur which are characterized by different combinations of shear and tensile
cracks. Wing and secondary cra<.;k initiation stress and coalescence stress depend on the
flaw geometry, on the confinement stress, and on the type of the fla\\'s. A nurnerical
model based on the DDM method with a new stress based crack initiation criterion has
been developed to explain and predict the crack pattern and the coalescence process
observed ill the experiments. The model only requires three parameters: the strength of
the material in tcnsion and in shear and the Si7~ of I,he plastic zone. This simple model
can accurately predict the crack pattenls in uniaxial and biaxial cOlnprcssion, as well as in
tension.
Thesis Supervisor: Herbert H. Einstein
Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General overview
The behavior of a rock mass is determined not only by the properties of the rock matrix.
but mostly by the presence and properties of discontinuities, or fractures. within the rock.
Understanding of fracturing in general, and fracture coalescence in particular, is crucial in
rock mechanics, specifically in engineering of rock masses, in ~eologic rncchanics, and in
material behavior in general. For instance, for rock slope stability it is essential to know if
and how existing fractures connect with each other or "coalesce" to form a continuous
fracture surface (see figure 1.1). Also, persistence (continuity), orientation, and other
properties of the fractures influence the defonnability and strength of rock masses; see
Rut-Zhong and Guang-Ting (1990), Aydnn et ale (1992), Kulatilake et al. (1992), and
Shen and Stephansson (1992), among others.
It is very common for geologists and engineers to extrapolate observations and
measurements of fracture sets and fracture patterns made in a few locations to a very
large area. Knowledge of the history of how fractures were created will, undoubtedly,
increase the reliability of these interpretations. Fracture mechanics theories could be used
to infer the history and sequence of fracture formation and growth, as well as the
palcostresscs by studying the fracture patterns that occur in nature. Researcll along this
line has been done by researchers such as Pollard et al. (1982 and 1990), Segall (1984),
Pollard and Aydill (1988), Olson and Pollard (1988, 1989 and 1991), Wu and Pollard
(1992), and Olson (1993).
Fracture theories can be also relevant to the understanding of the failure of intact rock,
by looking into the behavior of the material at the microscopic level. Fracture initiation,
propagation, and coalescence inside the grains of the rock 0'- at the contact between
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grains detennine the strength, dilation and dcformability of the intact rock in uniaxial and
multi-axial conditions; see Fredirch et al, (1989 and 1990).
There is no doubt that a better knowledge of the fracturing processes will lead to a
better and mon~ economical designs in fractured rock masses. Particularly, the study of
the mechanisms of fracture coalescence is fundamental to our understanding of rock
behavior both at the macroscale level (Le. slope stability), and at the microscale level (Le.
strength of intact rock at the grain scale). Of course, fracture mechanics in general and
fracture coalcsct~nce in particular are not limited to rock, and a good understanding of
fracturing is also very important in ceramics. concrete, steel, and pavClncnts, just to
mention a few other materials.
1.2 Previous work
The purpose of this review is to look into the work done by previous investigators in tIle
rca~.n of fracture coalescence in rock m~~erials, which is Lhe topic of this dissertation.
Extensive research has been done on crack propagation on many materials and under
different loading conditions. Only those cases involving rock type matcijals in
compression will be considered here; previous work done by researchers such as 1·lock
and Bieniawski (1984) iii glass, Brace and Byerlcc (1967) in glass, and Horii and Ncmat-
Nasser (1986) in CR39, although reviewed, arc not discussed here. The reason is that the
crack pattern obtained in rock materials differs from the crack pattern obtained from other
materials such as glass and polymers (i.e. CR39, PMMA), and that the crack pattern
obtained in tension is different than that obtained in compression (see Reyes (1991),
Takeuchi (1991), and Whittaker ct al. (1992».
All the tests reviewed were performed on prismatic type sllccimens \vith one or several
pre-existing fractures at different inclination angles. The fractures were cut tllrough tile
thickness of the specimens, and the tests were performed in plane stress in uniaxial or
biaxial compression (see figure 1.2). From now on, the term flaw will be used to
designate pre..existing fractures, and the tcrm crack to designate newly formed fractures
during the tests.
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This chapter is organi1.ed as follows: Section 1.2.1 is a review of the experimental
results obtained from specimens with a single flaw, while Section 1.2.2 presents
experiments performed on specimens with multiple flaws. Section 1.2.3 summari7.es the
tests.
1.2.1 Specimens with a single flaw
Lajtai (1971 and 1974) observed crack propagation in plaster of Paris specirrlcns with
dimensions 6x6x3 inches, containing single flaws varying in orientation from ()O to 9()0 at
SO intervals. The sequence of crack formation was as follows (see figure 1.3):
i) Tensile Fractures formed first. They appeared suddenly and were generally
accompallied by noise (figure 1.3a). Initiation of these cracks did not register on the load
versus axial strain diagram, but the lateral strain versus load curve showed a small change
in ~lope. As the load increased, the cracks propagated in a stable manner along a curved
path, and eventually turned parallel to the load.
ii) Nonnal Shear Fractures followed soon, extending in a sldble manner, approximately
normal to the load (figure 1.3b). These cracks initiated within a compressive stress area
located at the tip of the flaw. The expansion of these Normal Shear Fractures resulted in
an increase in the macroscopically measured axial strain; i.e. the axial strnill curv'c
assumed a lower slope indicating that the material started to yield.
iii) As the axial load further increased, both Tensile and Normal Shear Fractures
extended. Further damage to the material occurred mainly around the Normal Shear
Fractures; a shear zone appeared in this area through subsequent norolal shear and
perhaps tensile fractures (figure 1.3c).
iv) The shear zone expanded in the axial direction, producing large volumes within
which the material became granulated losing most of its cohesive strength. Inclined Shear
Fractures appeared in the shear zone when the axial load was further increased (sec figure
1.3d).
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Ingraffea and Heul,c (1980) pcrfOmlt~d uniaxial compression tests on limestone 311d
granodiorite specimens with single inclined flaws. They reported the following sequence
of crack growth (see ligure 1.4):
i) Cracks initiated from tensile stress concentration points near the flaw tips. These
cracks were labeled "primary cracks".
ii) Primary cracks propagated slowly along a curvilinear IJath towards the directioll of
maximunl compression.
iii) Another set of cracks, labeled "secondary cracks", 2pparcntly initiated at
compressive stress concentration points ncar the flaw tips.
iv) The secondary cracks propagatl~d unstably and led to specinlcn failure at loads that
were 3 to S times higher than the load at which primary cracks were first observed.
Petit and Barquins (1988) studied crack propagation from a single flaw subjected to
uniaxial compression in sandstone. They used a low porosity (4%) and a high porosity
(18%) sandstone for their experiments. The tests were performed on plr.tes, 5;nm tllick,
SO mm high and 50 mm wide. In both types of sandstone, crack propagation involved
axisymmetric "Branch Fractures" with a curvilinear trajectory approaching
asymptotically the central loading axis (cracks labeled ubf" in figure J.5). Branch
Fractures were less developed in the high porosity than in the low porosity sandstone.
During most of the loading, the progressive development of a Shear Zone was observed
(cracks labeled "szlt); this Shear Zone was marked by en echelon microcracks which
i~itiated from the preexisting flaw tip. As the load was increased, this Shear Zone
developed further and caused failure of the specimen.
Jiefan et al. (1990) performed uniaxial compression tests in Fangshan marble. The
specimens were cut into blocks I04x80x6 mm with an inclined flaw of about 20 n1m
long. Figure 1.6 shows the crack pattern that these authors observed during their
experiments. The cracking sequence can be summarized as follows:
i) Crack (1): PFTCs (Primary Forward Tensile Cracks). They appeared when the
specimen was loaded at about 40% of the average peak strength of the specimens and
initiated near the tips of the flaw.
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ii) Cracks (2), (4) and (5): SFfC (Secondary Forward Tensile Cracks), PSBs (I:;orward
Shear Belts), and BSBs (Backwards Shear Belts). As the load further increased, another
pair of wing cracks (SFfCs cracks, number (2) in figure 1.6) appeared at the tips of the
flaw. Meanwhile, some dark areas corresponding to the FSBs (number 4 in the figure)
and BSBs (number 5) developed from the flaw tips towards the fOUf conlcrs of the
specimen.
iii) Crack (3): Bl"C (Backward Tensile Cracks). With incrl~asing load, a pair of BTCs
initiated at the flaw tips and propagated vel)~ rapidly along the loading direction. A
further increase in load lengthened the tensile cracks and intensified the shear zones
without generating any new type of cracks.
iv) Failure. Finally, the specimen failed either by splitting along tcnsilt~ cracks or by
shear fracture along shear belts, or by combination of both.
Chen et al. (1992) conducted uniaxial experiments on marble. The specimens were cut
on plates 110x80x10 mm with a single central flaw with inclination of 300. The specimen
failure process can be summarized as follows (see figure 1.7):
i) First, a p'lir of primary cracks appeared near but not at the tips of the flaw. As the
pressure was increased, the cracks propagated perpendicular to the flaw with a trajectory
that was almost a straight line (see figure 1.7b). These were classified as tensile cracks.
ii) Secondary cracks appeared from the tips of the flaw in the compressive stress area,
and propagated both up and down along the direction of major principal stress direction,
or loading axis. Compared to primary cracks, the secondary cracks propagated faster and
had longer lengths, but they were also stable; sec figure 1.7c.
iii) After the secondary cracks propagated some distance, they stopped growing
although the load continued to increase; instead, an "X" shape black band appeareeJ from
the tips of the flaw (figure 1.7d) and approached the boundary of the specimen as the load
increased. Finally, the propagation of this "X" band caused the failure of the specirncn.
The same authors performed biaxial tests on the same material. Figure 1.8 shows the
resultant crack ~attem. In this case, primary cracks, or wing cracks, arc still perpendicular
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to the flaw. Secondary cracks do not follow the loading direction but they deviate from
the minor principal stress direction towards the center of the flaw.
1.2.2 Specimens with multiple flaws
Reyes (1991) and Shen et ale (1995) investigated crack initiation, propagation and
coalescence of lV/O parallel flaws in uniaxial compressioll. The tests were performed on
prismatic specimens of gypsum with dimensions 152.4x76.2x30 mm. They invest{gated
several flaw geometries by changing the flaw angle p and the ligament angle a (see
sketch). The flaw angles were 300, 45° and 600, and the ligament angles were varied
from 300 to lSOO in steps of 15°. For ligament angles, a < 900, the flaw arrangement is
defined as unon-overlapping geonlctryU since the flaws do not overlap in the direction of
loading; for a > 900 the flaws overlap in the direction of loading and they are known as
"overlapping geometries".
f1aw~/"I..~.aw inclination angle, p
:
.j\..I.i.¥.amcnt angle, a
.
.
flaw :')t<.~aw inclination angle, p
Flaw Geometry used by Reyes (1991) and Shen et al. (1995)
Figure 1.9 shows the crack pattern obtained by Shen et a1. for a non-overlapping
geometry, 811d figure 1.10 shows the crack pattern for an overlapping geometry from
Reyes. These researchers observed two types of cracks: primary, or wing cracks, and
secondary cracks. Primary cracks appeared first; they were tensile cracks which initiated
from both the internal and external tips of the flaws and propagated in a stable manner
towards the direction of maximum compression. Secondary cracks, on the other hand,
appeared suddenly and propagated very fast.
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They observed that, for certain flaw gcolnctrics, the two flaws could link with each
other and produce coalescence. For non-overlapping geonlctries (ligament allgle, a S
9(0), coalescence, if produced, was caused by the linkage of the flaws by a secondary
crack; in that case the secondary crack appeared suddenly and propagated very fast (see
figure 1.9). For overlapping geometries coalescence occurred by linkage of the llaws by
wing cracks (sec figure 1.10).
Chen et al. (1992) pcrfonned uniaxial compression tests on Carrara Marble specimens
in uniaxial compression. The specimens had arrays of three or five flaws with orientati(lllS
either 300 or 60° with respect to the loading axis. Figure 1.11 shows the coalescence
patterns obtained with these geometries. The authors could distinguish four stages of flaw
coalescence:
i) Relatively independent fracturing stage. The primary cracks (wing cracks) appeared
at each tip and propagated in the direction perpendicular to the flaw.
ii) Coalescing st~gc. Primary cracks or secondary cracks propagated and connected the
flaws. The direction of the secondary cracks was influenced by the surrounding flaws.
The primary cracks appeared first and had priority to link the flaws. When primary cracks
could not produce coalescence, the secondary cracks linked the flaws.
iii) Fracturing of the whole flaw system. After coalescence occurred, all the flaws and
cracks acted like a single discontinuity. The cracks at the extreme ends of the flaw system
propagated as the load increased. At the same time, the cracks inside the flaw array
stopped growing.
iv) Failure of the specimen. An "XU shaped microcrack band, similar to the "X" band
observed in specimens with a single flaw (see figure 1.7d), appeared at the ends of the
flaw system, aJld propagated to cause the failure of the specimen.
1.2.3 Summary of previous experiments
Figure 1.12 shows a limited summary of the cracks observed by the previous
researchers in pre-cracked rock specimens loaded in uniaxial compression. For
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comparison, the crack patterns presented in figures 1.3 to 1.10 are reproduced again in
figure 1.13. The following conclusions can be obtained:
The first cracks that appear are tensile cracks which are usually called Wing Cracks or
Primary Cracks. These cracks correspond to the "Tensile Fractures" observed by Lajtai,
to the primary cracks observed by Ingraffca and Heuze, to the PFTCs and SFTCs,
"Primary and Secondary Forward Tensile Cracks" by Jiefan et al., to the "Branch
Fractures" observed by Petit and Barquins, t() the primary cracks in Chen et aI., and to the
"Wing Cracks" in Reyes and Shen ct al.
Secondary Cracks appear later and are responsible, in most cases, for the specimen
failure. These cracks arc described by most of the authors as shear fractures. Secondary
Cracks have been observed to initiate in a direction coplanar to the flaw, and also with an
inclination siro ilar to the primary cracks but in the opposite direction (see figure 1.12).
These fractures correspond to the Itlnclined and Normal Shear r;racturcs" of l-lujtai t to the
"ScconJary Cracl:~" of Ingraffca and Hcuzc, to the FSBs and BSBs, "Forward and
Backward Shear Fractures" of Jicfan, H. ct al., to the "Shear Z()ncs" of Petit and
Barquins, to the "X-band" of Chen et al., and to the "Secondary Cracks" of Reyes and
Shen et al. Note that the two Scc()ndary Crack initiation directions shllwn in figure 1. J2
are not observed in all cases; Ingraffca and 1-leuze, Petit and Barquins, Reyes and SheD
only observed Secondary Cracks in the direction coplanar to the flaws. Thus, it may be
argued that the direction of initiation of the Secondary Cracks may be material dependent.
The BTCs "Backward Tensile Fractures", of Jicfan ct aI., or the "Scc()ndary Cracks" of
Chen et aI., are not included in the previous crack pattern since they do not appear in
most of the other tests, although both researchers had observed these cracks in their
experiments. These cracks can be described as tensile, stable cracks, and arc similar to the
wing cracks. They propagate along a straight path parallel to tile loading direction, and
appear after the wing cracks but before the shear or secondary cracks.
The representative crack pattern presented in figure 1.12 can be summaril£d as follows:
1) The first fractures to appear arc tensile cracks that slart at the tips of tile flaw and
propagate in a curvilinear path as the load increases. These fractures are called wing
cracks or primary cracks.
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2) Wing cracks grow in a stable manner: an increase in load is necessary to lengthen the
cracks.
3) Wing cracks align with the direction of the most compressive load.
4) After further loading, new cracks appear, usually called secondary cracks. Secondary
cracks are generally described as shear cracks or shear zones. Secondary cracks initiate
from the tips of the flaw in a direction which is material dependent. Two initiation
directions are possible: 1) coplanar or nearly coplanar with the flaw (this direction is
always observed), and 2) with an inclination sinlilar to the wing cracks but in the opposite
direction (some materials do not show secondary cracks in this direction). Failure is
generally caused by the propagation of the secondary cracks towards the boundaries of
the specimen.
In multiple flaw systems, primary cracks and secondary cracks foll(lw the crack pattern
dcscrihcd above. Coalescence appears to be a rrth'·r corr·nlicated process. Coalescence is
not only material related, but it is also dependent on the geometry of the flaws. For
example, for overlapping flaw geometries, linkage of the wing cracks with the flaws
appears to be the leading coalescence mechanism. For non-overlapping geometries the
coalescence mechanism is not clear; sOlne researchers, such as Reyes and Shen et al.,
have observed coalescence through secondary cracks, while other researchers such as
Chen have observed coalescence also through primary cracks. Thus, it is not well
understood at the present moment how coalescence, for non-overlapping geometries, is
actually produced.
1.3 Purpose and organization of the dissertation
The understanding of the fracturing process occurring ill a specimen loaded in
compression is still limited. The are many aspects not well known that need to be
addressed. For example, froln the review of the results in pre-cracked specimens of
different rock matelials in compression, it appears that the cracks produced arc wing
cracks and secondary cracks. All the authors define the wing cracks as tensile cracks, and
secondary cracks are viewed, by most of the researchers, as shear cracks or shear zones.
These statements are based only on qualitative observations, which ere not sufficient to
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prove that secondary cracks are shear cracks. The most comprehensive study about the
nature of the crack~ was done by Reyes (1991). Although it was established that wing
cracks are tensile cracks. it could not be conclusively proven that sccondaf}' cracks are
shear cracks.
AnotJlcr important aspect not well understood is how coalescence OCC1\rs. Reyes
observed that multiple flaws could link by the propagation of newly created cracks. Most
interestingly. for non-overlapping geometries coalescence occurred by linkage of the
flaws through secondary cracks; this was a very important result since at that lillie it was
believed that coalescence occurred by linkage of the flaws through wing cracks only.
Also. most of the experimental research has concentrated, so far, on the study of the
cracks generated in uniaxial compression. This is a very important limitation since in
nature the rock mass is subjected to different loads in the three directions.
It is the plirpose of the present rcscar"h to increase the understanding of the cracking
processes in rock materials. Specifically this investigations is intended to target the
following aspects:
• The crack pattern and -coalescence processes in non-overlappin~ geometries. This is
important since coalescence through secondary cracks, which is the least understood
coalescence mechanism, occurs in this type of flaw arrangement.
• Nature and propagation characteristics of the secondary cracks, their relation with the
other cracks generated within the specimen, and their influence in the coalescence
process.
• Beh&vior of pre-cracked specimens in uniaxial and in biaxial compression. This is
particularly important since it is not clear that fracturing produced in uniaxial
compression is similar to that in biaxial compression.
• Development of a theoretical/analytical model that can reproduce the experimental
results obtained in this investigation.
AU these issues are addressed in this dissertation. which is organized as follows:
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• Chapter 2: Results obtained from uniaxial compression tests.
• Chapter 3: Description of the biaxial testing machine designed and built for the
present investigation.
• Chapter 4: Results obtained from biaxial compression tests.
• Chapter 5: Numerical model development. and comparison of predictions with
experimental results.
• Chapter 6: Brief summary of this investigation, and recommendations for future
research.
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Figure 1.1
Stability of a Slope in Fractured Rock Mass
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Figure 1.2
Specimen with a Single Flaw
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Figure 1.3
Crack Growth frODl a Single Inclined Flaw
in a Plaster of Paris SpeciInen in
Uniaxial Compression, frOID Lajtai (1974)
primary crack
secondary crack
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Figure 1.4
Crack Pattern from a Single Inclined Flaw In
Limestone In Uniaxial Compression,
from Ingraffea and Heuze (1980)
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Figure 1.5
Crack Growth from a Single Inclined Flaw in Low
and High Porosity Sandstone Specimens in Uniaxial
Compression, from Petit and BarqlJins (1988).
bf: Branch Fracture; sz: Shear Zone
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Figure 1.6
Crack Pattern from a Single Inclined Flaw
In Fallgshan Marble in Uniaxial Compression,
from Jiefan et al. (1990).
1: PFTCs: Primary Forward Tensile Cracks.
2: SFTCs: Secondary Forward Tensile Cracks.
3: BTCs: Backward Tensile Cracks.
4: FSBs: Forward Shear Belts.
S: BSBs: Backwards Shear Belts.
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Figure 1.7
Crack Pattern from a
Single Inclined Flaw
in Marble in Uniaxial
Compression, from
Chen et al. (1992)
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Figure 1.8
Crack Pattern from a Single Inclined
Flaw in Marble in Biaxial Compressioll,
from Chen et alo (1992)
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Figure 1.9
Crack Pattern In Gypsum Specimens In Uniaxial Compression
Non-overlapplng geometry, from Shen et al. (1995)
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external wing crack
external wing crack
internal wing crack
Figure 1.10
Crack Pattern In Gypsum Specimens In Uniaxial Compression
Overlapping geometry, from Reyes (1991)
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Figure 1.11
Crack Patterns in Carrara Marble SpecilDens with
3 or 5 Inclined Flaws in Uniaxial Compression,
froID Chen et al. (1992)
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Figure 1.12
COlDDlon Crack Pattern Observed froOl
Pre-eracked Specbnens in Rock Materials
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Figure 1.13
CODlparison of Crack Patterns from SpeciIDens with a Single Flaw
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CHAPTER 2:
UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS
2.1 Introduction
Uniaxial compression tests on pre-cracked ~pecimens have been performed in previous
research. Reyes (1991) investigated crack initiation~ propagation and coalescence of two
parallel open flaws (the term flaw will be used from now on to describe pre-existing
cracks in a specimen) under uniaxial compression. She used prislnatic specimens of
gypsum with two initial flaws; the specimen dimensions, as dcpicte(t in figure 2.1 (a),
were 152.4 mm (6 inches) high, by 76.2 rom (3 inches) wide, and around 30 mm thick.
She investigated several flaw configurations by changing the flaw angle p and the
ligament angle a, as defined in figure 2.1(b). The flaw lengths and the ligament lengths
were kept constant at 12.7 rom (0.5 inches), the flaw angles were 30°,45° and 600, and
the ligament angles were varied from 300 to 1500 in steps of 15°. Shen ct al. (1995) also
used gypsum as a rock model material for their investigation of closed flaws in uniaxial
compression. The geometries they used were similar to Reyes'. The difference between
open and closed flaws is that open flaws remain open during the compression tests (Le.
the internal faces of the flaws do not touch each other during a test), so no stresses arc
transmitted across the open flaws. Closed flaws arc manufactured with the internal faces
of the flaws in contact with each other, and they remain closed during a compression test;
cohesion .and friction develop within closed flaws, so normal and shear stresses arc
produced within the flaws (normal and shear directions with rcsl)cct to the plane of the
flaw).
This previous work showed that the crack pattern obtained during uniaxial compression
was a combination of two types of cracks: primary and secondary cracks. Primary cracks,
also called wing cracks, were tensile cracks. They initiated from both the internal and
external tips of the flaws and they propagated in a stable manner towards thc.~ direction of
maximum compresrion (see figure 2.2). Crack surface observations showed that wing
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cracks were characterized by the plumose surface texture typical of tension cracks and by
the complete absence of pulverized gypsum. Secondary cracks, on the other hand,
appeared suddenly and propagated very fast. The surface of these cracks was
characterized by significant amounts of pulverized gypsum; although the authors
recognized that the presence of pulverized material could indicate th3t these cracks were
created in shear, they could not ascertain whether these cracks were pure shear cracks or
cracks initially created in tension whose surfaces then slid past each other causing the
gypsum to be pulverized.
Coalescence of the two initial flaws, when produced, occurred through linkage of the
flaws by a crack or combination of cracks produced during the loading process. Although
the coalescence mode depended on the geometry of the flaws, it was observed that for
overlapping geometries (ligament angle, <X > 90°, sec sketch below), coalescence
occurred by linkage of the tlaws by wing cracks. For non-ovcrlapping geometries
(ligament angle, a S 9(0), coalescence, if produced, was cau,4icd by the linkage of the
flaws by a secondary crack; in that case the secondary crack appeared suddenly and
propagated very fast. Experimental observations did not allow one to conclude whether
these cracks initiated from the internal tips of the flaws or from soroewhcre in the middle
of the ligament. Figure 2.2 represents two crack patterns observed in the previous
experimental series. Figure 2.2(a) presents the coalescence of a specimen with two
coplanar fluYt's, and figure 2.2(b) the coalescence of two non-coplanar flaws (both cases
correspond to a non-overlapping configuration). For the coplanar flaws of figure 2.2(a),
coalescence is produced through a shear crack, while for the non-coplanar flaws of figure
2.2(b), coalescence occurs by a combination of shear and tensile cracks.
'(10aw
a ~ 90° .
, 0
(a) Non-overlapping flaws (b) Overlapping flaws
Overlapping vs. non-overlapping flaws
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These just described crack patterns can be grouped in fOUf different categories, as
shown in table 2.1 (after Shen et al.). Type I occurred through linkage of the two flaws by
secondary cracks emanating from the internal tips of the flaws possibly in shear. Type II
occurred through a combination of shear and tensile cracks; it was not clear whether the
secondary cracks initiated from the internal tips of the flaws or from somewhere in the
middle of the ligament. l"ype III was produced when one of the internal wing cracks
reached the other flaw, and coalescence. for type IV, was produced by any other crack
linkage combination.
The type of coalescence depended on the geometry of the flaws. For coplanar flaws, i.e.
ligament angle equal to the fla\v angle (a= P), type I was obtained; as the ligament angle
increased, the coalescence type moved from I to IV. In general, for non-overlapping
geometries (as 9(0) coalescence is described by type I or II, while types III and IV are
obsclVed in overlapping geometries only (a> 9(0).
These early conclusions were based on a relatively small nunlber of geometries tested,
and although the patterns were consistent for different tests, an extraIJolatioll of these
observations to other geometries would simply be inappropriate. The new investigation
presented in this thesis increases the number of geometries used not only by changing the
flaw angles, but also by changing the ligament length. Some geometries are re-tested, and
their results are used to validate these previous conclusions.
The previous research showed that the principal mechanism of coalescence for
overlapping geometries was wing crack propagation and linkage with the pre-existing
flaws, while fOl" non-overlapping geometries it was secondary crack propagation. Wing
crack initiation and propagation was already a well known process (sec Ingraffea (1980)
and Chan (1986), among others), in contrast to secondary cracking about which little was
known; even the classification of the secondary cracks as tensile or shear cracks is still
controversial. In order to further study the process of coalescence through scconclary
cracking, and the natule of this type of cracks, the research presented in this thesis
focuses on non-overlapping geometries.
This chapter has five other sections: Section 2 describes the preparation of the
specimens, and the Lasic material properties such as strength and dcformability. All the
different geometries tested in uniaxial compression are discussed in Section 3. Sections 4
and 5 are dedicated, respectively, to the testing process, and the experimental
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observations obtained. Finally, in section 6 the major experimental resilits are listed and
interpreted.
2.2 Specinlen geometries
This series of uniaxial compressive tests, as explained before, follows the previous
work done by Reyes (1991), and Shen et ale (1995) by expanding the range of geometries
tested. The purpose is threefold: first, to generalize the conclusions obtained from the
previous experiments, and to validate them by repeating a few geometries; second, to
obtain more extensive and, if possible, more accurate quantitative results of the cracking
process with special emphasis on secondary cracks; third, to observe how far apart the
two flaws should be from one other to behave independently during the entire loading
process.
The specimens have the same geometry as in thr,se previous experiments, that is 152.4
mm (6 inches) high, 76.2 mm (3 inches) wide, and around 30 rom ttlick (see figure 2.1
(a». Two flaws are introduced in the specimens during casting in suell a way that the
plane of the flaws is perpendicular to the 6x3 inch faces of the specimens. The two ilaws
are always parallel to each other, with a length of 12.7 mm (0.5 inches), and a width of
0.10 mm (0.004 inches) for open flaws, as shown in figure 2.1 (b).
In contrast to the previous experiments, the ligament length is no longer constant; two
new parameters are introduced: spacing (8), and continuity (c) (see figure 2.1 (b». Both
parameters are varied in multiples of the half flaw length, which following fracture
mechanics convention is designated as "au, i.e. the total flaw length is "2a" =12.7 rom.
The parameters used in the specimens for the prescnt test series are varied as follows:
Flaw angle (p): 3()o, 45°, and 600.
Spacing (8): 0, a, 2a, 3a, 4a.
Continuity (c): a, 2a, 3a. 4a.
Flaw type: open or closed.
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Table 2.2 is a list of all the geometries tested. An asterisk following the mold number
represents a flaw arrangement already tested in previous experiments and which is
repeated in this new investigation. All the geolnetries in the table are non-overlapping
(ligament angle a in figure 2.1 S 9QO).
To ensure repeatability two specimens for each flaw type (open or closed) and
ge()metry are tested; in case there is a substantial discrepancy between the two results, an
additional specimen is tested. For the 35 geometries listed, a total of 140 specimens are,
thus, prepared and tested in uniaxial compression.
2.3 Specimen preparation and material properties
The material used for the investigation is identical to the one used by Nelson (1968),
Reyes (1991), Takeuchi (1991), and Shen et al. (1995). l1le reason for choosing gypSUln
is twofold: first. all the previous experience and results can be used, and the previous
findings can be compared with the new ones; second, it allows one to generate a
significant number of specimens in a reasonable period of time.
The specimens are made of a mixture of Hydrocal B-ll, a gypsum manufactured by
U.S. Gypsum Company; diatomaceous earth. manufactured by GreCco Inc. as the
commercial product Dicelite, and tap water. The following mass proportions are used:
water/gypsum= 0.4
water/diatomaceous earth= 35.0
Specitically. for the specimen geometry introduced in figure 2.1, the proportions are:
gypsum:
diatomaceous earth:
water:
700.0 gr
8.0 gr
280.0 cc
Diatomaceous earth is used to prevent the bleeding of water to the top of the specimen
during settling of the gypsum mixture (see Reyes (1991) for details).
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Every s~'Ccimen is cast in a mold with internal dimensions of 6 inches lly 3 inches. 'The
mold consists of four stainless steel plates, bolted together, and of two PMMA plates 1/8"
thick, which are placed at the top and bottom of the mold, as shown in figure 2.3; the top
plate has a rectangular orifice used to fill tile mold with the liquid gypsum mixture. Each
PMMA plate has two slits cut into it, which are 0.1 mm (0.004 inches) wide and 12.7 mm
(0.5 inches) long; through these slits, metallic shims or video tape strips arc inserted to
produce the desired flaw an·angement.
The procedure for the preparation of each specimen is followed rigorously in order to
obtain in every case a material as uniform and homogeneous as possible. The mold
preparation involves the following steps (after Reyes (1991) for open flaws, and Shen ct
aI. (1995) for closed flaws):
(1) The two PMMA plates and the four metallic plat<~s arc assembled, but not holted
tight, yet.
(2a) Open flaws: Filler gage stccl stock with a width of 12.7 mm (0.5 inches) and a
thickness of 0.1 mm (0.004 inches) is cut into pieces approximately 4 inches long. Two
of these pieces are first greased and then each one is inserted vertically in each of tllC slits
of the PMMA plates. In contrast to Reyes, who inserted two shims into each slit, thus
obtaining a flaw thickness of 0.2 mm (0.008 inches). only one shim is used here which
reduces the flaw thickness to 0.1 mm (0.004 inches).
(2b) Closed flaws: Commercial videotape is cut int.o 4 inch long pieces. One of these
strips is inserted vertically in each of the slits of the PMMA plates. The strips are attached
and fastened to the mold using commercial electric insulating tape.
(3) The metallic plates of the mold are bolted tight, so the top and bottom PMMA plates
are held in place by the metallic plates.
The mixing and curing process consist of:
(1) The water and diatomaceous earth are poured into a blender and mixed for twenty
seconds.
(2) The gypsum is gradually add(.~d to the watcr-cclitc mixture and blended for f()ur
minutes.
(3) The mixture is poured into the already prepared mold through the orifice of the top
PMMA plate. To r~move entrapped air in the mixture, the mold is vibrated for two
minutes on a vibrating table.
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(4) The 1110ld is then transported to a provisional storage, at room temperature. The
mold is accurately leveled to ensure lIlat it rests on a perfectly horilA>ntal position; this is
necessary to obtain specimens with unifonn thickness.
(5) Closed tlaws: 30 minutes after vibration. the videotape strips are pulled out of the
mold.
(6) The gypsum blocks are taken out of the molds one hour after vibration, and stored at
room temperature overnight.
(7) Open flaws: The day after casting, the metallic shilDs are pulled out of the gypsum
blocks (the grease on the metallic shims prevents them from sticking to the gypsum, so
they can be pulled out easily).
(8) The 76.2x152.4 mm faces of the specimens (top and bottom from figure 2.3) are
polished in a rotary grinding machine until a smooth surface is obtained. As will be
discussed in the next section, the specimen surface is scanned with a microscope during
loading, and this smooth surface helps in the observation of the cracking process.
(9) The gypsum blocks are cured in an oven at 400 C for four days. After that, the
specimens are taken from the oven and tested.
The following figures illustrate the fabrication and testing process described so far:
~~15~ i
'i'll 1
Fabrication I-H I I I
Process (minutes) ------~----- - - - -
o 46 36 66 1440 (1 day)
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The following comments provide additional information on the creation of open and
closed flaws: For closed flaws, when the video tape strips are pulled out from the mold,
the gypsum is still not hard, so it can flow and close the gap left by removing the strips;
the two faces of the gap get in contact and new bonds between them are produced as tile
gypsum hardens. This process produces closed flaws with cohesion and friction.
For open flaws. when the rnetallic shims are pulled cut the next day, the gypsum has
already hardened, so the gap created renlains, and. thus, open flaws are obtained. During
polishing the debris produced can fall into the open flaws alld clog them; to prevent this,
new shims are inserted into the open flaws during the grinding process. These new shims
are shorter than the previous ones to ease manipulation of the specimen; they are
polished, so they are slightly thinner than the ones used during fabrication to facilitate
their insertion, and not greased. When polishing is finished, these new shims are
removed.
The gypsum is acquired in 100 Ib bags with each bag providing enough material to
produce around 50 specimens. Given the number of specimens to fabricate (over 200 are
nceded) the possible variability of the material properties from bag to bag is of great
concern. To check for unusual variations, each bag is systematically examined by
preparing and testing uncracked specimens, of the same dimensions as the pre-cracked
ones, in uniaxial compression. Figure 2.4 shows typical examples of the stress-strahl
curves in uniaxial compression from one of the gypsum bags.
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Brazilian tests are conducted on disk-type specimens of gypsum, of 76.2 mm (3 Inches)
diameter, and around 47 mm thick. Figure 2.5 shows a stress-strain plot of the gypsum
disks obtained from the Brazilian tests (in the figure, P is the failure load, D and AD are
the disk diameter and decrement of diameter due to loading, respe4~tively, and 't' is the
thickness of the disk).
All the results obtained fronl the testing of uncracked specimens are presented in
Appendix A.I.
The material properties, from the unconfined compression, tensile, and biaxial (see
Chapter 4) tests can be summarized as follows:
Average uniaxial compressive strength (ac):
Average Brazilian tensile strength (at):
adat:
Average Young's Modulus in compression:
Average Poisson's ratio (from biaxial tests):
2.4 Testing
34.5 MPa
3.2 MPa
10.8
5960 MPa
0.15
The specimens are loaded in a computer controlled INSTRON Model 1331 servo
hydraulic machine, until failure is reached. The direction of tJle load with respect to the
specimen is shown in figure 2.1(b); this load, which will be also referred as "vertical"
from now on, is applied parallel to the longer dimension of the specimen. 11le gypsum
blocks are placed between two cylilldrical, rigid platens, whicll are screwed into the load
cell and the actuator of the machine, leespectively. The influence of t11ese rigid platens on
the cracking process (i.e. friction and shear stresses between the platens and the
specimen) is compensated by a height to width ratio of the specimens of two (see figure
2.1). Readings of the vertical load, as well as the vertical displacement of the cross Ilcad
of the machine during the tests are taken every two seconds by a data acquisition syswln
(see figure 2.6 for a schematic of the loading control & data acquisition systems) .
Loading is carried out using displacement control at a rate of 0.002 mmlsec in steps of
5 KN. This rate is about aile half of the one used by the previous researchers, and it is
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adopted here because it substantially improves the observations of crack initiation and
coalescence. During loading the specimen surface is scanned with a microscope; since
only a small portion of the surface is visible through the microscope, the load has to be
placed on hold during each complete scan of the surface. This process makes it necessary
to perform the tests in a stepwise fashion; i.e. load steps of 5 KN as mentioned before.
The specimen is first loaded without scanning to about 20 KN, a load at which no new
cracks are fonned. The test is stopped, and, without unloading, the specimen surface is
scanned for new cracks; after the scan is completed, the test is resumed. Tltis process is
then repeated for each step of 5 KN of vertical load until failure is reached. As stated
before, only a very small area of the specimen can be seen through the microscope; this
meaJ1S that a given cracking event can be derected only when the load is held constant and
the surface is fully scanned. Under these conditions, the maximum error produced in allY
observation of the load (or stress) at which a cracking event occurs is equal to the load
step (i.e. 5 KN), since the new event may have occurred immediately after the last scan.
Arbitrarily, a maximum allowable error due to the scanning process is chosen as 2.0 Ml>a,
which given the specimen dimensions defined previously translates to a 5 KN load step.
Scanning of the surface of the specimen is done with a low power microscope. A
camera is attached to the microscope, and connected to a TV nlonitor that displays the
images, which, in tum, are recorded on a VCR connected to the monitor. An independent
fiber optic illumination device lights the scanned surface. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic
of the scanning and the loading control systems.
Flaw slippage, crack initiation, coalescence, and failure stresses, as \vell as crack
initiation angles, crack types, and crack pattern are the basic mcasurclnenls and
observations made for eactl test. A record form designed for this purpose is used for each
test. This form is presented in figure 2.7; it has two parts: the top part which is filled in
with the specimen characteristics and the fabrication date, and the rest which is completed
during the loading process. The box denominated "detailed sketch" is used to draw the
cracking process around the two flaws during loading, including wing and secondary
cracks, as well as coalescence; the box labeled ttgeneral sketch" is used to show the crack
pattern observed in the specimen after failure. See figure 2.8 for an cxarnplc.
Stress measurements, as well as the detailed crack pattern observations up to the
coalescence of the flaws are made during the loading process. The crack initiation angles,
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and the crack pattern at failure are obtained once the specinlcn is unloaded and 'Jlken out
of the loading machine.
There are inevitable errors in the observation of the crac,king events, and in the
association of measured loads with particular events. Some errors are caused by the
loading process followed, saIne arc due to the need of interpretation of events observed
since sometimes one has to decide whether a crack has started or not. Some errors are
produced because of the random nature of the material, and sonic due to the measuring
system used.
The loading process, in which a full scan of the specimen surface is made in steps of
5.0 KN (2.0 MPa for the specimen geometries used), introduces a maximum error of 2.0
MPa. The human error is more difficult to quantify in part because it is not systematic.
The operator, when scanning the surface of the material, has to decide if a new crack has
started; this may seem rather trivial hut can be very complicated. Wing cracks arc in
general easily noticed because they appear suddenly as an opening in the surface of the
gypsum, and with a sharp contrast between the white of the gypsum and the black of the
opening. There are cases, though, in which they are not easy to observe; for example,
wing cracks of open flaws at their initiation are longer and wider than those of closed
flaws, and wing cracks from 600 flaw angles are shorter and thinner than from 300 flaw
angles; this means that the observation of wing cracks on 60° closed flaws is rather
difficult. Secondary (or shear) cracks are much more difficult to observe. First there is a
change in color on the surface of the gypsum; it appears sonlcwhat whiter than the
surrounding arca. This is followed by a bulging and some material protrusion, and,
finally, by some spalling of the material around the tip of the flaw; later on the secondary
crack can be easily observed. At some point during this process, the initiati()11 of a
secondary crack has occurred; the operator, with some judgment, has to decide at what
load level this happens. From the experience accumulated from multiple tests, it has been
noticed that crack initiation can be pinpointed unmistakably within two loading steps;
that is, a doubtful event at the end of a given step, can be recognized as a crack or
dismissed at the end of the next step. I-Icnce, the human error can be bounded between 2.0
and 4.0 MPa; the first number (2.0 MPa) corresponds to tJIC loading step and is inherent
to the process followed here; the second number (4.0 MPa) is an upper limit applicable to
very few and difficult cases. 111 summary, tile errors are assumed to be 2.0 MPa for wing
cracks, and around 3.0 MPa, on average, for secondary (shear) cracks.
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Coalescence is not difficult to identify within a loading step, and [he only problem is to
make sure that the coalescence crack really connects the two flaws; sometimes, due to the
fragmentation of the blocks after failure this is difficult to ascertain. The coalescence
error is estimated to be, in general, within one load step, i.e. 2.0 MPa.
The wing crack angles are measured on the surface of the specimen after failure;
sometimes it is very difficult or even impossible to measure them due to the excessive
damage to the blocks after failure. In general, some judgment is needed to position the
measuring device; one can assume that tile maximum error is about ± 5°.
The most difficult measurement is that of slippage of the closed flaws. This problem
arises because: first, it is not a sudden event, and second, because slippage starts at some
point in the middle of the flaw, while the microscopic observations between steps are
restricted to one of the tips of a flaw. The first events noticed are little extrusions or
protrusions of material from inside the flaws, followed by sinall shear displaceOlcllts
between the two faces of the flaws. Slippage seems to occur in a stepwise manner
because all these small events are repeated in different parts of the closed flaw as the load
is increased. 1bis behavior implies that there is not a "specific" load at which slippage of
the whole flaw occurs, but that the process is progressive. Although during each load step
the microscopic observations are centered on the tip of a flaw, the image is large enough
to include part of the flaw; it is in this visible part of the closed flaw where measurements
of slippage events are made. It is important to note that these measurements correspond to
single events observed on a small portion of a closed flaw, and they can not be
considered as representative of the whole slippage process.
The experimental errors call be summarized in the following table:
Measurement Error (MPa)
Wing (tensile) crack initiation stress 2.0
Secondary (shear) crack initiation stress 3'()
Coalescence stress 2.0
Wing crack initiation angle ±5°
Slippage stress for closed naws Unknown
Summary of measurement errors
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Regarding errors related to material variability, the measured unconfined compressive
strength of uncracked specimens sugg~t that the error is about ± 10%.
2.5 Experinlental results
This section refers to the crack pattern observed in uniaxial compression tests, and
summarius the quantitative measurements made. It is divided in seven sllb-sections: the
rust sub-section describes me general crack pattern observed; the second deals with the
primary or wing cracks; the third sub-section with the secondary cracks; the fourth with
the coalescence of the flaws; the fifth with the stress-strain behavior of the pre-cracked
specimens up to failure; the sixth with the results of some tests conducted on open flaw
specimens to investigate if the flaws remain open during a uniaxial compression test, and
the seventh describes the debonding process of closed flaws.
From now on, the terms "secondary crack" and t'shear crack" will be used
interchangeably. Although the term shear c!ack will be preferred (later on it will be
detennined that secondary cracks are indeed shear cracks), the tenn secondary crack still
will be used to link this work with the previous experimental research.
Tables 2.3 &J1d 2.4 show all the results obtained in uniaxial comr)ression tests for open
and closed flaws, respectively. The first column in both tables lists the geometries of tile
flaws in the form of "flaw angle-spacing-continuity" (see figure 2.1 for definitions); for
example an entry of 30-a-3a corresponds to a two flaw specimen, with flaw angles, p, of
300, spacing, s, of 'a' (a= half flaw length), and continuity, c, of '3a'. The secund column
is the ligament length in multiples of 'a'; columns 3 and 4 present the stresses at Wllich
initiation of the internal and external wing cracks are observed. Columns 5 and 6 show
the wing crack initiation angles measured with respect to the plane of the flaw (see figure
2.2). Columns 7 and 8 are a list of the internal and external shear crack irlitiation stresses
(see figure 2.2 for definition). The stress at which coalescence occurs is presented in
column 9, and slippage, observed only for closed flaws, appears in column 10. An empty
cell appears when a measurement can not be made, or a crack or coalescence is not
detected; all the stresses are in units of MPa.
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All the experimental results for uniaxial compression tests are presented in Appendix
A2.
2.5.1 Observed crack pattern
The crack patterns observed in Ulis research are similar to the ones found in preViO\IS
investigations (see table 2.1), with two important differences: first, types m and IV of
table 2.1 do not appear; second. a new crack pattern is observed in which coalescence
occurs through linkage of the internal wing crack of one of the flaws with the internal
shear crack of the other flaw. This new crack pattern can be considered as an intennediate
type between types II and III of table 2.1. Table 2.5 summarizes all observed crack
patterns so far. By comparison of tables 2.1 (obtained from previous researell) with table
2.5 (from the present investigation) one can observe that types I, II, III and IV of table 2.1
are equal to types I, II, IV and V of table 2.5, respectively; type III is the new crack
pattern found. Note that although in the current experimental series types IV and V (table
2.5) have not been observed, they are included for completeness.
The most important conclusion after inspection of table 2.5 is that the crack pattern is
always a combination of only two types of cracks: tensile alld shear cracks. Tensile
cracks appear at the internal and external tips of the flaws and propagate in a stable
manner; due to their shape they are often called wing cracks, and they correspond to the
primary cracks of the previous research. Internal and external shear cracks (called
secondary cracks in the previous research) also initiate at the tips of the flaws and
propagate in a stable manner. When coalescence occurs, and for non-overlapping
geometries only, it is always caused by the linkage of two internal cracks: internal shear
with internal shear (types I and 11), or internal wing crack with internal shear (type III).
lbis generic pattern is found in all the tests, and it is independent of the flaw angle, of the
flaw arrangement, and of the flaw type (open or closed), although the crack initiation
angle, crack initiation stress, and coalescence stress or coalescence type are geometry
dependent
Type I coalescellce, as defined in table 2.5, occurs when the ratio of spacing to
continuity (sic) is less than 1/3; i.e. the two flaws are coplanar or almost coplanar. In this
case the linkage of the flaws is through the connection of the internal shear cracks. Figure
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2.9 is an example of this type of coalescence: it shows the coalescence of a 45-0-2a
geometry with open flaws; there, the external wing cracks, as well as the shear
(secondary) cracks that produce coalescence can be noticed.
Type fi, in which coalescence is produced by the linkage of the two internal secondary
or shear cracks by a tensile crack, occurs when the spacing to continuity ratios are greater
than 1/3. Shen et ale (1995) observed that the tensile crack that linked the internal shear
cracks initiated in the middle of the ligament and propagated towards the shear cracks. In
the present experiloents, where an extensive number of geometries yield coalescence of
type 0, this behavior is not observed; 011 me contrary, in all the cases, the internal shear
cracks propagate in a stable manner up to some pOillt; afterwards, the linkage of these
shear cracks is sudden and it appears more like the propagation of the shear cracks into a
tensile crack than the propagation of a newly formed crack from the middle of the
ligament. Figure 2.10 (of a 60-a-2a specimen with open flaws) is an example of this kind
of coalescence; the secondary, or shear, cracks from the internal tips of the flaws
propagate up to a certain point where they transfonn into a tensile crack that link them;
the final linkage through the tensile cracks always occurs in an unstable fashion. In figure
2.10 details of the external wing cracks and external shear cracks can also be observed.
Type III, first observed in this research, occurs when the ligament angle is approaching
900 (spacing to continuity, slc= 1); that is, in the transition from non-overlapping to
overlapping flaw geometries. In this case coalescence occurs by the propagation of the
internal shear crack from one of the flaws until it reaches the internal wing crack of the
other flaw. Both the internal wing and shear cracks propagate in a stable manner up to
some point where the internal shear crack grows unstably -Jotil it links witll the wing
crack. The coalescence of a 60-a-2a specimen with closed flaws, presented in figure
2.11, is a good example of type III; it can be seen that the internal wing crack of the
upper flaw links with the internal secondary crack of the lower flaw producing
coalescence
Coalescence types IV and V are not observed in this series of experiments, which
indicates that they may be characteristic of overlapping geometries (not tested in this
experimental series).
Table 2.6 lists the types of coalescence obtained for the tests performed in uniaxial
compression on both open and closed flaws.
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The general behavior described so far is observed for both open and closed flaws. The
most important difference between these two types of flaws, apart from the actual values
of the crack initiation angles and stresses, is that closed flaws need to debond wid slide
first before any new crack can appear. During the loading process some bulging, eVe)l
small material extrusion in the flaws, and small movements of the upper and lower faces
of the flaws are usually detected; sometilnes debonding and slippage may happen
suddenly and seem to coincide with wing and shear crack initiatioll. Since the area
covered by the microscope is rather small, and the debonding and slippage pr()(:esses arc
progressive both in time and through the length of the flaws, only instanu.\neous and
localized observations are made; table 2.4 presents some observed slippage stresses.
Numerical experiments by Chan (1986) suggest that slippage begins in the middle of the
flaw and propagates to its tips. This research can not confirm nor deny Chan's results.
Based on the subjective feeling that one gets after running a large amount of tests, rather
than from observed behavior, it seems that slippage starts at some point in the flaw but
not (\t the tip (probably where the fabrication process leaves a weaker contact), and
spreads to the tips; debonding is sometimes so sudden that a cracking sound may be
heard. The material extrusion between the faces of the flaw and the slippage nlovements
observed suggests that after reaching the peak resistance (after debonding has occurred)
only the residual friction remains.
2.5.2. Primary cracks
Reyes (1991) obselVed that the primary, or wing, cracks were tensile cracks emanating
from the tip!, of the flaws, and that they propagated in a stable manner following a
curvilinear path that Ltligned with the most compressive load.
These internal and external wing cracks arc also observed here. Figure 2.12 shows a
detail of the lower flaw of a 45-3a-4a open flaw configuration prior to coalescence; there,
the two internal and external wing cracks can be secn. They initiate at the tips of the flaws
and propagate in the curvilinear path that Reyes described and eventually they align with
the load direction (see the ends of the wing cra~ks in the figure).
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Willg cracks propagate in a stable manner; i.e. the external load needs to be increased
for the cracks to propagate further. Internal. and external wing cracks, once produced,
remain open up to coalescence or up to failure if there is no coalescence. If coalescence
occurs, the internal wing cracks close at coalescence. Some pictures of a 45-2a-2a open
flaw geometry taken prior and after coalescence, presented in figure 2.13, illustrate this
process. The picture at tile lOp of the figure shows tile internal wing crack of tile upper
flaw before coalescence; a type II coalescence is shown at the bottoln of the figure, but
now the internal wing crack of the upper flaw is closed. In general the external wing
cracks are longer than the internal wing cracks; the external wing cracks can even reach
the lOp and bottom boundaries of the specimen and cause failure, while the internal wing
cracks are usually confined to the ligament area.
In each test, both the internal and external wing crack initiation stresses are recorded
independently during loading; the internal and external wing crack angles are measured
on the surfaces of tile specimen after the test is completed and the specim(,~n is removed
from the loading machine (see tnbles 2.3 and 2.4).
Different variables, such as flaw angle. ligament angle, ligament length, spacing (8),
and continuity (c), have been correlated with the flaw geometry. It has been found that
the ligament length has the strongest effect of the experimental results, such as wing
crack initiation stress and angle, secondary crack initiation stress and coalescence stress.
Figure 2.14 is a plOl of the observed initiation stresses of both the external and internal
wing cracks for all the specimens, including open and closed flaws. It is important to note
that regardless of the geometry or the flaw type, the external and internal wing cracks
appear at the same stress level in all tests. Although an extensive range of geometries was
examined, it may be premature to extrapolate these results to geometries willl flaws very
close to each other (i.e. for flaw geometries with spacing and continuitic~ smaller than
half the flaw length, since these are the minimum values used in this research); with the
data presented here it can be concluded that the internal and external wing cracks will
appear at the same stress level, i.e. at the same tirnc, for flu\,vS with spacing and
continuities larger than or equal to one half the flaw length.
Figure 2.15 is a plot of the internal and external wing crack angles for all geometries
and flaw types. Again, this figure shows that both the intcnlul and external wing crack
angles are identical irrespective of the geometry tested. The same conclusion as before
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holds: the external and intemul wing crack angles are identical for flaw geometries with
spacing and continuity greater than or equal to half the flaw length (this is the minimum
value of's' and 'e' used in this test series).
All the wing crack initiation stresses, without distinguishing between external and
internal, are plotted in figure 2.16, arranged by flaw angle and by flaw type (open or
closed). This figure shows that for open flaws there is a clear increase in the initiation
stress as the flaw angle increases; there is also an increase as the ligament length
increases, but for ligament sizes greater than '3a't the wing crack initiation stress reaches
a plateau. The wing crack initiation stress is higher for closed flaws than for open flaws,
although for flaw angles of 600 the difference is very small. In contrast to open flaws in
which there is a clear increase in stress with flaw angle, for closed flaws this increase, if
any, is very small; again, the wing crack initiation stress increases as the ligament l~ngth
increases until a plateau is reached for ligament lengths greater than '3a'.
Hence, it appears that for ligament lengths greater than three times the half flaw length
the external and internal wing crack initiation stresses become independent of the
presence of the other flaw, i.e. the flaws behave as if they are isolated.
In figure 2.17 the wing crack initiation angles are plotted with respect to the ligament
length. In this figure, it can be noticed that the wing crack angle follows sirrtilar trends as
the wing crack initiation stress: for open flaws the wing crack initiation angles increase
with the flaw angle, and with the flaw type, i.e. closed flaws have higher flaw angles than
the corresponding open flaws. In contrast, although there is some scatter especially for
closed flaws, the angle is insensitive to the ligament length. The average wing crack
initiation angles are:
Flaw Angle Open Flaws Closed Flaws
300 74° 95°
45° 86° 1130
600 1050 1260
Wing Crack Initiation Angles
Hence, it appears, from figure 2.17 that the wing crack initiation angle depends only on
the flaw angle and on the flaw type. Furlhennore, if tIle wing crack initiation angles arc
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plotted with respect to the loading directions (see figures 2.1 and 2.2 for reference), as
shown in figure 2.18, one sees that now all the data cluster in two narrow bands: one for
open flaws, with an average value of 45°, and the oUler for closed flaws with an average
value of 66°. Interestingly, for open flaws, this direction coincides with the maxinlum
shear direction that is produced in an uncracked specilnen; the 110 difference between
closed and open flaws is clearly produced by the frictional nature of the closed flaws.
2.5.3 Secondary cracks
Shear cracks, or secondary cracks as defined in the previous research, were observed by
Reyes (1991), and SheD et al. (1995) in their experiments. The term t~condary crack' in
tile previous work was used for those cracks that appeared hctween the two flaws and,
eventually, produced the coalescence of the two flaws. The experimental observations
mad~ by Reyes and Shen were inconclusive regarding the nature of these cracks, i.e.
whether they were shear or tensile cracks. It was not clear whether these cracks
propagated in a stable manner or if they appeared suddenly producing coalescence; in that
sense, both researchers reported cases where secondary cracks were stable cracks, and
cases where they were unstable. The location of initiation of the cracks was not clear;
again both investigators described cases where these cracks initiated from the tips of the
flaws and cases where they appeared to initiate from the middle of the ligament.
Microscopic observations made by Reyes showed that the surface of the secondary
cracks was very rough, and composed of crushed gypsunl and gypsum powder, in
contrast to the surface of tensile cracks which was smooth and clean; she concluded that
although rough surfaces and powder were typical of shear cracks, these rough surfaces
could be produced by a tensile crack which sheared afterwards. Shen approached tile
problem from a numerical perspective: he was able to accurately predict the coalescence
stress and crack pattern obtained from his experimental tests using a numerical model in
Wllich tlle secondary cracks were considered to be shear cracks. As a conclusion, one
could say that although all the observations pointed to the shear nature of the secondary
cracks, no definite classification could be made.
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Since Horii and Nemat-Nasser (1986) showed that shear faulting could be
accomplished in a cracked specimen by linkage of an en-echelon crack system through
wing cracks, the research community has regarded "true shear cracks" with skepticism.
Despite the previous remarks, secondary (shear) cracks are observed in this
investigation. Figure 2.19, of a 45-3a-4a open flaw, is a good example. One can notice
that two different types of cracks emanate from the internal tip of the lower flaw: a wing
crack and a secondary crack. The following three points provide strong evidence that
secondary cracks are shear cracks:
1) Observations on the surface of the specimens during loading show that the secondary
cracks initiate at the tips of the flaws as a protrusion of material (see figure 2.19), or as
some material spalting from the surface (see figure 2.20). These phenomena arc
characteristic of a compressive stress field. Compare the surface deformation produced by
the secondary cracks with the 'clean' surface produced by the tensile cracks in figures
2.19 and 2.20.
2) Microscopic inspection of the surfaces of the cracks themselves corroborate the
observations made by Reyes relative to the nature of the cracks. The surfaces of the wing
cracks appear clean and without any crushed or gypsum po\vdcr; a plumose stnlcture with
its hackle marks can be easily observed on the wing cracks, which is typical of tensile
cracks. These hackle nlarks show clearly that the point of initiation of the tensile crack is
at the tip of the flaws. Figure 2.21 is a schematic of the crack surfaces of a typical
specimen. In contrast, the surface of the secondary cracks is characterized by crushed
material and gypsum powder, which is typical of shear cracks. Up to this point one has to
agree with Reyes in the sense that these cracks can have been originated in tension and
sheared afterwards. lhis possibility, although very unlikely since no visual observations
have ever detected a tensile crack where the secondary cracks appear, can not be
discarded.
3) The stress field around the tips of the flaws for uniaxial compression Illading show
clearly that the secondary cracks always initiate in a compressive stress field. Figures
2.22 and 2.23 show the tangential stress field around the tip of open flaws for flaw angles
of 300, 45°, and 600. The stress field is in cylindrical coordinates with origin at the tip of
the flaws, and it is obtained considering an isolated naw in an infinite medium subjected
to a uniaxial far field stress (see figure 2.22(a». Since the material behaves elastically, tile
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stresses will be proportional to \he exterior stress applied; to facilitate comparison
between different geometries, a constant exterior stress of 1.0 MIJa is used. Following Ule
convention used in rock mechanics, compressive stresses are taken as positive, and tensile
stresses as negative. The solution is obtained with a BEM (Boundary Element Method)
developed for this research; this numerical method will be discussed and verified in
Chapter 5 of this thesis. Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show the tangential stress field around
closed flaws for flaw inclination angles of 300, 45°. and 60°; these stresses are obtained
under the same conditions as for open flaws (see figure 2.24(a» . As will be shown later,
one of the most important characteristics of the secondary cracks is that they initiate and
propagate in the plane of the flaw; this propagation direction is represented in figures
2.22 to 2.25 by a dashed line. By inspection of the figures one can notice that at this
location (coplanar to the flaw), the mngential sfresses are compressive for all the flaw
inclinations. The possibility of initiation of secondary cracks immediately after wing
crack initiation (so the stress fields are different from the ones plotted in figures 2.22 to
2.25) has also been contemplated with identical results: secondary cracks initiate withiJl a
compressive stress field (detailed plots of the stress fields for flaws with and without
wing cracks can be found in Chapter 5). Thus. it can be concluded that the secondary
cracks always initiate in a compressive stress field independently of the flaw geometry
and of the flaw type (open or closed). Therefore, the secondary cracks described so far
have to be shear cracks at least on a macroscopic scale. It still can be argued that a
compressive stress field can produce tensile cracks at the tips of microscopic flaws (of the
order of the grain size) suitably oriented with respect to the cOlnpressive field; then, these
microscopic tensile cracks and microscopic flaws can coalesce following the model
described by Horii and Ncmat-Nasscr (1986). This exceeds the scope and measuring
capabilities of this research; nevertheless, the important conclusion is that at the
macroscopic scale the secondary cracks arc indeed shear cracks.
Further confinnation of the above conclusions can be found in the work done by Reyes
(1991). Figure 2.26 shows the contours of the maximum (tensile) principal stresses
around the tips of two flaws inclined at 300 with a ligament angle of 75° with wing
cracks, at an applied uniaxial stress of 17 MPa. One can notice that in the direction
coplanar to the flaws, the stress field is indeed compressive (the ahsence of ceJntour lines
indicates compressive stresses).
Shear (secondary) cracks in this investigation always initiate from the tips of tile flaws
and propagate in a stable manner; only ncar coalescence it is observed that tile shear
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cracks propagate in an unstable manner. In contrast to wing cracks, the internal shear
cracks arc generally larger than the external ones. The shear crack behavior can be
described as follows: In coalescence type I the shear cracks initiate from both the internal
and external tips of the flaws and propagate in a stable manner; when the intenlal shear
cracks reach a certain length, coalescence is produced by a sudden propagation of both
internal shear cracks until they link (see figure 2.9). In coalescence type II, the internal
and external shear cracks initiate and propagate in a stable lnaJlner; when the internal
shear cracks reach a given length, they propagate in an unstable manner as a tensile crack
that connects both internal shear cracks; detailed observations of the tensile crack arc
difficult because of the high speed at which the event occurs, but it appears that the
tensile crack initiates from the tips of the internal shear cracks (see figure 2.10). In
coalescence type lIlt the internal and external shear cracks also initiate from the tips of
the flaws and propagate in a stable manner; coalescence is produced when Oile of the
internal shear cracks, after some critical length is reached, propagates unstably and links
with the internal wing crack of the other flaw (see figure 2.11). These are very inlportant
results since they characterize the shear cracks with properties similar to the wing cracks:
stable propagation and initiation from the tips of the fla\vs. A much lower loading rate
than the one used by previous researchers probably made it possible to obscrve the shear
crack development more accurately.
Measurements of the shear crack initiation angles on the surface of specimens, and
inspection of the coalescence cracks after unloading, show that these cracks always
initiate and propagate in the plane of the flaw from which they emanatc, irrespcctivc ()f
the flaw angle and of the flaw type (open and closed); sec, for example, figure 2.19. Note
that, in contrast, the wing crack initiation angle depends on the flaw inclination angle and
on the flaw type.
Measurements of shear crack initiation stresses arc made in every test, and arc listed in
tables 2.3 and 2.4. Internal and external shear crack initiation stresses are recorded
independently, and are plotted in figure 2.27. Similarly to the wing cracks, the internal
and external shear cracks initiate at the same stress ilTespcctive of th,~ specimen geometry
or the flaw type.
Figure 2.28 is a plot of all the shear crack initiation stresses with respect to the ligament
length, arranged by flaw angle and flaw type. Shear crack initiation stresscs for open
flaws increase with the flaw angle and with the ligalncnt length. Closed flaws yield
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higher initiation stresses than the corresponding open flaws, but the difference is minimal
for flaw angles of 600; it is not clear from the figure if there is an increase in shear
initiation stress with the flaw angle for closed flaws, in contrast to what occurs with open
flaws.
The behavior described so far for shear cracks is strikingly similar to wing cracks.
Furthermore, when the shear or secondary crack initiation stresses are plotted widl
respect to the wing crack initiation stresses, as in figure 2.29, a clear relationship between
the two types of cracks emerges: shear crw;ks appear al the same time (same stress level)
as the wing cracks independently of the flaw geometry and of the flaw type. There is
some scatter in this figure due to the results of closed flaws and due to open and closed
flaws of 600 inclination angle. It is believed that the scatter obtained from closed flaws is
caused by the differences in cohesion and friction between the specimens caused by the
fabrication process; the scatter observed for flaws of 600 inclination angle is produced at
this particular inclination since the wing cracks are more difficult to observe at this than
at lower angles (see Section 2.4).
Given the characteristics and behavior described so far for the tensile cracks (wing
cracks or primary cracks), and for the shear cracks (secondary cracks), it is the author
bel;ef that it should be more appropriate to use the terms 'tensile' and 'shear' cracks
instead of 'primary' and 'secondary' cracks. The term 'primary' suggests that these cracks
occurred first, or that they are the most inlportant cracks; it has been established that both
type of cracks occur at the same tilne, and that in non-overlapping geometries,
coalescence always requires the propagation of shear cracks. The term u\ving" should be
reserved for those tensile cracks that emanate from the tips of the flaws and propagate in
a curvilinear fashion (i.e. have a wing shape).
2.5.4 Coalescence
The coalescence proccsc; observed in this investigation is similar to the one obtained by
previous researchers, and already presented in table 2.5.
Figure 2.30 is a plot of the coalescence stress with respect to the ligament length. For
both open and closed flaws, the coalescence stress increases with the ligament length, up
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to a ligamellt length of about three times half the flaw size; afterwards, there is a small
increase with the ligament length for open flaws. while the coalescence stress remains
almost constant for closed flaws. For both flaw types. the coalescence stress increases
with the flaw angle, although this increase is very small for closed flaws.
In contrast to wing cracks and secondary cracks, which are present in every test,
coalescence is not always observed; although the rnajority of specimens produce
coalescence, those geometries with ti,e two flaws far away from ~ach other (for values of
'Sf and 'e' equal to '4a') do not produce linkage (see tables 2.3, 2.4. and 2.6). In uniaxial
compression tests, coalescenc(~, when observed, and failure of the specimen occur at the
same time.
2.5.5 Stress-strain behavior
During the loading process, a data acquisition system reads the vertical load and the
vertical displacement of the specimen until failure. The readings are taken every two
seconds and stored in a PC for further analysis (see figure 2.6).
Figures 2.31 and 2.32 show the vertical stress - vertical strain curve of an open and a
closed flaw specimen with the same geometry (45-a-3a). The shape of the curves for
closed and open flaws is the same. but the failure load for specimens witll closed flaws is
consistently higher than for specimens with open flaws.
Small deviations from linearity, like small steps, can be observed in the figures (sec for
example the small step around ~l MPa) in test #1 curve of figure 2.32. These steps or
non-lincarities are produced every time the load is held constant to scan the specimen
surface. Although not clearly visible everywhere, small steps can be observed at inf~rvals
of approximately 2.0 MPa, which is the magnitude of the loading step between surface
scans (see section 2.4). Due to the short duration of surface scanning. no secondary
deformations, like creep, arc possible; what actually happens is that the loading machine,
during holding, relaxes the load in a few tenths of a MPa, which recovers when tIle test is
resumed. This produces a small unload-reload loop with some hysteretic rcsl')onse which
gives the steps described earlier. A few examples of the load-reload loop can be observed
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in figure 2.32; see for example the curve for test #1 at 3, 20, 25 and 31 MPa, or the curve
for test #2 at 18 and 29 MPa.
The stres:;-strain response shown in figures 2.31 and 2.32 is representative of the
unia:,(ial compression process. The curves start with a convex shape, which is caused, on
the one hand, by the closure of gaps and loading of the INSTRON machine elements, as
well as the transfer of the load from the platens to the specimen; also, the micro-cracks
present in the specimen begin to close under compression. This initial process results in
relatively large vertical displacements compared to the stress applied. As the vertical
stress increases, the response of the specimens is linear, with a slope, within material
variability, similar to the uncracked specimens. As one notices from the figures, the
initiation of tensile or shear cracks does not alter the shape or the slope of the curves.
Finally, failure, or for that matter coalescence, if present, (bulh happen at the same stress)
occurs in a brittle manner with a large load drop, and with a large vertical deformation
(not plotted).
2.5.6 Closure of open flaws
Reyes (1991), and Shen et ale (1995) loaded gypsum specimens with open flaws with
0.2 miD (0.008 inches) aperture in compression, while in the current research the aperture
is only 0.1 mm (0.004 inches). This reduction has a twofold purpose: on the one hand it
will better approximate the ideal mathematical open flaw (zero aperture, but remaining
open); on the other hand, it will allow one to have a rough idea, by comparing the current
witll the previous tests, on how the flaw aperture will influence the results, if at all.
The major concern about the smaller aperture is that under comprcssioll the llaws may
close at some point during tilC loading process; if so, all the experimental observations
and measurements taken after closure are compromised. For that reason, additional tests
were performed on specimens with open flaws to observe whether closure is produced,
and, if so, at what stress level.
The major difficulty lies in accessing the interior of the flaws during loading. In the
experiments only the specimen surface is visible. Even if on this surface the two faces of
the flaws remain separated during loading, this can not exclude the possibility of flaw
closure further inside where no observations can be made. Different ideas have been
considered, like staining the internal faces of the flaws with carbon paper and observing
after the test whether the faces are scratched or not; or introducing a very thin strip into
the open flaws during testing and see if it can slide inside the flaws during different
phases of LIte loading process. None of the above can be considered sufficiently reliable:
the first one because scratching can be produced at failure, or even when the faces arc
first stained; the second one because the thickness of the strip can playa very important
role.
The method chogcn consists of observing the closure of the flaws hy looking at a light
source passing through the open flaws during loading. For this purpose, the fiber optic
illumination device (see figure 2.6) is moved to the back of the specimen, so the frontal
surface (the surface to which the nlicroscopc is facing at) remains dark while the back
surface is illuminated. The image observed in the TV monitor is then a lighted opening
(see figure 2.33(1». The tests are conducted like the regular ones until failure or closure
of the flaws occurs t but no intermediate scans of the front surface are performed. When
closure occurs, another fiber optic device is used to illuminate the front face of the
specimen, so that the surface can be scanned with the microscope.
Specirnens with the three flaw angles are selected, and for each flaw angle there arc two
geometries: one with flaws very clos~ to each other, and the other one with flaws far apart
from each other (note that for ligament lengths greater than three times the half flaw
length the flaws behave as independent flaws, as stated in section 2.5). These geometries
arc thought to be representative of the range of geometries used in the uniaxial
compression tests. Specifically the following specimen gcomctr~cs with open flaws arc
used for the closure tests:
Flaw Angle (~) s c
30 a a
30 2a 3a
45 a a
-
45 2a 3a
60 a 2a
60 2a 4a
Specimen Geometries
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Results of this test series show that closure is produced at or after coalescence, or at
failure if coalescence does nOI occur. In uniaxial compression tests, coalescence and
failure coincide but in a few cases it has been possible to hold Ule load after closure
without the total destruction of the specimen; the front face of the specimen is then
illuminated and scanned with the microscope, and a coalescence crack has been observed
for this few cases. What has not been possible to check is if closure coincides witll
coalescence of the flaws. Figure 2.33(2) shows closure of a 45-a-a specimen at or after
coalescence. Figure 2.33(3) shows the crack pattern immediately after closure, where it
can be observed that coalescence has already occulTed.
The closure process is as follows: as the exterior load is increased, the faces of the fl.aws
approach each other, and the aperture of the flaws is reduced. Total or partial closur~ of
the flaws occurs suddenly in an unstable manner. As described before, closure coincides
with the specimen failure or occurs at or after coalescence. The fact that the final stages
of the coalescence process are also unstable (see Section 2.5.1) strongly suggests tllat
closure and coalescence occur at the same time.
Stress-strain plots of the closure test series can be found at the end of Appendix A.2.
2.5.7 Slippage of closed flaws
Slippage of a closed flaw is assumed to occur when the first relative movement of the
faces of the flaw is observed. It is inlportant to notc that this is the first movement noticed
and il may not be, necessarily, the first slippage in the flaw. The reason is because from
loading step to loading step thc image received from the mic.·oscopc is cClltercd on the
internal tip of one of the flaws; this image also covers part of th~ flaw, but it is only ill
this reduced area where slippage can be seen.
Relative movcnlcnts of the faces of a closed flaw can be observed during two to three
loading steps (each loading step corresponds to 2.0 MPa), which indil'ates a progressive
debonding or slipllagc, rathcr than an instantaneous process. These slippage movelnents
are secn initially far from the tip of the flaw which means that dcbonding occurs
somewhere in the rrliddlc of the flaw; later on the relative nlovemenls are spread allover
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the area covered by the microscope. In some cases, after some initial small movements,
there is a sudden and large slippage observed over the entire image and accompanied Ily a
cracking sound.
After sanle slippage has occurred in a particular flaw, wing or shear cracks may initiate
from the tips of this flaw. The experimental observations show that no cracks initiate
without prior slippage of the flaw; i.e. slippage is a necessary. condition for crack
initiation in specimens with closed flaws. It is not clear, though, if the entire flaw needs to
debond or a partial debonding is enough. This author suspects that slippage has to have
reached the tip of the flaw before a crack can initiate from that tip; this is not based on
experimental evidence, but on the impression that one gets after multiple tests.
Slippage readings are listed in column 10 of table 2.4. These results must be taken with
caution since they are obtained under the conditions just described. Figure 2.34 is a plot
of the slippage stresses of closed flaws in uniaxial tests versus the flaw length. There is a
large scatter of data probably due to the conditions under which slippage measurements
are made. What one would expect to see is :he data to be insensitive to the liganlCn!.
length, since before any debonding occurs the specimen must behave as uncracked. At
this point it is not clear if this is so or if other variables play an important role; for
example debonding of one of the flaws may be influenced by the other flaw.
From the data of table 2.4, an average value of the slippage stress is computed for each
flaw angle in an attempt to reduce possible errors, and to better study the influence of the
flaw inclination angle on debonding. These average values are presented in the following
table:
nawangle Slippn~e (MPa)
300 24.8
45° 25.8
600 28.2
Slippage of closed flaws in uniaxial compression
Clearly, there is a net increase of the average slippage stress with flaw angle. Attempts
to fit these values on a relationship of the form: t = to ... J.1 O'n, which is the typical
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Coulomb friction law, have been unsuccessful. It is unfortunate that the actual debonding
process cannot be explained with the present investigation. This is not a trivial issue since
without it we can not fully understand the behavIor of closed flaws, which are, in fact, the
ones. that occur in nature.
Undoubtedly, further investigation is needed to study this important process. More
accurate observations of the debonding process along the entire length of the flaws are
necessary, and more complex friction laws, which may depend on the amount of tIle
relative slippage, should be considered.
2.6 Interpretation of the expcrhnental results
The major results obtained from the uniaxial COinpression tcst series. can be
summarized as follows:
• Internal and external cracks, either wing or shear cracks, initiate at the saine stress
level. This is a very interesting result since one would expect that the interaction between
the two flaws would produce a different response at the internal tips than at the external
tips of the flaws. One factor that may have contributed to this and not explored in this
research, is the flaw length. For short flaws, like the ones used here, the local conditions
obtained at their external and internal tips may be similar to each other.
• The wing crack initiation stress for open flaws increases with the flaw angle, and with
the ligament length up to a distance of '3a' after which the initiation stress reaches a
plateau. The ligament length is a mcW)ure of the interaction between the two flaws; one
can expect that as the distance between the two flaws increases, the influence of one flaw
on the other one decreases. Obviously there will be a critical distance above which the
interaction between the two flaws will be minimal; this critical distance, experimentally
obtained, is '3a'.
• The wing crack initiation stress for closed flaws also increases with the flaw angle,
and with the ligament length, but in 14 less pronounced manner than for specimens with
open flaws; the initiation stresses reach a plateau for ligament lengths greater than '3a'.
Specimens with closed flaws have higher initiation stresses than similar specimens with
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open flaws. Cohesion and friction produced between the faces of closed flaws can be
viewed as a mechanism for energy dissipation; thus. one can expect that closed flaws will
have initiation stresses higher than open flaws.
• The secondary crack initiation stress increases with the flaw angle alld with the
ligament length up to the critical distance '3a' above which the initiation stresses reach a
plateau; the effect is more pronounced in spccilncns with open flaws than willI closed
flaws. Specimens with clos~d flaws have a higher secondary crack initiation stress tllan
with open flaws.
• Extenlal wing crack initiation angles are the same as internal wing crack initiation
angles. Wing crack initiation angles increase with the flaw angle, but tJICY arc rather
insensitive to ligwnent length. The most important observation is that, for open flaws, the
wing crack initiation angle measured with respect to the loading direction is 45°
irrespective of the geometry of the flaws, and that for closed flaws it is 66°, also
irrespective of the geometry of the flaws.
• Secondary cracks initiate and propagate alwa}s in the plane of the flaw; tllis is so
irrespective of the flaw geometry and of the flaw type. In contrast to wing cracks, which
arc tensile cracks, this investigation has found evidence that secondary cracks seem to be
shear cracks. rrhcre arc three important ~ndications for that: first, the surface ()f these
cracks is rough, and has gypsum powder on it, which suggest they originate thr()ugh
shearing; second, the specimen surface where these cracks initiate shows .11utcrial
protrusion and spalling, which indicates a compression zone; third, stress analyses in the
area of initiation show that, indeed. secondary cracks initiate in a cOlnprcssivc stress field.
• Three different mechanisms of coalescence have been found for non-overlapping
geometries: Type I which is produced by the linkage of the two internal secondary cracks;
type II. by the linkage of the two internal secondary cracks by a tensile crack, an(1 tYI>C
III, by the linkage of the internal s~condary crack of one of the flaws with the ~ntcrnal
wing crack of the other flaw. A very important observation is that while wing cracks and
r.f.:condary cracks propagate in a stable manner, coalescence always occurs by a final
unstahle propagation of one or both of thl~ cracks involved in ihe c()alcsccncc. Since
secondary cracks propagate in the plane of the flaw, it appears that coplanar or ahllost
coplanar llaw geometries favor coalescence type I. For offset geometries, coalescence
occurs through types II and III.
• Coalescence stresses increase with the flaw angle and with the ligament length, and
they are higher for closed than for open flaws. Coalescence coincides with failure in
uniaxial compression.
• No wing or shear cracks can initiate from closed flaws unless some dcbonding and
slippage has previously occurred. Slippage along a flaw is a progressive process that
starts somewhere in the middle of the flaws and advances towards the tips.
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Type Schematic path of Coalescence Description of Coalescence Mode ofCoalescence
I
II
111
IV
Type of coalescing fracture:
secondary fracture. Initiation
position: preexisting fracture lips.
Crack surface characterization:
rough, with many small kink
steps; contains crushed gypsum
Type of coalescing fracture:
secondary crack.
Initiation position: Unclear.
Crack surface characterization:
some parts arc clean and smooUl
while other PilJ1S arc rough with
crushed gypsunl
Type of coalescing fracture:
wing crack. Initiation I)()sition:
preexisting fracture tips.
Crack surface characterization:
smoolh and clean.
Type of coalescing fracture:
secondary crack. Initiation
position: preexisting fracture tips.
Crack surface characterization:
very rough, coated with a lot of
crushed gypsum
Shearing
Shearing
+ l~nsioJl
Tension
Shearing
Table 2.1
Crack Patterns from Previous Rcscarcll
Reyes (1991), and SheD ct al. (1995)
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ReSlllts ()f '(csts witll Closc(II~"I~lWS ill
Uni~lxi~ll Conlprcssi()ll (Stresses ill Mi'a)
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'I'ypc Schclnatic path of ( 'oalcs<;cll<;C J )cscriptioll of ( 'oalesccl)cc
'I'ype of (.:oalcscing fnu.:tun::
sc(.:oudary shear crack. Jililiatioll
I)()sitiou: preexisting fht,\, tips.
( 'rack surface chanu:tl-,.il.atioJl:
rough. \\'ith IllCiny slnall kink steps:
cOlltains crushed gypsUlll
~ lode of
( 'oa Ics<.:c nec
Sh taring
--_. ----------------------f-----------------------.- .----- ------.- ---~---- -
II
III
(
'I'ypc of coalescing fracturc:
secondary shear and tensile cracks.
Initiation position: precxisti ng I'll, \\
tips. ( 'nu.:k surface charactcril.ation:
sOllle parts arc c lean and Silloot h
\\'hile other parts arc ruugh \\'ith
crushed gypsulll
'J'y pc or coalesc ing fr:-tlt tire:
secondary shear crack and \\'iug
crack. Initiation position'
pl'l~e , is1ing fIa\\ lips. ( 'rae k still al' l"
chanl<.:tel il.alioll: SOll1l- parts an:
clean and sillooth \\'hi Ie other parts
arc rough \\'Ith crushl-d gypslIlll
Shearing
+ tension
Sheallllg
t- Ie nSI( H)
IV
_____ - - •• ••• ~ 0 __• __ • . _
'I'ypc of Loalcscing rraclllil'.
\\'iug crack Initiatioll positioJl.
prl'C\ isli ng rla\\ lips,
( 'lack ~lIlfa<.:l' l'h,u·acll'l"Il.allun.
sIlloothand t.' lea n.
v
,rypc () f t:oa Il-Sc ing rI ac lu n: :
secondal") crack. Initiation
position. prel'\lsting rla\\' lips. SheaIlIlV')
( 'rack surface <;haractcril.ation:
\'cry lough, cualed \\'ilh a lot uf
cnl~hcd g) PSlI III
<)( )
Specl.ea Georael" O~n Flaw. Cloled .1.".
30- 0-%. I ...
JO- 0·3. ... I
30- 0-4. ... ...
JO- .- • II II
JO- ••%" II II
30- .-3. I I
30- a~. ... ...
30-1.-%. II II
30-1.-3. II II
30-1.·4. ... II
30-3.·1. II II
~0·3.·3. II II
30·3.-4. II II
30·4..-3. II ...
30·...·4. ... ...
45- 0·1. I I
45- 0·3. I I
45- 0·4. I I
45· a· a II II
II II -45· ••~.
45- a·3. I I
45- .-4. I I
45·1.·2. II III
45·1.·3. II II
45·2.·4. II II
45·3.·3. II III
45·3.·4. II III
45·4.·4. III III
60. 0·2. I I
60· 0·3. I I
60· 0·4a I I
60••·2. II III
~••·3. II II
.-
60· .·4. III II
60·1.·4. III III
Table 2.6
Coalescence Mode in Uniaxial Compression
(Roman NUlllcrals refer to Coalescence Modes lJstcd in Tahlc 2.5)
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Figure 2.1
Geometries of Model Rock Specimens
(8) Overall View (b) Detail
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Figure 2.2
General Crack Pattern with:
(a) Shear Coalescence
(b) Combined Shear-Tensile Coalescence
(b)
ME1'ALLle SIIIMS
~ OR VIDEO TAPE
Figure 2.3
Mold Used for tile Fabrication of
the Gypsum SIJecimellS
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Stress-Strain Behavior
of Uncracked Specllnens in
Uniaxial Compression
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Stress-Strain Behavior
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Figure 2.6
Schematic of Experimental Set-up (Not to Scale)
Loading Control &
Data Acquisition
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SAMPLE DESCRIPTION I P= I •
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GENERAL SKETCH
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Figure 2.7
Recording Form Used during Fabrication
and Testing of the Specimens
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Comparison of External Wing Crack and
Internal Wing Crack Initiation Stresses In
Uniaxial Compression
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Comparison of External Wing Crack and
Internal Wing Crack Initiation Angles
In Uniaxial Compression
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Wing Crack Init,lation Stress vs.
Ligament Length In Uniaxial Compl·ession
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Local Tangential Stresses aroun(1 tllC 'r~p
of a Fla\v in Uniaxial Compression
(a) Tangential Stress Of) for p= 45°, Open iflaw
(b) Tangential Stress 0'0 for p= 60°, Open Flaw
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Local Tangential Stresses around tile Tip
of a Fla\v ill Uniaxial Compressioll
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Figure 2.26
Contour Plot 01 the Maximum (Tensile) Principal
.~tress around Flaws with p= 300 and a= 750 with Wing
Cracks under 17 MPa Far Field Uniaxial Compression.
Dotted Line Marks approximate Path of Coalescence
Crack Observed by Reyes (1991). Region with Highest
Maximum Principal T~nsile Stresses has been Shaded
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Wing Crack vs. Secondary Crack
Initiation Stl·CSS in Uniaxial Compression
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Stress-Strain Behavior of SpecImens
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CHAPTER 3:
BIAXIAL MACHINE
3.1Illtroduction
A very important part uf this research is concerned with the investigation of the
initiation and propagation of pre-existing cracks under confining stress, an(l with the
comparison of these results with the ones obtained from unconfined conditions. 'nlC
'confinement' is applied ill :1 principal direction perpendiclliar to the lnajor principal
rlirection. In the third principal direction no load is applied (at least in this ph~~ of tile
research). The major principal load and the confinement load are applied to the specimen
through a biaxial loading machine desIgned and built for this research.
The design of the machine should fulfill technical, as well as cost and time constraints.
First, the design has to be technically sound and appropriate for the needs of this research;
second, it is desirable to try to adapt existing resources to the specific requirements (If this
investigation to minimize cost; also, such a device should be available in time for this
research.
To fulfill these requirenlents, the simplest conditions one can tJlink of are to increase
the major principal stress while the confinement stress is kept constant for the duration of
the test; and also to use the same prism geometries used in uniaxial compression for tile
biaxial compression tests, since the molds Nld PM~JA plates are readily available. TitUS,
the minimum technical requirements are that the user should be able to change the
confinement load for different tests, that the machine should be capable of applying and
maintaining a constant confinement load while the major principal load is being
increased; it also should be possible to apply a major principal stress higher than the
strengtll of the material. In addition, and as an operational requirement, the biaxial set up
should accommodate the microscope and illuminating device used for scanning of the
specimen surface.
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Figure 3.1 shows an specimen under a biaxial stress. The (najor principal stress is
applied to the top and bottom of the block (Oy: vertical arrows in the tigure), and the
confinement stress (ab: horizontal arrows) to the left and right of the block. The terms
'major stress' and 'vertical stress', on the one hand, and 'confinement stress' 30(1
'horizontal stress' on the other hand will be used interchangeably from now on.
TIle following ~ctions of this chapter discuss the thinking and design process that led
to the construction of the machine. Section 2 describes the most ilnportant factors
influencing the design of biaxial or even true triaxial machines (true triaxial is used here
to describe a machine capable of applying three different and independent prillcipal
stresses, which is different from the con ventional triaxial machine of "oil mechanics in
which a radial confinement stress md a deviatoric stress are allplic(l). Section 3 describes
in detail tile biaxial apparatus used here, the uesign problems and how they are solved;
related to this section, Appendix D presenlS detailed design for the biaxial machine,
including the frame and the loading platens. Section 4 discusses the set-up of the
specimens in the biaxial machine. In section 5 a short summary and discussion is
presented.
3.2 Design Issues
It is important to realize that crack initiation from pre-existing flaws depends on the
local conditions around the tips of the flaws, a11d that the flaws themselves act as stress
concentrators. Thus, it is necessary that in every test the stresses applied to the specimens
are as uniform as possible; if the stresses are locally non-unifonn, tile behavior of the
initial flaws or otlter cracks may depend more on these local variations than on the mean
far field stress. Figure 3.1 shows a specimen with two initial flaws ur.der biaxial
conditions; the major or vertical load needs to be applied parallel to the longest side of
the specimen, while the confinement load is applied parallel to the shortest side. Of great
concern is how the horizontal load is applied to get a unifonn stress on the lateral sides
of the specimen; with respect to this, the following two geometrical considerations arc
very important: the height to width ratio of the specimen in the direction of loading, and
how close the flaws are to the boundaries of the specinlcn. In the lateral direction the
height to width ratio is 1:2; this means that any small nonnunifonnity in the applied lateral
stress will affect the stresses around the two flaws since they are very close to the lateral
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boundaries (notice that along the vertical direction the height to width ratio is 2: 1, tllus
the two flaws are funher away from th~ top and bottom boundaries than from the lateral
boundaries; this makes the application of the lateral load the most critical).
The following two issues are the principal cause of stre~s non-uniformity at tlle lateral
boundaries of the specinlcn: alignlnent of the loading axes with the specimen faces an(1
friction between the specilnen and tJ1C loading platens.
Alignment is of great concern because the fabrication process (sec section 2.2 for
details, and figures 2.1 and 2.3 ff)r r~~fcrcnce) can not ensure tllal all the faces ()f the
specimen are either perfectly parallel or perpendicular to each otllcr. Small inlperfections
in the molds, or even different tightening of the screws of the mold can cause deviations
from the intended perfcct shape (Jf the spechnen; these deviations, although small, ran act
as load concentrators, and can produce shear stresses, or even tllrque and bending
moments, in Ihe specimens if the loading axes and platens cannot adapt to these
irregularities. Figure 3.2 illustrates lItis problem (actual imperfections arc grossly
exaggerated).
Since biaxial testing is based on applying the confinement load first, and keeping it
constant while the major load is increased, substantial friction may develop between the
specimen and the lateral platens. If rigid platens, like the ones used in uniaxial tests, arc
adopted in the horizontal axis the shortening in the vertical direction due to the major
load would produce a large shear stress on the lateral faces if no slippage between the
faces of the specimerl and the rigid plates is allowed. Such shear stresses not only would
cause a rotation of the principal stresses in the specimen (i.e. the venical and horizontal
stresses would no longer be the principal stresses), but since such shear stresses may be
non-uniform along the boundary a non-uniform stress field would be applied to tile
specimen and to the flaws.
T11ere are two fundamental types of biaxial, or for that matter true triaxial, apparati:
single frame systems and multi-frame systems. In a single frame system the two loading
axes are accommodated in a single rigid frame in which the axes can not move relative to
each other (see figure 3.3 for a schematic of the single frame system). In a multi-frame
system, all the loading axes are independent and can move and rotate relative to each
other. Figure 3.4, from Winkler (1984), shows a tnle triaxial multi..framc nlachine. In this
rna.chine, three independent frames apply the loads in the three directions; each frame is
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suspended through flexible cables, which allow displacements and rotations of tlle franlcs
relative to eacl\ other.
To compare both types of frames, it is necessary to go back and look at the geometry of
the specimens. To accommodate both the vertical and horizontal loads to the faces of tile
non-perfect specirnen of figurc~ 3.2, only three rotations are needed (it is assuffie<l that the
rotations are very snlall, so associated displacements of the platens due to tile rotations
can be neglected). 'Nith the assumption that the bottom face is fixed, a rotation is needed
to adjust the vertical load, (Jy, to the lOp face of the specimen. With respect to the
confincml~nt stress, "h, rotations of both the left platen and of the right platPIl arc needed.
These rotations, and even po~siblc ass<J\.:iated disphlccmcnts, and displa,cments due to
the shortening of the block during loading, r!l11 be easily accommodated with a single
spherical joint in each loading axis, i.e. a total of t\VO spherical joints, and with a multi-
frame system. This is so brt;ause rotation or displacement of one frame with respect to the
other can accljmmodate the necessary movements. In contrast, with the single frame
system, three nphcrical joints are needed: one for the vertical axis, and two for the
horizontal axis. While the first, vertical, axis is stable having only one joint, the
horizontal axis with two spherical joints is not. Therefore, unless one can guarantee
perfect blocks, and with a maximum of one spherical joint per axis to ensure stability,
non-uniform stresses can be expected with the single Craine system.
Quantitative comparisons between the two frarae systems (see for example Winkler
(1984» show that the single frame system can lead to overestimating the strength of a
material by as much as 20%.
With respect to friction betWCCll the specimen and the platens, different types of platens
can be considered: non lubricated rigid steel platens, lubricated rigid steel platens, brush
platens, flexible membrane (fluid cushions), and steel pistons (see figure 3.5, from
Gcrstle et aI. (1976) for a schematic). Following Gerstle's work, two scales can be used to
asses the pclformwlce of the platens: the degree of normal boundary constraint in the
direction of the applied load, and the degree of the lateral boundary constraint in the plane
of the boundary. With respect to the nonnal boundary constraint, rigid platens arc at one
end of this scale because they cause uniform normal displacements but variable Donnal
stress; fluid cushions, producing uniform normal stresses with variable normal
displacements, are at the other end. With respect to the lateral boundary constraint, the
fluid cushions are at one end since they allow free lateral displacements with zero shear
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stresses on the surface, while rigid steel platens without lubrication are at the other end
since they constrain the specimen against lateral dcfonnations, leading to shear stresses
on the surface.
Numerous researchers have cOinpared the influence of the type of the platens on the
strength of the material tested under biaxial or true triaxial conditions (see for instance
Kupper and Hilsdorf (1969). Bro\vn (1974). Taylor et al. (1975), Gcrstle (1976), Maso
and Lerau (1980), Winkler (1984), and Van Micr (1984». All of thern concluded that
ligld illalcns lCiiu 10 an overestimation of the strength of the malerial by as lunch as ~OC;~,
while flexible platens, like brush platens, fluid cushions, and steeJ pistons give accurate
results.
3.3 Machine design and construction
The advantages and disadvantagr,s of each frame system (single or multi-frame) have
been discussed in the previous section. It is clear that without a major improvement in the
specimen fabrication process, the single-frame system \vould produce inaccurate results.
Hence, the multi-frame machine is adopted, and this for several reasons: first, it is
technically better, as already mentioned; second, its nlodularity allows an ~1Sy expansion
to a third axis; third, one of the machines in our laboratory could be easily used to apply
load in one of the axis. and the addition of another frame would be relatively
straightforward, so the design would be cost effective; fourth, with sOlne extra design,
the modularity concept of the multi-frame system would facilitate the mounting/de-
mounting of the second axis on the existing machine. rfhis aspect will be discussed in
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Section 3.2 has shown why platens other than rigid platens have
to be used. The design requirements of the platens will be discussed ill Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 General layout
An existing 200 Kip Baldwin machine is used for load apillicatjon in the vertical axis of
the biaxial apparatus. Apart from the technical reasons just stated (Section 3.3), economy
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and time have played also a very important role in the decision. Although the capacity of
the machine is far greater than needed, and smaller machines can initially be uSt~dt the
following additional advantages Inake it the preferred choice: the nlicroscope and the
illulnination device can be placed on top of its big platform, and its large oil pUI11p can
supply enough pressure to power also the second axis.
Since the confinement stress is applied first, its rnagnitude needs to be limited to the
minimurll stress that might initiate cracking in any of the specimens; from uniaxial
compression tests, one can deduce that prCSSU1~S above 2() MPa cause crack initiation in
some geometries. WitJI the specimen geometry described in figure 3.1, a 20 MPa applied
sL~s torresponds to 100.KN. A 100 KN INSTRON actuator and a 50 KN load cell arc
used for the horizontal frame, since they were available in our laborattlrics. The .lclualor
can produce the desired stress level, but the load cell limits the applied stress capacity to
10 MPa. Although this small load cell is used, all the components of the horizontal load
application are designed for a 100 KN capacity, in case that an upgrade will be later
needed.
Figure 3.6 SIIOWS the set-up of the biaxial maclline. The biaxial system has two 111ain
parts: the 200 I{ip Baldwin machine for the vertical loading axis, and the horizontal
loading frame.
A beam is screwed to the top of the Baldwin nlachine as shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7
(section A-A. in figure 3.6); the horizontal fmme hangs by three cables from the extremes
of this beam: two on the actuator side and one on the load cell side, and each cable is
connected to the horizontal frame by a spring and a turnbuckle (turnbuckles are used to
level the horizontal frame when necessary). l'his Ilanging system converts the
arrangement into a multi-frame machine, since due to tile cables and the springs, the
horizontal frallie can move and rotate in any direction with resllCCt to tIle vertical frame,
which is fixed. Figure 3.8 (section B-B in figure 3.6) is a view from the top of the
hori7A1ntal frame and shows the points where the turnbuckles arc attached. It is important
to note that because of the particular location chosen to attach the beam of the hanging
system to the Baldwin machine, the horizontal frame follows exactly the vertical
displacements of the vertical frame (Baldwin machine) during loading; this helps reduce
any possible friction between the horizontal platens and the specimen. All this can be
clearly seen by looking at the arrows drawn in figure 3.9 which represent the movements
of the components of both the vertical and horizontal frames: the Baldwin machine
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displaces the horizontal platform (arrow (I) in figure 3.9) upwards towards the cross-head
(which is fixed) when loading, this platform is rigidly connected to two columns (arrow
(2» which in turn are rigidly connected to the steel bridge (arrow (3» to which the
hanging SystCID is attached (arrow (4»; so, any vertical movement of the Baldwin
platform (arrow (1» is perfectly followed by the horizontal frame (arrow (5) in figure
3.9). As a con~quence, the center of the specimen is always alignt~d wifh the horizontal
loading axis.
A PC controls the loading IJroccs~ ~f bolll loading a~cs indcp~ndcntly using the
commercially available software MTh<;l'2, from "Advanced Machine Tcchnolog}' Inc."
(iniJally this soft\vare was capatlle only of controlling uniaxial loading; its biaxial
capabilities have been especially developed for the current research).
3.3.2 The horizontal CraIne
Figure 3.10 shows a detail of the horizontal frame. It has four major components: the
100 KN INSTRON actuator, the 50 KN load cell, the brush platens, and tile frame. The
frame consists ,Jf two 11.5xll.5xl inch steel plates (number 2 in the figure) that suppert
the actuator and tile load cell; these plates are tied together with four threaded bars
(marked as number 1), of one inch of diameter, bolted to the steel plates. This design
makes it possible to test, if necessary, other specimen geometries than the ones described
so far, by untightening the tJtfcaded bars and moving the load cell and/or the actuator to
the desired position; it also makes it possible to substitute the 50 KN by a lQ(l KN load
cell if necessary. The actuator is also supported through a second steel plate of
11.5x Il.5xO.25 inches attnchcd to the other extreme of the Craine (number 3 in figure
3.10). The nlajor portion of the weight is concentrated on the actuator side of tile frame,
so a second support not only is convenient for weight disttibution, but also reduces
bending moments 011 the threaded bars which occur if only one support on the actuator is
provided. The plates are designed against plastic collapse or failure due to bending; and
the threaded bars are designed against tensile failure when the actuator is at its full
capacity (see Appendix D).
Three suspension cables support the horizontal frame; two cables arc attached to two
steel bars (number 4 ill figure 3.10) screwed on top of the aCluator plates, and the other
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cable to the load cell plate, as shown in figure 3.8. l~hcse cables arc cOllnccted to a
metallic beam which is attached to the top of the Baldwin machine. This metallic beam is
designed as a cantilever beam subjected to the weight of the horil.ontal frame plus the
hoses fl111 of oil (these are the hoses that connect the oil punlp of the Baldwin nlachine to
the 100 KN actuator; sec ApIJCndix D for ti,e design of the hanging beam).
The details of the connections of the )()ad cell and of the actuator to the loading brush
platens are presented in figure 3.11. The actuator is connected to the loading platl~n by a
threaded steel bar, 1.25 inches in dianlcter. On one side the steel bar is screwed to the
inner thrc&4~ of the actuator, and on the other side it is connected with a spllcrical joint to
the brush platen. The inner thread of th~ actuator makes it possible to move the 1.25 inch
diameter bar in or out, thus widening or closing the gap between the two platens; these
displacements, as it will be discussed later, arc necessary for the positioning of tilC
specimens between the platens. The load cell is rigidly connected to the other platen by a
similar threaded bar screwed into the load cell and to the platen. The threaded bars arc
designed against buckling at full capacity of the machine, and the minimum dimensions
of insertion of the threaded bars into the load cell, actuator, or platen, arc obtained by
preventing failure by shearing of the bar threads for a 100 KN load (see Appendix D).
Details of the sphelical joint are shown in figure 3.12. The basic idea is to transn1it the
load from the actuator to the platen by a spherical ball. Thus, the horizontal load can
accommodate the actual specimen shape either by rotation of the actuator with respect to
the ball or by rotation of the ball witll respect to tile platen. The spherical joint is enclosed
in a machined steel box. Both the enclosure and the shape of the end of tilC actuator bar
are designed to limit the movements of the clltire sphericai joint. In tllC longitudinal
section of figure 3.12, the T shape of the end of tile actuator bar can be scene This rr limits
any movements of the spherical joint; the Inaximum rotation is obtained when one point
of the T of the actuator bar touches the inside wall of the enclosure. The gcomctlics of the
actuator and the enclosure are designed to limit the maximum rotation to 5°, which is
considered an upper bound of a major imperfection that might be produced during
specimen fabrication~ Another important function of the spherical joint is to facilitate the
set-up of the specimen between the platens; a limit on the maximum movements of the
joint keeps the platen attached to tlle actuator, tllUS making it casier to place the specimen
between the platens at the beginning of each test In addition to the ball and the enclosure,
the joint has two spherically shaped seats, one on the actuator side and one on the platen
support side (see figure 3.12). The depth and radii of the scats arc designed to ensure that
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the actuator will always apply the load to the cCl1t~r of the platen; in other words, the
actuator bar axis, the center of the ball and the center of the brush platen will be always
aligned during loading. Under zero load the platen detaches and the alignlncnt is lost (the
depth of the scats is designed to prevent the ball from falling out of the spheri<.~al scats).
When some load is applied, the ball has to rotate within the spherical scats until it rc~lch~s
the deepest point, thus re ..estahlishing the lost alignment.
3.3.3 The brush platens
The second major problem, the occurrence of shear stresses between specimen and
loading platens, is solved by using brush platens. They hHvc shown good results in multi-
axial loading, compared with other types of platens (sec ~:ection 3.2). It is also necessary
to usc brush platens in the vertical axis; rigid platens in the vertical frame would prevent
any lateral displacements at the top and h()ttonl interfaces of the specimen, thus
producing the typical barrel shape. This barrel shape would, in turn, produce a
concentration of confinement stresses in the middle region of the specimen since the
contact between the lateral faces of the block and the horizontal platens would not be
perfect.
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 show the horizontal and vertical platens, respectively. The
geometry of these platens depend on two factors: the dimensions of the specimens, and
the loads to be applied; the first factor defines the cross section of the platens, and the
second factor, the lengtlt of the brushes.
The specimen dimensions, as discussed earlier (sec figure 3.1 for reference), are 152.4
mm (6 inches), by 76.2 mm (3 inches), by 30 rom (around 1.2 inches), so the cross
section of the h<'Jrizontal platt~s has to be, at least, 6 inches by 1.25 inches; silnilarly, the
vertical platens should be 3 inches by 1.25 inches. Since the most difficult and delicate
operation during testing is the placement of the spccirncns bct\vccn the four platens, an
additional width of the cross section of the platens would help, so the width of the platens
is increased to 1.5 inches. The final dimensions of the cross section of the platens arc:
6x 1.5 inches for the horizontal platens, and 4x 1.5 inches for the vertical platens (the extra
length of the vertical platens is to accommodate specimens of up to four inches wide).
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The brush platens have two components: the support and the brusht~S thenlsclvcs. The
support is a rectangular piece of steel, with dimensions slightly greater than the brushes,
i.e. 7x2.5 inches f\)r the horizontal platens, and 5x2.5 inches for the vertical ones; (sec
figures 3.13 and 3.14); these ~rcater dimensions arc nceded to have some extra room for
the attachment of the brushes. The thickness of the support is dctcrlnincd by the
maximum bending allowed under loading conditions; note that if the support bends, the
face of the platen in contact with the specimen is no longer plona: hcca~lSC it follows the
movements of the support (see sketch). The n13ximuln allowable displacement of the hlp
and bottom brushes is a more stringent condition than the failure of the support, as shown
in Appendix D.
tbrushes J
initial shape
$
load
--~-~-
deformed shape
Sketch of the undefornled and deformed shapes or the brushes
From the calculations performed (see Appendix D for details) a minimum thickness of
the support of 2 inches for the horizontal platens, and of 1.5 inches for the vertical platens
is required to limit the bending deformations. These supports have two holes on each
side, where a measuring device can be attached. In actual tcsl';, a [..,VDT screwed into the
holes of the horizontal platens is used to measure horizontal displaccrncnts of the
specimens during loading (see figure 3.(5).
The brushes arc made of independent plates 0.125 inches thick and 5.25 and 3 inches
long for the horizontal and vertical brushes, respectively (sec figures 3.13 and 3.14), with
a gap of 0.008 inches (0.2 rom) between each of thelD. For the particular cross section
dimensions, 44 plates are nceded for the horizontal, and 31 for the vertical brushes. Note
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that with this number of plates, the real cross section of the horizontal brushes is
5.844x 1.5 inches, i.c. 0.156 inches (3.96 mm) shorter than the specinlcn; this is very
convenient because there has to be a gap between the horizontal and the vertical brushl'S
to allow for the vertical shortening of the specimen during loading (initially estirnated to
be of the order of 1 mm from uniaxial compression results). The individual plates arc
tightened together with two long bolts at their base, aJld the whole brush, in turn, is
screwed into the support plate. Once everytIling had been tightened, dle free surface of
the bnlshes is thoroughly polished to provide a planar and smooth surface. Although tIle
initial idea was to weld the brushes to the support to prevent any movements during
loading, the bolted solution, together with periodic inspections, is preferred because it
allows one to replace any plate that might be damaged during testing.
The cross section of these plates needs to be large enough to be able to apply the
required load to the specimen, but also the plates should be long enough to bend easily
under any shear stress that might occur between the plates and the specimen. Under the
working load conditions, every plate responds independently since the gap bctwe,en each
single plate prevents the·m to work together; hence, there is a trade-off between the area,
or moment of inertia, of the cross section and the length of the plates. There arc two
limiting conditions for the design of the plates: the buckling capacity of each plate, and
the maximum shear the plate is allowed to transmit into the specimen.
The individual plates are calculated taking into account second order deformations
under elastic conditions. For their design, each plate is subjected to an axial compression
load, and a transversal displacement (i.e. a displacement, in a plane perpendicular to the
plate, that produces bending; this bending deformation represents the movement of the
brush which has to follow the specimen when it shortens under a compression load). "fhe
axial load is 100 KN for the horizontal axis, which is the capacity of the actuator, and 250
KN for the vertical axis, which is considered a conservative upper bound of the nlajor
load required for failure (the 250 KN load applies only for the tllrec inch wide spr,cimcns;
for four inch wide specimens, the loa.d increases to 250x4/3= -350 KN). 'fhe transverse
displacement for the horizontal brushes is taken as 1 mm; that is, the maximum
shortening of the specimen under the vertical load is estimated, from the uniaxial test
results, to be 1 mm. For the vertical platens, the transverse displacement is assumed to be
0.125 mm (the specimen movement in this direction results from the ttPoisson" effect, see
Appendix D). The brushes are designed to withstand the axial load against buckling, and
to transmit only a minor shear due to their flexibility in bending. Appendix D presents the
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detailed calculations for both the vertical and horizontal brush platens, together with the
assumptions and parameters used.
3.3.3.1 Verificatioll of the design
Although similar type of brushes were successfully used by other researchers, e.g.
Kupper and Hilsdorf (1969), Brown (1974), Taylor et al. (1975), Gcrstle et at (1976),
Maso and Lerau (1980), Winkler (1984), and \'an Mier (1984), it is necessary toverlfy
their design for this particular research.
For this reason, a finite element calculation, using the ABAQUS software, has beell
perfonncd. lne objective is to determine the stress distribution inside of an uncracked
specimen and compare it with the externaliy applied stresses (load divided by the
specimen cross-section). Due to symmetry it is only necessary to discretize the upper left
hand quarter of the brushes-specimen. Both steel and gypsum are considered to behave in
the elastic range. To better simulate the real conditions, unifonn displacements are
imposed to the outer boundaries of the brushes, since the brush platen supports can be
considered rigid; these displacements correspond to external average stresses of 5 MPa in
the hOrilOlltaI direction (the '1' or 'x' axis in the following plots), and of 50 MPa in the
vertical direction ('2' or 'y' axis in the plots). As shown in Appendix D, the ratio of tile
transmitted shear stress (friction) to nonnal stress increases with the vcrtical displacclnent
of the specimen (or willl the vertical stress applied), and decreases with increasing
confinement stress. Although the maximum capacity of the horizontal frame is 20 MPa
(confining stress), the calculations arc perfonned with 5 MPa, which is on tbe lower side
of tile stress range (thus increasing the friction effect), and with 50 IvlPa vertical stress
(actual results show that, in the range of the confinement stresses used, the maximum
vertical stress required is 40 MPa).
Figure 3.16 shows the undcformcd nlcsh, and figure 3.17 shows the defomlcd mesh
(ob,scrve that the outer edges of the brushes are in the same plane and that they are
displaced parallel to tJ1C 'x' or 'y' axes, which simulates the rigid support of the platens;
note, also, that the displacements in the defolmcd mesh ar~ greatly magnified, by about
50 times, with respect to the actual dimensions of the specimen),
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Figures 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20 present contours of the axx, (Jyy, and (Jxy stresses inside the
upper left hand quarter of the specimen, respectively. lne first ol)scrvation is tllat there is
an area of stress concentration in the upper left comer, with stresses about 10% higher
than the far field stresses (i.e. 10 % higher than the externally applied su-esses ah= 5.0
MPa, and CJv= 50.0 MPa); also in this area the shear stresses are large, of the order of 1.0
MPa, which indicates a rotation of tlle stresses inside the specimen with respect to the
applied ones. This suess concentration occurs around the topmost two to three horiz,olltal
brush plates, which are the ones that have to defonn most due to the vertical movements
of the specimen. This fact indicates that due to tile bending of the top horizontal brushes,
the stresses inside the specimen not only increase locally but also rotate; this result is
predicted in appendix D. The area of stress concentration is restricted to the upper left
comer of the specimen, and the stresses quickly decrease within the specimen. '[he zone
of interest in the specimens is inside the lower one to two thirds of tllC area shown in the
figures, which is where the flaws arc placed; there, the stresses (lxx, and Clyy arc within
two percent cf the theoretically applied (uniform) stresses; correspondingly, tllC shear
stress axy in this region is very small (see figure 3.20). All these considcrations show that
in the area where the flaws are located, and under the biaxial stresses used ill tllis
research, the stresses are uniform.
3.4 Set-up of the specimen in the biaxial maclline
The specimen is placed between the horizontal and vertical platens ill the following
way: First, the specimen is placed on top of the bottom (vcltical) brush platen; Ule lower
platen gives the initial reference because it is the only platen fixed in space. The position
of the specimen is then compared to tlle bnlsh platen attached to the load ccll (the one
without spherical scat in the horizontal frame). If the lateral face of the specimen docs not
match the face of the platen. the whole hCJrizontal frame is rotated by IDeans of the
turnbuckles. Afterwards, the actuator bar (the threaded bar between thc act\lator 311d the
other horizontal brush platen) is turned so as to push that brustl platen to the spccitncn;
the spherical scat on that side makes it possible to obtain a perfect ~ontact between the
brushes and the lateral face of the specimen. Finally. the top vertical brosll platen is
placed on top of the specimen; the spherical scat of the Baldwin Inachinc will
accommodate this platen to the top face of the spccirncn (see next sketch). At tllC end of
the process, a distance of about one to two millimeters must exist betwecn the top and
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bottom horizontal brushes and the top and bottom of the specimen, respectively, to make
the vertical deformations during testing possible. This distal1ce is obtained wllerl the
horizontal frame is rotated with the turnbuckles.
bottom vertical
'...-H+--4 brush platen
(1) Place the specimen on top
of the bottom platen
~horizontal brush platen I
on the load cell side
-
- ~~~.,
. '.~".~ . "~. :"
~ ilJ'~~ ,~t1~"'~~:' :..~\ "b,·Jdi:" ·l;r/r
;./.1\' •
.!\t:~.~J
• J. ~t,.,'
-
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(2) Position the platen on the load cell side by
rotating the horizontal frame (tumblicklcs)
horizontal brush platen
on the actuator side
(3) Position the platen on the actuator
side by turning the actuator bar
-
1 1 ---.1~H-t+ 1top vertical IIbrush platen
.-
1 I
(4) Place the top platen 011
top of the specimen
Positioning of the speclmen between the platcrt.~
An initial precompression of the horizontal brushes against the spcchncn ensures that
the set-up is stable until the test is started; only a few KN are necessary, and arc easily
obtained by tightening the threaded bar on the actuator side by hand.
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A LVDT is attached to the horizontal platens on the back face of tile specimen (front
face refers to the surface which is scanned during testing) to measure the lateral
displacements between the supports of the horizontal brush platens during testing (sec
figure 3.15).
One may think that the whole process is cumbersome and tilnc consuming; as a .natter
of fact, after a few initial tests, the rest of tile specimens can be perfectly positioned in a
few minutes.
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
A Biaxial rTlachine has been designed and constructed for the present research. Because
of cost and time constraints, together with the technical advantages of a multi-frame
system over a single frame system, an existing 200 Kip Baldwin machine is used for tJle
major (vertical) load applicatioll, and a loo KN INS'ffiON actuator with a 50 KN load
cell, for the confinement (horizontal) load (see figure 3.6).
Two major concerns are addressed in designing the machine: alignment between the
loading axes and the specimen., and shear stresses (friction) that may develop between the
loading platens and the specimen.
The alignment requirement is solved by constructing a multi-frWl1c setup in which tIle
horizontal frame hangs from the top of tile Baldwin Inachine by cables allcl springs, thus
allowing displacclnents 3nd rotations of the horizontal loading axis with respect to tile
vertical axis. Since the faces of the specimens, due to the fabrication process, may not be
absolutely perfect, the loading platens must accommodate these possible defects; tIle
multi-frame system with two spherical seats: one in the Baldwin machine, and tile otller
one in the horizontal frame, Inakes tllis possible.
Shear stresses between the platens and the spccinlcn are reduced by using bnJsh platens.
These platens are made of independent plates flexible enough to bend and tilUS reduce the
transmitted friction. This is accomplished by designing their cross section 811d length
against buckling, but also by limiting the shear they would be able to translnil
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Numerical modeling of the interaction between the brushes and the specimcil shows
that the stress field is uniform in the area where the flaws are located, with a negligible
error in direction arId magnitude between the Ineasured stresses outside the specimen, and
the stresse..s produced within the specinlcn.
The major advantages of tile design are its modularity and its flexibility, apart from the
already melltioned reasons of economy.
The design is flexible because on the one hand it can be expanded with a tJlird axis to
obtain :1 true triaxial machirle, and, on the other hand, because of its modularity t it allows
an easy mounting/de-mounting of the horizontal frame on the Baldwin machine. Because
the threaded bars of the frame facilitate re-positioning, larger specimens tllan the ones
mentioned so far can be tested.
The desigll and general set-up have proven to be adequate in actual tests; more tJlan a
hundred biaxial tests with confinement stresses ranging from 2.5 to 10 MPa have been
performed, while rio repairs and no re-adjustments have been necessary.
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li'igure 3.3
Single F.9amc System
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Figure 3.4
Schelnatic Presentation of a Multi-Frame
System. From Winkler, II. (1984)
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Sch(~matic of Rigid and Flexible Types
of Platens. From Gerstle, K.n. et. al (1976)
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Biaxial Testing Equipment
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Biaxial Testing Equipment
Section 8-8, Plan View
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Biaxial Testing Ji:quipment
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Biaxial Testing Equipment
Horizontal Frame (Dimensions in inches)
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Biaxial Testing Equipment-Horizontal Frame
Spherical Seat Detail (Dimensions in inches)
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Biaxial Testing Equipment
Horizontal Brush Platens (Dimensions in inches)
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Biaxial Testing Equipment
Vertical Brush Platens (Dimensions in inches)
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Biaxial Testing Equipment
LVDT Attachement at the Back of the Specimen
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Contours of the axx Stress inside the Specimen
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CHAPTER 4:
BIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS
4.1 Introduction
Most of the research on crack propagation and nucleation has been linlited, so far, to
uniaxial compression or uniaxial tension tesl<;. A common approach is to subjcct a crack,
or a set of cracks, to mixed Inodc stress conditions; this is done, in general, by orienting
the crack or cracks at an angle with respect to the loading direction in prismatic or disk-
type blocks (see, among others, Hoek and Bicniawsky (1984), Horii and Ncmat Nasser
(1986), Reyes (1991), Takeuchi (1991), Shetly (1987), or Shen et al. (1995», or in other
tYlles of tests, such as the three or four point bending tests (Ballatore et ale (1990), and
Lim et at. (1994), for example). Nevertheless, some research has been done in multiaxial
loading on fractured materials; examples arc the work done by Veda ct al. (1977), and by
Germanovich et aI. (1996).
So far, however, it has not been estnblishcd that mixed mode conditions obtained under
uniaxial compression will yield sim:lar rcsull4) to those under biaxial loading for the same
crack geometry. Additional experiments under biaxial loading conditions are nceded to
compare the results obtained from uniaxial to biaxial compression.
Despite the fact that in nature there arc very few problems tllat involve pure one
dimensional loading, the informntion gathered from the uniaxial compression tests has
been very valuable to understand the basics of the cracking process (sr...c Chapter 2). On
the other hand. it has to be rccogni7£d that the general case in nature is that of the
discontinuities in any material, and specifically in a rock mass, being subjected to a three
(timcnsional stress statc. Fortunately, in many cases, a two dimensional approach is
sufficient; i.e. problems can be solved in plane stress or plane strain. This part of the
present investigation addresses the general two dimensional problem by studying tile
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crack pattern generated on pre-cracked specimens subjected to a biaxial compression
loading.
This Ch~ipter consists of this introduction and six additional sections.. In Section 4.2
the specimen geometries and material properties are introduced, while the testing
procedure is explained in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 the observed crack pattern and types
of cracks, coalescence. failure, and stress-strain behavior of the specimens are discussed
in detail. Section 4.5 is dedicated to list and interpret the major experimental results from
biaxial compression tests. The differences between resull'i obtained from uniaxial and
biaxial compression test~ are discussed in Section 4.6. Finally. Section 4.7 is a discussion
and a summary of this chapter.
4.2 Specimen geometries and material preparation
The geometry of the specimens used in biaxial compression tests is exactly the same
as that in uniaxial compression: blocks of 152.4 mm (6 inches) high. lly 76.2 mnl (3
inches) wide, and around 30 mm thick. Gypsum is also the material cnlployed with
identical proportions of Hydrocal B-l1. celite and water used for the unconfined tests (sec
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 for details).
Similar to the uniaxial compression tests. two initial flaws are placed i.nside the
specimen. These initial cracks are parallel to each other; they arc perpendicular to the
152.4x76.2 mm faces of the blocks, and extend through the thickness of tIle blocks, sec
figure 4.1 (a).
The parameters that define every geonlctry are: the flaw angle ~. the spacing's', and
the continuity 'e' (sec figure 4.1(b». llte flaw angle Call be 3Go, 45°. or 60°; the angle is
measured with respect to the horizontal direction. The flaw length, as in the uniaxial
compression tcst series is kept constant at 12.7 mm. The spacing and continuity
parameters are measured in Inultiples of the half flaw length. and vary from 0 tel 4a (the
total length of the flaw is conventionally designated as '2a' in fracture mechanics; hence,
spacing and continuity parameters are referred to in multiples of la'. Le. nlultiplcs of 6.35
rom). Once these parameters are fixed. the ligament length and the ligament angle in
figure 4.1(b) arc defined. From now on. and with respect to the loading axes. tllC terms
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'confinement', 6Iateral', and 'horizolltal' «Jb in figure 4.1 (b» will be used
illterchangeably,:as well as the terms 'vertical' and 'major' (crv in figure 4. 1(b».
Only a limited set of the geometries tested ill uiliaxial compression are used in the
biaxial compression tests, and this for three reasons: first, the number of specimens need
to be reduced since the testing process is more time consuming in biaxial than in uniaxial
compression; second, every geometry will be tested under different confinement stresses;
third, the large number of uniaxial tests makes it possible to decide which geometries to
choose for the biaxial tests. l1te biaxial tests are chosen such that: first, the different
coalescence Dlodes observed in uniaxial compression are obtained with the tested
geometries; 8r,cond, there is a fairly uniforrn distribution of the spacing and continuity
parameters among the specimens; third, since in uniaxial compression tcsts it has beef1
observed that for ligament lengths greater than three times the half flaw length the flaws
behave independently of each ollter, it is reasonable to concentrate on the lower ligament
lengths; but, at least, one specimen with a ligament length larger than '3a' is included. All
these considerations are reflected in table 4.1 which is a list of the geometries tested in
biaxial compression. Note that, as in the uniaxial compression tests, the geometries
represent non-overlapping geometries only (i.e. ligament angle, a S 9QO).
Analogous to uniaxial compression tests, specimens with open and closed flaws arc
prepared and tested. The fabrication of open and closed flaws, as well as the polishing
arid curing processes of the blocks are identical to the uniaxial tests, and have already
been described in Section 2.3. The only difference is that the internal faces of thc metallic
molds are thoroughly polished, especially the ones that correspond to the block faces
where the confining stress is applied. TIle smooth surfaces of the blocks obtainc<l in this
manner produce a good contact with the front faces of the brush platens, which arc also
polished.
To ensure the repeatability of the tests, two specimens of the same gCOD1Ctry and flaw
type are tested; if the results of such pairs deviate, a new specimen is prepared and teste(1.
The process is repeated until consistent data arc obtained. At the same timc, and sin(;c
gypsuln is supplied in 100 Ib bags, possible variations of quality between bags arc also
checked by preparing and loading until failure uncracked prisms in uniaxial conlprcssion.
The complete set of unconfined test results on uncracked specimens is presented in
Appendix A.I.
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From these experiments, the elastic properties and strength of the Illaterial are
obtained; although they already have been presented in Section 2.3, they are repeated
here for completeness:
Uniaxial compressive strength (Ge):
Uniaxial tensile strength (at):
arJat:
Young's Modulus:
Poisson's ratio:
34.5 MPa
3.2MPa
10.8
5960 MPa
0.15
Biaxial compression tests are also perf(lrmed on uncracked specimens for confinement
stresses of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MPa. Results of these tests are presented in figure 4.2.
Sonle scatter is present, lilostly within a ± 10% range which is within what one would
expect from a manufactured material. It can be observed that the strength of tJle material
slowly rises with the confining strr",~; for example, for a confining stress of 10.0 MPa, the
averaged strength increases by less than 3.0 MPa with respect to the unconfined strength.
The increase is most pronounced from ab= 0 (uniaxial) to Oll= 2.5 MPa, followed I>y a
rather slow increase with higher confining stresses. The average strcngtll of the gypsum
specimens is summarized in the following table:
confinement (MPa) strength (MPa)
(Jh= 0 (uniaxial) 34.5
CJh= 2.5 35.8
Ob= 5.0 36.5
Oh= 7.5 36.5
Ob= 10.0 37.9
Strength for different confinement strcsscs
Figure 4.3 shows again the strength of the material, but now normalized with respect to
the Ul1iaxial compression strength, ac= 34.5 MPa. Note that if the strength results arc
plotted in a standard Mohr t-O diagram, all circles will pass through the ori~in since one
of the faces of the specimens is never loaded (thus, 03 is always zero); the values of 02
are given by (Jb in the above table, and of at by the strengt}l of the material.
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Figures 4.4 through 4.7 show plots of vertical stress versus vertical and horizontal
strains for confining stresses of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MPa, respectively; (Jh and £h refer
to the lateral stress and strain, while a v, £y to the vertical stress and strain, respectively.
As one can observe in the figures, the failure stress increases with confining stress; the
response of the material, both in the vertical and lateral directions, is linear until failure.
Initially the curves show large vertical defonnations, mainly due to the accoll:lmodation
of the loading frames and brush platens to the specimen, and to the closure of the gaps
that rnay exist in the machine elcnlcnts; also, some initial non-linear deformations in tile
speciOlen due to closure of internal micro-cracks occur, but they arc much smaller than
the preceding large mechanical seating deformations. Once the load is transmitted
unifomlly to the specimen, the response is linear until failure occurs. There is no
observable variation of the slope of the curves due to the change in lateral stress; minor
differences may be caused by material variability from test to test. This is not sUI1>rising
since the stress-strain relation for the biaxial tests can be formulated as:
E (My) =Aay
~£h =-V l\£v
for the vertical axis, and
for the horizontal axis,
where E is the Young's modulus, v the Poisson's ratio, and 'A' is used to nymboli7~
incremental stress (0), or strain (£). Note than in the biaxial tests, the llorizontal stress is
kept constant, so AOh =O. Note also, that the above equations arc also applicable to the
stress-strain response of specimens in uniaxial compression; thus, stress-strain curves ill
uniaxial and biaxial tests should have the same slope. This can be observed in figure 4.8,
where typical stress-strain CUIves for (Jh= 0 (uniaxial), 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MPa are
plotted; note that the slope of the curves is constant and independent of the confining
stress.
The complete set of biaxial loading tests on uncracked gypsum specimens can be
found in Appendix A.I.
4.3 Testing procedure
The specimens are loaded in two perpendicular directions, as depicted in figure 4.1 (h).
A biaxial apparatus specially designed and built for this research is used for tJIC tests (sec
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Cha~ter 3 for details). In summary, the machine is a multi-frame system, with a 200 Kip
Baldwin machine as the major or vertical loading frame, and aJlother independent frame
for the application of the confining or horizontal load as stlown in figure 3.6. n,e
horizontal Craine hangs fronl the top of the Baldwill machine through springs and cables
that facilitate movements and rotations of the horizontal frame willI respect to the vertical
frame in any direction; this ensures proper alignment between the specimen and the
loading axes. The horizontal load is applied by a 100 KN INSTRON actuator, but the
maximunl lateral stress is limited by the capacit;, rtf tI~e load cell which is 50 KN. Brush
plarens transmit the horizontal alld vertical loads to the specimen; this type of platens.
composed of independent plates or brushes, reduces the shear stresses at their interface
with the specimen by bending of the individual brushes. Both machines are powered by
the Baldwin oil pump, and are controlled at lIle same time by a cOlnputer and a software
program written for that purpose.
In all the biaxial tests, the lateral !oad (stress) is he:d constant at the desired level,
while the vertical load (stress) is incrfAlSCd until failure. The specimens are tested ulldcr
four different confining stresses: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 MPa. The latter corresponds to the
maximum capacity of the lateral loading apparatus, given the dimensions of the
specimens. The test series start from the lower confining stress, and advance towar(ls
higher lateral stresses. The purpose of this is twofold: first. the performance of tllC
machine and the brush platens can be checked as the confining stress increases; and
second, it is a progression, so any new observation can be readily contrasted with the
previous ones.
Ta.le first step in the loading procedure is the positioning of the specimen between the
four brush platens. Although, at a first glance, one may expect the centering of a prism
bctvJccn four platens that can move in any direction to be a difficult process, this is quite
easily accomplished in a few minutes after a few initial trials. Details of the specimen set-
up can be found in Section 3.4. Once the specimen is in position, a LVDT is attach~d to
the supports of the horizontal 1)latens at the back of the block (see figure 3.15); this
device measures the horizontal displacements of the specimen-brush system during
loading.
Subsequentl)', the horizontal loa<l is increased until the desired con.iining stress is
obtained: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 or 10.0 MPa. For confining stresses up to 5.0 M'Pa, tltis loa(Jing
process is adequate; for the higher confining stresses, it is very likely that pre-cracked
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specimens fail before the dc:;'r~d hOlizontal stress is reached. TIlirty to fifty percent of tile
specimens, depending on tile lateral load, fail by the initiation of a tensile crack from one
of the lateral faces, and by the connection of this new crack with one of tlle flaws. Sinall
imperfections on the specimen faces, or inadequate contact between the platens and the
faces of the prisms are suspected to produce local stress concentrations Illat cause the
initiation of the tensile cracks. The problcln is solved by pre-loading the sp<;einlcns in dle
vertical direction, at about 2.0 MPa, prior to the application of the horizontal stress. A
few tests with the same geometry have been run with and without pre-loading, and since
the results are similar, this t~chnique is followed for the 7.5 and 10.0 MPa cases.
After the prescribed hOlizontal stress is applied, the specimen is loaded in the vertical
direction until failure; the load is applied using displacement control in steps of aroull<1 5
KN, at a rate of 0.002 mm/sec (several trials have been made initially with displacelllcllt
control and load control, but no differences have been observed up to failure). As the
vertical load is increased, the "Poisson effect" makes the block expand in the horizontal
direction; a feedback loop in the computer control program adjusts the nlOVClncnt of the
horizontal actuator to kce~ the confining load constant. The load steps and ratc arc
identical tG the ones used in uniaxial compression; this stcllwise loading process is
necessary for the inspection of the specimen surface with the microscope.
The specimen is first loaded up to approximately 15 MPa without any scanning; this is
a small stress at which no new cracking has yet occurred. The vertical load is held, and
the surface of the specimen is scanned for new cracks; afterwards, the vertical loading is
resumed. The process is repeated for every load step of 5 KN until failure, although
occasionally the stress magnitude between steps Inay be reduced n~ar the initiation of a
crack, or ncar coalescence. The load step of 5 KN corresponds approxinlutcly to a stress
step of 2.0 MPa, given the specimen dimensions. As <lisclIsscd in Section 2.4 the loading
step is chosen to have a nlaximum error in tile crack observations of abollt 2.0 MPa.
Scanning of the surface of the specimen is done with a low powered lllicroscopc. A
camera captures the inlugcs and sends them to a TV where they arc lnonitorcd during the
tests; a VCR records the ircaagcs into a comrnercial video tape. After the tcst is finished,
the tape is viewed again, and the images arc digitized and edited in u Macintosh C0l11putcr
(sec figure 2.6 for a schematic of the monitoring prOCt~ss).
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The observations made during the loading process include tlle general crack pattern uI'
to ~oaiescence or up to failure, flaw slippage, type of the cracks observed, crack initiation
angles aJld initiation stresses, coalescence alld failure stresses. TI1Cse events are registered
ill a recording form (see figures 2.7, 2.8 and Section 2.4 for details).
All the stress measurements, and the crack pattern up to coalescence arc obtained
during loading. The crack pattern after failure, and the wing crack angles arc registered
once the specimen has failed and t.'llcen out of the loading machine.
Sillce the observation process in the biaxial compression tests is anal()gous to that of
tile uniaxial compression tests, the measurement errors are of sinlilar nature (see Section
2.4 for a detailed di~cussion of the errors involved in the observation ,)f the crackillg
process). In sunlmary four types of errors are distinguished: inherellt, hunlan, measuring
device or system related, and material dependent.
Inherent errors arc caused by the stepwise loading process. A scan of the entire surface
of the specimen is done at the end of evel)' load step; the microscope only covers a very
limited area, and usually it is centered at the tip of one of the flaws from step to step. Any
event that occurs during the loading period is only observed at the end of tllC step, so the
maxinluln error in the measurement of the stress at which a given event occurs is tile load
step itself; hence, for a load step of 5 KN, the stress error is about 2.0 MPa.
Human errors arc introduced when a decision has to be made about whether a new
crack has forlncd or not. Wing cracks are easy to detect because they offer a go{)d
contrast between the black of the crack and the white of the material; ncvertheless,
observations of wing cracks in biaxial tests are more difficult tItan in uniaxial tests
because they are, on average, narrower and shorter. For closed flaws, and for open flaws
with high flaw angles or high lateral stresses, the observations are Inorc difficult because
the wing cracks become even smaller. Secondary cracks, as in uniaxial tests, arc the Inos1
difficult to observe due to their initiation process: initial decoloration, bulging and
spalling (see Section 2.4 for nlore details). Frequently, one has to wait until the next step
to make sure that a crack has already initiated; this involves a slightly higher error in
comparison with the uniaxial results. In summary, errors of about 2.0 to 3.0 MIla can llC
expected for the wing cracks, and errors of 3.0 to 4.0 MPa for the secondary cracks (4.0
MPa can be considered as an upper bound, with very few cases reaching the cxtrclncs;
hcnce, 3.0 MPa is considered Inore reasonable). Coalescence. although somewhat lnorc
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difficult to observe in biaxial tests, is expected to have inherent errors (i.e. errors related
only to the loading process) of 2.0 MPa.
The same difficulties in measuring the wing crack angles experienced in uniaxial tests
are experienced here, with a silnilar error of about ± 5°.
Although nlcasurements of the slippage stress for closed flaws are also nladc, tile
magnitude of the errors cannot be evaluated. The local initiation of slippage, together
with the stepwise, and progressive nature of the process, make accurate observations
impracticable with the surface inspection system used in this research.
4.4 Experimental results
Biaxial compression tests of open and closed flaws are carried out 011 tile geometries
listed in table 4.1. The tests start with a lateral stress of 2.5 MPa and progress towards
the higher lateral stresses. All the experimental results on pre-cracked gypsunl specimens
under biaxial compression stress are presented in Appendix A.3.
As already done in Chapter 2, the terms 'secondary crack' and 'shear crack' will be
used interchangeably with the same meaning, basically to link tllis investigation with
previous research. Later on, it will be sllown that secondary cracks arc indeed sllcar
cracks.
Internal and external wing crack initiation stresses and angles, as well as tile internal
and external secondary crack initiation stresses, coalescence and slippage stresses arc
recorded for both open and closed flaws. The results obtained are presented in tables 4.2,
for 2.5 MPa of confining stress, in table 4.3 for 5.0 MPa, and in table 4.4 for 7.5 and 10.0
MPa.
In tables 4.2 to 4.4, the first column describes the geometry l)f each specimen teste(),
where the first figure is the flaw angle, the second is the spacing's', and the third ()I1C is
the continuity 'c' (see figure 4.1(b) for reference); spacing and continuity arc nlcasurcd in
multiples of the half flaw length 'a' (a= 6.35 mm). For exanlplc, an entry of 45-a-2a
refers to a flaw arrangement with flaw angle p= 45°, spacing s= a, and continuity c= 2a.
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The second column is the lengtll of the ligament as defined in figure 4.1(b), and it is also
measured in multiples of the half flaw length 'at. Columns 3 and 4 list the internal and
external wing crack initiation stresses, respectively; the internal and external wing crack
angles, as defined in figure 4.9 (i.e. with respect to the plane of tile flaw) and measured in
degrees, are shown in columns 5 and 6. The internal and external shear or secondary
crack initiation stresses appear in columns 7 and 8. The coalescence stress is reported in
column 9, and, finally, the slippage observations for closed flaws are listed in column 10.
All the stresses in the tables are given in MPa. Empty cells denote an event (wing or
shear crack initiation stress, coalescence, etc.) not observed.
4.4.1 Crack pattern observed
Two types of cracks are observed in biaxial cOlnprcssion tests: tensile cracks, and
secondary or shear cracks. These are the same types of cracks that appear in uniaxial
compression tests. Tensile and shear cracks are distinguished by their surface
characteristics, as it will be shown later. Figure 4.9 shows two typical crack patterns
obtained for lateral stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa (note tIle similarity with figure 2.2). The
crack patteln obtained for higher lateral stresses (7.5 and 10.0 MPa) is presented in figure
4.10. The coalescence crack in figure 4.10 is a combination of shear and, possibly, tensile
cracks; later on in this section, crack coalescence is discussed in detail.
In general, internal and external wing cracks (which arc tensile cracks), when present,
and with some exceptions as it will be explained later, as well as internal and external
shear cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws and propagate in a stable manncr (i.e. an
increase on the vertical stress is required for the cracks to grow further). The intcillal and
external wing cracks follow a curvilinear path that aligns with the vertical stress, while
the secondary or shear cracks follow a linear path (sec figures 4.9 and 4.10). In some
cases, an internal crack from one of the flaws links with one of the internal cracks of the
other flaw and coalescence occurs.
In uniaxial compression tests, and for non-overlapping geometries, three types of
coalescence are reported: type I for a coalescence by linkage of the internal shear cracks;
type II by linkage of the internal shear cracks through a tensile crack locatcd in the
middle of tIle ligament, and mode III when coalescence is reached by linkage of one of
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the internal shear cracks with the internal wing crack of the other flaw (see table 2.5). In
the biaxial compression test~. coalescence also occurs with similar patteills; figure 4.9(a)
corresponds to mode I. and figures 4.9(h) and 4.10 to mode II. In contrast to tJ1C uniaxial
results, mode III is not observed; with the data available so far, it can only be concluded
that it docs not appear within the range of geometries tested. Since only non..()vcrlapping
geolnetries (ligament angles, as defined in figure 4.1. less or equal than ninety degrees)
are employed, types IV and V from table 2.5 are not observed. either.
Table 4.5 is a list of the cases where coalescence is obtained indicating the type of
coalescence produced for different flaw types and confining stresses. Empty cells in the
table denote flaw geometries in which coalescence docs not occur. The two types of
coalescence observed are described in table 4.6. Froln tile results obtained it appears that
mode II is the preferred type of coalescence, and that mode I is only produced when the
spacing is zero and for a lateral stress of 2.5 MPa. This suggests that mode I is only
possible under a very limited set of conditions: coplanar or quasi-coplanar flaws under
low confining stresses.
Only in two geometries a coalescence of type I is observed: 45-0-2a, and 60-0-2a, both
with open flaws, and willl a confinement stress of 2.5 MPa. The cracking prl)CCSS is
similar to the one observed in uniaxial compression test.s. The coalescence crack is
produced by the stable growth of the internal secondary (shear) cracks, until they reach
some critical length, at which point their final linkage is produced by the unstable
propagation of one or both of the internal shear cracks. rrhc inspection of the coalescence
crack surface reveals the presence of many small kink steps, crushed gypsum and gypSUln
powder, which point towards the shearing nature of the coalescence crack (sec table 4.6).
Figure 2.9 illustrates coalescence type I.
Figure 4.11 is an example of coalescence type II under low confining stress; it shows
two flaws at 45° angle with spacing s= 'a" and continuity c= 'a' under a lateral confining
stress of 2.5 MPa, after coalescence. The internal and external secondary cracks can he
seen at the tips of the flaws. Barely observable are the external wing cracks; it is
interesting to compare their Si7£ with the wing cracks from uniaxial c()mprcssi()11 (sec
figure 2.10 for example), which arc· clearly longer. The coalescence crack is at the center
of the figure, and it is characterized by two rough arcas ncar the tips of the flaws with
crushed gypsum and gypsum powder which are typical of shear cracks, and a cleaner alh.t
snloothcr central area typical of tensile cracks. In the figure this cornhination of shear and
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tensile cracks can be observed clearly: at the internal tips of the flaws there arc the
internal shear cracks which can be recognized by some material protrusion from tile
surface that indicates a compression area; at the centcr of tile ligamcnt, and linking the
internal shear cracks there is a tensile crack which is characteril..cd by a SIUOOth spccinlcn
surface (no protrusions or bulging), and by a clear opening between the faces of the crack
which indicates its origin in tension (see figure 4.11 and table 4.6).
A type II coalescence crack for a higher confining stress is presented in figure 4.12,
which is a picture taken of a specimen with two open flaws with 45° inclination angle,
with spacing and continuity equal to half the flaw length and subjected to a confining
stress of 7.5 MPa, after coalescence. '[he interesting aspect of this test is tJlat no wing
cracks are present; only secondary cracks. 1'thc entire surface of the coalescence crack
appears rough with gypsum powder and crushed gypsum; also, along the coalescence
crack material protrusions, characteristic of a cOITlprcssivc field, arc observed (see the
ligament area in figure 4.12). Although all these observations indicate that the
coalescence crack may be a pure shear crack, this coalescence type is classified as type II
because it is difficult to prove that there is not even a very small tensile crack in the entire
coalescence crack.
In type II coalescence the cracking process is as follows: the internal shear cracks
appear at some stress level, and propagate in a stable manner; for confining stresses of up
to 5.0 MPa, they bccolne unstable at the coalescence stress and connect with cac)1 other
through a tensile crack that crosses the liganlcnt area. This tensile crack, although
difficult to observe due to the sudden final linkage, appears to initiate froln the tips of tile
shear cracks, or in other words, the shear cracks become unstable and change tJ1C mode
they propagate in to tensile cracking. For confining stresses greater thun 5.0 MPa (sec
figure 4.12) the coalescence crack appears to be a continuous shear crack; the internal
shear cracks propagate slowly under increasing stresses but the final stages of the
coalescence process occur very rapidly; it looks like the final propagation of the shear
cracks, rather than the transitiora of a shear crack into a tensile crack as observed under
smaller confining stresses. It is not possible to ascertain at this point whether the
coalescence crack is a pure shear crack or a cornbination of shear and one or several slllall
tensile cracks; for that reason, the coalcscence cracks for confining stresses greater than
5.0 MPa are classified as type II.
For open flaws, and for lateral stresses of 2.5 MPa, wing cracks and shear cracks
appear in Olost of the geomeu;cs, as it can be secn in tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 (note that
wing cracks arc not produced for flaw angles of 60°); also, coalescence is obtained for the
majority of the specimens. When the lateral stress reaches 5.0 Ml~a, few wing cracks
develop, and the number of geometries where coalescence occurs decreases; interestingly,
shear cracks are still observed in all the specimens. With a closer look at the data of table
4.3, one observes that only those geometries with flaw angles of 300 and 450 and for
those cases in whicl\ the flaws are very close to each other coalescence and wing cracks
develop. For confining stresses of 7.5 and 10.0 MPa, as can be noticed in table 4.4,
practically no wing cracks are observed at all, although shear cracks initiate in almost all
the tcsts; similarly with what happens for smaller lateral stresses, coalescence is only
produced in those geometries in which the flaws arc very close to each other.
Closed flaws do not produce as many new cracks as open flaws do. Indeed, for
confining stresses of 2.5 MPa, almost no wing cracks initiate at all, and coalescence
occurs in very few geometries; on the other hand it is interesting to note that both internal
and external shear cracks are observed in almost all the tests. When the lateral stress is
increased to 5.0 MPa, only a few specimens show wing crack or shear crack initiation,
but coalescence docs not occur in any case; interestingly, slippage is observed in most of
the cases (a slippage stress is recorded when some relative movement of the faces of tile
flaws is observed, but this does not mean that slippage occurs along the entire length of
the flaw; slippage measurements must be considered with caution) . It can be concluded,
then, that lateral stresses prevent the initiation of new cracks for closed flaws. For lllis
reason, and taking into account the results obtained for confining stresses of 2.5 and 5.0
MPa, no biaxial testing with closed flaws was done for higher confining stresses.
Similar to what happens in uniaxial compression tests, closed flaws nr.ed to dcbond
and slip first before any new crack can appear. This obscrva~ion is consistent through all
the tests: small shear movements at the top and bottom faces of closed flaws arc observed
well before Clny new crack appears. The dcbonding process start with some bulging or
extrusion of material at the plane of the flaws; at the same time 'imall shear movements of
one face of the flaw with respect to the other one arc detected. This process is not
associated with a particular stress level, but rather it is distributed over two to three
loading steps; also, it is not restricted to a particular point in the fla\vs, but happens along
the plane of the discontinuity along its entirr length. It can be defined as a stepwise
dcbonding process where slippage initiates at some point in the flaw, but not at its tips,
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and propagates along the length of the flaw until it reaches the tips. It is not clear if the
whole flaw needs to slip before any new crack can be generated, or if panial slippage is
enough; what is clear is that, at least, sOlne slippage is necessary. The slippage stress
consistently increases with the lateral stress (see also table 2.4 for uniaxial tests); tables
4.2 a.tld 4.3 show slippage stresses for the specilncns tested.
4.4.2 Primary cracks
Primary cracks or wing cracks are tensile cracks, and they are observed basically in
specimens with Opell flaws for confinement stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa, although one
specimen shows a wing crack at 7.5 MPa (wing cmcks are also found in a few specimens
willi closed flaws, but since there are so few cases, no generalization is possible). Primary
cracks grow in a stable manner. As in uniaxial compression tests, they follow a
curvilinear path that aligns with the mont compressive load, which is the vertical load
both in uniaxial and biaxial tests. In figure 4.11, and more clearly in figure 4.13, the
external wing cracks can be observed. If figure 4.13 is compared \\,ith figure 2.10,
showing a uniaxial test, it can be observed that the wing cracks from uniaxial tests are
wider and longer than in biaxial tests; although two different geometries are conlparcd,
the trend is consistent through all the tests. In contrast to the large wing cracks observed
in uniaxial compression tests, with external wing cracks that CaJl even cause failure of the
specimen by reaching the top and bottom boundaries of the prism, the wing cracks in
biaxial tests, if present, are much smaller. As in the uniaxial tests, they initiate at a stress
which is geometry dependent. As the vertical stress increases, they continue to grow, but
at a certain point they arrest, or, at least, the growth ratc is so small that it can not llC
noticed. In none of the geometries tested in biaxial compression the external wing cracks
have been large enough to produce failure of the specimen. The internal wing cracks
grow slower than the external wing cracks, and they also arr~st at a certain load level.
Similarly to what is observed in uniaxial compression, tile external ,,"ing cracks always
remain oJlen through the whole test, but the internal wing cracks close when coalescence
occurs.
The surface of the wing cracks is characterized by its srooaul appearance, tIle absence
of crushed material or gypsum powder, and the presence of hackle marks (sec figure
2.21). "[hey are seen through the microscope as a dark gap or opening on the surface of
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the specimen, which contrasLs with the white color of gypsuln (see for example figures
4.13 and 4.14).
Wing cracks are very sensitive to tIle confinement stress. The data presented in tables
4.2 through 4.4 show that the nurnber of observations of wing crack initiation decrease
witll increasing the confining stress; that is, initiation of prinlary cracks is prevented by
increasing the confining stress. The experiments show a very interesting transition of tllC
wing crack initiation from uniaxial tests to biaxial tests. In uniaxial compression tests, the
wing cracks always initiate at the tips of the flaws. In biaxial tests, and for a lateral stress
of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa, both the internal and external wing cracks initiate at the middle of tJle
flaws for the majority of the geometries tested. Table 4.7 presents the location of wing
crack initiation for open and closed flaws for confinement stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa;
note that for confinement stresses higher than 5.0 MPa, no wing cracks are observed. For
those cases where the wing cracks originate at the middle of the flaws, they initiate
perpendicular to tile flaws; i.e. the wing cracks initiation angle is 9oo. Figure 4.14 shows
an example of wing crack initiation at the middle of the flaws; observe how the wing
cracks initiate at right angles with the plane of the flaw. The crack patterns included in
table 4.8 show the wing crack behavior as the confi.nemcnt stress is changed.
During the tests, independent observations of the internal and external wing cracks arc
made, and are listed in tables 4.2 through 4.4. Figure 4.15 is a plot of the internal wing
cmck initiation stress with respect to the external wing crack initiation stress; although
the number of data is small, tIle trend is clear: external and internal wing cracks initiate at
the same stress level independently of the flaw geornctry, of the tlaw type, and of the
latera! stress.
Different variables, such as the ligament angle, the ligament angle minus the flaw
angle, the ligament length, etc., have been correlated with the flaw geometry, and it has
been found that the ligament length is the parameter that ShO'NS l)Cst the dependency of
the experimental results on the flaw arrangement (this also applies to shear crack
iraitiation, coalescence, ctc.).
All the wing crack initiation stresses for open naw geometries arc 11lotted in figure
4.16 (there arc too few data from closed flaws to draw meaningful conclusions) versus
the ligament length; the data arc arranged by flaw angles and by confining stresses. l~hc
most important conclusion that can be obtained from this figure is that the wing crack
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initiation stress increases witil the flaw angle, with the ligament lcngtll, and \VitJl the
confining stress. Despite the fact that the number of wing crack observations is too small
to draw definite conclusions, the trend of the data in figure 4.16 appears to indicate 111at
the wing crack initiation stress reaches a plateau beyond a ligament lengtll of '3a' , which
is similar to what is observed in llniaxial tests.
Similarly, the wing crack initiation angles are plotted in figure 4.17. No clear trend is
observecl from the figure; there are three possible reasons for that: first, the smalillumber
of data, basically limited to opell flaws at 2.5 MPa of lateral stress; second, the fact that
many wing cracks do not initiate from the tips of the flaws at confinitlg stressr..s below 5.0
MPa; and third, the possible scatter in the wing crack angle measurenlcnts..
4.4.3 Secondary cracks
The secondary or shear cracks observed in biaxial compression tests are similar to tllC
secondary cracks observed in uniaxial tests. l"'hcy always initiate with surfacc
irregularities, such as a bulging or protrusion at the tip of the flaws; these irregularities
are usually brighter than the material around them, probably due to the way the light
interacts with their non-uniform surface. The secondaly cracks are also characterized by a
rough surface with crushed gypsum and gypsum powder (see figure 2.21). Figure 4.18
shows a pi(:ture of the initiation of a secondary crack at the internal tip of the lower flaw
of a specimen with a geometry 60-a-2a, under a confining stress of 5.0 MPa; notice the
bulging at the tip of the flaw, and hoY' it extends on a plane roughly coplanar with the
flaw. Notice also the absence of wing cracks from this picture.
One of the most important and consistent characteristics of the shear cracks is tJlat they
always initiate from the tips of the flaws, and propagate in a stable manner, in a plane
whictl is coplanar or roughly coplanar with the flaw from which they originate. This
~n"~lu~iou is based on surface observations and measurements of the initiation angle ()f
the secondary cracks (see figure 4.18). It is also important to recognize that this fvaturc is
also shared by the secondary crackS in uniaxial compression tests.
Similarly to the primary cracks, independent measurclncnts of the initiation stress of
the internal and external shear cracks arc made during the tests (sec tables 4.2 to 4.4). A
plot of the initiation stresses of the internal with respect to the external shear cracks is
presented in figure 4. ~9. In this plot only the confining stresses and tile types of the flaws
are distinguishcl1~ lhe plotted data show tl1at, for the range of geometries tested, both the
Internal and external shear cracks apl>car at tile same time irrespective of the flaw angle,
of the flaw type, and of the confining stress.
Figure 4.20 is a plot of tile secondary crack initiation stresses fl)r open flaws under
different confinClnent strcsses versus the ligament length. rnle trend in the figure is that
the initiation stress increases with the ligament length and with the confining stress. More
detailed plots are presented in figures 4.21 through 4.24, for confining stresses of 2.5, 5.0,
7.5 and 10.0 MPa respectively. In these figures the secondary crack initiation stress is
plotted for both open and closed flaws, again, versus the ligament length. Figure 4.21
shows clearly that the initiation stress for closed flaws is greater than for open flaws, for
the same confining stress and flaw geometry. In all the figures, the secondary crack
initiation stress increases with the flaw angle, and with the ligament length. Also,
comparing figures 4.21 through 4.24 (or looking at figure 4.20) it can be shown that the
initiation stress increases with the confining stress. Similarly to what is observed in
uniaxial compression tests, secondary crack initiation stresses sccln to reach a plateau for
ligament lengths greater than '3a', which indicates that the flaws act as isolated for
ligament lengths greater than this critical value.
In uniaxial compression tests, both wing and secondary shear crack initiation stresses
increase with the ligament length and with the flaw angle; furthcrnlorc, both cracks
appear at the same tinlC (see Section 2.5.3). Similarly, in biaxial compression tests, wing
crack and secondary crack initiation stresses ir.crcasc with the ligament length and with
the flaw angle; also, for both wing and shear cracks the initiation stress incrca-;cs with the
confining stress. To chctk for further correlations between these t,vo types of cracks,
their initiation stresses arc plotted in figure 4.25 in a similar manner as it was done for the
uniaxial tests. In contrast to the relation found for the uniaxial results, shear and wing
cracks seem to initiate independently of each other in biaxial compression. Note that in
this figure only data from those geometries that produce wing cracks arc plotted.
One possible explanation for the lack of correlation of the results shown in figure 4.25
may be attributed to the mcasurcnlcnt errors of crack initiation stresses, which arc higher
in biaxial compression than in uniaxial compression (sec Section 4.3). For every flaw
geometry, the arc four measurements of the wing crack initiation (one for each external
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and internal wing crack and for each flaw), and four nteasuremcnts of the shear crdck
initiation (two for each flaw: internal and external shear cracks). All eight measurements
for each flaw geometry are plotted in figure 4.25, and it is pussible that the lack of
correlation shown in the figure is due to the errors introduced in the observations of each
crack initiation. A better con'elation between wing and shear crack initintion can be
obtained by plotting the averaged wing crack and shear crack initiation stresses. This
average, for each type of crack and for each flaw geometry, is the mean of four
measurements: the two external and the two internal crack initiation stresses. The mean is
a representative quantity since internal and external wing cracks initiate at the same time
(see figure 4.15), and interllal and external shear cracks also appear at the same time (sec
figure 4.19); also, the mean value can have smaller errors than the mcasurcnlcnts of
initiation stress. To study the influence of these errors on the relation between wing altd
shear cracks, the averaged wing crack and shea.- crack initiation stresses arc plotted in
figure 4.26. Figure 4.26 shows that the general trend is that secondary cracks initiate at
stress levels about 5.0 MPa lower than the wing cracks; thcre are few exceptions,
basically for confining stresses of 2.5 MPa (note tJlat tJtis level of confining strcss is close
to uniaxial conditions, where both wing and secondary cracks appear at the same tinlc).
This can be viewed as another indication that the confining strcss not only prcvc~ts wing
crack initiation but also favors crack propagation through shear cracks.
It can be concluded, then, that. under confining stress, shear cracks and wing cracks
initiate independently of each other, but shear crack initiation generally takes precedence
over wing crack initiation. It has been already mentioned, also, that while wing cracks arc
mostly present for low confining stresses, shear cracks are observed in all the tests,
irrespective of the geometry, latcral stresses or the flaw type.
Analogous to what was stated for uniaxial tests, thc'rc arc three different reasons why
secondary cracks can be considered to be shear cracks:
1) Secondary cracks initiate at the tips of the flaws after some material protrusion,
bulging and even some spalling is produced. This type of deformation is characteristic of
compressive stress fl~ld~:; in which only shear cracks arc possible. Conlparc the surface of
the secondary cracks of figures 4.14 and 4.18 with the clean and smooth surface left by
the wing cracks (tensile) of figure 4.14.
2) The surface of a secondary crack is rough, with crushed and powdered gypsunl,
typical of shear cracks, while the surface of the wing cracks is smooth and clean, which is
typical of tensile cracks.
3) The stress field in the area where the secondary cracks appear (coplanar or quasi-
coplanar with the plane of the flaw from which they initiate) is compressive. Numerical
analyses on flaws subjected to a uniform external biaxial compressive stress field were
carried out using a BEM (boundary element method). Figures 4.27 to 4.30(a) show the
contours of the tangential stresses (<To) around tht~ tip of an open flaw for different flaw
inclination angles and for confinement stresses of 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 MPa. Figures
4.30(b) to 4.31 show similar contours for closed flaws for analogous geometries and for
confinement stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa. Closed flaws are modeled with a friction
coefficient of 0.3. The stresses are plotted in cylindrical coordinates with the origin at the
tip of the flaw, and are obtained considering an isolated flaw in an infinite medium (see
figure 4.27(a». Since the material is assumed to behave elastically, the stresses arc
proportional to the exterior stresses applied. For a given confinement stress and flaw
angle, the analyses are perfornlcd for the vertical stress (cry) at which secondary cracks
initiate in the experiments. To facilitate comparison between different geometries and
with the stress fields obtained in uniaxial compression (sec Section 2.5.3), the above
stresses are nonnalized with respect to ay; that is, the vertical stress is always 1.0 MPa
and tile horizontal stress is equal to the ratio at/aye It can be readily seen froln the figures
that along a plane coplanar to the plane of the flaw, the tangential stresses arc always
compressive. Then, any crack formed under these conditions, can not be a tensile crack,
at least at a macroscopic level. It can be argued, though, that at the grain level, the
compressive field can produce local tensile cracks at the tips of microscopic
imperfections or at the grain boundaries; then, these wing cracks can coalesce with other
discontinuities, and finally produce an co..echelon crack in a similar fashion t(> the
coalescence pattern observed by Horii and Ncmat Nasser (1986) in their experiments.
These microscopic observations, as stated in Chapter 2, fall far beyond the scope of this
investigafion. For the scale at which this research is conducted the secondary cracks arc,
indeed, shear cracks.
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4.4.4 Coalescence
As already mentioned in Section 4.4.1 the coalescence cracks belong to tYllCS I or II of
table 4.6. 'fype I only occurs for coplanar flaws, for open flaws, and for a confining stress
of 2.5 MPa. Type II is the type of coalescence for the rest of the cases. There is a
noticeable difference between this type of coalescence for lateral stresses of up to 5.0
MPa, and lateral strcsses greater than that. As shown in figure 4.12 for '(Jb= 7.5 MPa, and
again in figure 4.32 for Ob= 10.0 MPa, there is rio observable clear tensile crack ill the
middle of the ligament for confinement stresses greater than 5.0 MPa; in contrast, a
tensile crack is clearly seen in the coalescence cracks of figures 4.11 and 4.13.
Coalescence type II was originally defined as a cOlnbination of the iwo internal shear
cracks and a tensile crack in tIle middle of the ligament. The tensile crack is often not
straight, but shows some abrupt changes in direction that remind the steps of a stair; the
vertical part is without doubt a tensile crack, and the horizontal part may be identified as
a shear crack. Figures 4.11 and 4.13 show this change in direction, and allothcr good
example can be found in figure 2.13. It appears that under low confining stresses, the
predominant type of crack that connects the internal shear cracks is a tensile crack, but for
higher confining stress, the predominant connection is through a shear crack.
Observations of the surface of the coalescence crack show that for low confining stresses,
there are t\VO different areas within the crack: one rough with crushed gypsum and with
gypsum powder, usually concentrated near tile tips of the flaws which correspond to the
area of initiation of the internal shear cracks, and another one smoother and cleaner in the
middle of the ligament area which corresponds to the tensile crack; microscope
observations of the specimen surface confirnl this: 'lIe internal shear cracks can be secn as
nlateria) pro~rusions near the tips of the flaws, while tile tensile crack in the liganlcnt area
is seen as a gap or opening connecting the two internal shear cracks (sec figures 4.11 and
4.13). For confining stresses greater than 5.0 MPa the distinction between the t\yO areas is
not clear. Crack surface observations detect a rough surface with crushed gypsum and
gypsum powder along the entire coalescence crack; furthermore, the specimen surface
observed through the microscope shows Inaterial protrusions along the entire coalescence
crack (see figures 4.12 and 4.32), which may indicate that the coalescence crack is a
shear crack along its entire length. If this is so, coalescence can not be classified as type
II, but a as completely new type. On the other hand. it is not easy to dismiss the existence
of any tensile crack inside the coalescence crack based on surface observations alone,
since very small tensile cracks may exist. It is for this reason that coalescence cracks for
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confining stresses greater thall 5.0 MPa are also classified as type II. Table 4.8
summarizes the types of coalescence obtained in biaxial tests.
The coalcJcence stress is recorded for each biaxf 11 tests, an I is listed in tables 4.2 to
4.4. Figure 4.33 is a plot of the coalescence stress with respect to the ligament length for
different latt~r"l sttcsses, and for both open and closed flaws. FrODl this figure it can I)C
seen tllat the coalescence stress increases with tIle ligament Icngtll, and willI the confining
stress. Although the results from closed flaws arc scarce, it appears tllat closed fla\\Is nccd
a higher stress to produce coalescence than open flaws with an analogous geometry and
lateral stress. Figure 4.34 shows coalescence results only for open flaws, but
distinguishing between lateral stress and flaw angle; from this figure one can notice the
increase in slress with increasing the flaw angle.
In surnmary, the coalescence stress increases with increasing lateral stress, ligalncnt
itl1gth, and flaw angle.
4.4.5 Failure
The load at whicll caclt specimen fails is also recorded regularly. l'hc failure load is
taken as the maximum load that a spccilnen is able to sustain; lItis value is easy to obtain
since the behavior of the material is brittle until failure. Failure is characterized by a
drarnatic and suddcn drop of the load, and by the spcchncn breaking into different pieces
whi~h is usually accompanied by a loud cracking sound. Measurement errC)I"S arc alnlosl
non-existent, and tIle dcviati()ns involved in the failure load arc related to the Inatcrial
variability exclusively.
Table 4.9 gives tIle failure stresses obscrved in the biaxial conlprcssion tests. Colulllns
1 al1<1 2 show 'the flaw gcom~try and ligament length of the specimen, respectively;
columns 3 and 4 show the failure stresses for confinement stresses of 2.5 MPa f()r open
and closed tlaws. Similar results arc presented in colunllls 5 and 6 f()f confining stresses
of 5.0 tvlPa; finally, columns 7 and 8 list the failure stresses of open flaws for confining
stresses of 7.5 and 10.0 MPa, respecti'lely. All results in the talllc arc in MPa. Enlpty cells
correspond to specimens that were unloaded before failure.
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Figure 4.35 is a plot of the failure stress for open flaws under different confining
stresses versus the ligament length. Two important observations Ctll1 be made: first, rnost
of the results lie between 30.0 and 40.0 MPa; second, failure stresses appear to be
insensitive to the confining stress (for confining stresses of 2.5 MPa, failure can occur at
slightly lower stresses than for higher confining stresses). Sinlilarly, figure 4.36 presents
the failure stresses for closed flaws versus the ligalncnt length; analogous observations
can be made. A comparison between figures 4.35 and 4.36 shows that there is n<>
significant difference between the failure stresses of specimens with 01'lCn flaws or with
closed flaws. A more detailed comparison can be obtained from table 4.9; there it can be
seen that closed flaws have a higher failure stress, of about 5.0 MPa, than open flaws.
This is in contrast with the uniaxial compression lcslc; results where the differences arc of
tile order of 10.0 MPa.
It is very interesting to contrast tIle failure stresses of cracked specimens with the
strength of the material (sec figure 4.2) in biaxial compression. It can be noticed that prc-
cracked specimens have failure stresses of the order of the material strength (i.e. aro',lnd
35.0 MPa with confinement). This is in contrast with the results fr(>nl uniaxial
compression where failure of pre-cracked sllCcianens is well below the strength ()f the
material, which is about 34.5 MPa, as it can be secn in figure 2.30 (note that in uniaxial
compression coalescence and fail~re coincide; note also that the difference between
coalescence and strength is more pronounced for open flaws than for closed flaws; sec
Section 2.5.4 for more details). This observation is very revealing since the observed
failure process for biaxial tcsts and .for uniaxial tests is different. In uniaxial tests, failure
occurs by the unstable propagation of the external wing cracks or the external secondary
cracks toward~ the boundarics of the specimen. In biaxial compression, on the one hand,
the wing cracks arc much smaller due to the effect of the confining s\ress (sec Section
4.4.2); on the other hand, the external shear cracks, in general, arc not large en()ugh to
reach the lateral boundaries of the specimen. lIenee, in biaxial c0l11pression, tile wing and
secondary cracks arc seldomly the cause of failure. In general, the spcciinclls hreak
because the material rcaches its limit strength at sonlC point inside the block, although
both wing and secondary cracks may weaken the spccinlcn and accelerate failure. This
process can explain why, in biaxial compression, failure of prc..crackcd spccinlcns is
close to the strength of the material, and is rather insensitive to tllc flaw geometry and to
the flaw typt~.
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Another important difference between uniaxial and biaxial results is that, as pointed
out before, in uniaxial compression coalescence and failure coincide while in biaxial
compression this is not so. Figure 4.37 is a plot of the failure stccsses \vitll respect to the
coalescence stresses in biaxial cOlnprcssion. It can be noticed that nlost of tJ1C results
indicate that coalescence occurs well before failure (of up to l().O MPa). There arc sonIC
cases in which coalescence and failure coincide; they correspond mainly to tests witll
confining stresSes of 2.5 MPu, and with flaws far apart from each other.
4.4.6 Stl·css-strain behavior
The testing procedure, as explained in Section 4.3, consists first of the applicati()11 of
the horizontal load until the desired stress level is reached; afterwards, tIle vertical load is
applied and increased until failure. Readings of the loads and displacements arc taken
only during the vertical applicat'''n of the I()ad.
Vertical loads, horizontal loads, vertical displaccmcnlc;, and horizontal displacCnl(~nts
arc measured for each test. A (lata acquisition system, managed by the same; computer
that controls the biaxial machine, takes readings of the four parameters every two seconds
(sec figure 2.6). The vertical loads and displacemcnl~ arc read directly from the load cell
and tile LVDT of the Baldwin machine; the horizontal load is taken from the load cell of
the horizontal frame. 1nc horizontal displacements arc measured by a LVDT attached to
the back of the supports of the horizontal platens (sec figure 3.15); thus, any horizontal
displacements that the specimen undergoes, arc reflected in the readings. For a general
biaxial tcst in which the horizontal load changes, these readings shl1uld be corrected
because of the conlprcssibilitjl of the brushes; since in the current research the fA~sts arc
done under a constant horizontD.l toad, once the horizontal load is applied to the spccinlcn
all the deformations of the systcln have already occurred; thus, as the vertical load
increases, the readings of the horizontal LVDT reflect only the incrcnlcntal horizontal
displacements of the spccinlcn.
Figures 4.38 and 4.39 show the axial and lateral rl~sponscs of a 6()-a-2a spccirncn, for a
lateral stress of 5'() MPa, as th0 vertical stress is increased; the first plot is obtained fr()nl
open flaw spccirncns, and the second fronl closed tlaw spcciInens. )n the figures O"y and
O"h denote the vertical and horizontal stresses, and Ev and £h the vertical and horizontal
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strains. With respect to the vertical strain (E y ) response, two parts Call be cJ!stinguishcd. In
the first part, ncar the origin, the response is not linear, and there arc large displacements
for a small increase in the vertical stress; this is due to the adjustm~~nts of tIle loading
frames and brush platens to the specimen. and to the closing of pre-existing galls in the
mechanical parts; some non-linearity associated with closing of microfractures inside the
specimen is also present, but these small movements are masked by tIle larger ones
caused by the mechanical devices. The second part is linear until failure; at tJ1is point the
specimen breaks, and the load drops dramatically with a very large vertical deformation
(the post failure behavior is not shown in the figures). In the figures, some slnall steps in
the stress-vertical strain response can be obscrvt~d; these steps arc caused by vertical
displacements of the specimens at a constaJlt load, and reflect the end of each loading step
when the surface of the specimen is scanned with the microscope.
With respect to the lateral strain (Eh) response, since the horizontJI stress has been
already applied, and all the initial scating dcforrnations have already occurred, the
response is linear until failure.
After 111any tests with open and closed flaws, no noticeable differences in the vertical
or horizontal strain curvc~ between the two types of tests have been found, and figures
4.38 and 4.39 arc entirely representative. As shown in figurc3 4.38 and 4.39, both open
and closed flaws have similar slopes of the response curves. The only consistent
discrepancy is that specimens with closed flaws have a failure stress sorncwhat higher
than the same spccirrlcns with open flaws (note however that since the strength of a prc-
cracked spccirnen is also geometry dependent one can not distinguish a tcst with open
flaws from one with closed flaws by sinlply looking at the stress-strain response).
Another interesting obsclVation from the response curves is that there is no observable
change in any of them \vhcn a new tensile or shear crack appears, when the cracks
propagate, or when coalescence occurs. No deviation from linearity of the vertical strcss-
strain or of the vertical stress-lateral strain coincides with any of the cracking events.
Other researchers, like Martin and Chandler (1994), have been able to relate the onset of
cracking in intact rock specimens under triaxial compression to the initial deviation from
linearity of the radial strain in cylindrical spechnclls. This has not b~n possible here
probably because there is an averaging effect produced by the brush platens. 'rhat is, one
expects that if the onset of cracking produces a change in the linear response of the lateral
deformations, it \vill be at the center of the spccirncn where this c}Hlngc will have a larger
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magJ'.itude, while allnost no change will occur at the top and hottom of the sp(~cimcn.
Since in the biaxial tests the lateral stresses arc applied with brush platens which,
although flexible in the direction pcrIX~ndicular to loading, they arc fairly rigid in the
loading direction, it can be expected that differential lateral mOVCIDcnts ()f the spccirncn
along its lateral faces will be prevented by the pl~tcns. Thus, the measured horizontal
displacements reflect an average ratllcr than a local response of the spccinlcn, so nOIl-
lincaritics cannot be easily detected. In triaxial tests, where t.he confining stress is applied
by a liquid, different radial displacements along the height of the spccilncn arc not
constrained, and the specimen can deform freely; any non-linear response can be easily
detected by direct measurements of the diulnctcr of the specimen.
A comparison of the response of uncrackcd specimens with prc·crackcd ones is done
in figure 4.40. In this figure the stress-strain curves of an uncracked specimen, a pre-
cracked specinlcn with open Ilaws, and a pre-cracked specimen \vith closed flaws arc
plotted together. No major differenccs of the shape and slope of the curves can be
noticed. Note tllat the strength of pre-cracked gypsum blocks is cornparahlc with the
strength of uncrackcd specilncns; this rclates well with the observation in Section 4.4.5
titat failure of pre-cracked specimens is not causc~ by the unstable propagation of the
external wing or shear cracks towards the boundaries of the spccinlcn, but rather because
the material reaches its limit strength. Minor differences fall within tUl; natural variallility
of the material. Similarly to what is observed in uncrackcd specimens (s~ Section 4.2),
the shape of the stress-strain curves of pre-cracked spccinlcns is also insensitive t(l the
confining stress l~vel.
In sunlmary, thc vertical response of the spccim~ns givcs no clue, other than the
strength, of the type of test, and of the type Of the arrangclncnt of the flaws. Direct
observations of the cracking process arc necessary to dctcflninc the type of experiment
performed.
4.4.7 Closurc of opcn flaws
Of great concern is the po~·sihility that in spccinlcns with open flaws under hiaxial
compression closure of the flaws can occur prior to coalescence or failure, in which case
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the cracking process may be altered. To check for this possibility t several additional
specimens with open flaws were prepared and tested under biaxial cOlnprcssioll with
simultaneous observation of flaw closure.
The observation process of closure of the flaws in the biaxial tests is sinlilar to tJle one
used for uniaxial compression tests. The illunlination device is placed at the back of the
specinlcn, illuminating tile face not observed with the nli~roscopc (sec figure 2.6 for
reference). With this, the entire scanned surface of the specimen is completely dark on tile
TV nlonitor, but the flaw which is a small white area due to the light passing across the
specimen through the open flaw (see figure 4.41(1». When closure is produced, the light
can not pass. Figures 4.41 (1) and 4.41 (2) show the contrast between an open flaw before
and after closure.
The most important requircnlcnt in choosing the set of geometries to be tested for
closure is that the set has to be rcpresentative of all the geometries used in biaxial
compression. For that matter the three flaw inclination angles arc represented, and for
each flaw inclination angle one specimen with a small ligament length and another one
with a large ligament length arc tested. The confining stress is chosen at 10.0 MPa since
it is the highest used in the b~axial test series.
The following specimen geometries with open flaws arc used for the cl()surc tests (they
arc the same as in uniaxial compression tests):
Flaw Angle (~) s c
--
3D a a
30 2a 3a
45 a a
~-
45 2a 3a
60 a 2a
-
60 2a 4a
Specimen Geometries
The tests arc pcrforrncd as tllC regular tests described in Section 4.3 were performed,
but without scanning of the specimen surface, until closure is observed. There arc two
instances where closure is produced: at failure, and at or after coalescence.
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Failure is casily detected because of the sudden drop on the vertical load. and the
breaking sound that usually is associated with failure. If no failure is produced when
closure is observed, the vertical load is held constant and the front surface of the
specimen is illunlinatcd and imnlcdiatcly scanned with the microscope. In all the cases
where c)()surc occur~; without failure, the surface scan shows lllat coalescence has already
occurred. Unfortunately with this observation mcth()l' it is not possihle to observe if
closure and coalescence happen at the sarnc thne.
The closure process is similar to the one described in uniaxial compression tests. As
the vertical stress is increased, the top and bottolu ff\cCS of tile flaws slowly approach
each other and the fla\v aperture is reduced. The llaw aperture is not uniforln after
loading; usually it is more reduced at the middle of the flaw than at the tips. At some
point the top and bottom faces of the flaws move rapidly towards each other until they
make contact, and closure occurs. At the end the flaw can be totally closed or only
partially closed (sec figure 4.41 (2». The fact that both closure and coalescence arc
unstable processes (coalescence occurs due to the unstable propagation of tile secondary
cracks; see Section 4.4.4) seem to indicate that both events coincide; nevertheless, no
definite observations arc available to prove so.
Figure 4.41 shows the three steps during observation of the closure process, for a
specimen with geometry 30-a-a at 10.0 MPa of lateral stress. In figure 4.41(1) the opcn
flaw can be observed during loading; at some load level, closure is produced as can llC
seen in figure 4.41 (2), at \vhich point the load is stopped and the surface scanned. I.igurc
4.41 (3) shows the crack pattern of the specimcn inllllcdiatcly after closure. In figure
4.41(3) the coalescence crack can be easily observed. Figure 4.42 shows the stress-strain
relation for the same specimen of figure 4.41 together with closure results fronl two
uniaxial tests. Note in ligure 4.42 that the stress-strain curves do not indicate any of the
cracking events that occur prior to coalescence, such as wing and secondary crack
initiation, and crack propagation. The only difference between the uniaxial and biaxial
curves is that closure stress is, as expected, higher for biaxial tests than for uniaxial tests.
Note, also, that the slope of the curves is similar for the three tests; this has been already
mentioned in Section 4.4.6. Plots of the closure lesL,; perforlncd in uniaxial and biaxial
conditions can be found at the end of Appendix A.2.
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These closure tests, together with the closure tcst series performed in uniaxial
compression tests, are assumed to be representative of all the tests performed in uniaxial
and biaxial compression. If so, it can be concluded that during all the tests pcrfoffilC(1
with open flaws, the flaws remain open at least until coalescence or failure of tile
spccilncn occurs, whichever comes first.
4.4.8 Slippage of closed flaws
As in uniaxial tests, the first observed relative displaccmclll of the faces of a closed
flaw is considered to be slippage. This is the first movement seen and it docs not
correspond, necessarily, with the first slippage in the entire flaw. The reason is hC(~ausc
from loading step to loading stet') the image received from the microscope is centered on
the internal tip of one of the flaws to observe better any possible crack initiation; this
image also covers part of the flaw, and it is in this reduced area where slippage can be
scent
Relative movements of the faces of a closed flaw can be observed in two to three
loading steps (each loading step corresponds to 2.0 MPa), which indicates a progressive
dcbonding or slippage, rather than an instantaneous process. These slippagl~ mOVClllcnls
arc seen initially far from the tip of the flaw which means that debonding ()Ccurs
sonlcwhcrc in the middle of the flaw; later on the relative movements arc spread allover
the area covered by the microscope. In some cases, after some initial small Inovcmcnls,
there is a sudden and large slippage observed over the entire image and accompanied by a
cracking sound. Hence, two important conclusions can be drawn: slippage is progressive
and it starts far from the tip of the flaw.
Slippage readings arc listed in column 10 of tables 4.2 and 4.3. These results must he
taken with caution since they are obtained under the conditions just described. Figure
4.43 is a plot of the slippage stresses of closed flaws versus the flaw length fol" 2.5 and
5'() MPa of confinement. There is a large scatter of data probably due to the conditions
under which the slippage measurements arc taken; note tllnt for tile sanlC flaw gconH~~try
(there arc two specimens tested for each gcotnctry) the slippage stresses can vary hy as
much as 5.0 MPa. Due to the small nurnbcr of results, the relation of slippage stress with
flaw angle and ligament length is no~ clcar; it seems, however, th~t slippage stresses
increase with the confining stress.
From the dam of tables 4.2 and 4.3, an average value of slippage is computed for each
flaw angle and confining stress in an atlt~nlpt to reduce possible errors. rrhcse average
values are prescnted in the following tablc, where the slippage stresses obtained in
uniaxial compression (Ob= 0) arc also included:
--,....-
nawangle CJ)1 = 0 OJI = 2.5 MPa 011 =5.0 MPa
-
300 24.8 26.5 3tJ.5
45° 25.8 29.6 33.2
600 28.2 25.4 33.8
Slippage stresses (MPa) of closed flaws in uniaxial compression
It is clear tJlat there is a nct increase in the average slippage stress with the confining
stress; in uniaxial compression, slippage stress increases with the flaw angle, but this is
not so in biaxial conlpression. Attempts to fit the slippage stress values into a relationship
of the form: t =to + J.l (Jn, which is the typical Coulomb friction law, have been
unsuccessfuI.
As in uniaxial compression, the actual dcbonding process could not be well defined in
the prescnt investigation. A very important conclusion, though, is that bOlll in uniaxial
and biaxial compression, no additional cracks can be produced unless SOIDe dcbonding
has occurred. It is not clear if the entire flaw needs to dcbond or if a partial dcbonding is
enough.
4.5 Interpretation of the experimental results
The following is a list of the major results obtained fronl the expcrhncntal tests in
biaxial compression, together with their analysis and interpretation.
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• Intelnal and extcmal wing cracks, and internal and external secondary cracks
respectively initiate at the same stress level independent of the flaw geometry, flaw tYI1C
and confining stress. This seems to indicate that the conditi(Jns created at both the inlcnlal
and external tips of the flaws are similar in any geometry, and under any c()nditions,
which is a s()fficwhat surprising result. It can he possibly related to flaw Icngtll as was
done for the interpretation of the uniaxial resull~ where sirnilar observations were made.
Short flaws (the tcnn short is used here relative to the ligament length; i.e. the gcolnctrics
tested have a flaw length comparable to the ligament length) may have a double effect:
first, the effccts produced at tIle internal and external tips may be similar; second, a short
crack may have the tendency to deform more rigidly than a longer crack, that is to say
that the dcformati()l1s at one tip can be strongly influenced by the dcfonnations at the
other tip. This, undoubtedly, strongly suggests the investigation of the influence of the
flaw length on the initiation of the internal and external wing and secondary cracks.
• Wing cracks and secondary cracks do not initiate at the same stress level, in contrast
to the uniaxial compression results. In biaxial compression tests, ,he secondary cracks
tend to initiate before the wing cracks, although there arc a few exceptions mainly for low
confining stresses. This finding can be linked with the general observation that
confinement, which can be viewed as a mechanism to increase the "compressive" stress
state within the specimen, prevents the initiation of wing cracks, which arc tensile cracks,
and favors crack initiation and propagation through secondary cracks.
• The wing crack initiation slresses increase with the flaw angle, with the ligament
length, and with the confining stress. For ligament lengths greater than '3u' tJle initiation
stresses reach a plateau, which indicates that the two fla\vs behave as isolated fla\vs. An
increase of the initiation stress with the flaw angle and with the ligament length was also
observed in uniaxial compression, and was discussed in Section 2.6. It is not surprising
that wing cracks initiate at higher stresses with larger confinements, since an increase of
the lateral stress hinders the creation of tensile cracks.
• The wing cracks under confining stresses of up to 5.f) MPa tend to initiate at the
middle of the flaws; for confining stresses greater than 5.0 MPa, no wing cracks initiate.
'[his is a surprising result since in uniaxial conlprcssion, the wing cracks always start
from the tips of the flaws. For that reason some numerical tcst') were performed to see if
they give any indication that can explain this strange behavior. The finite elClllcnt
program ABAQUS is used for the analysis. A spccirncn with open flaws, with an angle of
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300, spacing equal to half the naw length (s= a), and cont.inuity cquJI to the flaw length
(c= 2a), where this phenomenon is observed (sec table 4. 'I), is discrcti:l.cd into tIle lncsh
shown in figure 4.44. A detail of one of the flaws appears in figure 4.45; note tJlat the real
thickness of the flaws is modeled so a discretization as accurate as possible is used. ll1rcc
different runs are performed, one with zero lateral stress, another with a lateral stress ()f
5.0 MPa, and the last one with a lateral stress of 10.() MPa. 'nlC three stresses arc chosen
to compare the results produced in three different situations: the first one in which thc
wing cracks initiate at the tips of the flaws in uniaxial compression tests (ab:: (»; the
second one in which the wing cracks initiate at the middle of tile flaws (ah= 5.0); and the
third one in which no wing cracks appear (ab= 10.0 MPa). The calculations arc
performed using linear elastic material properties (taken from the experimental results;
sec Section 4.2). The vertical stress is 25 MPa, which is approximately the stress at which
the wing cracks initiate for a confining stress of 5.0 MPa. Since this is an clastic
calculation, the stresses around the tips of the flaws arc proportional to the external
applied stresses; hence, for a fixed vertical stress, the differences between the three runs
arc due only to the effect of the lateral stresses.
Figures 4.46, 4.47, and 4.48 arc contours of the rninor principal stress, 03 (or SP3 in
the figures) around the bottonl flaw of figure 4.44 for the three different runs. The first
figure shows the results for O"h= 0, the second for O'h= 5.0 MPa, and the third for 0h= l().(l
MPa. In every figure two zones of high concentration of tensile stresses can be observed
(darker areas correspond to higher tensile stresses): one that extends radially outward
from the tips at approximately 45° with respect to the flaw; and the second one also
extending fronl the tips towards the center of the flaw, but roughly parallel to the flaw.
l·hc first observation is that these two zones bcconlc smaller as the confining stress
increases (compare figures 4.46, with (fh= 0, and 4.48, with O'h= 10.() MPa); this is in
agr(~cmcnt with the tcst results since in the experiments the wing cracks do not initiate
with high confinement stresses. Another interesting observation is that the first tensile
zone (radial, at 45° with the flaw) decreases more strongly than the second tensile zone
(parallel to the flaw) when the confining stress increases (compare figures 4.46 thr()ugh
4.48). This means that as the lateral stress increases, it is nlorc likely that a tensile crack
appears in the second zone than in first zone. This statcnlcnt must be taken as a
qua}ltativc explanation of the phenomenon because no further quantifications arc nlade;
probably o,thcr variables also play an important role, or lnay favor the initiation of the
wing cracks far from the tips, such as .~mall defects on the faces of the flaws during
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fabrication, or the actual shape of the tip of the flaw (in Ule numerical tests, it is modeled
as circular, but other shapes, like I~lliptical, arc possible choices).
• Secondary cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws in a plane which is coplanur or
roughly coplanar to the flaw, and this is independent of the flaw geometry, flaw type, or
of the confining stress. There is strong evidence that secondary cracks arc shear cracks
since their surface is characterized by the presence of gypsum powder an(f crushed
gypsum; they arc associated with spatting and material protrusion on the spccinlcn
surface, as secn through the microscope, which suggests an origin in compression. Stress
analyses dcrnonstrate that, indeed, the secondary cracks initiate in a compressive field.
• Secondary crack initiation stresses increase with the flaw angle, with the ligalncnt
]cngf,h, with the flaw type, and with the confining stress. l"hey reach a 1>lateau for
ligament lengths greater than '3a' which indicates that for larger ligament lengths than this
critical value, the two flaws can be considered as isolated.
• In biaxial cOlnprcssion, secondary cracks tend to initiate l>eforc wing cracks. This
corroborates the conclusion that confincrncnt prevents the initiation of tensile cracks, 3Jld,
thus, favors propagation tllrough shear cracks.
• Coalescence, in biaxial compression, occurs primarily through type II (table 4.5).
Very few tests sh()w coalescence type I, which requires the following conditions: flaw
inclination angles 45° or 600, coplanar flaws, open flaws, and confining stresses of up to
2.5 MPa. Coalescence in biaxial compression always occurs by tile unstable propagation
of one or both of the internal shear cracks. If the coalescence crack is a shear crack,
coalesc:ence is type I; if the coalescence crack is a combination of shear and tensile
cracks, coalescence type II occurs. If coalescence occurs at confining stresses up to 5.0
MPa a tensile crack in the ligament area links the two internal shear cracks; for confining
stresses larger than 5.0 MPa the two internal shear cracks appear to be connected by a
continuous shear crack, although it is difficult to determine if the coalcsccnc(~ crack is a
pure shear crack or a combination of shear and one or several small tensile cracks.
• The coalescence stress increases with the flaw angle, with the ligament length, and
with the confining stress; also, it is larger for closed flaws than for open flaws. The
dependency of coalescence on these parameters is analogous to the wing cracks and shear
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cracks. This can be expected since, in biaxial cornpression, coalescence is produced by
the unstable propagation of the internal shear cracks.
• In general the failure stress is IO.() MPa higher than the coalescence stress, and it is
COlltparablc to the strength of the material. tThis can be related to tIle role played by the
cracks generated during compression. Wing and shear cracks are sinall and arc localized
around the flaws, and it is very unlikely that they reach the external boundaries of the
spt~cimen and produce failure. Under these conditions, pre-cracked specilncns have
failure stresses similar to uncrackcd specimens.
4.6 Comparison between uniaxial and biaxial experimental
l·esults
The major similitudes and differences between uniaxial and biaxial comprl~ssion
results can be summarized in the followin~ list:
Similitudes:
• For both uniaxial and biaxial compression tests, the crack pattern obtained is a
combination of tensile cracks and shear (secondary) cracks. Both types of cracks
propagate in a stable manner. Wing cracks grc)w in a curvilinear path that aligns with the
most compressive stress direction, while the secondary cracks grow in the plane of lIle
flaws. For non-overlapping geometries (ligament angle less than ninety degrees)
coalescence is reached by the linkage of one of the internal cracks from one of the flaws
with another internal crack from the other flaw.
• The same types of coalescence observed in biaxial compression also occur in uniaxial
compression. Coalescence type I, which is characterized by the linkage of the two
internal secondary cracks by a shear crack, is observed in tests with c()planar flawu and
with confining stresses of 2.5 MPa. Coalescence type II, for lateral stresses up to 5.0
MPa, occurs in offset flaw geometries when a tensile crack connects the two internal
shear cracks in the middle of the liganlcnt; for higher lateral stresses, of up to IO.C) MPu,
the coalescence crack is Inostly a shear crack.
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• In both uniaxial and biaxial tests, secondary or shear cracks are always present and
they initiate at the tips of the flaws in a direction coplanar or roughly COplallar to the
flaws (see figures 2.12 and 4.18).
• Internal and external wing cracks appear at the sumc time in uniaxial and biaxial tests
(see figures 2.14 and 2.15 for uniaxial tests, and figure 4.15 for biaxial tests)w Also,
internal and external secondary cracks appcur at the same stress regardless of the flaw
geometry, of the flaw type, and of the lateral stress level (sec figures 2.27, and 4.19 from
uniaxial and biaxial tests, rcs(lC'~tively).
• Tile initiation stresses of both wing and shear cracks in uniaxial and in biaxial
compression increase with tlle flaw angle, with the ligament length, with closed flaws,
and with the confinement stress. The initiation stresses reach a plateau for ligament
lengths greater than '3a' which indicates that the flaws act as isolated for larger ligament
lengths.
• The coalescence stress als() increases with increasing the ligament lcngtll, tllC flaw
atlgle, the confining stress, and with closed flaws. Similar to what happens with tile wing
cracks, there are fewer specimens producing coalescence as the lateral stress increases;
the trend is that with increasing the confining stress, only in those geometries with closer
flaws coalescence occurs (sec table 4.5).
• In both types of loading the specinlcns show similar stress-strain response. After the
initial scating dcfonnations, th(~ response of the material is linear until failure. TIle strcss-
strain curves show similar slopes independently of the type of loading, the type of the
flaws, or even if the specimens arc pre-cracked or un~rackcd. No deviations in this
linearity arc observed that may indicate any of the cracking events described so far (crack
initiation, propagation and coalescence). '"nlC vertical dcfonnation-vertical stress response
of the material is not enough to establish if a cracking event is produced.
Differcllces:
• In uniaxial tests the wing cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws. In contrast, for
confining stresses of up to 5.0 MPa. the wing cracks, if they occur at all, initiate at tile
middle of tile flaws; for higher confining stresses, wing cracks do not initjatc at all.
• AltllOUgh wing cracks present a similar appearance in both uniaxial and biaxial
compression tests, the major difference is that they grow larger in uniaxial comllrcssion
thall in biaxial compression. In uniaxial tests, Inosl of the specimens fail because the
external wing cracks can be so large that they can reach the top and bottom I>oundarics of
the prisms; in biaxial tests the wing cracks arc usually confined around tJIC flaws.
• In unlaxial tests wing cracks and shear cracks initiate at the same time, regardless of
the geometry tested (sec figure 2.29); in biaxial tests secondary cracks take precedence
(sec figure 4.26).
• An important difference between uniaxial and biaxial behavior is that in unial.• al
tests, failure and coalesccnce coincide, while in biaxial tests failure occurs after
coalescence. 'fhe failure process is quite different: in uniaxial compression most
spccinlcns reach failure because the unstable propagation of the external wing or shear
cracks towards the boundaries of the specimen imnlediatcly after coaicsccncc. In biaxial
compression it is unlikely that any crack reaches tile external boundaries of the spccinlcll,
so failure of pre-cracked specimens hnpllCns at the same stress as uncrackcd spccinlcils at
the same confining stress.
4.7 DisCllssion and conclusions
The results obtained from different geometries of gypsum spccilncns with two parallel,
open or closed, flaws subjected to a biaxial compression stress state of up to IO.() Mila
have been rcvicwc<1 in this chapter.
lbe most important conclusion is that the same crack patterns ohsclvcd in biaxial
compression tests are present in uniaxial cOin pression tests. Both wing (tensile) and
secondary (shear) cracks have been observed in the cxpcrimCnl4i. 110th types of cracks arc
stable under any testing condition up to coalescence. In contrast to shear cracks that
always develop in any type of tcst, wing cracks arc smaller or even disappear with
increasing lateral stresses.
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Table 4.8 shows a SUlllmary of the different crack patterns observed in tIle biaxial
experiments. The crack patterns arc classified into two main types: In type I, coalescence
occurs by shearing, and holll the internal and cxtl~mal wing cracks initiate fCOlll llle tips ()f
the flaws. This pattern is typical of co-planar flaws in uniaxial compression tests and in
biaxial tests with open flaws with inclination angles of 45° and 600 with a confining
stress of 2.5 MPa. Coalescence type II is defined as a combination of shl~ar cracks and
tensile cracks; in uniaxial tests and in biaxial lcsL~ with confining stresses of 2.5 and 5J)
MPa the internal shear cracks are linked hy a tensile crack, while for confining stresses of
7.5 and 10.0 MPa most part of the coalescence crack is a shear crack. In contrast to
uniaxial tests where wing cracks always initiate Crorn the tips of tile flaws, wing cracks
initiate from the middle of the flaws for confining stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPn; for higher
confining stresses, no wing cracks arc produced.
Secondary cracks have been recognized as shear cracks. The analysis of their surface
fractography, and the stress state fronl which they originate rcvt..~al that they initiate under
a compressive stress state, from which only shear cracks can be produced.
The Inost important difference betwccn the crack patterns <>bscrvcd in uniaxial and
biaxial experiments, is that the wing cracks disappear as the confining stress increases. It
appears that confinement, by increasing the state of compression within the spccinlcn,
prevents the initiation of tensile cracks, and favors propagation through secondary cracks,
which tend to appear before the wing cracks in biaxial compression.
The fact that internal and external cracks (wing or shear) appear at the sanlC tinle,
irrespective of the geometries tested, the flaw type or the nlode of loading is a surprising
finding. The flaw length is suspected to play a major role in this, and further
experimentation with different naw lengths should clarify this issue.
In uniaxial cOlnprcssion failure coinridcs with coalescence. It is not unusual, right at ()r
immediately after coalescence, for the external wing cracks grow very fast and reach the
lOp and bottom boundaries of the specimen. In biaxial conlprcssion tests, no spccinlcn has
failed because any of the cracks has reached the boundaries; failure is 1110stly reached
after coalescence (if produced), with a magnitude cOlnparahlc to the strt~nglh of lhe
material at the corresponding confining stress.
The question of how, ullder certain circumstances, the wing cracks initiate at the
middle of ~e flaws has to be left unanswered for now. Numerical analy~~ of a case
where this is observed has shown that there arc two tensile zonc~ aro\lnd tile tillS of the
flaws: one parailcl to the flaw and another one at 45° with the flaw; these tensile lA>nCS
shrink when the confinement stresses is increased, although tile tensile zone parallel to
the flaw is comparatively less affected by the lateral stress. This nlUY (lualitatively explain
the shift of position of the wing cracks.
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MOLD # Flaw angle (~) spacin~ (s) COlltrl~tl'ty (~)
0 No crack ..... ......
12· 30° 0 2a
4 30° a a
5 30° a 28
9 30° 28 3a
25· 45° 0 2a
18 45° a a
19 45° a 28
23 45° 20 30
.-15· 60° 0 20
.~
30 60° a 2a
33 60° 28 40
Note: An asterisc denotes a mold used in previous investigations
Table 4.1
Geometries 1'ested in Biaxial Compressioll
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Biaxial COlllprcssioll RCSlllts (Stresses ill MI>a)
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IJiuxial COln(>rcssi()ll I~CSlllts (Stresses ill Mila)
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'faille 4.4
lliaxial COlllpl·Cssioll RCSlllts (Stresses ill Mila)
2() I
I Specimen
°h= 2.5 ~1P:i. f °b= 5.0 \tIPa 0h= 7.5 MPa 0b= 10 MPa
Geometr,,· Open Closed Open Clo~ed Open Open
30- 0-2a I
t I
30- a- a II II II II I II
30- a-23 II II
30-2a-3a II I
.JS- 0-2a I I
-IS- a- a II II II II II
"+5- a-2a II II
~5-2a-3a
60- 0-2a I I
60- a-2a II II
I 60-2a-..JaI
Table 4.5
Coalescence Mode in Biaxial Compression
N
~
~
N
Type Schematic path of Coalescence Description of Coalescence Mode ofCoalescence
I
JI
Type of coalescing fracture:
secondary shear crack. Initlation
position: preexisting flaw tips.
Crack surface characterization:
rough, WiUl many snlall kink
steps; contains crushed gypsum
s =0, and O'h =2.5 MPa.
Type of coalescing fracture:
secondary shear and tensile
cracks. Initiation position:
preexisting flaw tips. Crack
surface ch:uacterizailon: SOUle
parts are clean and snlooth
while other parts are rough
with crushed gypsum.
s;tO
Shearing
Shenring
+tcnslon
Table 4.6
Crack Patterns in Biaxial Compression
203
- 5.0 MPaSpecimen (Jh= 2.5 MPa °h=
Geometry Open Closed Open Close(1
30- 0-2a MIDDLE ... MIDDLE ...
30- a- a TIPIMIDDLE ... MIDDLE Til)
30- 8-28 MIDDLE ... MIDDLE ...
30-2a-38 MIDDLE ... MIDDLE ...
45- 0-2a TIP ... ... ...
-45· a- a TIPIMIDDLE TIP TIP/MIDDLE ....
45- a-2a MIDI)LE ... ... ...
45-2a-3a MIODLE ... TIP ...
60- 0-2a ... ... ... ...
60- a-2a ... ... ... I'l'l'
60-2a-4& ... ... ... ...
TIP: wing cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws
MIDDLE: wing cracks initiate from the middle of the naw
'fable 4.7
Loci of Wing Crack Initiation in
Biaxial Comllression Tests
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'I'ype (~rack Ilattcrn I)escription of ( ~oalescence 1\'h>dc llf( ~oalcscl'J1CC
I ~atcral
Stress
-+-------------------.-+----------- -------------
'rypc of coalescing fracture:
secondary shear crack.
Initiation position: prccxisti ng
tla\\' tips. (~rack surface
characterization: rough, \vith
l11any sl11all kink steps;
containing crushed gypsuln.
):or s = 0 only
Shearing
Shearing
+ tension
'I'ypc of <..:oalcscing fracture:
secondary shear and tensile
cracks. Initiation position:
preexisting flil\V tips. (~raek
surface characterization: SOlllC
parts arc clean and slnooth \\'hile
other parts arc rough \"ith
crushed gypsllin. \\ling cracks
initiate 1'1'0111 the tips of the Ila\\'s.
s;tO
t------f------~-----.--------------------~ < 2.:) t\'lJ>a
II
'l'ypc of coalescing fracture:
secondary shear and tensile
cracks. Initiation position:
preexisting na\V tips. (:rack
surface characterization: SOI11e
parts arc clean and Sillooth \\'hile
other parts arc rough \vith crushcd
gypsuln."'ing cracks initiate ncar
the center of the fhl\VS.
s;a:O
'I'ypc of coalescing fracture:
secondary shear and tensile
cracks. Initiation position:
prccx isting fla\\' tips.
C~rack surface characterization:
rough \vith crushed gypSUI11.
No \ving (~racks
Shearing
+ tension
Shearing +
possihle > .i.O i\ IPa
tension
'---_...-.a..- s_'"#_0 ----L- --...L ••_~
'I'aille 4.8
CoaleSCCllce CI~ack Pattel~11S Illlt-ICl1I Ilillxial
Conlp.-cssioll (Noll.ovel~lapl)illgli'lllWS)
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Tallie 4.9
Fllilure Stl·esses ill Biaxial COIUpl·cssioll (Stresses ill MI>a)
2()(1
J26-31mm.
152.4mm.
I~ 76.2mm....1
(a)
Initial flaws
External flaw Up
Internal flaw Up
(b)
External flaw tip
Figure 4.1
Geometries of Model Rock Specimens
(a) Overall View (b) Detail
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Figure 4.2
Strength of Gypsum Specimens Ilnller
Uniaxial and Biaxial Stress
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Figure 4.3
Strengtll of Gypsunl Specimens under
Uniaxial and Biaxial Stress Normalized witll
Respect to the Unconfined Strength (O'c>
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Figure 4.4
Stress-Strain Behavior and Str~ngth
of Uncracked Specimens under Biaxial
Compression with O'h= 2.5 MPa.
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Figure 4.5
Stress-Strain Behavior and Strengtll
of Uncracked Specimens under Biaxial
Compression with O'b=5.0 MPa.
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Figure 4.6
Stress-Strain Behavior and Strength
of Uncracked Specinlcns under Biaxial
Compression with O'h=7.5 MPa.
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Figure 4.7
Stress-Strain Behavior arid Strength
of Uncracked Specimens under Biaxial
Compression with (Jh= 10.0 MPa.
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Figure 4.8
Comparison of Stress..Stl·aln Behavior
and Strength of Uncrackcd Specimens
under Uniaxial and Biaxial Compression
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Figure 4.9
General Crack Pattern for O'h= 2.5 and 5.0 MPa
(a) Shear Coalescence
(b) Combined Shear-Tcnsile Coalesccllce
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Secondary Crack Initiation Stress vs. Ligament
Length for Confinement Stress O'h=2.5 MPa
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Secondary Crack Initiation Stress vs. Ligainent
Length for Connnement Stress O'h=5.0 MPa
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Secondary Crack Initiation Stress vs. Ligament
Length for Confinelnent Stress (Jb=7.5 MPa
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Figure 4.26
Averaged Wing Crack vs. Averagcd Secondary
Crack Initiation Stress In Biaxial Compression
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Local Tangential Stresses O'e around the Tip
of a Flaw in Biaxial Compression
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Local Tangential Stresses Os around the Tip
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Local Tangential Stresses as around the Tip
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Coalescence of a SpeciInen of GeolDetry ~ =30°,
S =3, C =a in Biaxial Compression with uh=10.0 l\1Pa
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Figure 4.33
Coalescence Stress vs. 1.Jlgamcllt
Length In Biaxial Tests
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Figure 4.34
Coalescence Stress vs. Ligaolcnt
Length for Open Flaws In Biaxial Tests
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Failure Stress vs. Liganlcnt Lcngtll
In Biaxial Tests, for Open Flaws
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Failure Stress vs. Ligament Length
In Biaxial Tests, for Closed Flaws
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Failure Stress VSo Coalescence Stress
In Biaxial Tests
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Stress-Strain Behavior of a Specimen
with P=60°, 0= 8, C= 2a, Open Flaws
in Biaxial Compression with O'h=5.0 MPa.
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CHAPTERS:
NUMERICAL MODELING
5.1 Introduction
In fracture mechanics three different loading modes of a discontinuity arc
distinguished: Mode It also called opening D10dct mode II or sliding mode, and mode III
or tearing mode (see figure 5.1). In this research the experiments were performed in
modes I and II; for this reason, analytical and numerical considerations in this chapter
will be limited to modes I and II.
The stresses aro\lnd the tip of a single crack in an infinite elastic medium subjected to a
uniaxial or biaxial stress state are well known, and can be approximated by an infinite
series of terms. See for example Broek (1991). The stresses can be formulated in
cylindrical coordinates as follows (only the first tenn of the infinite series is used here):
at:
0'8 =
t=
Jrm[KI cos e (3 - cos e) + Kn sin e (3cos e -I)]
2 2nf 2 2
a
cos -~[KI (1 + cos e) - 3 Kn sin e]
2 2nr
6
cos -
~[KI sin e + Kn (3cos e -I)]
2 2nr (S.ta)
where
KI = av ...[iiii [(1 + k) + (1- k) cos 2P]
2
Kn = -av {ita (1 - k) sin 2P
2
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(S.th)
for open flaws. and
KJ = 0
Kn = -(1., ...fii. {(l-k)sin2p - ~[(l+k) + (l-k)cos2p])
2
(5.1c)
for closed flaws. provided that: (l-k) sin2p > f.l[(I+k) + (l-k) cos2J}1 (i.e. slippage
occurs).
In the above Cannulation (Jr, <Je, nnd t are the radial, tangential. and shear stresses; trt
and '0' the cylindrical coordinates, a= half the flaw length t Pis the flaw inclination angle,
k= (awav). and J.l= the friction coefficient for closed flaws (see figure 5.2). KI, and KIf
are the Dlode I and mode II stress intensity factors (SIF), respectively. Note that the
Connulation is only valid for r« a (i.e. close to the tip of the flaw).
In very few problems with multiple flaws, or with flaws close to the specimen
boundaries, analytical solutions have been found (sec Leibowitz (1968». In general, for a
slightly more complex problem than that of the isolated crack in an infinite mcdiurn, no
closed-form solutions are available. Thus, numerical solutions must be used.
Two numerical approaches are more frequently employed: The Finite Element Method
(FBM), and the Displacement Discontinuity Method (DDM). In the FEM, the continuum
is discretized into small regions, or elements, within which the solution is knowI1 (or
approximated after some linearizations and simplifications) given the displacements at
predetermined points, or nodes, of the elements. This involves solving for the
displacements at the nodes through the whole continuum. FE methods have the advantage
that elasto..plastic heterogeneous material models can be used; on the othcr hand, and for
fracture propagation problems, they are inconvenient since evcry time a fracture initiates
or advances, some re-meshing is required. This is so, because special clcln~nts at the tips
of the cracks are needed to obtain_ a square root singularity ill the stress field (see
equations (5.1»; the nlost common clements used at the tip arc the "quarter p()int
elements" (see Bathe (1982».
The DD Method only requires discretization at the boundaries of the continUUI11 into
small segments, or elements, as shown in figure 5.3. On the one hand lI1is is advantageous
since the discretization effort is far smaller than for the FE Method; on tile ollicr hand, the
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solution is only obtained at the boundaries, and additional cornputation is needed for the
solution at other points; the solution may also be very sensitive to tIle discretization a.nd
to the number of the segments. The method does not need fe-discretization for any nl~W
crack, but has the great disadvantage that only hOlnogencous, isotropic clastic nlaterial
Dlodels can be used; this is so because some analytical influence functions must be
known in order to apply the method (see next section for details).
Both methods, the FEM and DDM, have been successfully used in fracture mechanics.
Ingraffea et ale (1977) used the FE Method to study wing crack initiation and
propagation, and Reyes (1991) to model coalescence cracks. DDM arc perhaps lnorc
widely used, since they do 1I0t have the re-meshing problem; examples can llC found in
Chan (1986), Shen and Stephansson (1994), Scavia (1995), among rnany olllCrs.
It is obvious, looking at equations (5.1) that at the tips of the flaws (Le. r~ 0) the
stresses go to infinity; since this is impossible in any material, a plastic zone luust
develop around the tips of the flaws. For cases in which the plastic zone is large
compared to a characteristic dimension of the cracked body, the elastic conditions can not
be met, and it is doubtful that the DDM will give accurate results; for cases in which tJle
plastic zone is small, small scale yielding (SSY) applies. In small scale yielding tIle
plastic zone can be safely ignored and linear elastic solutions, such as the DDM, can be
used with satisfactory results (sec Brock (1991»; these conditions define what is called
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM). Hence, it is important to establisll for the
material and specimen geometries used in this research if SSY, or LEFM, applies since
this will detennine what numerical approach can be used.
There is evidence that the following parameters: crack length, specimen thickness,
distance from the crack to the boundary (uncracked ligament lcngtll), and Inode of
loading determine the size of the plastic zone (see for example Brock (1991 ». 'fhe
maximum dimensions that these parameters can have for a test to be within SSY, as a
first approximation, can be found in the ASTt.1-E399 recommendations. This is a
standard to test materials in mode I, and it is widely used for .nctals. There is evidence,
though, that in rock materials the plastic zone size is much smaller and far less affected
by the above paralncters than in rnctals (see Whittaker ct al. (1992». Expcrhnental results
in mode I loading conditions on oil shale, Indiana limestone, Westerly granite, Strill3
granite, and other rocks show that the limiting gcometlic conditions of specimens of rock
materials for SSY to apply can be formulated as (from Whittaker ct al. (1992»:
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where 'a' is half the flaw length, 'W-a' is the specimen uncrackcd ligament (Le. tile
distance from the external tip of the flaw to the boundary of the specimen), KIC the Diode
I fracture toughness, and at the tensile strength of the material. The eXllCriments also
show tJlat the thickness of the specimens does not have any influence, or at most a very
small effect, on the size of the plastic zone. For the material used in tJlis rcscarcll
(gypsum), the values of 'a' and 'W-a' can be computed using at =3.2 MPa (sec Secfion
2.3), and KJc = 0.223 MPa ..fii (from Takeuchi (1991»; tIlen, the condition for SSY in
mode I loading is:
a } ~ 7.28 mm
W-a
In this research, the value of 'a' is: a = 6.35 mm, similar to the value obtained above,
and W-a' is always larger than 6.35 mm.
For mode II loading, the experimental evidence has shown, so far, that the fracture
toughness (KIIC) is independent of tile flaw length, of the uncracked ligament length, and
of the thickness of the specimens (see Whittaker et al. (1992». Hence SSY conditions arc
generally met for mode II loading. With mixed mode loading, no experimental results arc
available, so far, to determine under what conditions SSY (small scale yielding) applies.
For the particular material used in this research (gypsum), Takeuchi (1991) performed
pure mode I Wid mode II tests on disk specinlens with different flaw lcngtlls. lie obtained
the critical stress intensity factors KIC, and KIIC for flaw lengths of 6.35, 12.7 and 25.4
mm (0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 incites), and he found no change on the critical stress intensity
factors with the flaw length. This confirms the previous findings in tllC sense that flaw
length and tJlickness playa minor role regarding the size of the plastic zone.
Hence, there is experimental evidence that with the material, specimen gconlctry, and
with the flaw length used for this research, pure mode I and mode II loading will yield
SSY conditions. For mixed mode loading on rock materials, which are the actual testing
conditions in tl.is investigation, the effects of material, and spccilncn and flaw
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dimensions on the size of the plastic zone are not known. Nevertheless, it Catl be assumed
with confidence, given the preceding discussion, that the experiments conducted on
gypsum specimens for this research call be analyzed under SSY, or within the' ["EFM
theory.
The numerical method used for the modeling of the experiments is a DDM. Tile metJlod
is based on the work done by Chan (1986), who developed the code 'FROCK' (which
stands for fract\lred rock). Although the original code has been extensively mOltified, the
same name is kept.
This chapter is divided into six sections, in addition to this introduction. In section 2 tile
general concepts and formulation of the DOM (Displacement Discontinuity Method) are
presented. In section 3, the code FROCK is introduced, and its formulation developed. In
section 4 the FROCK code is verified. In section 5, the initiation and propagation
criterion used to model the experimental results is presented and compared with other
criteria. IJl Section 6 numerical predictions and experimental results arc conIpared, and
the code validated. Section 7 is a summary and critique of the results obtained with the
numerical model.
5.2 The DDM method
The Displacement Discontinuity Method (DDM), belongs to the Boundary Element
Method (BEM) fatnily, and was first introduced by Crouch (1976).
The boundaries of the solid are discrctilcd into small elements, usually straight
segments, as shown in figure 5.3. For simplicity, constant displacement clements will be
assumed in the following discussion (see Section 5.3 for other type of elements).
Displacement discontinuity elements can have two movements: opening and sliding. In
figure 5.4(a), a generic element is drawn with its local axes: tn' in the direction
perpendicular to the element (normal direction) and '8' parallel to the element (sliding
direction). In the normal direction the elerncnt can open or close, and in tllC sliding
direction it can slide; ill figure 5.4(a) the two fundamental variables, VI and V2, represent
the two movements, and are drawn in their positive direction; correspondingly,
compression is taken as positive and tension as negative (sec figure 5.4(b».
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The method relies on the assumption that an analytical solution, which gives the
stresses and/or displacements at any point in the solid due to a unit change of the
fundamental variables of a given element, is known. Then, for a body divided into
multiple elements, the stresses or displacements at any given point are obtained by linear
superposition of the contributions of all the elements (superposition is only valid in linear
elasticity). Thus, in a body divided into 'N' segments, the stresses induced on el~ment 'i'
due to element 'j' are (see figure 5.4(c»:
where ~ is tile stress in the local direction's' of element 'i', (J~ is the stress in the local
direction 'n' of element 'i'; V~ t and V: are the fundamental variables (sliding and
opening) of element 'j'; A~j' A~j, Aw' A~.~ are the values of the influence functions of
the fundamental variables of element 'j' on element 'i'. In a more compact equation, the
above Connulation can be written as:
t At Vtat = I.j j
where a~ = {a; t an; A~j are the influence functions of the fundamental variables of
element 'j' over element Ii', and V: the fundamental variables of element 'j'.
Then, the stresses in element 'i' due to the contribution of all the elements in tile body,
assuming superposition, are:
In this equation, the stresses, since they arc prescribed at the boundaries of the body, arc
known; the influence functions are also kn()wn, and the fundamental variables arc
unknown. There arc 'N' elements which, with two fundamental variables and two stresses
pel' element, give '2N' linear equations ttlat can be solved for the '2N' unknowns. Once tllC
fundamental variables arc known for all the elcJncnts, the stresses can be obtained at any
point in the body.
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In the above formulation, the stresses are computed at a particular point of elclncnt 'i'
called collocation point (constant displacement elements have one 'reference' point, or
'collocation' point, usually taken in the middle of the element). There is no theoretical
limitation of having two or more collocation (reference) points, and four or more
fundamental variables (two for cactl collocation point) within an element where the above
equations must be satisfied. Note that for every collocation point two new variables (the
two fundamental variables), and two new equations are introduced (stresses and/or
displacements at any collocation point are known since each collocation point is in an
element at the boundary of the body where stresses and/or displacements are prescribed).
Thus, the continuum can be distjretizcd by an increasing number of elements; as the
number of elements increases, the solution will be more accurate. As in the FEM there is
always a trade-off between the nurnbcr of elemcnL~ and the accuracy of the results.
Other elements can be used; for example elements with parabolic variation of the
fundamental variables (parabolic elements), or with square root variation (since tilCY give
a square root sjngularity at one of the extremes of the element they are widely used at the
tips of the cracks), etc.
5.3 Description of the code FROCK
The code developed in this research is based in the previous work of Chan (1986). It is
based on the Displacement Discontinuity Method (DDM), but specifically can be defined
as a I-Iybridized Indirect Boundary Element Connulation because both tile stresses and the
displacements are considered in solving the problem, as opposed to a pure DDM where
only the stresses are used to formulate the linear system of equations (sec Section 5.2).
It is not the purpose of this section to describe tile code in full detail, but to provide tile
basics necessary to understand its principles and general formulation, and ho\v it can be
used, i.e. its capabilities and its limitations. With lilis in mind, the next Section (Section
5.3.1) is dedicated to describe the program flow and the basic algorithms behind the code;
it also highlights those aspects that are thought to be oC importance in using the code,
specifically how to impose boundary conditions and \vhat type of elements to use. Other
aspects of the code, albeit very important, are only mentioned briefly. Specifically a
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detailed descriptioll and Connulation of the different clements, and the derivation of their
influence functions are not included because this requires lengthy discussions. These
details can be found in Chan (1986) where they are thoroughly and extensively
commented.
Section 5.3.2 lists the modifications and additions done to the initial code required for
this research. Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, together with Appendix E, should provide a
working understanding of tile program.
5.3.1 General formulation
If the continuum is divided into 'N' elements, and each element with one or more
collocation points ordered from 1 to M, then the stresses and displacements at collocation
point 'm' will be given by:
Since the Connulation derived in the preceding section applies,
where Vj is the fundamental variable 'j', of all tile fundamental variables ranging from 1
to 2M (there are two fundamental variables for each collocation point). Am,kJ is the
influence function of the fundamental variable 1', of the stress 'k' of the collocation point
'm'.
The stresses at any collocation point, due to an increment of tile extcrnalloading are:
where (J~~:a) is the stres~ lc' at co~loCation point 'm', at time 't+/.\t' (Of. for ,that matter, at
the end of the current loading step); (J~~t is the stress 'k' at collocation point 'In', at time
It', or at the beginning of the step; o~~~ is the increment in stress from time ttl to time
't+At', or from the beginning of the loading ~tep to the end of the step, and Aa:. t is the
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increment of any external far field loading, if present, from ti,De It' to time 't+At'. The
above equation can be re-arranged as:
(5.2)
where the term [O~~k + AO':.k] is known.
Defining the boundary conditions as (t'~~ Ct~an (1986»:
(5.3a)
(5.3b)
where Bm,k are the boundary conditions at collocation point 'm', stress 'k'; V<:} is the first
incremental fundamental ,'ariable from time It' to time 't+At' of collocation point 'me, and
v~l the second incremental fundamental variable. In (5.3) '2M' independent equations
are obtained, two for each collocation point; equation (5.3a) is u(,f'd for the first
fundamental variable of collocation point em', and equation (5.3b) for tilC second
fundamental variable.
Substituting equation (5.2) into (5.3),
t-4 t.4L(Bm.k[O~~k+AO:,k]) +L(Bm.kO~~~)+Bm.5V~l"Bm,6V~~J =Bm.7t., t.l
t-II t.11L(Bm.k[O~~k-7+AO:,k-7]) +L(Bm.It(J~~~-7)+ Bm,12V~~l +Bm,13v~1 = Bm.14
t.8 t.1
and re-arranging,
since
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and defining
t-4Q~ = Bm•7 +L{Bm.k[a~~k +Aa:.k])
t-I
t-IIQ~ =Bm•14 + L(Bm.k[a~~k-7 +Aa:.k-1])
t-I
then,
t-4
L(Bm•t Am.k.JVr) +Bm.5v~~l +Bm.6V~~~ ::: Q~
t-t
t.1I
L(Bm.tAm.t",.J Vr)+ Bm.12vc:.l +Bm.I3V~~l =Q~
t ••
(5.4)
(5.5a)
(5.5b)
Re-arranging (5.5), and taking into account that (5.5a) applies to the first fllndamcnlnl
variable, and (5.5b) to the second,
for j = 2m-l
for j = 2m
Note that j= 2m.. } corresponds to the first fundalncntal varinblc of collocation 110int
'm', and j= 2m to the second fundamental variable; it is assumed that tilC collocation
points are ordered from I to 'm', and the fundanlcntal variables from 1 to '2m'. Blj is the
Kronnecker delta (i.e. 8ij =0 if i::j; Bij = 1otherwise).
Defining SmJ as
k-4
Sm., •• L{Bm.t Am.t.J) + 82m.I •JBm•5 + 82m., Bm.6 for j::: 2m-I
t·1
t-II
Sm.J ::: :L(Brn.tAm.t.1.J) + 82m.I•JBm.12 + 82m.JBm.13 for j::: 2mk.a
Hence.
Sm.J vr = Q~ for j = 2m - 1
Sm,J Vf = Q~ for j= 2m
This gives a linear system of equations in Vf, with '2M' equations, and '2M'
unknowns, that can be solved. Once the values of the fundamental variables are known,
the stresses and displacements at any other point in the continuum can be obtained from
(5.4) and (5.2).
The code FROCK supports the following types of elements, see Chan (1986):
CDDE : Constant Displacement Discoiltinuity Element. It has a constant (tistribution
of displacement discontinuity (DD) across its surfaces, and one collocation point.
LDDE : Linear Displacement Discontinuity Element. It has a linear distribution of
displacement discontinuities (DO) along its axis and requires two collocation points.
RRE : Root-r Displacement Discolltinuity Element. It has a square root distribution of
displacement discontinuities (DO), and requires one collocation point
PDDE: Parabolic Displacement Discontinuity Element. The element has a pcuabolic
distribution llf displacement across its surfaces. One collocation point is nceded.
CDDSE : Constant Displacement Discontinuity Surface Element. It is the Sal11C as the
CDDE except that the closure variable is absent.
LDDSE : Linear Displacement Discontinuity Surface Element. It is tile same as the
LDDE, except for the absence of the closure variable.
CSDE : Constant Stress Discontinuity Elcnlcnl. It has constant applied tractions in the
's' and tn' directions.
LSDE : Linear Stress Discontinuity Element. The stccsses applied to the clement in the
's' and 'n' directions vary linearly across the surfaces of the clement.
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A complete description of the clements, and tIle derivation of their analytical influence
functions can be found in Chan (1986). Although CDDEs or LDDEs can be used
anywhere in a body. different elements can be more efficient depending on whcrt~ they
are employed; for example. DD elements can be used in five different I()cations within a
body, each with a completely different behavior: tile external boundary of the spcchncn.
the body of a crack (this includes the entire crack but not the tips), the tip of a crack, the
intersection of a crack with the exterior boundary, and tlle intersection of two cracks.
Linear displacement clements (l.lDEs) arc preferred over constant displaccnlcnt clements
(CDEs) , since they improve the accuracy of the results. LDDEs work well in tJlC body ()f
a crack, but they can not reproduce the square root singularity of the stress field at the tips
of the flaws; for that purpose RREs are used. LODEs can be used at the cxlcmal
boundaries of the body, but they do not reproduce well the stresses; since they arc
displacement discontinuity elements, they produce stress jUffillS at the ends of the
elements. For the external boundaries, LSDEs arc better suited. Intersections can be
modeled with LDDEs, but crack to boundary intersections give bcttl~r results with
LOOSEs. The following table shows the type of clements used in the present
investigation. the number of collocation points, the nUlnbcr of fundamental variatllcs,
and their usage:
FJement TYJJe #I CoiL Points , Fund. Yare Usa~e
LDDE 2 4 Body of tIle crack, and
crack to crack intcrsccti(}n
RRE 1 2 Tip of tJ1C crack
..-
LSDE 2 4 Exterior boundary of the
specimen
LDDSE 2 4 Crack to exterior boundary
intersection
Element Types and Usage in FROCK
The following are examples of the application of the boundary c(Jnditiolls using
equations (5.3), and arc taken from Chan (1986):
2(16
1) Shear anJ Dennal stress at collocation point 'm' are prescribed as:
a(l+Al) = t·
m..
0(1+&) = (J.
m,a
then, the boundary cOllditions are:
Bm,l =Bm,9 =1
Bln,7 =t·
Bol,14 =0·
Bm,2 =Bm,3 =Bm,4 =Bm,S =Bm,6 = 0
Bm,8 =Bm,lO = Bm,ll = Bm,12 =Bm,13 = 0
2) Shear and nonnal displacements at collocation point 'm' are prescribed as
then, the boundary conditions are:
Bm,3 =Bm,ll ::.: 1
Bm,7 =h·
B
_.
m,14 - v
Bm,l =Bm.2 =Bm,4 =8m,S =Bm,6 =0
Bm,8 =Bm,9 =Bm,IO =Bm,12 =Bm,13 = 0
For a roller type condition, in which the shear stress anJ tllC nonndl
displacement are both zero, i.e.
o(t+&) = 0
m,a
u(t+Al) = 0
mIn
then, the boundary conditions are:
Bm,l =Bm,11 =1
Bm,2 =Bln,3 =Bm,4 =8m,S =Bm,6 = Bll1 ,7 =0
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Bm,S =Bm.9 =8m,lO =Bm,l2 =Bm.13 =Bm.14 =0
3) Linear spring external boundary:
(a) The boundary is Jillkcd to shear springs:
a(t+41) _ k uU+AI ) = 0
m,a I m,1
then, Ule boundary conditions are:
Bm,l =1
Bm,3 = -ks
Bm,9 =1
Bm,2 = Bm,4 =BoI,S =Bm,6 =Bm,7 =0
Bm,S = Bm,tO =8 m,11 = Bm,12 =Bm,13 = Bm,14::{)
(b) The boundary is linked to Donnal springs:
o(tt&) _ k U(liAl) = 0
m,D D mtD
then, the boundary conditions are:
Bm,2 = 1
Bm,4 =-kn
Bm,S =1
Bm,1 = Bm.3 =Bm•.5 :.: Bm,6 =Bm,? =0
Bm,9 = Bm,IO =Bm,ll =Bm,12 = Bm,!3 ~ Bm,I4 =0
(c) The boundary is linked to both shear and norlnal springs:
0(1+&) - k u(t+Al) = 0 and
m,a 1m,'
o(t+&) - k u(t+AI) = 0
m,D a m,a
then, the boundary conditions arc:
Bm,l = 1
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Bm,3 =-ks
Bm,9 =1
Bln,tt = -kn
Bm,2 =Bm,4 =Bm,S =Bm,6 =Bm,? =0
Bm,8 =Bm,lO =Bm,12 = Bm,13 = Bm.14 =0
4) Shear and normal springs inside the cracks:
Tile deformation behavior of cracks can be represented by shear and
normal springs inside the crack, linked to the relative displacements of
the faces of the crack; tllen for a slip displacement in the's' axis equal to
~, and a Donnal displacement along the 'n' axis equal to £,
V(t+A1) = 8
mil
V(t+A.t) = £
01.2
the spring relations are:
a(t+At) - k 8 = 0m.. I
a(t+A1) - k £ = 0
miD •
but since
v(t+&)
m.l
vCttAt)
m.2
= Vet) + VCAJ )
mil m,1
= Vet) + VCN.)
m.2 ro ,2
then,
a(t+AI) - k (VCI ) + VCAl») = 0
m.a I mil m.1
a(t+A1) _ k (V(t) + V(AJ») = 0
m,D D m,2 ro,]
and the boundary conditions are:
Bm,l = 1
Bm.S = -ks
B - k Vel)In,? - • m,1
B1n,9 =1
Bro ,13 =-len
B - k Vet)m,14 - I m,2
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,
'j
I
Bm,2 =Bm,3 =801,4 =Bm,6 =0
Bm,S =Bm,tO =8 m,II =B~12=0
S) Slip--Stress relations:
For closed fracttlres, the slip bebavior can be modeled by non..linear
springs in the crack as follows:
a(t+Al) = o(t+&) f(au+61 ») .! C
m,l miD ,..
where f(8) represents the coefficient of friction and is considered to be a
function of a, the sliding displacement of the crack along the's' axis, and
'c' is the cohesion.
r~ote that V(t+Al) = 8
m,1
For a small increment in loading, one can assume, since 8Al -+ 0
r(8(1+&») == r(8(1)) + d r(a~ 861
d 81.6'
and defming
then,
resulting in the following boundary condition~:
B 1=1m,
B = -a(ltAt) r (o(t»)
m,' mta
B = o(ttAl) r(8(1») + C
m.7 m,l
B 2 = B 3 ; B ~ =B 6 =0m, m, m.~ m.
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f(B}
Note that the boundary conditions depend on the solution, so to solve the
problem, iterations are needed until the solution converges.
In the important case in which the function f(a) is linear in '8', or can be
approximated by the linearilAltion of the function in the interval of interest,
the following algorithm can be used (see next figure):
If we assume that the solution is within the inteJVal a(1) ~ 8(J) then,
and, because 8(1+41) = 8(1) + ~(AI)
Linearization of f(o)
re-arranging tenns,
(8(J) - 8(1») (J~~Al) - (J~~:) [f(8en ) - f(8(1)] 8(Al) =
(J~~DAl) [f(8(j» - f(8(1»] (8(1) - 8(1») + [(J~~DAl) f(8(1» +c] (8(J) - 8(1»)
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and the boundary conditions are:
Since the response of a body with open and closed cracks is non-linear, the procedure
by which the problem is solved is as follows:
(1) Assume that the solution is known at the beginning of a step, and call thIS solution
S(t); a new loading step is imposed with external incrcmcntalloads O<dt).
(2) The response of the continuu.m is assumed to be linear up to the end of the
attempted step (i.e. non-linearities are disregarded). A solution of the form S(t+At) :: S(t> +
S(~t) is obtained.
(3) The solution obtained in (2) is checked for non-lincaritics; if none is found, the
solution is correct, and the problem completed. If non-lincarities arc found, the exterior
load at which the first non-linearity is found is computed; assume it is a fraction 'ss' of the
total incremental load of the step.
(4) The exterior load applied is now (ss)xo<t\t>. Up to this load the response of the body
is linear. The solution at this point can be obtained as S(t+ss) = S(t) + (ss)xS(6t). The
process is iteratively repeated until the total load of the step is applied.
The program flow can be described as follows: First, the program reads 811 input file
with the instnlctions to execute; then, it establishes the linear system of c(juations to be
solved, solves it and extrapolates the solution to the final load imposed. At this point it
checks for non-linearities, including sliding and crack propagation; if none is found the
solution is correct and the run concludes; if non-linearities arc found, the load at which
the first non-linearity is found is calculated and the solution is updated up to this load.
Afterwards, a new system of equations with the updated results is established and solved.
The loop is repeated until the final load is reached. Once the final solution is obtained, the
program prints the results in the requested output files. See the diagram for tile program
flow.
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read input file (geometryt
material properties, and loading)
calculate geonletry
of the problem
set-up system of ...... .....
linear equations
non-linearities
found
update the solution up to the
first non-linearity found
Simplified floY" diagram for FROCK
5.3.2 Modifications to the initial code FROCK
Although the major part of the original code written by Chan (1986) is left as is, sornc
major and minor changes are introduced for tllis research. The following is a list of the
principal changes:
1) The program is more user friendly. The user can choose Ihe output generated by the
code. The output can consist of as many as five flies: first, a iile witll the results fronl the
run such as stresses, stress intensity factors and fundamcn~'ll variables. Second, the status
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fIle reporting aJl non-lincarities, where and when slippage occurs, if a crack initiates or
propagates, where it initiates, direction of initiation and stress at which it initiates. Third,
a restart file that contains all the information available from the run up to the point at
which the restart file is requested; this restart file can be used as input file to continue tile
previous run, or fOl' a new run. A fourth file that contains all the geometric information
than can be used to draw all the initial cracks and also all the new cracks generated during
the run. A fifth file, generally with stress results, in a fonnat that can be read by
TECPL01', a commercial graphics package from Amtee Engineering, Inc., which can be
used to plot the results as contour lines, meshes, 2D or 3D graphs, etc.
2) The program is now portable between different machines and different
environments. The code was written initially in FORTRAN 77. The initial code could not
compile properly in different machines, lacked the capability of graphic output, and
assumed single precision variables which produced errors of different magnitude from
Inachine to machine. For these reasons, it has been rc-codcd in C. Now the code cOlnpilcs
and runs successfully in DEC, SUN, and SOl workstations and in eRAY machines. The
errors of the results obtained from these different environments are not noticeable or very
small. Graphic capabilities can be casily added using X11 or Mosaic languages, which
are fully compatible with C.
3) The program is more modular. The initial program used subroutines to perform
different actions, and most of the variables were passed into the subroutines by multiple
'COMMON' instructions which made the code very hard to follow. With the new
program, all the variables needed to describe a single concept are asscnlblcd into gr()ups
(in C a group is defined as a structure). There are a total of seven structures: the
"material_properties" structure, where the properties of the material arc described;
"i_o_files", where tile nanlCS of the input and output files arc kept; "clcnlcnt_gcoolctry",
where the geometry of each element is defined; "elclncnt_status", whcre tIle variables
that describe if non-linearities occur are grouped; the "problem_control" stillcturt~ is
where the most important variables concerning the cxtcnlal loading arc preserved;
"stress_status" stores the stress state for every elcnlcnt; finally, within the structure
"run_plot" t the variables necessary for graphical output during execution arc saved. ll1crc
arc a total of 48 functions in the program lO perform all the actions required. 'fhe
structures and the functions arc stored and described in two files; this allows one a (luick
review of the description and purpose of the structures and functions witllin the prograrn.
This organization nlakes the code easy to be followed if future rnodifications arc
attempted.
4) Graphic capabilities are added into the program. They consist of two new
applications: the tirst one is incorporated into FROCK, and allows, at the user's rC<lllcst,
graphic display of the current crack gconlctry (initial plus generated cracks) while
FROCK is nlnning. The second one is a post-processing program th2~t is capable of
reading, from a file generated by FROCK, the geometry of the cracks produced from a
completed run. This application is absolutely independent of FROCK and is able to draw
the crack geometry in an new window on the screen. Both programs arc written in C and
XII.
5) The subroutine LEQT1F from the International Mathematical and Statistical Library
(a subroutine for solving linear systems of equations by Gauss elirnination) that the
original program used, is replaced by a function belonging to the progranl (thus
eliminating potential portability problems). This new function uses PLU factorization to
solve linear systems of equations, which requires less computational effort than the
previous routine.
6) Open and closed flaws arc fully incorporated. The program supports now open
flaws under compression that remain open during the whole run. The initial code
assumed that open flaws under compression immediately closed.
7) Dcbonding is allowed for closed flaws. It is assumed that a closed flaw follows the
Coulomb friction law: 't =: C + J.l On ; Le. the shear stress that causes slippage in the plane
of the flaw is equal to a constant Ie' (cohesion) plus a tefln proportional to the stress
norrnal to the plane of the flaw (Jl an). Once slippage initiates on a closed flaw, the flaw
loses its cohesion, Le. dcbonding occurs. This is represented in the code hy making the
cohesion term in the friction law equal to zero. Although this assumption increases the
non-linearity of the problem, it approximates better the real behavior of <.~loscd flaws,
Newly formed cracks arc assumed to be produced without any bonds between their faces,
so they arc n.~sulncd to he cohesionless.
8) A new propagation modult~ was written to model the experimental results frolll this
research. This module takes advantage of the behavior of the tensile and sheu!" cracks
ohscrvcd in the tests, and it is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.
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The manual for the FROCK code can be found in Appendix H. A cOlnplete list of the
source code in the C language is given in Appendix F.
5.4 Verification of the program
Although Chan (1986) performed extensive verifications of his code, it was necessary
to perfonn new ones to check all the modifications introduced. Of special interest is the
verification of the results from open flaws since this is a new feature of the prograrn.
Similarly, debonding and slippage of closed fla\vs need to be checked.
To carry out the verification, the mode I and mode II Stress Intensity Factors (SIP) KI
and KII are obtained using the FEM (Finite Element Method), theory (closed-form
solutions), and FROCK. The ABAQUS software package is used for the Finite Element
computations, and equations (5.1) are used to obtain the theoretical SIFs. A single open
flaw in an infinite medium subjected to a uniaxial compressive field is used in these
comparisons; the length of the flaw is kept constant at 12.7 mm (half an il1ch), and the
inclination angle ~ is varied from ()O to 90° (see figure 5.2(a». The far field stresses are
av =100 MPa , and O"b =O. For the computations with FROCK the fla\vs arc divided into
50 segments.
'l-'he SIFs from the closed-form solution, and from FROCK arc readily obtained
(FROCK gives the KI and KIf values at the tips of the cracks by default). AJ~AQUS
produces the solution in the form of displacements and stresses; the displacements arc
considered to be a more accurate solution than the stresses since the latter arc derived
from the displacements. From the displacements around the tips of the naws, the SIFs arc
calculated in the following way:
Since the displacements around the tip of a flaw can he sufficiently approxinlutcd hy
(see Maugis (1992»:
u =
v =
K,~ 6 .::n.K fr 9
--L -COS-(lC"COSO)+ -sin-(1C+2+cos9)-
20 2n 2 20 2n 2
CJ (1- k)
Y -r(l + 1C)(cos2~cos9 -sin2pcos9)
80
K,~ 9 K,,~r- 0
--L - sin-(lC-coSO)+--U. - cos--(-1C+2-cos9)-
20 21t 2 202ft 2
CJ (1- k)
v r[(1e - 3)cos2psin9 +(Ie + l)sin2pcos9]
80
where 'u' and 'v' arc the displacements along the 'x' and 'y' directions in the cartesian
coordinate system, 'r' and '9' arc the cylindrical coordinates (see figure 5.2(b»; k= av1alh
K =(3-4v) for plane strain or K= (3-v)/(I+v) for plain stress, G= Fl(2+2v), and E arc the
Young's modulus and v the Poisson's ratio. ~ is the flaw inclination angle and 'a' is half
the flaw length.
The KI and KIf the stress intensity factors are defined as:
KJ = crv {ita [(I +k) + (1- k) cos 2P]
2
KJI = -O'v "'1ta (1- k) sin 2P
2
for open flaws, and
KJ = 0
KJI = -O'v {ita {(I- k) sin 2P - J1[(I +k) + (1- k) cos ?~]}
2
for closed flaws, and provided that slippage occurs.
Applying the values 9 = 7t, and 0 = -7t to the above displacement equations, the
following relations are obtained:
...
G ~1tK. = -[u(1t)-u(-n)]
4(1- v) r
o ~1tKu = -[v(n) - v(-n)]4(1· v) r
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(5.6)
\Figure 5.5 presents the typical mesh used for the FEM calculations; it sh()ws tJle
discretization used for a single flaw .nclined 45° relative to the vertical load (av). A detail
of tile flaw is shown in figure 5.6; all elcmcnl'\ are eight node isoparalnctric clcnlcnts,
except for the tirst row around the tips of the flnw, which arc quarter point node
triangular elements. Figure 5.7 shows a uctail of the tip of the tlaw; the arrows in the
figure point to the nodes whose displacements arc used for the calculation of the Sll~s.
In figure 5.8 the KI and KII values obtained from the FEM, theory (cl()scd-f()fln
solution), and FROCK calculations for open flaws arc plotted. l~hc differences between
the results obtained from the three methods arc very small.
Of great concern is the influence of the aperture of the open flaws on the Stress
Intensity Factors (and, thus, on the stress field around the cracks). TIle above calculati()Jls
arc strictly valid for a nluthcmatically sharp crack, which is n()t the case in the
experiments since they arc pt.~rfornlcd with nn\vs with an aperture of ().I 111m. I~()r dlal
reason new FEM calculations arc performed for blunt flaws. The nnw gcolllctry and
applied stresses fat these new runs arc the sanlC as for the shalp flaw nlnSt but instead of
modeling the flaw with zero aperture, it is modeled with the actual aperture of (l.1 lun1
(tile tips arc assumed to be circular). Since no singullrity has to be rnodclcd, all clClllcnts
used are eight node isoparanlctric clements. Figure 5.9 prcscnL«; a detail ()f the blunt flaw
(the complete mesh is analogous to the one shown in figure 5.5), and figure 5.1() shows a
detail of the tip of the flaw. The arrows in the last figure point to the nodes \vhosc
displacclnents arc used to compute tile SIPs.
For the blunt flaw cases, however, the above displacClllcnt c()uations can not be dir~ctly
used since the flaws have a finite aperture, and tJ1C flaw radius will influence the results in
the proximity of the tip. Nevertheless, the SIPs arc initially calculatt~d as llCfoce, and
plotted in a graph with respect to the distan(:'c to the tip of the flaw (see figure 5.11 for an
example); the results arc extrapolated back to tllc origin where the actual SII~s arc tnken
(see Whittaker ct a1. (1992) for a more corr,plctc description of this technique). An
important conclusion obtained from this extrapolation is that the aperture of the flaw C'lll
have a substantial innu,~ncc on the SIFs and stresses over a distance frolll the tip of 5 to
10 tirrl~S the Ilaw apertl~rc; this cnn he observed in figure 5.11 where linearity is lost in
the port;on of the curve ncar the origin (tip) .
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In figure 5.12 the SIFs obtained from theory (closed form solutions) and from tile I"4EM
for a sharp fla\v are compared with the SIFs obtained for a blunt flaw usinl~ ule I~EM
method and th~ extrapolation described above. Note that the differences arc vcry sinali.
To further tesllhe results obtained from open flaws with r;RC>CK, additic)nal runs using
A8AQUS are performed on specimens willI tIle gC(lffictriCS used in uniaxial compression.
The far field stresses arc av = 100 MPa, and 0h = O. Figure 5.13 is all example of one of
the meshes used, and figure 5.14 shows a detail of the mesh, where Ole two flaws and the
ligament area can be seen. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 arc plots of the SIFs at tile external and
internal tips of the flaws, obtained with tile FEM nlcthod, and FROCK f(lf tile prcscrillCd
far field stresses. Again_ the differences arc very small.
The accuracy of FROCK when using open flaws is further It:st~d by looking int<' the
stress field generated around the tips of isolated flaws. l'w() indc~ndcnl runs arc Illude:
in the first one an open flaw is loaded in mode I, and in the second run in nlode II. The
solution from FROCK is then compared with the closed-form solutions f(lC the Slr~sses
around the tip. Equations (5.1) do not give accurate results in the vicinity of the tip sil1c~
only one ternl of an infinite series is used; to improve the analytical solution, the
following equations for open flaws are used (from Papadopoulos and Poniridis (1989»:
(1 k) 2A . KI {( r )-1/2 0 (1 · e . 3e)(11 = -0'.. - cos p + 2{ica 2a cos 2 ,sln 2SlnT +
3( )1/2 8( 8)" ( )"+1/2 [ l}
_..!.. cos- 1+sin '2 - ... L..!.. Cll cos('1 +!)e -(11 +!) sine sin(Tl -!)o +
2 2a 2 2 '1-1 2a
K {( r )-1/2 e ( e 30) 3 ( r )112 0( 0)2{~a - 2a sin2"? +cos 2 eos"2' +; 2a sin2" 2 +cos'l 2 +
.. ( r )"+1/2 }?; 2a Cll[2sin(ll +!)e+(ll +!) sine cos('1- !)o]
27()
KJ {( r )-1/2 9 . a . 38 3( r )112 ;, e
(Jv = --- - COS-(l+Sln-Sln-)+- - cos - +
I 2{iia 2a 2 2 2 2 2a 2
f(!...)11+112C{COS(11 +t)e + (11 +!) sine sin(11- ~)el} +
".1 2a
K1I {( r )-"2 . 6 9 39 3( r )1/2 . 0 2 9
2{iia 2a sm 2cos 2cosT- 2' 2a sm 2cos '2 -
i(!...)11tll2CIl(11 +!) sine cos(11-!)e}
,,-I 2a
KJ {( r )-1/2 . e 0 30 3( r )112 . e 2 e
01'1 =~ - Sin-cos-cos--- - Sill-COS - -
2-y na 2a 2 2 2 2 2a 2 2
i(!...)11+'12CIl(11 +!) sine cos(11-!)e} +
,,-I 2a
KJ {( r )-1/2 6( e 30) 3( r )112 8( 0) (5.7)
_1- _ cos- 1- sin -sin- +- - cos- 1+sin2 - +
2{iW. 2a 2 2 2 2 2a 2 2
.. ( r )"+1/2 }~ 2a C'1[cos(11 +!)o-(11 +!~ine sin(11- !)e]
where
e" = <_1)'1(211 +3)(1 x 3 x x (211 -1»)
211 +2 2 x 4 x x (211)
KI ::: (Jy~ [(1+k) + (l-k) COs 2P]
2
Ku = -(Jy -{ita (1- k) sin 2P
2 for open flaws,
a= half the flaw length, p=flaw angle (sc<~ figure 5.2(a»; ay is the vertical far field
stress, k =erwav, and 'r' and Ie' arc tJIC cylindrical coordinates. Nolc: the fornlulalioll is
only valid for r« a.
Although the computation of the analytical stresses requires an infinite nUlnhcr of
terms, for a distance from the tip of the flaw of less than half the flaw length 'a' th~
solution docs not change much if the number of terms is larger than ten; thus the 'exact'
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solution is taken as the one obtained with 10 terms in the infinite series. To hcttcr
compare results, it is more convenient to plot the errors of the results with respect to the
exact solution rather than the results thcnlsclvcs.
Figures 5.17 through 5.22 show the tangential and shear stresses in cylindrical
coordinates at e = ()O, and 0 = 9()O, l~xprcsscd as an error (in percentage) t<) tile tcn teflll
closed-form solution; distances from the origin are expressed in tcrrns of multiples of half
the flaw length 'a'. Note first that in the closed-Corln solution lht} error decreases with
increasing nUlnber of terms; second, that as the number of teflns increases, tllC larger
errors shift towards the larger distances from tile tip; third, for a number of ten11S greater
than fivc, the error is very small, which supporL~ the assumption of obtaining L11e 'exact'
solution with ten tcnns.
With respect to the results obtained fronl FROCK it can be noticed that the general
trend is that the error decreases with increasing the distance from the tip. This is th()ught
to be caused by numerical crror~; as the distance froln the tip becomes smaller, the round-
off error of small numbers greatly affects the solution; as the distances become larger, the
round-off errors are small compared to the nUlTlbcrs involved. It can also he obscrved thut
the error is less than about 5%. Two exceptions ~.re worth mentioning: In figure 5. 18 a
cap has been prescribed to the FROCK error at about ria = 0.1; there the cOlnputcd errors
of the tangential stress are actually of the order of several hundreds, 11lis is because the
tangential stresses at that distance are very small, ncar 7£fO, and errors computed fr0l11
small quantities can give very large numbers (for cxalnplc, if at this location I~R()(~K
gives a solution of 10-3 and the ten lcrln solution of 10-4 one can say that both results arc
good enough, but the errOl' is 9{)()%). Figure 5.21 shows a large errol" in the tangential
stresses for rIa> 0.2; since the analytical solution is only valid for r « a, it appears that
the distance of 0.1 to 0.2 thues half the flaw length fronl the tip is the 1l1uxil11UIll range
within which the analytical solution is valid.
Similar analyses and comparisons were made for closed flaws; of special interest arc
the examination of the slippage and dcbonding processes. For that purpose the stress
intensity factors obtained from FROCK arc compared with the ones obtained fronl r;[~M,
The program ABAQUS is also used for these runs; this software has the capal)ilily ()f
introducing contact surfaces, along whicll tl\,~ nodes can dehond and slide foll{)wing a
prescribed friction law. Equati()ns (5.6) arc used to obtain the stress intensity factors fr()lll
the displacements of tlle nodes around the tips of the flaws.
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An isolated flaw in an infinite medium, with an inclination angle of 45° witll respect to
the load, is used for tllC nunlcricul lests. Two different nll1S arc pcrfornlcd: tJIC first one
with only friction to test the accuracy of tJ1C SIFs obtained from FI~OCK; tIle second one
with friction and cohcsil)n to observe thc dcbonding pr()ccss. The flaw is c()nsidcrcd
closed with Ule following propcnies: f<lr Ule first run, friction Jl =0.364, and no cohcsi()I1;
for the second nln, friction Jl:: 0.283, and cohcsi()fl 8.66 MPa. The nlcsh used is
identical to the one presented in figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7.
Figure 5.23 shows the SIrs frorn the first run (no cohesion). l~hrce different results arc
plotted: results obtained frolll theory (closcd-forfn solution, Le. equations (5.1e», with
FEM, and with Fl~OCK, for different magnitudes of the cxtcnlal stress applil~d. I~r()nl this
figure one can conclude that the three methods gi vc identical results.
Figure 5.24 shows the results obtained from the run with both friction and cohesion.
The stress intensity factors obtained from theory (closed-Corln solution), ABAQIJS, und
FROCK arc plotted as a fun(:tion of the external stress applied. Observe fronl the figure
that the SIFs arc zero until the external stress reaches a critical Inagnitudc; the critical
stress is such that the friction resistance in the pial " of the flaw is ovcrCOlllC; i.e. for a
flaw angle of 45°, and for an external stress of 0", the stress nornlul to the naw is an ::: 1/2
0', aJld the shear stresses in the plane of the flaw is t =1/2 a. The closed flaw dchonds
when t =0.283 an + 8.66 =1/2 cr; thus the critical stress should he (J = 24.156 (sec figure
5.24). At this point the flaw dcbonds and loses its cohesion; it can be seen from the figure
that the stress intensity factor increases instantly. After dchonding, the SIFs f()ll()w
equation (5. Ie).
Similarly as was done for opcn flaws, the stresses around the tips of closed llaws
obtained from FROCK arc compared with the closed-form solutions. VAJuations (5.7) arc
derived for open flaws; additional tcrms arc needed for closed fiaws (Sl~C Woe) and t..ing
(1984». If (lx, C1y, and <Jxy from C(luutions (5.7) arc defined as (J~pen, a;Pfn, and a~~n ,
respectively, the analytical equations for closed flaws can he written as:
+ <T y [(l+k) ~ (l-k)cos2P]
2
+ Jl <T y [(I + k) - (1- k) cos2P]
2
2H2
and
KJ = 0
Ku = -(Jv {in {(1- k) sin 2~ - ~[(1 +k) + (1- k) cos 2~]}
2
provided that: (l·k) sin2p > Jl [( 1+k) + (l-k) cos2~] (i.e. slippage occurs); a= half the
flaw length, pis the flaw inclination angle, k= (aWay), and Jl= the friction coefficient for
closed flaws (see figure 5.2). KI' and Ku arc the mode I and mode II stress intensity
factors, respectively. Note: the formulation is only valid for r« a.
Figures 5.25, 5.26 and 5.27 arc plots of the tangential and shear stress errors obtained
from the analytical solutions as a function of tJ1C number of terms used and the distance
from tJIC tip of the flaw expressed in multiples of half the flaw length la l ; they also sh(}w
the stresses obtained with FROCK. The ten term analytical solution is taken as the 'exact'
result; all other results arc expressed as an error (in percentage) with respect tC) the exact
solution. Similar conclusions as for open flaws arc obtained: the error from lIle closed-
form solution decreases with the number of tenns; as the number of terms increases, the
larger error3 are produced further away from the flaw tip; the error with FROCK is under
5%, and this creor decreases as the distance from the tip increases. Figure 5.26 shows a
large error in the tangential stress for rIa> 0.2; this distance. in that particular dircction,
appears to be the limit of validity of the closed-form solution, since the above cq~\.~tions
are only valid for r« a.
After completion of all these comparisons it can he concluded that tJ1C s()lutions
obtained with FROCK arc conlparablc to the closed-form solutions or t(l tilC soluti()ns
obtained with the FEM.
5.5 rrllC initiation and propagation critcrioll
The initial FROCK program used the maximum tensile stress criterion to predict crack
initiation. As will be discussed later this criterion is inndc()uatc to nlodel the Cl1111plcx
crack pattern observed in this research. This section is dedicated to the devl~lopnlcnt of a
new crack initiation criterion that can satisfactorily reproduce the cxpcrinlcntal results. It
2HJ
is divided in three parts: thc first onc, Section 5.5.1, is a review of the existing crack
initiation criteria. The second onc, Section 5.5.2, is dedicated to an extensive
investigation of the stresses around the tips of the flaws to sec if th(~rc is any relation
between these stresses and the type of crack observed. its initiation angle and its initiation
stress. Finally, Section 5.5.3 introduces the crack initiation criterion developed in tJlis
research.
5.5.1 Existing criteria
Although there are many theories for crack initiation. there is no clear evidence of the
superiority of one particular criterion over the other ones. Some researchers have found
that a particular theory better explains their results, while other researchers have favored a
completely different theory because they obtained better predictions.
All tJlcse criteria try to predict the angle and the stress at crack initiation under Inixcd
mode loading conditions. For most practical Purl')oses, the three fundamental theories
cOlnmonly employed are: the maximum tangential stress theory, the maximum energy
release ratc theory, and the minimum energy density theory. These theories can be
described as follows:
Mluimum tangential stress theory.'
First devcloped by Erdogan and Sih (1963), and also known as the (fa-criterion. The
theory is based on the following assumptions:
(1) The crack initiates at the lip of the flaw \vith an inclination angle tllat forms an
angle ewith the plane of the flaw.
(2) Crack initiation cccurs along a direction in which 00 is maximum; tllat is,
dOo = 0 and d
2
0 0 0
de de2 <
(3) Crack initiation occurs when the maximum tangential stress reaches a critical value
which is material dependent.
(0'0 )mallRllm = (00)crlllcal
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A closed-Conn solution of the stress aO can be found in equations (5.1)
Max;lnum energy relea,se rate cr;ter;c)IJ:
It is based on the original Griffith (1921) failure criterion. al1d it is also known as the
Q-criterion. It is based on the following premises:
(1) The crack initiates at the tip of the naw with an inclination angle that fornlS an
angle awith the plane of the naw.
(2) Crack initiation occurs along a direction in \vhich the energy release rate, 0, is
maximum.
dG(02 = 0
ae and
d20(92 < 0
ae2
(3) Crack iniliatiu~. ,'ccurs when the maximum energy release ratc reaches a critical
value which is material dependent.
G maxJmum = G critical
Hussain et al. (1974) derived the following expression for the energy release ratc of a
flaw with an infinitesimal kink fonning an angle ewith the fla,,,:
0(0)
E
where E' is an equivalent modulus (E' :: E for plane stress, and E' :: 1~ v2 for plain
strain, where E is tile Young's nlodulus, and r,~ the Poisson's ratio of the material); 0 is the
initiation angle, and KI and Kif the stress intensity factors as defined in equations (5.11l)
and (5.1c).
Min;tnum strain energy density criterion:
Sih (1974) demonstrated that there exists a direction in \vhich the strain energy density
is minimum, and it corresponds to a maxirnum in tJ1C potential energy. This thc()ry is also
known as the S-criterion.
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The energy density per unit volume is:
s = JalJ delJ or
"
1 [Ie +I()' 2 ]S = 20 -8- or + °8 - o,(Je + are
where
then,
1
All = -- (1+cos8)(K-cos8)
161tG
AI2 = _1_ sinO[2cosO -(lC -I)]16nG
1A2l = -- [(lC+I)(I-cosO)+(I+cosO)(3cosO-I)]16nO
o is the shear modulus (Le. 0 = E ,E is the Young's modulus, and v the
2(1 .. v)
Poisson's ratio); 'r' and '9' are the cylindlical coordinates, KI and KII tIle strr,ss intensity
factors and lC = (3 - 4v) for plain strain, or lC = 3- v for plain stress.
l+v
The fundamental hypotheses are as follows:
(1) The crack initiates from the flaw tips in a direction 9 with respect to the plane of
the flaw.
(2) 'fhe angle of crack initiation is such that in that direction, tile strain energy density
attains a nlinimum; that is:
as(O) =0 and a 2S(O)
de (J02 > 0
(3) The crack initiation occurs when Ute strain energy density reaches a critical value
which is material dependent.
Snulmum :.: SctltkaJ
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These three criteria are compared in figures 5.28 and 5.29, which arc plots of the angle
of crack initiation predicted with the three theories together with the average wing crack
initiation angles obtained from tile uniaxial compression tests performed in tJlis research.
The results are plotted with respect to the flaw inclination angle. Figure 5.28 compares
results for open flaws and figure 5.29 for closed flaws. From these pIOL~ it cnn hl~
concluded that the ao-criterion and G-criterion give good predictions for 0pl~n flaws, but
not for closed flaws; the S-criterion docs not correspond with the experimental results in
any case.
Notice that in the above definitions of the propagation criteria, the radial coordinate 'r'
docs not appear. It has been noticed (see Woo and IJing (1984) and Whittaker ct al.
(1992), among others) that the cro-critcrion predictions improve when the maximunl
tangential stress is computed at a cCl1ain distance from the tip instead of at r =0. Tllis
distance can be treated as a material property, and it is generally assumed that witllin it
there is a core region where the material has yielded. The core region radius is usually
obtained either from experiments or by nlatching the as-criterion predictions witll the
experimental results; this is done by changing the distance 'r' at which tile tangential
stresses are computed. Optimunl distances found by Woo and Ling (1984) in PMMA, and
Whittaker et al. (1992) in limestone and granodiorite rrorn experiments involving an
inclined flaw under uniaxial tension range fronl ria = 0.003 to 0.02.
These models can predict tensile crack initiation in tcnsion and in cornprcssion, hut
this author has unsuccessfully tried to use them to predict the shear cracks observed in
this research.
Other criteria worth mentioning include the Damage Model Forlnulation developed by
Reyes (1991), and the P-critclion of Shen and Stcphansson (1994):
The Damage Model Fornlulation was introduced to explain and predict secondary and
coalescence cracks in uniaxial compression. In this model it is assumed that the stress rate
is a function of a damage variable (0), which in turn depends on the nlaxiInum principal
(tensile) strain £1. TIle model can be fonnulated as follows:
• •
a,j = (1 - D) Cijkl £~ - D CijkJ £kJ
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• aH (£eq) •£cq • () £oq £eq" £ (t)
•D =
0 •£cq < £ (t)
H(£cq) 1 - 1=
· 1)1exp A(~£0
£. for £. > 0
eeq •
0 for £. S 0
• •
where CJ is the stress rate, £ the strain rate, D the damage variable, C the clastic
compliance matrix, e1 the maximum tensile principal strain, and £0' and A arc material
parameu~;s. Th~ model assumes that coalescence occurs when a certain level of damage,
which iH also matelial dependent, is produced inside the ligalnent area.
This model, implemented in the FEM ABAQUS, successfully predicted the crack
coalescent;e that Reyes observed in her r~search. On the other hand, the model was
dcv(;jopcd with the assumption lIlat at least one of the maxinlum principal stresses was
compressive. Reyes recognized that this conJition was fulfilled within the ligament area,
but not at the tips of the wing cracks. Thus, It is doubtful that this model can accurately
predict wing crack initiation.
The F-criterion is a semi-empirical model, based on the maxirnuln energy release ratc.
It is assulned that the energy release rate produced during the initiation of a new crack
can be decomposed into a mode I, and a nlode II energy release ratc. The energy in Illodc
I is due to the opening of the newly formed crack, while the energy in mode II is due to
the sliding of the faces of the new crack. Then,
Total energy release ralc: 0(9) =01(8) +011(0),
where 01(9), and 011(8) are the opening and sliding nlodes ()f the total energy r(~lcasc
rate.
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A new parameter F(9) is introduced such that,
F(6) = 0,(6) + 0,,(6)
Gte GUe
Ole and Glle are the critical energy release rates for mode I and mode II loading,
respectively, and they are material parameters.
The fundamental hypotheses arc as follows:
(1) The crack initiates in a direction a witll respect to the plane of the flaw, and from
the flaw tips.
(2) The crack propagates in a direction 9 in which tile parameter F(O) is maximum.
()F(6) = 0 and ()2F(6) < 0
as ae2
(3) Crack initiation occurs when F(S) =1.
The F-criterion has been successfully used with a BEM to model and predict the crack
pattern and coalescence on pre-cracked specimens under uniaxial compression.
5.5.2 Analysis of the stress state at the tip of the flaw
The basic approach to understand crack initiation and propagation in the present
research is, first, to observe the behavior of the different cracks obtained in the
experiments, and second, to try to link these observations witll the stress field around the
tips of the cracks.
There are two basic objectives that need to be accomplished: prediction of the stress
level at which a given type of crack initiates or propagates, and prediction of tJ1C angle at
which the crack initiates. The purpose of this section is to develop a physical franlcwork
and COnCCI)lual model within which one can explain, or at least nccommodalc the
experimental results described so far. In particular one would like to explain WilY wing
cra~ks appear in a particular direction which is flaw type and flaw inclination angle
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dependent, and why shear cracks develop in a direction which is usually coplanar willl
tile flaw.
Numerical analyses are carried out using FROCK to obtain the stress state around the
tips of the tlaws. An isolated tlaw in un infinite mcdiuln subjected to a unifornl
compressive far field stress is considered (sec figure 5.30(a». The stress field is obtained
in the area of interest in cylindrical coordinates with origin at the tip of the flnw, as shown
in figure 5.30(b); the dimensions of this area arc measured in multiples of 'a', i.e.
multiples of half the flaw length. Since the material is assumed to behave elastically, the
solution obtained is proportional to the exterior stresses applied. For a given confinclncnt
stress, flaw angle, and flaw type the analyses are performed for the vertical strcss (CSy) at
which secondary cracks initiate (wing cracks also initiate at the same stress level in
uniaxial compression) in the experiments. To facilitate comparisons between different
geometries and with the stress fields obtained in uniaxial and biaxial compression the
horizontal stccsses are normalized with respect to O'v; t.hat is, the vertical stress is always
1.0 MPa and the horizontal stress is equal to the ratio al/av. Note that in uniaxial
compression (Jh =O. Open flaws arc assumed to remain open, and closed flaws rcnlain
closed with a friction coefficient of Jl= 0.3. The stress contours arc suitably rotated to
have the flaws always in a horizontal plane (sec figure 5.30(h»; this is donc for two
reasons: to better compare results with different flaw inclinations, and to have the contour
plots at the same scale. Following the convention used in rock mechanics, cOlnprcssivc
stresses arc taken as positive, and tensile stresses as negative,
The tangential (0'0) and shear ('t) stresses for different flaw inclination angles and
tYI>CS (open or closed) in uniaxial conlpression (Le. Oy =1 and O'h = 0) arc plotted in
figures 5.31 to 5.36; in particular, figures 5.31 to 5.33 show the results for 300, 45°, and
600 flaw inclination angles for open flaws respectively, and figures 5.34 to 5.36 fOf 3()O,
45°, and 60° flaw inclination angles for closed tlaws. Sinlilarly, contour plots of <10 and t
in biaxial compression arc shown in figures 5.43 through 5.54 for open flaws and in
figures 5.55 to 5.60 for closed flaws with confining stresses of 2.5, 5'(), 7.5 and 10.0 Mila.
In thc contours, solid lines represent positive stresses, and dashed lines negative stresses.
In the contour plots of the tangential stresses the wing crack initiation direction
observed in the experiments is drawn with a dashed line. The shear crack initiation
direction is not shown in the figures since shear cracks usually originate coplanar to the
flaw; Le. in the horizontal direction in the figures.
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From the figures, the following observations can be nlade:
• The tangential stresses, (JO, have two maxima: one in the compressive regime, and
another one in the tensile regime. The compressive maxhnum always includes the area
where the shear cracks initiate (Le. coplanar to the flaw); this is so independently of the
flaw inclination angle, of the flav~ type (open or closed), and of the type of loading
(uniaxial or biaxial). This is a very important conclusion because it shows that the
secondary cracks must be shear cracks since they initiate within a compressive area.
Additional numerical tests were carried out which simulated an isolated flaw in all
infinite medium in uniaxial compression, but with a small kink at its tips. The purpose of
these tests was to further check that secondary cracks originate within a cOlnpressivc area.
Although in uniaxial tests both wing and secondary cracks appear at the same stress level,
it could be argued that the wing cracks might initiate immcdiately before the secondary
cracks, and, as a result, this initiation sequence would change the strcsses around the tips.
The kink was placed in the direction of the wing cracks as observed in the experiments.
Figures 5.37 to 5.42 show contours of the tangential and shear stresses of open and closed
flaws for flaw inclination angles of 30°, 45°, and 60°. From the ligures it can be readily
observed that the secondary cracks still initiate within a compressive area. It is also worth
noting by comparing figures 5.37 through 5.42 (flaws with wing cracks) with figures 5.31
through 5.36 (without wing cracks) that the wing cracks relieve the tensile tangential
stresses at the tips of the flaws, but produce a new concentration of tensile stresses al their
tips. Also, wing crack initiation docs not remove the stress singularity froID the tips of the
flaw; there are still large concentrations of compressive tangential stresses and shear
stresses at the tips.
• 'fhc direction of wing crack initiation coincides with the direction of maxinlulll
tensile tangential stress 0'0. This can be easily noticed by comparing the direction of the
dashed line drawn in figures 5.31 to 5.36, 5.43, and 5.44 with the direction of the
maximum tensile stress 0'0. To have a rough idea of how these two directions
quantitatively compare to each other, the maximlun tensile tangential stress direction has
been obtained from the closed-form solution given by equations (5.1), and it is presented
in the next table which also includes the direction of \ving crack initiation [roln
experiments. It can be observed lIlat the closed-form solution compares very well with the
experimental observations for open flaws. For closed flaws the differences arc larger,
1
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particularly for 30° and 60° llaw angles; also, the closed-Corln solution gives a constant
initiation angle, while the test results show a dependency on the flaw inclination angle.
---
Closcd.. forln Tl~sts
...
-
O"h(MPa) p Opcn Closed ()pcn Closed
0 300 -76.8° -109.5° -750 -950
0 45° -900 -109.5° -9()o -113°
0 600 -103.2° -109.5° -I \)50 -126°
..... ,
2.5 300 -71.4° -77.50
.-
2.5 45° -85.8° -80.9°
Comparison of crack initiation angles obtained from
closcd-f{)rm solutions and from experiments
• Confinement prevents wing crack initiation. It is very interesting tl) observe the
evolution of th~ maximum tensile tangential stress 00 as the confining sf.rcss increases.
For example, by comparing figure 5.52(a), which plots tIle tangcntial stress contours for a
30° open flaw with all= 10.0 MPa, with figure 5.31 (a), also for a 30° opcn flaw but with
Oh= 0 MPa (uniaxial) it can be recognized that confinement shrinks the tensile zone and
reduces the magnitude of the tangential tensile stresses. TIlis can also be noticed for 45°
flaw inclination angles by comparing figure 5.53(a) with 5.32(a), and for 60° by
comparing figures 5.54(a) and 5.33(a). The rcduction of the extent and nlugnitudc of the
tangential tensile stresses around the flaws as the lateral stress increases can be related
witll the experimental observation that confinClllcnt hinders wing crack initiation.
• The shear stresses have two maxinla (positive values), and one minim\lIn (negative
values). The maxima and minhnum of the shear stresses can tlC obtained frol11 cl}uations
(5.1) by solving the following equation:
at
as
= ()
It can be shown thot the largest absolute shear str(~ss always occurs in the dirccti<lIl ()f
the minilnum for the geometries tested in this research. For cxnnlplc for an open nnw
witll inclination 45° with crv= 1, and 0"11= 0 (uniaxial conlprcssion), the solution of the
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equation ~; = 0 t Le. thc valucs of the maximum and minimum shear stresscs (as a
function of 'a' =half the flaw length, and Ir' == distance from the tip) arc:
e
-134.4°
-15.7°
113.3°
t = fa x~?;
0.231
..{).535
0.427
Hence, the results show that the Inuxhnunl absolute shear stress is produced at 0 :=
-15.7 which is the minitnuffi.
As can be observed in the figures, the largest shear stresses (minirnutn shear stresses)
for all cases occur in the direction coplanar or roughly coplanar (within 200) with the
flaw, which is the direction of experimentally observed shear crack initiation.
The above conclusions can be used to rclate thc wing crack initiation with the
maxinlllm tensile tangential stress, and the shear crack initiatic)Jl with the maxilnuln
absolute shear stress produced around the tips of a crack. This is done in the next Section.
5.5.3 Tile 11e,v critcrioll
In Section 5.5,2 wing cracks have been related to the maxhllunl tensile tangential
stress around the tip of the flaw, and shear cracks with the mnxhnulll allsolutc shent'
stress.
Since the stresses in a region very close to the flaw tip (Le. as r --) 0) arc much higher
than the strength of the material (theoretically they go to infinity for r= 0), a plastic zone
around the tip of the flaw must exist. ~Icnce, it is necessary to study the variables that
define the size and shape of the plastic zone.
A point in the body is in a plastic state when the stresses at this point reach a certnin
limiting condition, usually defined as the yielding surface, whicl1 can be nssunlcd to llC n
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material property. The stresses around tIle tip of a flaw can be obtnincd frorn cJoscd-f()ml
solutions such as equations (5.1). These c(jualions can be divided inl() three main
components: the first component defines the dependency of the stresses on the radial
distance 'r'; the second component corresponds to the dependency on the angle '0', and
the third component depends on the SIFs (Stress Intensity Factors) KI and KII. TIle first
two components arc gcomt~tric components, and are only dependent on the coordinates 'r'
and '0' of tlle point where the stresses arc to be obtained; hence, the stress state in the
vicinity of a flaw is basically defined by the values of KI and KII. In turn, the SIPs and, as
a consequence, also the plastic zone arc a function of the magnitude of tlle external load,
the type of loading, and the geometry of the problem (Brock (1991».
For the crack initiation criterion, and as a first approximation, the plastic zone or core
region is considered to be of cylindrical shape, with its center at the tip of the flaw, and
with a radius Co which is a material property (sec figure 5.61 (a». This shape is considered
to be independent of the magnitude and type of external loading. al1d of the gconlctry llf
the problem. On the other hand, the sizc, defined by the radius ro, is allowed to change
with the mode of loading; that is, the core radius can be different in uniaxial conlprcssion
than in biaxial compression, or than in tension.
Although the stresses are not known inside the core region, SSY (small scale yielding)
can be assunlcd in rock materials, so the strcsses outside the core region can be
approximated by elastic solutions (i.e. equations (5.7), and FROCK). Under these
conditions, the tangential and shear stresses at the boundary of the core region (i.e. at r=
fo) can be used as reference to comllare with the strength of the Iliatcrial. If the stresses
arc below the strength of the material, no crack will initiate; on the contrary, if one of the
reference strcssc.~s is greater than the strength of the material, u tensile (If a shear crack
will be produced. Figure 5.61 (b) shows the two possible cases: the "no propagation" case,
in which the stresses are below the critical values at the boundary of the core region, nnd
the "propagation" case in which the stresses at the boundary arc c<lunl to the critical
values. In the first case, the material docs n()l plastify and no propagation occurs; in the
second case, since the core region is fully plastified the stresses inside are equal to the
critical stresses, and propagation occurs.
Figure 5.61(c) presents these conclusions in mathematical form. They can be expressed
as follows:
• A tensile crack will initiate in a plane in which the tangential stress reaches a
minimum (note that witll tile sign cl)nvention used, a tensile stress is negative, so to
obtain tile maximum t(~nsilc stress, a minimum condition is required); that is:
~ -0
a9lr.r. - and
• A tensile crack will initiate when in the maximum tensile direction the tangential
stress reaches a critical value which is material dependent; i.e.,
• A shear crack will initiate in a direction in which the absolute value of tll~ shear
stress attains a maximum; then,
~- - 0ao r.r. - and < 0
• A shear crack will initiate when the maximum shear stress reaches a critical value
which is material dependent; i.e.,
Hence, three material parameters arc needed: the tensile strength, O'crit, the shear
strength, 'tcrih and the core radius, rOt which also depends on the nlode of loading.
Figure 5.61 (d) shows the corresponding failure envelope of the Inatcrinl. It is very
important to note that this is a simplified fonn of the typical failure envelope used for
rock materials, in whicll the linlit shear stress is often a quadratic form of the normal
stress.
Instead of the failure envelope of figure 5.61 (d), other more cOlnplicatcd failure
criteria, like the quadratic fOflTaS just mentioned can 1)C used; the only difference being
that new parameters arc introduced, but the concept is the same. At the present level of
knowledge of the Inatcrial properties and behavior, the relations shown in figure 5.61
should be considered sufficient for a first approximation; the introductioll of Inorc
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complicated failure laws is not \varranted with the available information, althougll
predictions could certainly be improved by fitting the new parameters with the
experimental results.
It has to be recognized also that a more complicated shape of the core region or I)lastic
zone can be used instead of the cylindrical surface; indeed, one can think that given the
yield conditions shown in figure 5.61(c), the Inaterial yields at different distances '1"' fronl
the tip for different '9' angles, thus obtaining a different surface fol' the core region. This
new surface would introduce again more parameters but, eventually, ~ltcr predictions
could be obtained. As stated before, the current knowledge of the material properties docs
not warrant the introduction of a complex surface. The main purpose of the present
propagation model is to see if it can capture the basic behavior of the cracking pr()Ccss
obsclVed in the experiments.
5.6 Numerical results
In this section, predictions using FROCK with the propagation criterion introduced in
Section 5.5 are conlpared to the experimental results. The propagati(}n criterion is
incorporated in FROCK as a new function within the algorithm that checks for non..
linearities.
One would like that, with the new criterion, the fundamental ollservations made frorn
the uniaxial and biaxial expcritncnts are predicted with the model. This fundamental
behavior of the cracks can be summarized as follows (sec Chapter 2 and Chaptcl· 4 f()r
complete results and conl,Jusions):
(1) The crack pattenl produced in pre-cracked spccinlcns with eithcr ()pcn or closed
flaws t~ a combination of tensile and shear cracks only.
(2) Wing (tensile) cracks and shear cracks both initiate at the tips of the flaws and
propagate in a stable rnanncr (there arc cases where the wing cracks initiate far froln the
tip of the flaws for confinement stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa).
(3) Both in uniaxial and biaxial tests, internal and external cracks initiate at the snlne
time.
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(4) In uniaxial compression tests, wing cracks and shear cracks initiate at the same
time.
(5) In biaxial compression, for confinement stresses greater than 5.0 MPa no wing
cracks are observed.
(6) The wing crack initiation stresses and initiat.ion angles increase Witll the flaw
inclination angle, with tile ligament length, and with the confinement stress.
(7) Tile shear crack initiation stresses increase witll the flaw inclination angle, with the
ligament length, and WitJi the confinement stress.
(8) Shear cracks always initiate in a plane coplanar or roughly-coplanar to tile fla\v
from which they emanate.
(9) The coalescence stccss increases witll the flaw inclination angle, witll the ligament
length, and witll the confinement stress.
(10) Coalescence types I, II, and III can be observed in uniaxial compression tests (sec
table 2.5), and types I, and II in biaxial compression tests (sec tublc 4.6).
(11) Although crack growth is stable during loading, coalescence is produced through
an unstable propagation of one or both of the internal cracks.
(12) Wing crack initiation stresses and angles, shear crack initiation stresses, and
coalescence stresses are higher for closed flaws than for the corresponding open flaws.
Numerical tests are performed with two flaws in an infinite mcdiurn, witll the sanlC
length as in the experiments (Le. '2a'= 12.7 mm), and with spacing (8) and continuity (c)
equal to ttlose of the experimt~nts. The initiation criterion requires three material
parameters: the critical tensile and shear strengths (acrilt 'tccit), and the core radius (ro).
The critical strengths of the material arc taken as: 0crlt = -18.1 MPa (tensile stress is taken
as negative), and ~crit =29.5 MPa. For uniaxial cOlnprcssion tests the core radius is taken
as rola: 0.036. These tnatcrial properties arc obtained lly trial and error lly fitting the
Ilumerical predictions with the experimental results (see Appendix G for details). Thl~
critical stresses, once obtained, are fixed for all sirnulations while the core radius is
allowed to change with the confinement stress. For biaxial compression tests the core
radius is taken as: re/a= 0.063 for Oh= 2.5 MPa; re/a: 0.047 for all= 5.0 MPn; rr/a= 0.236
for (Jh= 7.5 MPa, and re/a= 0.315 for all:: 10.0 MPa (see Appendix G).
In the numerical tests, as in the experiments, the two flaws arc either open or cl()scd.
Opcn flaws are assumed to rcnlain open, and closed flaws or closed cracks arc assulncd to
obey a friction law of the form t= Jlon + C, where J.l is the coefficient of frictioll and 'e' the
cohesion. For the initial closed flaws, the parameters used arc: Jl= 0.3 (fricti()11 angle of
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16.7°), and c= 0.034 MPa; once dcbollding is produced, the cohesion is prescribed t<l be
zero (note that peak friction and residual friction are tIle same): for newly produced
cracks during tIle silnulation, the paralnctcrs arc: J.l== 0.7 (friction angle of 35°), and c= ()
(no cohesion once the crack is formed). The values of the friction I,uramctcrs are obtained
by trial and error by comparing model predictions from closed flaw geometries witll
experiments (see Appendix G).
Open and closed flaws arc divided into 15 clements; although tIle accuracy increases
with larger number of elements, discretizations with 15 clements give sinlilar results to
discretizatiolls with 50 and 100 clements.
5.6.1 Uniaxial compression
The following aspects are modeled with FROCK and c0l11parcd with the cxpcritncnts:
the type of cracks, the crack I)attcm, crack initiation stresses and angles, and coalescence
stresses and types.
Figure 5.62 shows the final crack pattern obtained from a 30-a-2a open flaw (flaw
inclination angle of 300, spacing s= a, and continuity c= 2a). The figure is obtained with
the post-processing graphic capabilities of tile program; the small windows on top of the
drawing area arc used to give comnlands to the program by prt~ssing and releasing the
nlouse bottom (sec Appendix E for more details); the bigger window on the top right
comei' shows the far field stress cun·cntly applied.
The crack pattern shown in figure 5.62 can be taken as representative of the results
obtained with the numerical model. Figure 5.63 shows the modeled cracking process as
the far field stress is increased (Sy in the top right window represents the current value of
the applied uniaxial compression stress; it is also given below each window by the value
of a). The following compares the numerical results with the characteristic cxpcrilnclltal
results given in the preceding section:
• Two types of cracks are obtained: tensile and shear cracks which is in agrcclllcnt with
point (1) of the characteristic cxperinlcntal results. Sec figure 5.62.
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• The cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws and propagate in a stable Inanncr (point
(2) of the characteristic results); this can be seen in figures 5.63(a) and 5.63(b).
• The internal and external cracks initiate at the sanle tinle, as shown in figure 5.63(a)
which is in agreement with point (3) of the characteristic experimental results.
• The wing cracks initiate at the same time as the shear cracks in agrccnlcnt with point
(4) (see figure 5.63(a».
• Wing crack initiation stresses and initiation angles increase with tile flaw inclination
angle and with the ligament length (sec point (6) of the summary). Figure 5.64 is a
comparison of the wing crack initiation strcsses obtained from FROCK and frolll the
experiments for different flaw inclination angles and ligament lengths. Observe that the
predictions arc good, mostly within 2.0 MPa which is the expcrilncntal error (sec
Sections 2.5 and 4.4). Figure 5.65 compares the wing crack initiati()11 angles from
experiments and from tile model. In general, the model over-predicts the angle of
initiation in as much as 10°, but this can also be considered acceptable since the
experimental error is ± 5°.
Analogously, figures 5.66 and 5.67 compare the initiation stresses and angles of wing
cracks for closed flaws, obtained from tests and from the model. In tllis case the
predictions appear to under"c.:timate the initiation stresses in general, and ovcr..estinlatc
the initiation angles particularly for 300 flaw inclination angles. There are two possible
reasons: first, that improvement in fitting the parameters of the friction law for closed
flaws is necessary; and second, that the friction law itself is not adequate. In Section
2.5.1, slippage was described as a progressive process, with initial movements observed
at some point in the middle of the flaw and spreading towards the tips; the friction law
used in the model does not account for this, and slippage is produced at the Sattle tiute
along the whole flaw. It appears, then, that better models for the dcbonding and slippage
processes are warranted.
• Shear cracks initiate in a plane which is cO}1lanar or roughly-coplannr with the flaw,
as seen in figures 5.63(a) through 5.63(d) (sec point (8».
• Coalescence stresses increase with the flaw inclination angle and with the liganlcnt
length (point (9». Figurcs 5.68 and 5.69 show the coalesccnce stresses predicted and
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obtained from the experiments for open and closed flaws, respectively. Again, the
predictions are good (within the 2.0 MPa error of the experiments).
The fact that, for closed flaws, predictions of tile coalescence stresses arc better tJlan
predictions of the crack initiation stresscs seems to indicate tllat tIle dcbonding and
slippage processes of closed flaws have a greater influence on crack initiatillll than on
coalescence.
The differences of wing crack initiation stresses and angles, and of coalescence
stresses between model predictions and experimental results in uniaxial cornpression arc
plotted, as a percentage, in figure 5.70. It can be obsclVcd that most results arc within a
20% error, which can be considered to be acceptable (sCt~ Reyes (1991) and Shcn ct a1.
(1995). Note that the experimental error is similar in magnitude to these differences (sec
Chapter 2). There are two points that are much greater t.han the 20% difference; tllese an~
the coalescence stress predictions for 30-a-a and 45-a-a geometries. 'fhcse larger errors
are probably due to tIle sn1311 ahsolute value of the coalescence stress since moderate
deviations from sinall values give large differences.
• The model is also able to produce tile three different types of coalescence observed in
the uniaxial tests; that is types I, II, and III of table 2.5 (point (10». Figure 5.71 illustrates
type I coales(~ence for a 45-0..2a specimen; in figure 5.72 the coalescence pattern
predicted in figure 5.71 (d) is compared with the coalescence puttern obtained [r(Jnl
experiments. Figure 5.73 is an example of type II obtained for a geometry of 45-a-2a, and
tile pattern predicted in figure 5.73(d) is compared with the coalescence pattern obtained
from tests in figure 5.74. Figure 5.75 presents type III coalescence of a spcchncn with
geometry 45-2a-23, which is cOlnpared with experiments in figure 5.76. The comparisons
made in figures 5.72, 5.74 and 5.76 show that predictions are in good agrcclllcnt with
experimental results.
Table 5.1 is a comparison between the coalescence types found in the cxpclimcnts and
the ones predicted by the nlode!. The first column of the table shows the spccilncn
geometry; the second and third columns presenf the results for open and closed flaws in
uniaxial cotnpression; columns four through seven show the results for open flaws in
biaxial compression for confining stress of 2.5, 5.0,7.5 and 10.0 MPa, respectively. In
general, test observations and predictions nlatch. In uniaxial compression there arc few
differences worth mentioning: in few instances, instead of a coalescence of type II, the
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model predicts type llI; this is not a critical error because both types of coalescence arc
quite similar and both occur with offset flaws (in type III one of the internal shear cracks
links with a wing crack, instead of linking with the other shear crack through a tensile
crack as in mode II). In tile nlajority of the geometries tIle model plUdicts coalescence,
but it is unabie to produce coalescence for closed flaws with inclinatioll angles of 600.
This can be due to the way in which closed flaws are simulated. TIle program assumes
that debonding and slippage occurs along the entire flaw, while the experiments show
that this is a progressive process. It is also assumed in the program that slillpage depends
only on the friction coefficient and the normal stress, while possibly other factors such as
the amount of slippage can be of importance. All these variables, which arc not
considered in the model, can have a large influence on the predictions.
• Coalescence is produced through an unstable propagation of one or both of the
internal cracks (point (11) of the characteristic experimental rcsull~), which can be shown
by comparing the stresses in figures 5.71, 5.73 and 5.75 (note that the internal shear
cracks grow at constant stress until they link). Note in figure 5.73(£1) how the model can
even predict that the internal shear cracks propagate and link in an unstable manner
through a tensile crack in the middle of the ligament.
• The wing crack initiation stress for closed flaws is higher than for open flaws; this
can be seen by comparing figure 5.66 (closed flaws) with figure 5.64 (open flaws).
Similarly, wing crack initiation angles are higher for closed tllan for open flaws (compare
figures 5.67 and 5.65). Also, coalescence occurs at higher stresses for closed Oaws than
for open flaws (compare figure 5.69 with figure 5.68). All this is in agrcclncnt with poinl
(12); that is, wing crack initiation stresses and angles, shear crack initiation stresses, and
coalescence stresses arc higher for closed flaws than for open flaws.
5.6.2 Biaxial compression
As in the uniaxial compression modeling, the following aspects of the cracking process
modeled with FROCK arc compared with the expcritncnts: the general crack pattern
produced, crack types, crack initiation stresses and angles, and coalescence stress and
types.
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In the nUlncrical tests biaxial cOinpression is imposed in two steps: in tile first one tile
confining stress is applied at the desired stress level. In the second step the vertical stress
is increased while the horizontal stress is kept constant; thus, the loading process is
analogous to the experiments.
Figure 5.77 shows the crack pattern after coalescence, generated for a 30-2a-3a open
flaw geometry with a contining stress of 5.0 MPa, and figure 5.78 shows the details of the
cracking process from initiation of new cracks to coalescence; both figures arc plotted
using the post-processing capabilities of FROCK. The following list compares the
numerical predictions with the characteristic test results (sec Section 5.6):
• The crack pattern generated with the model is a combination of wing (tensile) and
shear cracks (see figure 5.77), which agrees with point (1) of the characteristic results.
• Wing cracks and shear cracks initiate at the tips of the flaws (see figure 5.77), and
initially propagate in a stable manner (compare figure 5.78(a) with 5.78(b»; this is in
agreement with point (2).
• Internal and external cracks (wing or shear) initiate at the same time (sec figure
5.78(a», which coincid~s with point (3). Note that point (4) apIJlies only to uniaxial
compression results.
• Shear cracks always initiate in a plane coplanar or roughly-coplanar to the flaw (as in
point (8». This can be ascertained by obsclVing the initiation direction of the external and
internal shear cracks of figures 5.77 and 5.78.
• Coalescence is reached through the unstable propagation with finallinknge of one ()f
the internal cracks of one of the flaws witll an internal crack of the other flaw. Figure 5.78
shows type II coalescence, as defined in table 4.6; by comparing figures 5.78(c) and
5.78(d) one can notice that ti,e final stages of coalescence are produced at the sante stress,
i.e. coalescence is, indeed, unstable. This is in agreement with point (11).
• The wing crack initiation stress increases with the flaw inclination angle, with the
ligament length, and with the confinement stress (point (6». Figure 5.79 shows the
comparison of wing crack initiation stresses of open flav/s betwccn expcrirnents and
model for a confinement stress of 2.5 MPa. 'fhc agrcclncnt is good, usually within 3.0
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MPa, which is the error in the expcrirnents. No further comparisons with higher
confinement stresses are done since, as stated in Section 4.4.2, wing cracks disappear
with larger confinement stresses. Nevertheless, a comparison of figure 5.79 witll figure
5.64, also a plot of wing crack initiation stresses for open flaws but ill uniaxial
compression, shows that wing crack initiation stresses increase witll the c()nfinCnlcnt
stress.
• Coalescence stresses increase with the flaw inclination angle, with the liganlcnt
length, and with the confinenlcnt stress (point (9) of the characteristic test results).
Figurt~s 5.80 and 5.82 are plots of the observed and predicted coalescence stresses f()r
different flaw geometries; figure 5.80 shows results for open flaws under a confinement
stress of 2.5 MPa, and figure 5.82 for open flaws for confinement stresses of 5.0,7.5, atld
10.0 MPa. By comparing figure 5.80 (coalescence stress for open flaws) witll figure 5.81
(coalescence stress for closed flaws) for the same confining stress one sees that point 12
(higher coalescence stresses for closed flaws) is also appropriately modeled.
Figure 5.83 is a plot of the diff~rences between predictions and test results ()f the
coalescence stress. The agreement is good, generally within 20%. It is imporL'Ult to note
that the experimental errors are of similar f&lagnitudc as the deviations sho\vn in tile figure
(see Chapter 4).
• The model is also able to predict the pattern of the cracks obtained up to coalescence
(see point (10»). Figure 5.84 shows the cracking proces,,, pl\~dicted for a closed flaw with
geometry 45-0-23 for a confinement stress of 2.5 MPa. Figure 5.84(d) shows a type I
coalescence which is cOinpared with the experimental results in figure 5.85. It is worth
noting from figures 5.84(c) and 5.84(d) that the vertical stress can be increased above the
coalescence stress, and that cracks can propagate further; this is in agrccml~nt with the
biaxial tests in which the loading on the spccirncn can be increased after coalescence
occurs. Figure 5.78(d), which shows type II coalescence for a 30-2a-3a specimen with
Ob= 5.0 MPa is reproduced again in figure 5.86(a) and can be comparc(J with figure
5.86(b) representing coalescence type n as observed in the experiments.
A comparison between the predicted types of coalescence and the types obtained frorTI
the biaxial tests is presented in table 5.1. Observe tllut the results match reasonably well,
except for a few cases with confinement stresses of 5.0 MPa wherc the numerical model
predicts coalescence for geometries in which none occurs in the tests.
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• No wing cracks initiate for confining stresses greater than 5.0 MPa (point (5». This
can be seen in ligures 5.87 and 5.88 whi~h show the crack pattern for a 3o.-a-a flaw
geometry with CJh= 7.5 MPa, and for a 45-a-a with Ob= 10.0 MPa, respectively. 'fhe type
of coalescence predicted in ligures 5.87(c) and ~.88(c) corresponds to type II of table 4.6,
and compares very well with the coalescence observed in tests, which is shown in figures
5, 87(d) and 5.88(d). Note tJlat in all these figures no wing cracks arc generated.
5.6.3 Other tests
Reyes (1991), and Shen et aI. (1995) pcrfornlcd uniaxial compression tests on pre-
cracked specimens of gypsum blocks. l~he material was mixed and prepared in tile same
way as in this investigation. Specimen geometries were also identical, but in their
experiments they kept the ligament length constant and equal to the flaw length. The
geometries can be described with two parameters: flaw inclination angle, and ligament
angle. Since wing crack initiation stresses and coalescence str~sscs were part of Reyes'
and Shen's et al. observations, LJley are used to further verify the model devc)ollCd in this
thesis. Because the material properties and geonlctlics are identical to the ones used for
the current uniaxial compression tests, the same material parameters arc input into the
model.
Figure 5.89 is a plot of their experimental observations on wing crack initiation, and
predictions froln FROCK versus the ligament angle; note that the agreement is very good.
Analogously, figure 5.90 compares the coalescence stresses observed from the previous
researchers with the model predictions. Note that there is a large difference between
Shen's and Reyes' results for the same geometries. The results from FROCK fall between
the two experimental observa\ions, but somewhat closer to Reyes' results. It is not (~lear
what caused the discrepancies between the two researchers' results, although they might
be due to differences in the material properties.
In figures 5.89 and 5.90, flaw geometries with ligament angles smaller than 900
correspond to non-overlapping geometries, which are the ones exclusively used in tllis
research; ligament angles greater than 900 define overlapping geometries. It is important
to note that the numerical rnodcl is also able to give accurate results for ovcrlaPlling
geometries! 1
Takeuchi (1991) also conducted experiments with the same nlatcrial. I-Ie dialnctricully
loaded disk specimens with an open flaw inclined at 2 certain angle witll respcct to the
loading direction. Since these tc~ts are basically tensile tests, a different core region Sil~,
rOt carl be expected. To obtain th,,~ value ro, the cxperirncntal wing crack initiation stress
for a flaw inclination angle of 50° was matched \vith the model; tile same critical valu(~s
of the tensile tangential stress (<1crit) and of the shear stress (teril) as in cOfnpression were
used. A core size of rc/a= 0.0063 was obtained.
Figure 5.91 shows the experimental results and the predictions froan I~ROCK f()r the
wing crack initiation angles; the predictions arc very good. Shllilarly, figure 5.92 presents
the wing crack initiation stresses obtained from experiments and fronl the olodel (in fact,
the experimental results are the actual failure stresses of the specimens, but note that in
Brazilian tests, \ving crack propagation is unstable, thus wing crack initiation and failure
coincide). Observe that the agreement is very good up to a fla\v inclination angle of 70°,
where the difference is large. It is possible that the experimental wing crack initiation
stress at 7()o might be affected by closure of the flaws (note that at this inclination tIle
external load is almost perpendicular to the flaw), although this cannot b~ clearly
established from a review of Takeuchi's tests.
5.7 Discussioll and conclusions
In this chapter the numerical model FROCK has been introduced. FI~OCK is a nr)M
method, in which the boundaries of the continuurn are discrcli7£d into sinall elcrncnls.
The code was initially writlen by Chan (1986) in F0RTRAN. The following arc the 1110st
important changes and additions introduced into the original code:
(a) It is written in C. First, to obtain a portable code, and second, to a(ld graphic output
capabilities. The nc\v code lIOW successfully runs in DEC, SUN, and SOl workstations, as
well as in a C-90 (eRAY) machine. The graphical output capabilities nrc written in the
X11 language, and consist first in an internal nlodule that allows the display of tIle. cracks
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generated in real time execution; and second, an independent prograln, used as a post-
processor, for later analysis of the results.
(b) Open flaws can relnain open in compression. Closed flaws are allowed to dcbond
aJld lose their cohesion after initial slippage, while new cracks created during tile prl)gram
do not have any cohesion.
(c) A completely new initiation criterion was developed In this research and
inlplementcd in the program. The criterion is based on the experimental results,
specifically by comparison of the state of the stresses around tJ1C tips of the flaws witll the
type and initiation stresses of new cracks. The new criterion is Cannulated as follows:
i) The shape of the plastic region around the lips of a crack is taken as cylindrical, \vitll
the center at the tip of the crack, and with dimensions defined by the radiu.i rOt which
depends on the material and on the loading mode.
ii) .A.. tensile crack will initiate from the tip of a crack in the direction of rnaXimUI11
tensile tangential stress produced at the boundary of the core region (i.e. at r =co), and
when the tangential stress reaches a critical value; that is:
and
iii) A shear crack will initiate from the tip of a crack in the direction of maXi1l1Um
absolute shear stress produced at the boundary of the core region (i.e. at r :: ro), and when
the shear stress reaches a critical value; that is:
~ = 0
a81raro and
The code has been extensively checked by comparing its results with closed-Corln
solutions and with the FEM ABAQUS. Also, the stresses around the tips of open and
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closed flaws under loading olodes I and II are obtained from closed-folm solutions and
compared with the results from FROCK. The dcbonding process for closed flaws
obtained from the code has also been checked with the dcbonding process obtained fron1
ABAQlTS. All these comparisons and verifications result in a very good agreement
between the three methods: closed-fonn solutions, FEM, and FROCK.
The initiation criterion needs three parameters: the critical tensile strcngtll of the
matetial (aerit), the critical shear strength of the nlatcrial (tent), and the core radius r{)e
'The critical strengths arc assumed to be material properties, but the core radius, which is
also a material property, can change with the loading mode; that is, different values of the
radius of the core region can be used for uniaxial compression, biaxial compression, or
tension. Thcoretically, with only one tcst per mode of loading the values of the three
material parameters can be obtained, since for each tcst at least three Incasurclncnts can
be taken: wing crack initiation stress, wing crack initiation angle, and coalescence stress
(if it occurs). It is advisable, though, since there can be a range of values in whicll the
three material parameters can give reasonable predictions, to usc a few tests to fit these
parameters.
Once the parameters were determined, the propagation criterion was validated by
comparison of the experimental results obtained from the uniaxial nn(l lliaxial
compression tests performed in this research with the predictions obtained with the
model. Wing crack initiation stresses and angles. coalescence stresses, crack types and
coalescence patterns can be satisfactorily predicted by FROCK, for open and closed flaws
and for uniaxial and biaxial compression.
Furthermore, results of experiments perfornlcd by Reyes (1991), and Shcn ct al. (1995)
with the same material but for different geometries in uniaxial compression arc alst.) in
good agreement with predictions. Also, resulLC) from brazilian tension tests pcrfomlcd by
Takeuchi (1991) can also be simulated with the model. This is encouraging because it
shows that the model is able to make accurate predictions outside the range of gcolllctrics
and loading conditions used for this research.
Over one hundred experiments with open and closed flaws, different flaw gcolllctries
and loading modes have been compared with the numerical nlodel. One call thus state
that the propagation criterion has been sufficiently validated. It is inlportant to Incntion
that the model is still in its conceptual stages of dcvcloplncnt, although its prc<lictiolls arc
]()7
remarkably good. The model is based on two silnple assumptions: the si7£ and shape of
the plastic zon,e, and the critical strength of the material. Although more complicated
material behavior and plastic regions could be implemented, their introduction in the
model is not warranted from the experimental evidence available so far.
In conclusion, the concept underlying this nunlcrical model appears to be very
promising since, with very few assumptions, the predictive capabilities of the model arc
remarkable. The initiation criterion developed in this thesis differs from the traditional
approach followed in fracture mechanics in the sense that in LEFM the Stress Intensity
Factors are considered as the key factors for crack initiation and propagation, while, j,n
this thesis, it is the state of stresses relative to the material yield or failure surfaces \vhich
defines the conditions for crack initiation.
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Confinement Uniaxial 2.5 MPa 5.0 MPa 7.5 MPa 10 MP~
Specimen Open Closed OpeD Open Open Open
Geometry TestIModel TesUModel TestIModel TesUl\1odel TestIModel TestIModel
30- 0-2a 1/- -1- -1-- -1- -1- -- 1-
36- 0-3a -I- 1/-
30- a- a II I II II 1 In II I II n III II I II II I II
30- a-la II 1 II II I II II 1 II - J II -I- II I II
30- a-3a I I- 1/-
30- a-4a -1- -1-
30-2a-2a II I II 11/10
30-2a-3a Ii I- II I II III II - I II -1- -1-
30-3a-28 II I II II I In
45- 0-23 ] 1 I I J I II I
- J I -- J- -1-
45- 0-3a I I I I I III
45- a- a II / III II I III II 1 III II JIll I II I II II I II
45- a-2a II J II II I III II I II - III -I- II 1-
45- 8-3a II II I I II
45- a-4a I I- 1/-
45-2a-28 II I III III I III
45-2a-3& II I II II I III -1- - 1-- -I- -1-
60- 0-2a III I 1 II I I I - I I -1- -1-
60- a-2a II I II III I- 11/- -1- -1- -1-
60- a-3a II I II 11/-
60- a-4a III J II 11/-
60-2a-4a III 1- III 1- -1- -1- -1- -1-
- = coaiescence not produced
Table 5.1
Comparison of Coalescence Types Between Tests and Numerical Model
Model Mode II
Figure 5.1
Loadlllg Modes
Mode III
'U' 0,
(a)
1---
Daw
2a
(b)
-"1
Figure 5.2
Fra'cture Loaded In Biaxial Compression
(a) Speclmcll with Fracture
(b) Fracture Details
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exterior
boundary
elcnlcnt
Figure 5.3
Discretizatioll of a Specimen with
Boundllry Elenlcnts
n
Vl/2
~-
....V1/2
(a)
elenlcnt
n
(c)
(b)
s
-\
fi'igure 5.4
Elcrnent Variables in Local Coordinates
(a) Fundamental Variables (b) Stress Convcntioll
(c) Discretization witll BoundalJ' r~ICI),ellts
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Stl·esses Around a 45° Closed Flaw
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Figure 5.37
Stresses Around a 300 Open Flaw
with a Wing Crack in Uniaxial Compression
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Stresses Around a 45° Open Flaw'
with a Wing Crack In Uniaxial Compression
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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FigUl1C 5.39
Stresses Around a 60° Open I~law
with a Wing Crack in Uniaxial Compl·cssion
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.40
Stresses Around a 30° Closed Flalv
with a Wing Crack In Uniaxial Compressloll
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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Figure 5.41
Stresses Around a 45° Closed Flaw
with I!Wing Crack In Uniaxial CODlprcssfoll
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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Figllrc 5.42
Stresses Around a 600 Closed Fla'\'
with a Wing Crack in Uniaxial Compression
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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Figure 5.43
Stresses ArOUlld a 300 Open Flaw
with Conflncnlcnt Stress of (jl,= 2.5 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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Figure 5.44
Stresses Around a 45° Open Flaw
with Confinement Stress of 011= 2.5 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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FigU14C 5.45
Stresses Around a 600 Open Flaw
with Confinement S(ress of 0'11= 2.5 MPa
(a) 'rangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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F'igure 5.46
Stresses Around a 30° Open Flaw
with Confinemcilt Stress of CTh= 5.0 MI)a
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.47
Stresses Around a 45° 0IJeD Flaw
with Confinement Stress of 0h= 5.0 MPa
(a) 'fangentlal Stress (b) Shear St.·ess
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Figure 5.48
Stresses Around a 60° Open Flaw
with Confinement Stress of O'h= 5.0 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.49
Stresses Around a 30° Open Flaw
with COllfinement Stress of <Jh= 7.5 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.50
Stresses Around a 450 Open Flaw
with Confinement Stress of O'h= 7.5 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figllre 5.51
Stresses Around a 60° Open Flaw
with Confinement Stress of O'h= 7.5 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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~'igure 5.52
Stresses Around a 30° Open Flaw
with Confinement Stress of 0'1,= 10.0 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.53
Stresses Around a 45° Open Flaw
with Conflilement Stress of 0h= 10.0 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.54
St.resses .Arollnd a 60° Opell Flaw
with Confinement Stress of 011= 10.0 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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Figure 5.55
Stresses Al·OUlld a 30° Closed Flaw
wIth Confinement Stress of O'la= 2.5 j\1IPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figllre 5.56
Stresses Aroulld a 45° Closed Flaw
with Conflnenlcnt Stress of 01.= 2.5 Mila
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Silcar Stress
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Flgllrc 5.57
Stresses Around a 60° Closed Flaw
with Confinement Stress of 011= 2.5 MPa
(a) Tangential Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Figure 5.58
Stresses ArOUlld a 30° Closed Flaw
with Confinement Stress of al.= 5.0 MPa
(a) Tangential St.·ess (b) Silcar Stress
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Figllrc 5.59
Stresses Around a 45° Clo~ed litla,v
with COllfinClncnt Stress of 011= 5.0 MPa
(a) Tangential Stres3 (b) Silcar Stress
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Stresses Around a 60° Closed Flaw
with Confinement Stress of crl.= 5.0 MPa
(a) Tallgcntial Stress (b) Shear Stress
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Crack Initiation and Propagation Criterion
(a) Core Region (b) Propagation Criterion
(c) Mathcrnatical Fornlulation (d) Faillirc Envelope
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Genet·al Crack Pattern for a 30-a-2a 0llel}
Flaw Gconlctry in Uniaxial COlnprcssioll
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Modeling of Crack Propagation for a 30-a-2a
Open Flaw Geometry in Uniaxial Conlpressioll
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Wing Crack Initiation Stress of Open Flaws
in Uniaxial Tests. Comparison betwccil Tests
and Numerical Model Predictions
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Wing Crack Initiation Angle of Open Flaws
in Uniaxial Tests. Conlparlson between Tests
and Numerical Model Predictions
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Figure 5.66
Wing Crack Initiation Stress of Closed Flaws
In Uniaxial 'rests. Comparison betwecn Tests
arid Numerical Modcl Predictions
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Wing Crack Initiation Allgle of Closed Flaws
In Uniaxial Tests. Conlparlson between Tests
and Nurnerlcal Model Predictions
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Coalescence Stress of Open ~"Iaws
in Ulllaxlal Tests. COnl(larlson bctW~CII
Tests and Numerical Model I)rccllctlollS
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Coalescellce Stress of Closed FI~lWS
in Uniaxial Tests. Comparison bctWCCll
Tests and NUlnerlcal Model I)rc(llctlollS
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Modeling of Crack Prollugatioll for a 45-0-211
Opel1 F'law GColllctry ill Uiliaxial Con11>rcssioll
COlllcsCCllCC Patterl) 'fyllc I
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Modelillg of Crack Ilropagation for a 45-a-211
Open Flaw Geoillctry in Unillxial COlllprcssioll
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Coalesccilce Pattern Tylle III
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Wing Crack Initiation Stress of Open F'laws In
Biaxial Tests, for (Jb= 2.5 MPa. Comparison
betv/cen Tests and Nllmcrlcal Model Prc(Jlctions
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Coalescence St.·css of Open Flaws In Biaxial
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Coalescence Stress of Closed Flaws In Biaxial
Tests, for O'b=2.5 MPa. Comparison
~ctwecn Tests and Numerical Model Predictions
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Coalescence Stress of Opell Flaws In Biaxial
Tests, for (Jb~ 5.0 MPa. Comparison
between Tests and Numerical Model Predictions
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Difference In Coalescence Stress between Tests and
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CHAPTER 6:
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
Previous research on pre-cracked specimens of rock materials in compression showed
that coalescence was a very complicated process. For overlapping geometries the linkage
of the flaws by one of the internal wing cracks appeared to be the leading coalescence
mechanism. For non-overlapping geometries the coal~sccnce process was not clear,
although the unstable propagation of the internal secondary cracks linking the two flaws
appeared to be the IDost common mechanism. In contrast to coalescence through wing
cracks which had been extensively documented, coalescence through secondary cracks
was not well understood; most importantly, the nature and characteristics of the
secondary cracks was not known.
Hence, the present research focuses on the problem of coalescence through secondary
cracks. For that purpose, an extensive tcst series on specinlcns with non-overlapping
geometries was conducted, and a numerical ffil'ldel was developed. Prismatic blocks of
gypsum were fabricated with two parallel fluws an,,1 loaded until failure both in uniaxial
and in biaxial compression. Both open or clos~d fla\~s were included in this investigation.
The influence on the cracking and coalescence pr,.ccss of parameters such as flaw
inclination angle, relative position of one flaw with respect to the other flaw, type of
flaws (open or closed), and confinement stress was stuJicd in detail. The experimental
work was complemented by the development of an analytical-numerical model with
which the cracking and coalescence processes were satisfactorily simulated. In summary,
this investigation has successfully addressed the following issues:
i) Crack pattern and -coalescence processes in non-overlapping geometries.
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ii) Nature and propagation characteristics of the secondary cracks, their relation to
the other cracks generated within the specimen. and their influence on. tJle
coalescence process.
iii) Behavior of pre-cracked specimens in uniaxial and in biaxial compression.
iv) Development of a conceptual thcorcticaVanalytical mudel that can duplicate the
physical process.
A brief summary of the most important experimental observations from the uniaxial
and biaxial compression tests, as well as a description of thl~ numerical method developed
in this research are presented in the follo\ving sections. Specifically, Section 6.1.1 relates
to the experinlental results; the major conclusi{lns ar(~ taken from Chapter 2: Uniaxial
Compression Tests, and Chapter 4: Biaxial Compression 1'csts. Section 6.1.2 is
concerned with the numerical model; a detailed description of the model can be found ill
Chapter 5.
6.1.1 Experimental results
The major results obtained from the uniaxial and biaxial compression test series can be
sunlmarized as follows:
• Two types of cracks, wing crac1cs and shear cracks, can be obscrvc(1 in uniaxial and
biaxial compression tests. Both types of cracks propagate in a stable manner. Wing cracks
grow in a curvilinear path that aligns with the most compressive stress direction. while
secondary cracks grow in the plane of the flaws.
• Most importantly, three different mcchauisms of coalescence have been found for
non-overlapping geometlics: Type I which is produced by ~le linkage of tJIC two internal
secondary cracks; type fi, by the linkage of tile two internal secondary cracks by a tensile
crack, and type III, by the linkage of the internal sccoildary crack of one of the flaws with
the internal wing crack of the other flaw. A very important observation is tJtat while wing
cracks and secondary cracks propagate in a stnble manner, coalescence always occurs by
a final unstable propagation of one or both of the cracks involved in the coalescence. In
biaxial compression, coalescence occurs primarily through type II; coalescence type I is
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limited to coplanar and open flaws with inclination angles of 450 or 6()0 and with a
confining stresses of up to 2.5 MPa.
• Internal and external wing cracks, and internal and external secondary cracks.
resputively, initiate at the s:unc stress level independently of the flaw geometry, flaw
type and confining stress.
• Wing cracks and secondary crocks initiate at the same stress level irrespective of the
flaw geometry and of the flaw type in uniaxial compression tests; this is not so in biaxial
compression tests where tile secondary cracks tend to initiate before tile wing cracks.
• The wing crack initiation stresses increase with the Ilaw angle, with the ligalnent
length, and with the confining stress; closed flaws have larger initiation stresses than
open tlaws. The initiation stresses reach a plateau as lhe ligament length increases beyond
'3a', which indicates that the two tla\ys behave as isolated flaws.
• In uniaxial compression, wing cracks initiate at tht~ tips of the flaws; for confining
stresses of up to 5.0 MPa wing cracks tend to originate in the middle of the flaws, and for
confining stresses greater than 5.0 MPa. no wing cracks initiate at all.
• Although wing cracks have a similar appearance in both uniaxial and biaxial
compression w~tst they grow larger in uniaxial compression than in biaxial compression.
In uniaxial tests, most of the specimens fail bccau~e the external \ving cracks are so large
that they can reach the top and bottont boundaries of the prisms; in biaxial tests the wing
cracks are usually confined to a small area around the flaws.
• The external wing crock initiation angles are c<)ual to the intcnlal \ving crack initiation
angles. In uniaxial compression, the wing crack initiation angle for open flaws measured
with respect to the loading direction is 45° irrespective of the geomelry of tIle flaws, and
for closed flaws it is 66°, also irrespective of the geometry of the flaws.
• Secondary cracks initiate fronl the tips of the flaws in a plane which is coplanar or
roughly coplanar to the flaw, and tllis is independent of the flaw geometry, flnw type, or
of the confining stress. There is strong evidence that secondary cracks arc sllenr cracks
since their surface is characterized lly the presence of gypsum powder and crushed
gypsum; they are associated with spalling nnd material protrusion on the specimen
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surface, as seen through the microscope, which suggests an Orighl in compression. Stress
analyses confion that, indeed, the secondary cracks initiate in a c0l11prcssivc field. It can
be argued, thought that at tile graill level, the compressive field can produce local tensile
cracks at the tips of microscopic imperfcctions or at the grain boundaries; then, these
wing cracks can coalesce with other discontinuities, and finally produce an en-echelon
crack analogous to the secondary (shear) crack. Nevertheless, for the scale at which this
research was conducted, secondary cracks are shear cracks.
• Secondary crack initiation stresses increase with the flaw angle, with the ligament
length, with the flaw typc, and with the confining stress. The initiation stresses reach a
plateau as the ligament length increases beyond 'Ja', which indicates that the two flaws
~have as isolated flaws.
• The coalescence stress increases with the flaw angle, with the ligament length, and
with the confining stress; also, it is larger for closed flaws than for open flaws.
• In uniaxial compression, coalescence and failure coincide; in biaxial compression,
failure occurs after coalescence.
• No wing or shear cracks can initiate from closed flaws unless some dcbonding w1d
slippage has previously occurred. Slippage along a flaw is a progressive process that
starts somewhere in the middle of the flaws and advances towards the tips.
• In both uniaxial and biaxial compression the Spcchllcns show similar stress-strain
response. After the initial scating defonnations, the responsc of the material is linear until
failure. The stress-strain curves show similar slopes independently of tile type of loading,
the type of the flaws, or even if the specimens arc pre-cracked or uncrackcd. No
deviations in the linear stress-strain behavior are observed that may indicate crack
initiation, propagation or coalescence. The vertical deformation-vertical stress response
of the material does not provide sufficient infom1ation to establish if a cracking event has
occurred.
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6.1.2 Numerical modclirag
The numerical model FROCK is a DDM method and was initially written by Chan
(1986). The following arc the Inost ianportant changes and additions introduced into the
original code:
1) The code is now written in C. The graphical output capabilities arc written in XII
language, and consist of an internal module that allows the disiliay of the cracks
generated in real tilne; and of an independent program, used as a post-processor. for latcr
analysis of the results.
2) Open flaws can remain open in compression. Initial closed flaws are allowed to
debond and lose their cohesion after initial slippage, while new cracks created during the
program do not have any cohesion.
3) A completely new crack initiation criterion has been developed in this research and
implemented in the program. The new criterion is formulated as follows:
i) Tensile and shear cracks initiate from the tips of the flaws.
ii) There exists a region around the tip of the crack in which tile material has yielded.
As a first approximation the shape of the plastic region is taken as cylindrical, witll the
center at the tip of the flaw. and willI dimensions defined by the radius rOt which depends
on the material and on the loading mode.
iii) A tensile crack will initiate in a direction t8' in which the 111axinluln tensile
tangential stress is produced; tllat is,
and
iv) A tensile crack will initiate when in the maximum tensile direction the tangential
stress reaches a critical value which is material dcp~ndcnt; i.e.,
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v) A shear crack will initiate in a direction in which the absolute value of the shear
stress attains a maximum; thus,
~ - 0
a8lr.r. - and
vi) A shear crack will propagate \vhcn the maximum shear stress reaches a critical
value which is material dependent; i.e.•
(t) I = (t). I = t .rnuimum r-r. "IUcaI ,.r. ml
The initiation criterion needs three parameters: the critical tensile strength of lite
material (acriV, the critical shear strength of the material (tcriv. and the core radius ro-
The critical strengths are assumed to be material properties, while the core radius depends
both on the material and on the loading mode; that is, different \'olues of the radius of the
core region have been used for uniaxial compression, biaxial compression, or tension.
The three material parameters can be obtained with three experimcntallncasurcments per
mode of loading.
The model successfully predicts the experimental results obtained in the prescnt
investigation, as well as the test results from Reyes (1991). Shen et al. (1995), and
Takeuchi (199\). Particularly encouraging is the fact that the model can accurately
duplicate the entire crock propagation and coalescence process including the occurrence
of stable and unstable crack propagation.
6.2 Recommendations for future research
This research work undoubtedly has contributed to a better knowledge nnd a better
understanding of the fracturing process in rock materials in comprcssjon, but it also has
raised a few nc\v questions that have been left unanswered. This is so because either tllC
scope of the investigation nceded to be kept within certain boundaries or because the
methods of observation used were not entirely adequate. Tile most important aspects not
covered by this dissertation. as \vell as a some initial thoughts about how to approach
lIlem are summarized in the following list:
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• Flaw length: All the experiments have been conducted so far on specimens with a
constant flaw length of 1.27 mm; thus, the effect of the length of the flaw on the
experimental results has not been investigated. Specifically, the fact ulat tIle internal and
external cracks initiate at the same time may be favored by the short flaw length used in
the tests, as mentioned in Chapters 2 and 4.
• Flaw geometry: All the specimens tested in this rescarcl1 had two flaws witJ1 the sante
inclination angle (i.e. parallel or coplanar flaws). There is no evidence that the crack
patterns and coalescence produced with two flaws can be extrapolated to multiple flaws.
Additional experimental research on specimens with multiple flaws and with different
inclination angles is needed to expand knowledge on the interaction between adjacent
flaws and on the coalescence process.
• Debonding and slippage in closed flaws: This is a very important prc)blem that needs
lo be addresst~d to fully understand the cracking process. Future investigations on flaw
slippage should require observations covering the full length of closed flaws because
slippage is a localized and progressive process that starts somewhere in the middle of the
flaw. Also, measurements of the relative movcnlcnts of the faces of the flaws should be
made. Debonding seems to start with protrusions on the surface of the flaw and matclial
extrusion from within the flaw; although these protrusions and material extnlsion may be
interpreted as slippage, it is also possible that relative movements between the faces of
the flaw have not occulTed yet.
• Wing crack initiation at the middle of the flaw: For nlost of the gconlctrics tested with
confinement stresses of 2.5 and 5.0 MPa, the wing cracks do not initiate at tt.e tips of the
flaws, but in the middle of the flaws. Measurements of the stress state both at the tips and
at the location of \ving crark initiation should give sOlne clues to understand this
phenomenon.
• Plastic zone: The numerical model is based on three very simlJlc assumptions: the
critical strength of the material, the size, nnd the shape of the plastic zonc. Clearly, a
better knowledge of the material behavior can improve and refine thc model. This can be
accomplishcd by obtaining the stresses around the tips of the flaws. A nlethod that
already has been used with success is the Electronic Speckle Pattern Intcrfcl·omctry, a
Laser Interferometry Technique (see Mnji and Wang (1992» which allows one to
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measure displacements on a large surface of a specimen during loading. Other indirect
stress measurements such as X-ray techniques, photoelasticity, and acoustic emission
may also 00 used.
• Loading-unloading: All the specimens were tested under monotonic loading. It could
be of interest the following sequence: 1) loading of the specimen in compression ncar
crack initiation, 2) unloading. When the specimen is loaded, a plastic zone develops
around the tips of the flaws; after unloading, the release of the plastic stresse-~ within the
plastic zone will produce a tensile stress stale within the plastic zone, possibly with crack
initiation. This loading-unloading sequence can be useful to give additional infonnation
about the size and shape of the plastic zone.
• Other materials: The crack patterns reviewed in Chapter 1 for different rock materials
in compression are similar to the crack patterns obtained in gypsum specimens. This is
encouraging, but by no means sufficient to justify the extrapolation of tile results obt.1incd
from a rock model material such as gypsum to natural rocks. A systematic experimental
series, similar to the one undertaken in this dissertation, on natural rock specimens is still
necessary not only to directly observe the cracking process, but also to compare the
results obtained with the conclusions from this dissertation.
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ApPENDIX A:
TEST RESULTS OF
UNCRACKEDSPECIMENS
This Appendix presents results of tests on uncracked gypSUOl specimens. TIlerc are two
types of specimens: prism-type, and disk..type. Prism specimens are used for uniaxial and
biaxial compression tests, and disk specimens for Brazilian tests. Prism specimens have
dimensions of 152.4 mm (6 inches) high, 76.2 mm (3 inches) wide, and around 30 mm
thick. Brazilian tests are cOllducted on disk-type specimens of 76.2 mm (3 inches)
diameter, and around 47 rom thick.
The tests are classified in this Appendix by the mode of loading and by the number of
the gypsum bag they are made from. ~fhe classification by bag is done to observe the
strength variability of the material from bag to bag.
Figures A.l to A.8 show the experimental results obtained under uniaxial compression.
Figures A.9 to A.14 present the results obtained under biaxial compression for different
confining stresses, ranging from 2.5 to 10.0 MPa. Figure A.IS is a plot of the results
obtained from the Brazilian tests.
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ApPENDIXB:
UNIAXIAL TEST RESULTS
This Appendix presents results of tests on pre-cracked gypsuln specimens under
uniaxial compression. The specimens have dimensions of 152.4 rom (6 inches) high. 76.2
mm (3 inches) wide, and around 30 mm thick. There are two initial crocks or flaws within
the specimens. The crack geometry is defined by the flaw inclination angle "p"t the flaw
spacing Us", and the flaw continuity "e". The two flaws are always parallel to each other,
with a conslantlength of 12.7 mm (0.5 inches). There arc two sets of expcrimenL'i: one set
with both flaws open, and tile other set with both flaws closed.
The following experimental results are divided into three groups. The first group
includes figures B.1 through 8.35, which prescnt results for open flaws. Figures 8.36 to
B.70 form the second group, and they show results for closed flaws. The third group
comprises the results obtained from closure tests on open flaws; figures B.11 to B.76 are
included is this last group.
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10.0
0.0
15.2 int. w.e.
4.6 ext. 13.2 ext & inti w.e
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.2
Uniaxial Test Results for
p= 30°, s=O, c=3a, Open
427
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
-o-t~ll
-o-t~J
14.0 ext & iDt. w.e.
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.3
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ = 30°, 5=0, c=4a, Open
428
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40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
--<>-- test #1
--0-- test #2
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Figure B.4
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ = 30°, s=a, C=8, Open
429
.'.'J
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--0-- test #1
--0-- test #2
..........2.0.9...c. .a.les~en~e ..l . . 2. ..1..c.o.a1cs~c c.e _
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0.8 1.0
Flgtlre D.5
Uniaxial Test Results fo.-
p = 30°, s=a, c=2a, Open
430
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
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0.0
--0-- test #1
--0-- test II"
25.4 coalescence
12.8 in . w.c.
...... 12.,3 e~.t w.,~, ..
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure 8.6
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 300, s=a, c=3a, Open
431
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40.0
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--0-- test II
--<>-- test #12
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.7
Uniaxial 1'cst Results for
p =300, s=a, c=4a, Open
432
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Figure B.8
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 30°, s=2a, c=2a, Open
433
50.0
40.0
30.0
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0 .. 0
--0-- te~t #1
--<>-- test #12
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inti w.e.
inti w.e.
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.9
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ = 30°, 5=2a, c=3a, Open
434
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40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
--0-- test #1
---0- test #11
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.10
Uniaxial Test Results fOI·
p = 30°, 5=2a, c=4a, Open
435
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--0-- test #12
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.ll
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =30°, 5=3a, c=2a, Open
436
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..........l~i.i~~~.~.::~.: ..
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.12
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ = 30°, s=3a, c=3a, Open
437
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---0-- test #2.
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1.5 ext. & ot. w.e.
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.13
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 30°, s=3a, c=4a, Open
438
50.0
---0-- test III
--0-- test #2
40.0
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26.4 co J.cscence
13.9 ex . & iot. w..
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.....::':::.. .·I·A··exl.···w ~ .
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.14
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 30°, s=4a, c=3a, Open
439
50.0
40.0
30.0
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~test ##1
-o--test #2
13.2 iot. .c.
1.8 int. w..
... ·1·:3"ex·t:···w~· .: ~ ..
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.15
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =30°, s=4a, c=4a, Open
440
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10.0
0.0
--0-- test #1
----0--.- test #2
............................................................, ,.,.. , , .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
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0.8 1.0
Figure 8.16
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =45°, 5=0, c=2a, Open
441
50.0
40.0
(I)
!
., 20.0
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10.0
0.0
--0-- test "1
--<>-- test #"
·.····.·30, ·coalcs<:en
.----.,.,a- 28.1 co lescence
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.17
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =45°, 5=0, c=3a, Open
442
50.0
40.0
-0-- test ##1
--<>- test #2
30.0
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10.0
0.0
18.8 int. w.e.
.........................................
18.3 ext. .c.-
28.4 co escence
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.18
Uillaxial Test I(esults for
p = 450, 8=0, c=4a, Open
443
so.o
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
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17.4 oalesccnce
15.2 c alcsccnce
11.9 ext. int. W.c.
····IO·:2··i·ii·t·:..w: ..: .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.19
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =450, 8=a, c=a, Open
444
50.0
40.0
--0- test 111
--0-- test ##1
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10.0
0.0
0.0
21.2 cole cence
0.2 0.4 0.6
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nt. w.c.
0.8 1.0
Flgu.'c B.20
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, s=a, c=2a, Open
445
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--0-- test ##1
--<>- test #1
22.1 coal~ ccnce
······· ..t :O··ext:··&·i t:··w;c:..········
16.9 xl. & int. .e.
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.21
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =45°, s=a, c=3a, Open
446
50.0
40.0
1--0-- test III
--0-- test ##1
30.0
26.7 oalescenc
20.0
10.0
0.0
21 7 coalcscen e l
....................................., ,....... . , , ---
16.2 ext. int. w.e. 1 .5 int. w.e.
16.13 ext. w.e.
Note: stees s calculated f m strains
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
stralll (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.22
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, 8=a, c=4a, Open
447
so.o
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
I 0 test III
-o--test #2
- 28.0 coal ccncc
--_.--....- 15.4 ext. inti w.e.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.23
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, 5=2a, c=2a, Open
448
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10.0
0.0
--o-test #1
---0--- test #12
25.5 oalcscence
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18. iot. w.e. - 1 .4 ext. & if t. w.e.
15.9 ext. w.e.
calculated fJ m strains
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.24
IJnlaxlal Test Results for
~ = 45°, s=2a, c=3a, Open
449
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40.0
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--0-- test "1
--0-- test #2
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..............3· ..6 ..
... · ·..··1 :g"int:"'w:'c'~ ..
17 8 ext. w.e.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.25
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, s=2a, c=4a, Open
450
so.o
--0-- test #II
--0-- test #12
40.0
21.1 ext. w.e
20 0 ····..····..·20;(}· nt~· ..w·;e.··•
30.0
10.0
0.0
.......................... ~···29~·6·co lesccn'cc'"I 27. coalescen c
17 4 ext. & in . w.e.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.26
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, s=3a, c=3a, Open
451
so.o
40.0
~
, 30.0
'-"
E
.. 20.0
fIJ
10.0
0.0
-0-- test ##1
--<>--- test #2
e
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.27
Uniaxial 1'est Results for
p = 45°, s=3a, c=4a, Open
452
50.0
40.0
.....-0-- test #1
--0-- test ##1
--l:z- test #3 .
Tcsllll upper flaw m y nol be camp tclyopen
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lesrencc-
········..··....?·~f~: ..~~~~..·~..~~[~..·~~·~·~ ....·....·-18.9 nt. w.e.
17.8 e t. & iot. w..
32.2 coale cence
0.0
20.0
30.0
10.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.28
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ = 45°, 8=4a, c=4a, Open
453
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
--0-- test #1
--<>-- test #2
5.9 coales cnce
24.2 coal scence
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.29
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 60°, 8=0, c=2a, Open
454
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
[ ~--() test #1
--0-- test #2
..3Q..·2·c· leseence··
29.0 ex '. w.e.
27.8 int~ .e.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.30
Uniaxial 'fest Results for
p = 60°, s=O, c=3a, Open
455
50.0
40.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
--0-- t~st #11
--0-- test #2
32.4 oalescenc
~'::-"""""'-··29·:8"ex :..w:c~"········
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.31
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 600, 8=0, c=4a, Open
456
50.0
40.0
--o-test #1
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
c.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure 8.32
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 60°, s=a, c=2a, Open
457
"> ,
. t 50.0
40.0
-0-- test ##1
--<>-. test #2
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
- 31.1 coalescen c
t. & iut. c.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.33
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =60°, s=a, c=3a, Open
458
50.0
40.0
--0- t~st #1
--<>- test ##2
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
31.2 co lcsccncc
............., " "., , ".
28. ext. & iot W.c.
3: .7 conlesc cc
··..···29:· ..c·x'f~ ..~·In't. w.c.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure 11.34
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 60°, s=a, c=4a, Open
459
50.0
---0- test ##1
--<>-- test #12
40.0
34. ext., iot. .e. & coale cnce
32.8 iot. .e. & coal cence
30 0 ·· 31·.1··c.x·t·/· WaC..,······ ..·· ..
20.0
10.0
0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure 8.35
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =60°, s=2a, c=4a, Open
460
50.0
40.0
30.0
~
b 20.0
CIJ
10.0
0.0
--0-- test #1
--0-- -- test #2
~-f--+- 28.5 ext. w.e.
26.1 ext. .c.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.36
Uniaxial Test RCSIJlts for
p = 30°, s=O, c=2a, Closed
461
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40.0
30.0
~
b 20.0
W)
10.0
0.0
--0-- test ##1
--0-- test ##2
- 34. coalcscen '
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.37
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 30°, s=O, c=3a, Closed
462
50.0
40.0
~
, 30.0
'-"
20.0
10.0
0.0
--0- test #1
---0-- test ##1,
27.5 int.
22.5 ext. w.c.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.38
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ =30°, s=O, c=4a, Closed
463
50.0
40.0
30.0
10.0
0.0
--0- test #1
---0-- test #2
..........30..6.£0 e.sccncc.....
26. int. W.c. -...-..w.,,...
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.39
Uniaxial Test RCSlllts for
~ = 30°, s=a, c=a, Closed
464
50.0
40.0
--0- test #11
--0-- test #12
30.0
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10.0
0.0
31·lcoalescenc
...................................................., , .
26.9 ot. w.e. I 28.7 into .C.
2 .9 ext. w..
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.40
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 30°, s=a, c=2a, Closed
465
50.0
40.0
~
~ 30.0
'--"
!
..., 20.0
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10.0
0.0
--0-- test #1
--<>-- test ##2
31.5 coa cscence
~~"'19;8"i :··w;c:···.. ·· .. ····· .
19.2 ext w.C.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure 8.41
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 300, 5=a, c=3a, Closed
466
50.0
40.0
--0-- test #1
-...0-- test #2
",....
• 30.0 2}-1 int. w.e.~~
~ 26 1 ext. w.e.
~
J:: 20.0(I)
10.0
0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.42
Uniaxial 'fest Results for
p =30°, 8=a, c=4a, Closed
467
50.0
-o-test #1
--<>- test ##2
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20.0 ..
10.0
0.0
34.1 oalescenc
33.1 c alescence
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0.8 1.0
Figure 8.,43
Uniaxial Test ReSlllts for
p = 30°, s=2a, c=2a, Closed
468
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--0-- test #1
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0.0
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.44
Uniaxial Test RCSlllts for
p = 30°, s=2a, c=3a, Closed
469
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--0-- test #1
33.. coalescen .
33.5 coalescenc
·......29:·5··e·xf~· &·Ifi't';..y;;:c.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
strain (%)
0.8 1.0
Figure B.45
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ =300, s=2a, c=4a, Closed
470
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40.0
--0-- test #1
--<>- test #1
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0.0
..............................;~:~~~~·~t::~e. ... - 31.5 c alescence.......................................................29.1 il t. w.e.
28.9 ex . w.e.
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.46
Uniaxial 'fest Results for
p = 30°, s=3a, c=2a, Closed
471
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, ,
-o-t~
--<>-t~~
-,-
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0.0
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26.9 ext. .e.
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.47
Uniaxial Test Itcsults for
p =30°, s=3a, c=3a, Closed
'l72
so.o
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0
--0- test ##1
--0-- test #2
- 32.4 oalcsccnc ~
5.4 ext. & int. w.e.
.4 ext. w..
......................... .1 -
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0.8 1.0
Figure 11.48
Uniaxial Test I{CSlllts for
p = 30°, s=30, c=40, Closed
47]
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--0- test #11
--0-- test #2
..................... '.... 9:·4··itlr:"·W:·· .;....... .
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0.8 1.0
Figure B.49
Ulllaxlal Test Results for
~ =300 , s=4a, c=3a, Closed
474
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40.0
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--<>-- test ~
31.6 nt. w.e. -.-.....-."
---- 26.4 ext. & inti w.c.
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0.8 1.0
Figure 8.50
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =30°, s=4a, c=4n, Closed
475
50.0
40.0
--0-- test ##1
--0--- test #2
".,...
GI 30.0~
~ 24.5 i 1. w.e.'--'
~ . 22.8 ext. w.e.20.0....
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0.0
.........~...22AJ... .alf;.~.e.nc.e
27.6 in . w.e.
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Figure B.51
(Jnlaxlal Test Results for
p = 45°, s=O, c=2a, Closed
476
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Figure B.52
(Jnlaxlal Test Results for
p =45°, s=O, c=3a, Closed
477
,~
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Figure B.53
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 450 , s=O, c=4a, Closed
47H
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I·~lgure B.54
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ =45°, s=a, c=a, Closed
tl79
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Figure B.55
Uniaxial 'fest Results for
~ = 45°, s=a, c=2a, Closed
480
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Figure B.56
Uniaxial 1'cst Results for
p = 45°, s=a, c::3a, Closed
481
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Figure D.57
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, s=a, c=4a, Closed
482
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Figure B.58
Uniaxial Test Res\Jlts for
~ = 45°, s=2a, c=2a, Closed
483
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Figure B.59
Uillaxial 1'cst Results for
p = 45°, s=2a, c=3a, Closed
484
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Figllre B.60
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 450 , s=2a, c=4a, Closed
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Figure B.61
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =45°, s=3a, c=3a, Closed
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Uniaxial Test RCSlllts for
~ = 45°, 8=3a, c=4a, Closed
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Figure B.63
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 45°, 8=4a, c=4a, Closed
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Figure 8.64
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 60°, s=O, c=2a, Closed
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Figure B.65
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =60°, 8=0, c=3a, Closed
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Figure 8.66
Uniaxial Test Results for
p =60°, s=O, c=4a, Closed
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Figure 8.67
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 60°, s=a, c=2a, Closed
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Figure B.68
Uniaxial Test Results for
~ =60°, s=a, c=3a, Closed
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Figure B.69
Uniaxial Test Results fo.-
p = 600 , s=a, c=4a, Closed
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Figure 8.70
Uniaxial Test Results for
p = 600, s=2a, c=4a, Closed
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Figure B.71
Flaw Closure Test for
J3 =30°, s= 8, c= a, Open
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Figure 8.72
Flaw Closure Test for
J3 = 30°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
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Figure 8.73
Flaw Closure Test for
J3 =45°, s= 0, c= 8, Open
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Figure 8.74
Flaw Closure Test for
J3 =45°, s= 2a, c= 30, 0llen
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Flaw Closure Test for
p =60°, s= a, c= 20, Open
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Figure 8.76
Flaw Closure Test for
p =60°, s= 2a, c= 4a, Open
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ApPENDlXC:
BIAXIAL TEST RESULTS
This Appendix presents results of tests on pre--cracked gypsuln spccilncns under t)iaxial
compression. The specimens have dimensions of 152.4 mm (6 illches) high, 76.2 mm (3
inches) wide, alld around 30 mm thick. There are lV/O initial cracks or flaws witJlin the
specimens. TIle crack geometry is defined by the flaw inclination angle "~", the flaw
spacing "s", arid the flaw continuity "e". The two flaws are always parallel to each other,
with a constant length of 12.7 mnl (0.5 inches). Four different confining stress levels arc
applied: Gb= 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MPa. Either open or closed flaws nre used for O"h= 2.5
wad 5.0 MPa; for tlb= 7.5 or 10.0 MPa. the flaws are always open.
The experimental results are grouped as follows:
Figures C. 1 to C.II II II
Figures C.12 to C.22 ..
Figure C.23 .
Figures C.24 to C.34 .
Figures C.35 to C.43 .
Figures e.44 to C.54 .
Figures C.SS to C.65 It tI.
Open flaws for (Jb= 2.5 MPa
Closed flaws for O'h:: 2.5 MPa
Tests not scanned for (Jh= 2.5 MPa
Open flaws for O"b= 5.0 MPa
Closed flaws for (Jh= 5.0 MPa
Opcn flaws for Ob= 7.5 MPa
Open flaws for <Jh= 10.0 MPa
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Figure e.l
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=2.5 MPa.
p =30°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.2
Biaxial Test Results for O'b=2.5 MPa.
p = 30°, s= a, c= a, Opell
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Figure C.3
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=2.5 MPa.
p =30°, S= 8, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.4
Biaxial Test Results for 0h= 2.5 MPa.
J3 = 30°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
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Figure C.5
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=2.5 Mila.
p = 45°, s= 0, c= 20, Opel)
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Figure C.6
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh=2.5 MPa.
p =45°, s= 0, C= 8, Open
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Figure C.7
Biaxial Test Results for (1b=2.5 MPa.
J3 =45°, s= a, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.8
Biaxial Test Results for 0h=2.5 MPa.
f3 = 45°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
..•.
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Figure C.9
Biaxial Test Results for (fh= 2.5 MPa.
~ = 60°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.I0
Biaxial Test Results for O'b=2.5 MPa.
p =60°, s= a, c= 20, Open
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Figure C.II
Biaxial Test Results for (fh=2.5 MPa.
J3 =60°, s= 2a, c= 4a, Open
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Biaxial Test Results for (Jb= 2.5 MPn.
p =30°, s= 0, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.13
Biaxial Test Results for 0 ..=2.5 MPa.
p =30°, s= a, c= a, Closed
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Figure C.14
Biaxial Test Results for ala=2.5 MPa.
p =30°, s= a, c= 2o, Closed
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Figure e.IS
Biaxial Test Results for 0h=2.5 MPa.
J3 =30°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Closed
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Figure C.16
Biaxial Test Results for 0b=2.5 MPa.
p =45°, s= 0, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.17
Biaxial Test Results for O'b=2.5 MPa.
p =45°, s= a, c= a, Closed
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Figure C.IS
Biaxial Test Results for 0h=2.5 MPa.
p = 45°, s= a, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.19
Biaxial Test Results for 0b= 2.5 MPa.
p =45°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Closed
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Figure C.20
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh= 2.5 MPa.
p =60°, s= 0, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.21
Biaxial Test Results for O'b= 2.5 MPa.
p = 60°, s= 8, c= 2a, Closed
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fi"Jgure C.22
Biaxia: Test Results for (Jh=2.5 MPa.
p =60°, s= 2a, c= 4a, Closed
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Figure C.23
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=2.5 MPa.
Tests Not Scanned
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Figure C.24
Biaxial Test Results for 0b= 5.0 MPa.
p =30°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.25
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 5.0 MPa.
p = 30°, s= 8, C= 0, Open
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Figure C.26
Biaxial Test Results for CJ..=5.0 MPa.
p =30°, s= a, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.27
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=5.0 MPa.
p =30°, s= 28, c= 3a, Open
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Figure C.28
Biaxial Test Results for Ok=5.0 MPa.
J3 =45°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.29
Biaxial Test Results for 0'..= 5.0 MPa.
p =45°, s= 8, c= a, Open
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Figure C.30
Biaxial Test Results for 0h= 5.0 MPa.
J3 =45°, s= a, c= 2o, Open
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Figure C.31
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 5.0 MPa.
~ =45°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Opela
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Figure C.32
Biaxial Test Results for O'b=5.0 MPa.
p :.: 60°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.33
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh=5.0 MPa.
p =60°, S= 8, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.34
Biaxial Test Results for O'b=5.0 MPa.
~ =60°, s= 2a, c= 4a, Open
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Figure C.35
Biaxial Test Results for (Jb= 5.0 MPa.
J3 =30°, s= 0, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.36
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=S.O MPa.
~ =30°, S= 8, C= 8, Closed
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Figure C.37
Biaxial Test Results for G..= 5.0 MPa.
J3 = 30°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Closed
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Figure C.38
Biaxial Test Results fOI" O'b=5.0 MI)a.
p =45°, s= 0, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.39
Biaxial Test Results for ab= 5.0 MPa.
p =45°, S= 8, C= 8, Closed
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Figure C.40
Biaxial Test Results for O'b= 5.0 MPa.
p =45°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Closed
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Biaxial Test Results for (Jh= 5.0 MI)a.
p = 60°, s= 0, c= 2a, Closed
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Figure C.42
Biaxial Test Results for 0h=5.0 MPa.
J3 = 60°, s= 8, c= 2o, Closed
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Figure C.43
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh=5.0 MPa.
p = 60°, s= 2a, c= 4a, Closed
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Biaxial 'fest Results for (Jh=7.5 MPa.
p =30°, s= 0, c= 20, Opell
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Figure C.45
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=7.5 MPa.
p = 300 , s= 8, c= a, Open
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Figure C.46
Biaxial Test Results for (Jb= 7.5 MPa.
p =30°, s= a, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.47
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 7.5 MPa.
p =30°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
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Figure C.48
Biaxial Test Results for 0h=7.S MPa.
J3 =45°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.49
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 7.5 MPa.
p =45°, s= a, c= a, Open
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Flgllre C.50
Biaxial Test Results for O'h=7.5 MPa.
J3 =45°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Flgllre C.51
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh=7.5 MPa.
~ =45°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
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Figure C.52
Biaxial Test Results for O'b= 7.5 MPa.
p =60°, s= 0, c= 2o, Open
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Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 7.5 MPa.
p = 60°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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li'igure C.54
Biaxial Test ResuUs for (Jb= 7.5 MI)a.
p =60°, s= 2a, c= 4a, Open
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Figure C.SS
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh= 10.0 MPa.
p =30°, s= 0, c= 20, Opel)
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Biaxial Test Results for (Jh= 10.0 MPa.
~ =3C'J, s= 8, c= a, Open
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Figure C.S7
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 10.0 MPa.
J3 = 30°, s= 0, c= 2a, OileD
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Figure C.SS
Biaxial Test Results for O'b=10.0 MPa.
p = 30°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
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Biaxial Test Results for ah::: 10.0 MPa.
~ =45°, s= 0, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.60
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 10.0 MPa.
J3 =45°, s= 8, C= 8, Open
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Figllre C.61
Biaxial Test Results for (Jh= 10.0 MPa.
J3 =45°, S= Dr. c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.62
Biaxial Test Results for O'b= 10.0 MPa.
p =45°, s= 2a, c= 3a, Open
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Figure C.63
Biaxial Test Results for 0b= 10.0 MPa.
~ = 60°, s= 0, c= 2a, Opel)
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Figure C.64
Biaxial Test Results for O'b= 10.0 MPa.
J3 = 6(J°, s= a, c= 2a, Open
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Figure C.65
Biaxial Test Results for O'h= 10.0 MPa.
p = 60°, s= 2a, c~ 4a, Open
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ApPENDIXD:
DESIGN OF THE BIAXI;~IJMACHINE
D.l Introduction
This Appendix llrcscnts the detailed design of the biaxial machine. It has been divided
in two parts: the first is concernc<1 with the design of the brush platens, b()th horizontal
and vertical, and the second with the rest of the elcnlcnts of the horiz()ntal franlc and
hanging system.
D.2 Design of the brush platens
The Dlost important goal in designing the horizontal and the vertical platens is tc
Ininimize friction between the specimen and the platens.
Ideally, the optimum design would be one for which the applied load on euch platen
would coincide with the buckling limit of the brushes, becausc at the buckling linlit the
load is sustain(~d with a theoretically infinite transversal deformation, so n() shear stresses
can be developed. TIlis is not a realistic consideration since the final load 111ight change,
and the brushes might be damaged for loads close to the uuckling lilliit.
The buckling capacity of a column, for a given material, is a function of the <:r()ss
section and of the length of the column (sec Section D.2.1), A large cr()ss section with a
short length of the column may increase the buckling capacity, but certainly will produce
a very stiff response against transversal displacements. Thus, thi~re is a trndc·off hclwCCI1
the strength and the stiffness of the design that needs to be optinli7,cd. I-fence, there nrc
two rcquircm~nts to be fulfilled in the design of the platens: first, they have tll with8tund
the normal load applied without failure or large dcforlnations (Le. no buckling) to prevent
any damage to the brushcs; anel second, the difference between the normal stress applied
to the brushes an,t tile strcss translnitted inside the specimen has 10 be negligible such thut
the pressures applied to the platens can be considered to be the principal stfCSseS inside
the specimen. The second requirement can he rcfornlulatcd by saying that the rutio
between the shea: "tress to the nonnal stress transnlitted to the specimen has to be sn1al1.
This ratio is measured with the parameter a = arc tan (shear strcss/nonnal stress);
arbitrarily, a is lirnitcd to 2° for the worst conditions.
As explained in Chapler 3, based on the geometry of the specimens, the cross section
of the brush platens is defined as: 6x 1.5 inchl~s for Ole horizontal platens (sec figure D. I),
and 4xl.5 inches for the vertical ones (sec figure D.2); similarly, the cross section of the
supports is defined as 7x2,5 inches for the horizontal platens, and 5x2.5 for the vertical
ones. The maximum loads "that will be applied arc 100 KN for the horizontal platens, and
250 KN for the vertical platens.
The next sections prescnt the detailed calculations required for the design of the hrush
platens and the supports. Figures D.l and D.2 show the final design of the horizontal and
vertical brush platens, respectively.
D.2.1 Euler's column .formillation
The buckling callucity of each brush can be calculated using the Euler's fornlula,
which can be derived as follows:
Figure D.3 shows a cantilever beam before loading and after the application of n
nOlmal force N and a shear force V. Displacclncnts have been taken CIS pt)sitivc in relation
to the reference axes drawn in the figure, and bending moments ilS positive when they nrc
counterclockwise.
The equation of the deformed beam is:
(1)
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where E is the "roung'S1110dulus, I the morDent of inertia of the cross section, anel M is
the bending moment acting in that section.
L
For the case of figure D.3
M= -N(o - y) - V(L - x)
L
Figure D.3
x 8
x
N
v
.....
y
(2)
where 8 is the transverse displacement at the extrc·mc of the beam (i.e. at x= L).
substituting (2) into (1),
d2 y .
EI d x2 '= N (8 - y) + V (L • x) Of,
I
HI y" + Ny::: No + VL - Vx
with a solution,
y = C1 cos ~ N x + C2 sin (N x + 8 + V L _ V xEI V-EI N N
5'71
(3)
imposing the following boundary conditions,
y =~
d x •• 0
Y == 01
• - 0
Y = al
-L
i.e., no rotation at the base of the column
i.e., no displacements at the base of the column
i.e., 8 is the displacclncnt at the top of the colunln
(4a)
(4b)
(4c)
substituting (4 a), and (4 b) into (3) gives
v ~ V ~EI · {fi V Vy = -(5 + - L) cos - x + - - sin - x + ~ + - L - - x
N EI N.N EI N N
and using the condition (4 c), one obtains
tan "fFf L = (B + V L) N fFflEi N V ~Ei
which has the singular solution
(5)
{fi 1ttan -L=-EI 2 for a~ 00 or
(6)
which is the Euler forilluia
Now, using equation (5), the displacement at the extreme of tile beam can be related to
the shear force applied. The condition (4 c) is applied in (5), then,
v = 8N K
tan(KL) - 1<'1.,
where K2 = N
EI
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(7)
D.2.2 Horizontal brush platens
The initial assulnptions arc as follows (sec figure D.1 for reference):
1.- Cross section of 6xl.5 inches.
2.- Steel plates of dimensions: 0.125x 1.5 inches.
3.- Spacing between plates: 0.008 inches.
4... ~1aximum applied force: Nrr =100 KN.
5.- Material properties, for a A36 steel:
Modulus of elasticity: E= 20.601 x 1010 N/m2
Yield stress: C'ly = 248 MPa
6.- Maximum displacement, ~v = 1 min. In uniaxial cOJnpr~ssion tests, the maxilllunl
defonnation of the specimens in the vertical direction is between 0.6 and 0.8% of the 6"
long specimen, including also the initial seating deformation. It caPr~',·· assumed, then,
that the maximum displacement at one of the extremes of the spccinlcn will be: ()'(>O7 x 6
x 25.4= ,..1.0 lum (actual biaxial tests have shown that the vertical strains arc always
below the 0.7% limit; again, including initial scating deformation).
7.- Minimum safety factor against buckling, s.f. =1.70 ( this is a rather high safety
factor, but it has to be taken into account that the buckling length of tJIC brushl~S depends
on the system of attachment used; in the prescnt case the brushes arc bolted together and
then screwed to the support. The buckling length may range froln 4.5", as considered in
tile following calculfl.tions, to up to 5.25", which gives a s.r. of 1.25)
The maximum number of plates IlCr brush is obtained by distributing the height of the
cross section, 6 inches, between 'n' plates and (o-}) gaps. l~he gap has to be \vide enough
to allow free bending of one plate with respect t() the next one, hut also small ellough to
have a uniformly distributed stress on the specimen face (note that lhe load frolll the
brushes to the specimen is transmitted through the contact between each brush and the
specimen, and not through the gaps; a large gap will produce large stress concentrations
in the specimen in the contact area while a small gap will distribute the load 1l10rC
uniformly). Kupper and I-lilsdorf (1969) used a 0.008 inches gap in their cxpcrinlcnts
with good results. The same gap width is used here, and since the thickness of the plates
is 0.125 inches, 44 plates arc nceded.
The maximum load per brush, Nb, is, then,
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N _ 100 X 10
3
b - ::: 2272. 72 N
44
With tile plate dinlcnsions ofO.125xl.5", and E= 20.601 x 1010 N/m2,
EI = 20.93 N m 2,
from (7), 1C =10.42 m- 1 and
from (6) and with a s.f. =1, Lmax = 150.7 mm.
Taking L =114.3 mm. (4.5 ") (s.f. = 1.7),
Form equation (7), V = 18.0 N.
Defining <X = arc tan (VIN) which is a measure of the deviation of the horizontal load
with respect to the Donnal direction (it is also a measure of the ratio of the shear stress
with respect to the normal stress),
ex = 0.45 0
•
The same calculations pcrform"d for a total load of 100 KN can be repeated f()r (ltnt
loads of 50 and 25 KN (the maximum vertical displacement, By, is kept equal to 1 rnln);
the resulL~ obtuincd arc as follows:
• Fur NT = 100 KN, Nb = 2272.72 N, Ie = 10.42, V =18.0 N, and ex =0.45°.
• For NT = 50 KN, Nb = 1136.40 N, 1C = 7.37, V =30.1 N, and ex = 1.5°.
• For NT::. 25 KN, Nb = 568.20 N, K = 5.21, V = 36.1 N, and ex = 3.5°.
Notice that in the preceding cal(~ulations, all the vertical displaccmcntC) of the sprcinlcn
are concentrated on one of the brushes at the cxtrelnc platen. If one assumes that tJ1C top
brush moves down by the prescribed quantity 8, and that the bottonl brush is fixed, tIle
value <X would reflect the deviation of tIle top brush only. Assuming a linear variaticul of
a over the height of the entire brush platen, the average value of ex should be one half of
the results obtained above. Then. the maximum value of a. 3.50 at one cxlrclllc, would
correspond to an average value of 1.75°, which is below the rnaximu,n allowc<1 of 2°,
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D.2.3 Vertical brush platens
Similar to the hOlizontal brushes, the initial assumptions arc as follows (see figure D.2
for reference):
1.- Cross section of 5xl.5 inches.
2.- Steel plates of dimensions: O.125x 1.5 inches.
3.- Spacing between plates: O.()()8 inches.
4.- Maximum applied force: NT = 250 KN for 3 inch wide specimens
NT = 35() KN for 4 inch wide specimens
5.- Material properties, for a A36 steel:
Modulus of elasticity: E = 2().6{)1 x I() 10 N/fn2
Yield stress: CJy = 248 MPa
6.- Maximum displacement, ~h = 0.125 Inro. The maxhllULJ horizontal displucClllcnt is
related to the vertical displacement through the Poisson's rati(), v; thut is, [h= v £v for a
constant horizontal stress tcst (tilt and £y arc the horiz()l1tul and verticul strains); or Oh=
3/6 V Bv; with 8v= 1 mm (sec previous section), and taking v:: {).25, the value ()f Bh
obtained is 0.125 nlln.
7.- Minimum safety factc)r against buckling, s.r. =1.15 because the rnaxhnulll )()ad
considered (250 or 350 KN) is already an upper lirnit (in fact the 111uxirnunl load applied
in the actual biaxial tests is of the order of hulf the one used for this design).
The nlaximum number of plates per hrush is obtained in a way nnnlog()us to the
horizontal platens: 4 inches (plate width) = n x plate thil,kncss + (11- t) x gap thickness.
Then the number of plates required is equal to 31 for a gnp of ().{)()8 ".
The following calculations nrc pcrf()rmcd for a verticnl load of 25() KN (Le. u 3 inch
wide spccinlcn).
250 X I()l
Nb = = 11363.6 N
22
where '22' is the nUlnll(' r of loaded plates for a Spccilllcn 3 inchcs wide.
With the plate cross sccli()n of ().125x 1.5 inches,
EI = 20.93 N m 2
from (7), K =25.83 m- 1 and
from (6) for a s.C. =1, Lmax =67.41 mm.
Taking L =63.5 min. (2.5 ") (s.f. =1.IS),
Fonn equation (7), V = 2.9 N.
Defining a =arc tan (VIN), similarly as with tile horizontal broS)l platens, then:
ex =0.01 0
To observe how the parameter a is affected with the total load applied, the above
calculations, keeping the same transversal displacement Bh' can be repeated for a total
load of !OO KN. The results are:
• For NT :: 250 KN, Nb =11363.6 N, 1C =25.83, V = 2.9 N, and a =O.OJ o.
• For NT =100 KN, Nb = 4545.5 N, 1C =14.74, V = 8.0 N, and ex = 0.1°.
As it can be secn the values of ex are negligible; this is due to the small horizontal
displacements produced during the vertical loading. Again, a is determined assuming the
displacement occurs at one of the extremes of the brushes, while the plate at the other
extreme is assumed fixed. The average values of ex, if L1ken at the center of the specimen
aald for a linear variation of a through the brush, arc one half the values obtained before.
With the length, L = 2.5 inches, tlle critical load is obtained again froln equation (6),
resulting in:
for sample 3 .. wide:
for sample 4 n wide:
Nmax =250 KN. and Ncrit =280 KN.
Nmax =350 KN. and Ncrit =390 KN.
Thus, the brush platens with dimensions of O.125x 1.5 inches can be used up to a
maximum load of 250 KN for 3 inch s~~imcns, and up to 350 KN to 4 inch specimens.
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D.2.4 The platen support
The platen support has to transmit the loads fronl tile actuator/load cell to the brushes
(see figures 0.5, 0.1, and 0.2). The dimensions of these supports, as discussed in
Chapter 3, are 7x2.5 inches for the horizontal platens, and 5x2.5 inches for the vertical
ones (sec figures D.l and D.2 for reference).
Two conditions have to be fulfilled: first, the support should not fail at any point;
second, the maximum deflection at the extremes of the support has to be limited. As can
be seen in figures D.l and D.2 any movements of the support have to be followed by tllC
brushes; since it is desirable that the face of the platen in contact with the specimen
remains planar during loading, tIle deformations of the support have to be minimized (sec
sketch in figure D.4). A maximum allowable deflection, v, of 0.02 mm is arbitrarily
chosen.
With this small allowable movcnlcnt, it is expected that the most limiting condition is
that of thc·~eformation. In the following calculations the deformation rcquircnlcnt is
fulfilled first; afterwards, the section is checked against failure.
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D.2.4..1 Horizontal platens
The following calculations are made for a length, 2L, of the support equal to 6 inches
(see figure D.I, and figure 0.4), and for a maximum applied load P =100 KN.
The load P is assumed to become distributed over the thickness of the support
resulting in a uniform load 3t the tip of the brushes provided that the deflections of the
support are small enough. Due to symmetry, the support can be considered to be a
cantilever beam of the SaIne cross section as the at:lual support and of half the length of
the actual support, with a uniform load "q" applied to it such that (sec figure D.4),
qL =P/2
or q = 100 = 656.2KN 1m
2 x 3 x 0.0254
The maximum deflection of a cantilever beam (v) is produced at its cxlrcnlC and has a
value of
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EI v = 1/8 q L4
where E is the Young's modulus, I the moment of inertia of the beam, and L tJle total
length of the cantilever.
Substituting values, for a A36 steel, with
E =20.601 x 1010 N/m2, and
I = 1/12 x 0.0635 x t3 m4
where t is the thickness of the support in em (see figure D.4); then,
EI =1090.14 x t3 N m2
And,
v = ! x 656.2 X 0.07624 x 103 =
8 1090.14 X t3
for
12.5368 x J (mm)
t
t = 1/2 "
t = 3/4 "
t=l u
1=1 1/2"
t=2"
1= 2 1/2 ,&
v=1.24 mm.
v=O.37 rom.
v =0.15 mm.
v=O.05 mm.
v=O.02 rom.
v = 0.01 rom.
For a maximum deflection of 0.02 mm, a thickness of t = 2 " is sufficient.
Check for the strength of the material:
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t =
a = My
I
V
A
where a is the normal stress at a point in the cross-section at a distance 'y' from the
neutral fiber, M is the moment applied, and I is the moment of inertia. t is the shear
stress, V is the shear force applied, and A is the area of the cross-section.
The worst loading conditions are at the cross-section located at the middle of the
support where
M =1/2 q L2 =1/2 x 656.2 x 0.07622 ::. 1.91 KN. m
v=q L =656.2 x 0.0762 =50 KN.
then,
1.91 X 10-3 X 2.54 X 10-2
a = 6.94 x 10-7 =69.9 MPa
't = 50 X 10-
3
= 15 5 MP
32.26 X 10-4 • a
Using the Von Miscs failure criterion for metals,
where C1y :: 248 MPa, is the yield stress of a A36 steel.
substituting values,
ae ={69.92 + 3 X 15.52 = 74.9 MPa ~ 248 MPa
As expected, the limiting condition is the allowable dcfoflTlution of the support.
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D.2.4.2 Vertical platens
These platens do not need to be analyzed since they are subjected to a uniform
compressive stress at both sides; this is so because they rest either on the specimen or on
a flat surface of the Baldwin machine (actually, the limiting condition is of failure under
compression, which is impossible given the strengtll of the steel and the magnitude of the
vertical load considered).
Due to manufacturing/handling reasons, a minimuln thickness of 1.5 inches is
prescribed for both the top and bottoln platens.
D.3 Design of the horizontal frame
The following calculations, concerning clclncnts of the horizontal fraIne, arc presented
in this section: stability against plastic collapse of the support plates (plates marked as '2'
in figure 0.5); design of the threaded bars (Inarkcd as '1' in figure D.5), and tIle hanging
beam that supports the horizontal frame (sec figure 0.8).
D.3.1 Design of the support plates
These plates have dimensions of 11.5x 11.5x1 inches, and they arc part of the structure
of the horizontal frame; both the load cell and the actuator arc supported Witll one of these
plates (sec figure 0.5, where they arc marked as '2'). l~hc load distrihution in the
horizontal frame is as follows: the actuator transmiLc; the load to the spccilncn hut the load
must also be supported by tension in the threaded bars; the load is transferred t(l the
threaded bars by the support plates attached to the load cell and the actuator. 1~hcrc is
another plate in the horizontal frame (marked as '3 t in figure 0.5; th~ actuat()r docs not
transfer any load to it\ and it is only lIscd to help in the distribution of tllC· \vcight 011 the
actuator side; the stresses in it are negligihle since they arc only due to the weight of the
frame).
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The major concern for the design of the plates is the failure of the plates under the
actuator load (100 KN). The defonnations caused by this load arc of no concern since the
biaxial tests are to be carried out under constant confinclnent stress (note that when tile
actuator applies the horizontal lond, there are deformations in both support plates, but
once tile load is held constant, no further deformations occur).
The support plate is modeled as a plate of uniform thickness fixed at four points (where
the threaded ba.rs are connected to the plate) under a 100 KN load applied to its center,
perpendicular to the plate (see figure D.6). Unfortunately there is no closed form solution
for a plate under these conditions. Since the plates have to be calculated for failure only, a
plastic collapse calculation can be used. This type of calculation requires the total failure
of the structural element being analyzed, and it gives an upper bound of the failure load.
v'2L
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Figure D.6
The following mechanism is chosen for the calculation: thl~ load (point ,load) is applied
t(l the center of the plate, and the plate fails through the diagonals; note that the failure
mechanism has to be symmetric, and cOlnpatiblc with the possible dcfofrnations: Le. zero
vertical displaccnlcnl~ at the supports (where the threaded bars arc attached). ()hviollsly
an infinite nurn ber of other mechanism arc possible, so on the one hand the calculation
for this particuldr one would give a failure loud which has to be lower thun the actual one
(because of the upper bound nature of the calculution); on the other hand, the point l()ad
assumption is very conservative. since both the actuator and the load cell distribute the
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load over a large surface (of the order of one half of tile total area of the plate). Under
these circumstances, it is believed that the following calculations are conservative.
In figure D.6, a virtual displacement '0' is prescribed at the center of the plate. 'Inen,
the work done by the external forces is:
We1J«DAJ = P 8;
and the work done by the internal forces is :
WlnlnDal =M (2'1') 2 ({2 L)
neglecting the contribution of the plate outside the area enclosed by tile rotation axes. M
is the internal moment per unit length that plastifics the entire cross section of the plate,
and 2'V the rotation allgle of the plastic hinge.
Defining 9 as the rotation angle of the failure mechanism with respect to the .·otatioll
axis (sec figure 0.6), and from geometrical considerations,
L L8 =e- = 'V {2 -;
2 2
or
Then, equating the internal and ex.temal work
PM=-8
which for P= 200 KN (s.f. =2.0),
M= 0.025 MN mlm
TIle plastic strength of a rr£tangular section of unit length and thickness 't' is exhausted
for:
1 2M = - CJy t
4
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where Oy is the yield strength of the material and 't' the plate thickness; for a A36 steel,
Oy =248 MPa; takcn a safcty factor of 1.15 for thc matcrial strcngtht Oy· = 215 MPa;
then,
t ~ 2.16 em;
The thickness of the plate is presclibed to be 1 inell (2.54 em).
D.3.2 Design of the tllrcaded bars
These elements correspond to the threaded bars marked as '1' in figure D.5. The
support platens of the actuator and tile load cell arc connccted through four threaded bars.
These bars work in tension when the actuator is loading the specimen, due to the reaction
force of the actuator and load cell to their support platc~. Each bar, then, has to withstand
one forth of the total load.
If P is the total load, then
P =100 KN, or p. = 160 KN for a s.f. = 1.6;
then, the load N in each bar is N= 40 KN.
Although the total area of the bar is
where <f» is the external diameter of the bar, the threads reduce the effective area of the
bars; then,
Acre = 0.75 A;
Since <Jy Acee = N, where CJy =248 MPa (the yield strength of the Inntcrinl), the
minimum diameter is, then
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ct> ~ 1.77 cm = 0.7 inches.
ct> is taken as 1 inch.
D.3.3 Design of the load celVactuator bar
These bars connect the actuator or the load cell to the platens (sec figure 0.5). l'hcy arc
designed as threaded bars; on the load cell side one bar is screwed in one of its ends to the
load cell and the other end to the platen; on the actuator side another har is connected on
one end to the platen by a spherical scat, and on the other end it is screwed to lhe inner
thread of the actuator. The bar on the actuator side can move in an out of the actuator by
screwing it in or out; thi:~ facilitates the positioning of the specimen in between the two
horizontal platens.
Three different calculations are required to ensure the safety of this clement: first, the
maximum free length that the bar can have before buckling occurs; second, the minitnum
length that the bar has to be screwed into the actuator before shearing off of the threads
occurs, and third the minimum cross section of the bars to resist the working loads. This
structural element works in compression.
The diameter of the bars is set by the diameter of the inner thread of the actuator, that is
1.25 inches.
Figure D.7(a) shows a sketch of the bar on the actuator side, with sOlne length screwed
inside the actuator (Lin), and some free length outside the actuator (Lout).
For a threaded bar, the effective area is Acre = 0.75 A, where A is the total area
A ._ 1t «1»2
4
where ~ is the exterior diameter of tJ1C bar, Le. ct> =1.25 inches = 3.175 elll
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The maximum free length (Lout), is lirnitcd by the buckling capacity of the bar under
compression (i.e. Euler's formula):
where E is the Young's modulus, E= 2().601 x ll)10 N/ln2 , and 'I' is the mOlncnl of
inertia, that for a circular area is:
where 4>cff is tJ1C effective diameter, i.e.
AefT = ?: cj>~([
4
then,
Aecr = 0.75 A, or 7t cj>~a
4
= 0 75 7t cj>2
· 4
thus, tPcrf =2.75 em
then, for Ncrit = 200 KN (s.f. =2.0),
Lout S 26.7 em =10.5 inches
The minimum length that has to be always inside the actuator (Lin) is such that the
threads have to withstand the actuator load. The limiting condition is that the shear
strength of the threads should be greater than the applied load. Then,
shear strength = 2n $err Un tmax
where 'tmax. using the Von Mises failure critelion is
•a
'tmu • ~
and
<1- = <1 y = 248 MP~ = 215 MPa
Y s.f. = 1.15
so
'emax =124.5 MPa
Applied load =N x s.f.
For N= 100 KN, and s.f. =2.0, then
lOOx2 S 2n ~crfLin tmaxt or
Lin ~ 1.R59 em =0.73 inches
And for the design,
L 3. hID = 4 me es
Finally. the third requirement is that the cross section of the bar has to resist the
actuator load. This load has two components: the axial load, and a bending mOlncnl due
to the eccentricity of the load; tllis eccentricity appears when the specimen is not perfcctly
centered with the platen (sec figure D.7(b».
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The maximum stress in any cross section along the bar is given by
<1mu = .N. + M tf'ea
Aetr 2 I
where N and M are the axial load and bending moment, respectively; as before
1t ~2
Aerr =~
4
1t .-
T == - ~
- 4 efT
and 'efr =2.75 cm
for
N= 100 KNxs.f.
M =N x e where Ie' is the eccentricity of tht~ load N
taking <Jmax =<J+Y=480 MPa (the bars are cold finished round low carbon. with a
guaranteed yield strength; the full strength of the mnterial will be needed because of the
eccentricity condition).
Under these conditions, and for a s.C. =1.20
e S 0.474 cm =0.2 inches
This maxinlum allowable value of the eccentricity requires that the sllccimcn has to be
placed carefully centered between the two platens. In the actual tests, tile specimen is
easily centered within 1 rom eccentricity with \~le horizontal brush platens.
D.3.4 Design of the beam of the hanging system
This ooam is attached to the top of the steel bridge of the Baldwin macllinc and
supports the weight of the horizontal frame plus the pressure hoses from tilC oil pump to
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the actuator (see figure D.8). The hOlizontal frame is suspended from the beam through
cables attached to the extremes of the beam. The beam, then, resists the load by bending.
An existing steel I-beam is used for that purpose. The geometric characteristics arc as
follows (sP---C sketch):
..,U2
Area of the cross section, A =10.6 cm2
Moment of Inertia of the cross section, I = 171 cm4
Total height of the I-beam, h = 4 inches =10.16 em
Total length of the beam, L =2.20 m
W
Sketch of the beam of the hanging system
The estimated total weights of the horizontal frame arc:
Actuator side, Wactuator =300 Kg = 2943 N (including hoses full of oil)
Load cell side, Wload cell =200 Kg =1962 N
Taking as the worst condition the load on the actuator side,
N = Wactuator x s.f. =2943 x 1.6 =4710 N
which is the shear load acting along any cross section of the beanl.
The maximum bending moment will be produced at the center ()f the beanl, wllcrc it is
attached to the Baldwin machine; then,
M =N xU2 =4710 x 1.1 =5180 Nm
Due to bending, the maximum stress generated is:
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Mh
amu = - = 153.9 MPa
21
and due to shearing,
'tmu =
N
-- = 444 MPaA ·
Using the Von Miscs criterion for failure.
then,
ao = "153.92 + 3 X 4.442 = 154.1 MPa S a; = 215 MPa
The maximum displacement, v, at the extreme of a bar under an applied load N at tIle
extreme is:
Vmax =
N(~Y
3 EI = 0.614 em
which is admissible for a hanging system
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ApPENDIXE:
THE FROCK USERS MANUAL
E.I Purpose and organization of FROCK
The program FROCK, which stands after Chan (1986) for "fractured rock", is a
Hybridized Indirect Boundary Element Method, which is a sub-sct of the Displacement
Discontinuity Method (DDM). The program has been written as a numerical procedure to
model tile behavior of a brittle material with multiple fractures. Plane strain conditions
have been assumed, but plane stress can also be considered by modifying the material
elastic constants in the following way:
(1 + 2v)E(plane stress) = 2 E(1 +v)
V
v(plane stress) = --(I +v)
where E is the Young's tnodulus (to use without modification for plane strain), and \' is
the Poisson's ratio (to use without rnodification for pintle strain).
The medium is assunled to be honlogeneous, isotropic and lineal' clastic, althougll the
fractures can behave non-linearly due to their friction. The Inedillffi can be considered
eitller finite or infinite, and any arbitrary loading is allowed; the only restriction is tlInt tllC
fractures must have a small aperture. ~'ractures may propagate according t(l the criterion
described in Section 5.5.
The program was initially written by Chan in FORTRAN, but it has been re-written in
C. The program flow is as follows:
1) The program rcads first the material properties and the cxtemallonds.
2) The geometry of the problem is calculated and stored in memory.
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3) The linear equations t(l solve the problem are set-up and solved for the finulload.
4) Non-lincarities are checked for the solution, if none is found the solution already
obtained is the final one, if non-lincaritics arc found, the minimum load at \\'hich the
first non-linearity is prodnced is computed and the solution updatc<1 up to this load.
S) For a Ilon-lillcar solution, step four is repeated until the final load is reached.
6) The solution or solutions requested are calculated and written in tIle outllut files.
The next diagram shows the program flow.
read input file (geometry,
material properties, and loading)
calculate geometry
of the problem
set-up system of .... --.
linear equations
solve for the
final load
non-linearities ... update the solution up to the
found first non-linearity found
Simplified now dillgranl for FI{OCK
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All fhe variables in tile program arc assembled into groups (in C a group is defined as a
structuro). There are a total of sevcn structures: the "matclial_propcrtics" structure, where
the properties of the material arc described; "i_o_files", where tile nanlCS of tIle input and
output files arc kept; "clement_geometry", where the geometry of each clclncnt is
defined; "clement_status", where the variables that describe if non-lincaritics occur arc
grouped; the "problem_control" structure is where the most inlporlunl variables
concerning the external loading arc preserved; "stress_status" stores the stress state for
every element; finally, within the structure "run_plot" t the variables necessary for
graphical output during execution arc saved. There arc a total of 48 functions in the
program to perfocln all the actions required. The structures and the functions arc stored
and described in two files; this allows one a quick review of the description and purpose
of the structures and functions within tile program. This organization makes the code easy
t() be followed if future modifications are attclnptcd,
Section E,2 explains in detail the instructions thut can be used with the progranl.
Section B.3 describes the architecture of the program and lists and defines the most
important variables in the code, The main purpose of Section E.2 is to show the user how
to take advantage of the commands and how to input instructions, Section E.3 is a review
of the main structures, functions, and variables that the program uses; it is intended to
help understanding the program execution, and to facilitate future modifications and
updates. The conlpll~te source code of the program can be found in Appendix P.
This introduction and tIle following section follow closely the tJscr's Manual written hy
Chan (1991) in Appendix C of his thesis, but it has been modified wherever it has l,ccn
necessary due to the changes introduced.
E.2 The input file
The code reads the input fronl a file whose name is rC<lucstcd by FROCK and which
must end with u.inp" so that FROCK can recognize it (let's say the input filc nnnlC is
'fracturc,inp'). 1'hcrc might be up to five output filcs: 1) An output file witll tile results if
the problem has been successfully solved; this file ends with ",out" (for the input file
'fracture,inp', the output file will be 'fracture.out'). 2) A status file with a list of all the
nonRlincaritics found during the solution of the problcnl (the file will be 'fracture.stn'). 3)
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An optional restart file ('fracture.res') produced either upon user request ill the input file,
or if the maximum number of elcnlcnts, groups or steps is reached; this file conlai'1s all
the information gcnc:atcd by FI~OCK up to the stage at which it stopped, and can be usc<l
as a new input file to continue the solution. 4) An optional post-processing file
('fracture.post') that can be read and interpreted by FROCK post"llroccssing program
'frock··post.c'. 5) An optional file with output in a format readable by TECPI.,OT, a
graphical package from Amtcc Engineering, Inc. ('fracture.tee').
The following table is a list of all possible input and output files for tile FROCK
program:
File extension File contents
"inp" Input data
"out" Output results
"sta" List of non-linearitics encountered during execution
"res" Restart file. (Optional)
"post" Input file for post-processing. (Optional)
"tee" Input file to usc with TECI)LOT. (Optional)
Table of the input/output files COl' FROCK
After the source code has been successfully cornpilcd and linked (Le. the cOlllpilcr has
generated the tile 'a.out' without errors), execution of the progranl for the input file
'fracturc.inp' starts hy typing the following commands at the Unix pronlpt (the user's
comlnands arc in italics):
% a.out
Enter file input name (w/o 'inp'): fracture
Note that t.he name of the input file must be entered without the '.inp' ending; if the file
entered is 'fracture.inp' instead of 'fracture', FROCK looks for the file 'fraclurc.inp.inp'
which is not the file intended. The input file must be in the same directory as the
executable program. The output files will be written in the same directory.
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E.2.1 The "single cl'ack" input file
Figure E.I shows the "single crack" file, a typical input file for FROCK. The file is a
stream of conlmands, such as "title", "group", "slip", "prb", etc., followed by additional
alphanumerical and/or numerical infornlution. Details of the commands, and how the
program interprets them are given later on.
All input files have three parts:
1) Description of the problem. This includes geometry, material properties, description
of the slippage-stress relations for the flaws and cracks, loading, etc. In sunlmary,
all the information necessary to solve the problem. The following comlnands of the
ttsingle crack" input file belong to this part: "1+ *''', "title", "material", "group",
ttslill", "aslip", "inr't "prb", "echo" t "post", "plot", "cont". All the c()mmands of this
part Inust appear in the input file befofC the "stage" command.
2) Solution of the problem. This is requested by the "stage" comnlund. Inllncdiatcly
after the "stage" command is found, FROCK sets-up the linear system of equations,
and solves it up to the requested load. In summary, FROCK solves tJ1C problcnl.
Thus, all the necessary information must have been input before the "stngc"
cOffilnand. If this is not so, FROCK assigns a value zero tll the varial)lcs not defined
by the user.
3) Requested output. FROCK generates the output as prescribed in the input file. For
meaningful results, all output commands should appear after the "stage" cOlnrnnnd.
Commands from the "single crack" input file requesting output arc: "prf', "tee".
The data in the input file must have consistent units.
E.2.2 l'he FROCK commands
Any input to FROCK must be in the form of a command followed by data if any arc
required. The commands can be used to modify different parts of the problem, to stnrt or
continue the analysis, and to request output. No definite sequence of cOlnnlands is
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required, since FROCK reads the entire input file and pcrfonns the requests as required or
as needed; the only requirement is that all the information to solve the prob!~~m must be
available before the command 'stage' is found in the input stream, and that the requested
output should appear after the 'stage' cornmand. All commands must be input in lo\vcr
case; some of the longer commands have an optional abbreviated Conn, e.g. nlut+crial; atl
asterisk is used to show the minimum characters required. Thus, for cxanlplc, as soon as
FROCK reads a command whose first three characters arc "Inat", the command will be
interpreted as "material"; the entire command can also be used. Numeric data when input
must be separated by white space or canoiage returns; other fornls of data separation will
generate an error, or will produce erroneous results.
To read the data from the input file FROCK enters into a loop that terminates once the
end of the input file is reached. For every cOlnmand that the prograln rccogni7£s, some
new data are required, and additional instructions arc generated or functions called.
The displacement discontinuity clements arc stored within FROCK as a list of integer
numbers, which will be called from now on cglobal' element numbers; every new clcnlcnt
added to the list will have the next integer number; for example, if tllcrc arc already 50
elements, the next input, or generated, element will have a global clcnlcnt nurnbcr of 51,
and so on. Each element may have one or two collocation points, and each collocation
point two fundamental variables (opening and sliding); that is, for every collocation point
there are two degrees of freedom (DOF). Not all tile DOF are going to be active (ADOF);
if there is a restriction in any of the possible fundamental variables of a c'1llocntion point,
tile number of ADOF are reduced accordingly, but the DOF will he unchanged. TIle Inost
common example is that of a closed flaw with friction along its surfaces; in t:lis case the
shear stress is a function of the nornlal stress, thus the ADOF arc reduced by one for each
collocation point. subjected to the friction law. FROCK solves the problem by setting up a
system of linear t~quations in which one equation is needed for each active degree of
freedom.
A list of all available commands, in alphabetical order, follows:
(lO<)
/* */
This is the comment command. Any characters or numbers between the initial "'+" and
the next following u+r' will be ignored. The instruction tt,+ ... +,tt must not appear inside
any input required for another command.
Example:
'+ input file for BEM. Single open crack in an
infinite mediunl. Infinite load. No propagation.
Check stresses around the flaw
+'
act*;vate
This command activates any elements or fundanlcntal variables deactivated by FROCK
or by the "deactivate" commulld. Right after an clement is input using the "group"
command (see later) it is assumed to be active. Following the command is an integer
Ilunlber Yihich denotes the global element number to be activated. Two n~w integers must
be input to define the fundamental variables to be activated; for example if the first
integer is '10', it Incans that the 10th global element number is going to be aCfivated; if
following numbers are '1 l' this means that the first fundamental variable (sliding) for
each collocation point of element' 10' will be activated; '2 2' means that the second
fundamental variable (opening) will be activated, and '1 2' that all the fundamental
variables will be activated. The data sequence can be repeated for new clements as
needed. If a series of elements need to be activated in the satne way, then the data
sequence can be as follows after the "activate" command: a negative integer that should
correspond to the first global clement numbel' to be activated, a positive integer numllCr
that should correspond to the last global clement number to be activated; two integers of
the form '1 l' t '2 2' or '1 2' to activate only the first, only the second, or all the
fundamental variables of the series of clements.
Example:
activate
10
1 1
11
22
601
'!
activates the first fundamental variables of all the collocation points of clClllcnt 10, and
the second fundamental variables of element 11.
activate
-10 12
12
activates all the fundamental variables of elements 10, 11, and 12.
aslip
This command assigns slip-stress relations to different elements. The slip-stress
relations are defined with the command "slip". The following number after the command
mllst contain an integer which is the designation numbel' of the slip-stress relation. Two
new integers must follow which are the global clement numbers to which tllis slip-stress
relation applies. The nlaximum number of slip-relations is 12, and the integers defining
them must be between 0 and 11. A slip-relation equal to 7.ero (this is the default) tncans
that the element l·emains open during the 11Jn (this condition is useful to model open
flaws); slip relation numbers ranging from 1 to 11 indicate that the fracture is closed or it
may close, and if so, there is friction_ For those fractures created during the run (i.e. when
crack initiation and propagation is allowed), FROCK assigns them automatically the slip-
relation 11. The input can be repeated as needed.
Exanlple:
aslip
1
1 50
2
51 51
The slip-stress relation number 1 is applied to global clements 1 througll 50, and slill-
stress relation 2 to element 51.
ce
This command tells FROCK to check non-lincnritics for specific clements. If the first
integer following the command is positive, only tllis element will be checked. If a
negative number follows the command, this means that this clement in the first of a series
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to be checked; a new positive integer is needed for the last element of the series. The data
can be repeated as needed.
Example:
ce
4
-6 10
This commands requires FROCK to check for non-linearities for clements: 4, 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10.
ch*eckb
Non-linearity checks of opening and closing of fractures, non-linear slip-stress relations
and fracture propagations are to be carried out. The default is to have non-linearity
checks. The command does not have numerical data.
cjl
This command defines the collocation point '1' of elelnent 'j' in which non-linearity
check js done. Two integers are required: the first one represents the global element
number, and the second one the first or second collocation point of the clclnenL The data
can be repeated as needec.i.
Example:
cjl
10 1
102
12 1
Non-linearity checks for the two collocation points of element 10, and for the first
collocation point of element 12 will be done.
cOIn*nJe,,'
FROCK will read the next line following the command, and print it immediately in the
'status' (".sta") file, and in the 'output' (".out") file.
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Example:
comment
The load has been input
cont
This command is used to tum fracture propagation control on/off. An integer, say 'i'
must be input after the command. If i= 0, no propagation will be perfonned; if i= 1,
FROCK will monitor the fracture propagation and will stop any propagating til) which
intersects the extenlal boundary or another fracture. The default is to allow propagation.
Example
cont 1
FROCK will monitor fracture propagation.
deact*;vate
'Illt., command deactivates any fundamcntul variables that had beer! activated by
FROC~,: or by previous input from the input file. The sequence of data input is analogous
to the "activate" command.
echo
This command requires FROCK to print in the active screen the current level of the
extemalload applied, as well as the angle of initiation of any new crack. This command
is useful to follow the progress of the calculations. An integer must follows the
command. If the value is 0, no output to the screen will appear; if the value is 1,
otherwise. The default is to have output.
Example:
echo 0
The request selects no output to the scrccn while pcrfonning calculations.
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fin·;te
This command tells FROCK that the medium is finite. This is the default. III contrast,
the "infinite" command (see later) can speed up the solution if the medium is infinite. No
additional data are required.
Example:
finite
grav*ity
After receiving the command, FROCK needs to read three numbers: tile material
specific weight, the top surface elevation, and Ko the horizontal..vcrtical stress ratio. The
program then calculates the initial geostatic stresses in the medium, assuming that the top
surface is horizontal.
Example:
gravity
2.5200 0.5
This command tells FROCK to com(>ute the geostatic stresses, witll a material specific
weight of 2.5; the depth should be measured with respect to the surface elevation located
at 200, and the ratio of the horizontal to the vertical stress is 0.5. Of course the units nlust
be consistent through the entire input file.
gro*up
This command is used to input element infonnation. Up to 250 clements can be input,
arranged in a maximum of 50 groups. The elements are assumed to belong to a group,
and the element information is introduced group by group; eaell group may have any
number of elements, but a group must consist of line segments. Each clement is input
willl a local number with respect to the group, and FROCK stores and recognizes it witll 11
'global' element number. The following sequence of data is required following tile
command:
neg
xb yb
nl n2 xc ye
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prol( 1) to prol(n2-n1+1)
it(n 1) to it(n2)
The first line contains the group nUlnber, which should be at any time, even during
execution, less than 50 (if the number of groups exceeds 50 during the run, a restart file is
created and the program stops). The second line contains the 'x' and 'y' coordinates of
the starting point of the group. 'n 1t and '02' on the third line are the local element
numbers of the group. axe' and aye' are the 'x' and 'yt coordinates of tile end of the line
segment which contains 'nl' to 'n2' (see sketch).
(xb, yb)
.-...---x Parameters for group definition
The local element numbers, once input, arc forgotten by FROCK since the prograrn
assigns a 'global' element number to each element; commands that affect elclncnts
always must refer to them with their globui numbers. Global numbers arc assigned by
FROCK in a natural way as they arc input: the first element has a global number of 1, tJ1C
second of '2' and so on; that is, after 50 elclncnts being input, thc global number of the
next element will be 51.
Thus there arc a total of (n2-n 1+1) elements lying on the line segment (xb, yb) to (xc,
yc). The length of each of the elements 'nl' to 'n2' is specified by inputting (n2-nl+l)
real numbers which are prol(1) to prol(n2-n1+1). Each 'prol' corresponds to an elcnlcnt
on the line segment in order; e.g. prol(l) corresponds to clclncnt 'nl t. 1'herc arc three
ways of specifying the lengths for the (n2-n 1+1) clements. The first way is to input (n2-
n1+I) negative numbers which arc the corresponding lengths (with signs reversed) of the
(n2-nl+l) elclncnts. The second way is to input the proportional lengths, instead of actual
lengths, of the clements; in this case the (n2-01+1) numbers are all positive. FROCK
calculates the actual lengths of the elements by using the total length of the line segment
(xb, yb) to (xc, ye) and the proportional lengths of the elcnlcnts. TIle tllird way is to input
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both positive and negative values, with a total number of values still being (n2-01+1). In
this case the negative values are taken to be the actual lengths (with signs reversed) of tile
corresponding elements; the positive values serve as proportional lcngtlls and the
program determines the actual lengths by allotting the remaining lengtll of the line
segment (xb, yb) to (xc, ye) (after the lengths of the elements with negative 'prol' have
been allotted) to the elements with positive 'prol'. TIle actual values of 'prol' can be input
as a stream of numbers, but also as repeated numbers; e.g. '1 1 l' is equivalent to '3+1 t •
l1te values it(nl) to it(n2) assign the clenlcnt type of elements 'nl' to 'n2' respectively.
FROCK supports eight different types of elements:
CDDE:
LDDE:
RRE:
PDDE:
CDDSE:
LDDSE:
CSDE:
LSDE:
Constant Displacement Discontinuity Element.
Linear Displacement Discontinuity Elclncnt.
Root-r Displacement Discontinuity Element.
Parabolic Displacement Discontinuity Element.
Constant Displacement Discontinuity Surface Element.
Linear Displacement Discontinuity Surface Element.
Constant Stress Discontinuity Element.
Linear Stress Discontinuity Element.
The elements that have been used in this research with satisfactory results are:
LDDE: For the body of the cracks, and for crack to' crack intersections,
RRE: For the tip of the cracks
LSDE: For the exterior boundaries
LDOSE: For the intersection of a crack with a exterior boundary
The following table summarizes the type of elements, the nUlnber of collocation points,
the number of fundamental variables, the number of degrees of frccdoln (DOF), and tile
'it' code:
Flement Type #I Coli. Points II J.~und. Var. DOF It
CDDE 1 2 2 1
LDDE 2 4 4 2
RRE 1 2 2 3
CSDE 1 2 2 4
-
LSDE 2 4 4 5
CDOSE 1 2 2 6
LDDSE 2 4 4 7
PDDE 1 2 2 8
Element Types in FROCK
If it(nn) is positive, the local s-coordinate of element 'nn' is in the direction of the
segment (xb, yb) to (xe, ye); see the following figure. If it(nn) is negative, element 'nn' is
oriented in the opposite direction . For elements modeling the external boundaries, the
positive side of the element must be in the medium (see figure).
Sign convention for 'it'
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........................................................
Imedium]
Sign convention for 'it' for a boundary fracture
If '02' is less than 'neg', sOlne elements of the group have not been input and the data
sequence starting from line 3 nlust be repeated. After all the elcrnents in the group are
input another group (if any) can start by repeating the data sequence from the first line.
As the groups are read by FROCK, the program assigns to each group an integer which
is the global group number. A new group will have as its global group number the global
group number of the last input group plus one. For example, 1he first group input will
have automatically a global group number of '1 t , the second group of '2', and so on.
Example:
group
40
00
1 1010
10*1
10*2
11 20 1 1
10*·0.1
10*2
21 3001
10*1
10*2
31 4000
10*1
10*2
total number of elements is 40
coordinates of origin of the first line segment
end coordinates (1 t 0) of line segment from elemcllt 1 to 10
relative length equal to one for the 10 elemeuts
it= 2 for all 10 elements
end coordinates (1, 1) of line segment with elements 11 to 20
absolute length of elements 11 to 20 equal to 0.1
it= 2 for elements 11 to 20
end coordinates (0, 1) of line segment from element 21 to 30
relative length equal to 1 for clements 21 to 30
it= 2 for elements 21 to 30
end coordinates (0, 0) of line segment from elclncnt 31 to 40
relative length of elements 31 to 40 equal to 1
it= 2 for elements 31 to 40
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.,
Mter the command is read, a group representing a unit square with 10 LDDE's of equal
lengths on eaell side has been inpul
This command tells FROCK that the medium is infinite. The stresses applied at infinity,
(Jxx, CJyy, (Jxy, must follow the command.
Example:
infinite
120
'fil\,; i-ar field strt~SSl,,,, nft,~ .. the command are: CJxx= 1.0, C1yy= 2.0, and Gxy= 0.0
int*erest
This command is used to print the stresses and dispiacemcnts at specified [Joints along a
line s~gment whicll constitutes an interest group. The first line after the C0l11nlanO
cont.'lins an integer d~~oting the interest group to he input. The second lint:; contains six
numbers which are respectively: beta, xb, yb, xc, ye, and np. The calculated stresses 3Jld
displacements are expressed in the coordinate system which makes an angle of 'bela t
radians with the global coordinate system; (xb, yb), and (xc. ye) denote the starting and
ending points of the interest group, and 'np' is the total number of equally spaced interest
points on the line segment. The stress convention is that cOln)lrcssion is positive and
tension is negative; see next figure.
\
(xb, yb)
,,~ (xc, ye)
.......- ....x
Input for an interest group
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na sn ~+a lln
g~1 ~~~
• .,."..- <l sn
Tann
-1 .. S
Stress convention in local coordinatt~s
Example:
interest
1
3.14159 1 1 10 10 15
After this input, FROCK will calculate the stresses along the line (1, 1) t() (10, 10) in 15
eQually spaced points along the linc, and the stresses will be referred to a coordinate
system that makes 1800 with respect to the global axis systcln.
load
This cOlnmand is used to input linear clastic boundary conditions and to assign thellt to
some specified clements. The structure of the command is as follows:
load "load name tt
i
nl .tI 014
The characters in the command line (Le. "load nameU) arc interpreted as the nanle of the
load. The following number Inust be an integer Ii' Yt'hich is the global clcrncnt nUlllbcr to
which the boundary conditions are applied. A group of 14 renl numbers must follow
which define the magnitude and type of the constrains applied to the elcnll~nt. "fhcsc
constraints arc ilnposed as discussed in Section 5.3.1, specifically as shown in equAtions
(5.3); that is, the real numbers nl to n14 ar~ assigned to the matrix B(m.k) ('m' is the
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collocation point to which the boundary conditions arc applied, and k= 1.14; FROCK
automatically finds the collocation point 'm' given the input global clement nUlnbcr Iii).
Thus,
B(m,k)= (nl, n2, ... , n14) for k= 1, 14, and for the corresponding collocation
point defined by tht~ global clement number III
Since FROCK also suppl)rL~ clements with t.wo collocation poinl~, for the case in whi<:h
element 'i' has a second collocation point 'm+1', the boundary conditions at collocnti()n
point 'm+l' are similarly defined as;
B(m+l, k)= (n1, n2, .u, n14) for k=l, 14
To assign the same boundary conditions to clements with consecutive nurnbcr
designations Ii' to 'j', '-i' is input first; as bcf\.)rc, 14 real numlx~rs Inusl be read, and the
integer 'j' must follow. The data sequence can be repeated as needed to assign more
boundary conditions.
Stress free boundaries are assunlcd by FROCK as default, so there is no need to
explicitly define them. The fourteen real numbers con be input one by one (i.e. '1 1 11), or
a repetition factor can be used instead (i.e. '1 1 l' is equivalent to '3·1 ').
Explicit derivations of the components of the matrix B(m,k) for different boundary
conditions can be found in Section 5.3.1. The next example illustrates how to apply
normal and shear stresses to some clements. For case 1) of Section 5.3.1 (noflnal and
shear stress), the matrix B is:
Bm,t = Bm,9 =1
Bm,7 =t (magnitude of the shear stress applied)
Bm,14 =a (nlngnitudc of the normal strcss applied)
Bm,2 = B,n,3 = Bm,4 = Om,S = Bn1 ,6 = 0
Bin,S =B,n,IO =Bm.ll =Bln,I2 =B,n,13 =0
Example:
load "exterior and compressive"
-31 start load at clelnent 31.
17*0 14+0 100 B(m,l)=l; B(m,2)=B(m,3)=B(m,4)=D(m,5)=
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40
-51
I 5+0 50 0 15+0
60
B(m,6)=B(m,7)=B(m,8)=O; B(m,9):::1; D(m,lO)=
B(m, 11)=B(m,12)=B(m, 13)=0; B(m, 14)=0= l()().
finish previous loading at clement 40.
start load at clement 51.
B(m,l)= 1; B(m,2)=B(m,3)=B(m,4)=8(rn.5)=
B(m,6)=O; B(m,7)='c:.:50; B(ln,8)=O; B(m,9)= 1;
B(nl, 10)=B(m,ll)~B(m, 12)=B(m,13)=B(m, 14):::().
finish previous loading at clement 60.
Thus a normal load a=lCXl is assigned to clClncnts 31 to 4(), and a shear IOQ<1 t:-.:50 to
elements 51 to 6()'
mat·er;lll
It is used to inp~t the material properties: Young's modulus E, Poisson's ratll) V, critical
tensile strength t1crit, critil~al shear strength tcrilt core radi'ls fo (sec Section 5.5), and the
macroscopic tl~nsilc strength or the material at (at is only nceded if PDOE clements arc
used, although it must be always input; at can be obtained from Brazilian tests).
Example
material
59800.25 -185 300 0.023 30
Thus, E =5980, V =0.25, (Jail =-185, tcrit = 300, Co =0.023, at =30
mns
This command is used to input the maxinlum number of stl~PS allowed in a stage. The
default is 200 steps. If the number of steps in a given stage exceeds 'mns', the progranl
will save the problem in a file ended with".res" (restart tile) and \\,il1 stOll.
Example:
mns 50
"fhc maximum number of steps allowed per stage is 50.
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mslip
Tllis command is analogous to the Uaslipvt command except that tIle normal
fundamental variables of the clcrncnts involved will be dcactivatc<1. TIlis means tllnt the
elements will be nssuml~d to be closed in the next step of the analysis. Tllis corDlnand is
intended to save an analysis step if e)cnlcnts \vill be actually closed ill the next step.
"ISS
l"hlS comlnand is used to input the nlinilTll1m step size for a stage. It is Intended to
accelerate lIle analysis for a stage which may have a large nUlllber of steps. 'mss' is used
as the minimum portion of the totnl leading in the stnge to be applied in every step of the
stage, except fort the last step which may be small. Thus. for example, if after the first
attempted step in n stage it is found that u non-lincanty occurs after 42% of the loading i~
applied, the first step \v~ll nonnally end at this point; if, however, 'rnss'= 0.5 th(~n the first
step will be forced to end at the point when 50% of the loading is applied. The
inaccuracies from using this command Inay be small if 'ross' is not too large. Usually
'mss' should range from 0.01 to 0.05. The default is 'nlss'= O.
Example:
mss 0.01
The minimum step size is set to 1% of the total load.
noch*eckb
11lis conlmand is used to skip non-linearity checks. As a result all the stages arc
assumed to be linear and will have only one step. No data arc nceded.
Example:
nochcckb
plot
This conlmand tells FROCK to open a new window where the current discrctizcd
geometry is drawn. Any new cracks will be updated in the window in real tirnc execution.
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A integer must follow tile command. If the integer is lert). no plot will be generated; if it
is not zero, the window will pop-up and plots generated. The default is to plot.
Example:
plot 0
No window will be created.
post
With this comlnand, FROCK will create a new output file willl the sante name as tIle
input file, but ending witll ".post"; that is, for the input file 'fracture.!np', th~ program will
generai~ tIle file 'fracture.post'. l'his new file contains information of the geometry of the
problem and of tile stress level. This opt;on is useful for problclns invoiving cra~k
propagation, since for each new crack created, the geometry of the new crack and the
stress at which it initiates is stored into the "post" file. The file format can be rccognil£(l
by the pl'ogram ufrock-post.c". An integer must follow the command. If the integer is
equal to zero, no file will be created; if it is not equal to zero, tile file will be created. TllC
default is to not create the new output file.
Example:
post 1
Requires of FROCK to create the new file for post-processing.
prb*as;c
This command asks FROCK to print in the output file (It.out"), the basi~ information of
the problem which includes the problem title, material properties, infinite/finite medium.
and tile element configuration. No data are required.
Example:
pcb
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prf*undamental
This command asks FROCK to print in the \lutput file (" .out lt ) the fundanlcntal
variables, stress intensity factors of RRE's if any (i.e. at the tips of the cracks), and
stresses at PDOE tips, if any; compression is taken as positive and tension as negative.
No new data are required. For an eleml~nt with only one collocation point, VI is tile
sliding of the crack, and V2 tile opening. For an clement with two collocation points, VI
is the sliding of the first collocation point, V2 the opening of the first collocation [,oint,
and V3 and V4 the sliding and ol>cning of th~ second collocation point. Note that for
closed cracks, the opening variables should be zero. lnc sign cllnventi{tn for ~he
fundamental variables is as f\~!!~"'~·
n
--.---...-.-----8
VI12
Sign convention for the fundamental
variables in the local axes
Example:
prr
read*fi/e
This command asks FROCK to read in the restart file. The name of tile restart file is
input following the commalld. Further comnlands can be issued to continue tJ1C analysis
after the problem has been established. The file must be in the same directory in which
the program is executed.
Example:
read
fracture.res
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rest*art
This command requires of FROCK to save the problem infolmntion, status and contents
of the variables into a restart file. This new file will have the same naIllC as tlle input file
but it will end with ".res"; for example, for the input file 'fracture.inp', FROCK will
generate the file 'fracture.res'. Large files rnay be produced if tJ1C nUDlbcr of elclnents is
large. Arl integer must follow tile conlrnand; if the integer is zero, no rcstul1 file will llC
produced, and otherwise if the integer is not zero. The default js to not generate restart
files, but FROCK will autonlaticnlly create a restart file if the Inaxinluill number of
elements, groups or the maximum nUluber of steps is reached.
Example:
restart 1
This commands requires FROCK to ""rite the restart file.
se
This command requires FROCK to skip non-linearity checks for specific elements. Tile
input da~'l must follow the same fOlmat as for the "ee" command.
sjl
This command inputs the collocation point 'I' of £lobal element nUI11bcr 'j' in Wllich
non-linearity checks will be skipped. The data input must have the same structure as the
command "cjl".
This command is used to input non-linear slip-stress relations of the form: t= (J f(8) +c;
where t and (J are, respectivel" the shear Md nonnal stresses on the fracture surfaces. a
is the slip along the joint (note that 0 cOITcsponds to the first fundamental variable for a
given collocation point). f(8) is the function that defines the friction coefficient, and it is
assumed to be linearized in 8 (see next figure). 'c' is the cohesion. After this cOlnmand,
two integers (say, 'Dr', and 'nrp') and one real number (say, 'ck') must follow. FROCK
interprets these values as: 'nr' is the number designation of the slip-sllcar stress relation
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and must be equal or less than 11; 'nrp' is the total number of points defining the relation,
and it must be less than 10; 'ck' is the cohesive constant. A sequence of real numbers
must follow which should corr~spond to the definition of the f(8) function. Of course
there must be 2xt nrp t nUlnbers t since there are 'nrp' points and each point Ilccds to be
defined by the two coordinates (8, f(8».
Two slip-shear stress relations are restricted: nr= 0 is used to tell FROCK that the
fracture is open and must remain open during execution (if n~ 0 the fracture may close;
in that case friction is given by the slip relation 'nr'). nr= 11 is restri(~ted to define tlle slip-
relation for the new cracks produced during execution (note that the new cracks do not
need to have the same friction relations as the initial ones); for tllis relation, FROCK will
disregard any cohesion in()ut, since it is assumed that debonding ha..'t already occurred. If
no slip-relations are input, FROCK will assume that nr= 0, and will consider all cracks as
open. To assign slip-shear stress relations to elements, the command "aslip" may be used.
By default, FROCK assigns the slip relation nr: 11 to any new elclnent created during
execution (i.e. new cracks).
Example (see next figure):
slip
1
5 0.5
o0.2 3 0.5 6 0.5 8 0.35 12 0.35
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
Hpnmt4
Coefficient of friction as a function of slip
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TIle slip-shear stress relation is number '1', it is defined by 5 points, and cohesion is
0.5; the five points have coordinates: (0, 0.2), (3, 0.5), (6, 0.5), (8, 0.35), and (12, 0.35).
stage
When the "stage" command is fOUlld, FROCK assembles and solves the system of
linear equations, thus all commands used to define the problem such as gcolnctry,
properties of the material, applied load, etc. should have been already input. 111e name ()f
the stage is entered after tile command; it can be 80 characters long, but only the first six
will be stored in the progrmn. After receiving this instruction, FROCK calls the function
'steps' to carry out the analysis for the stage. No other data is needed.
Example:
stage load-I
After this command the problenl is solved for the geometry and loads input so far. The
name of the stage is 'lotld-l'.
tec*plot
This command requires of FROCK to create an output file that can be read by
TECPLOT, a graphical package from Amtec Engineering, Inc. for Unix machines. The
name of the file will be the same as the input file, but ending with ".tee"; that is, if the
input file is 'fracture.inp', the requested output file will be 'fracture.tee'. The file will be
written in the same directory where the program is executed. With this command FROCK
calculates the cylindrical stresses in a rectangular area with dimensions two times 'dx' by
two times 'dy'; the origin of the cylindrical coordinates is at the point (xx, yy), as defined
ill the next sketch. This command is useful to obtain the stresses around the tip of a crack
by equating (xx, yy) to the coordinates of the tip. Following the command an integer must
be input which FROCK uses as reference to the area; ten numbers must follow: 'a', 'xx',
'yy', 'beta', 'dx, 'nx', 'fx', 'dy', 'ny', 'fy'. 'a' is used to scale the Si7~ of tIle region in tile
output, and it is usually taken as half the flaw length; 'XX't 'yy' arc the coordinates of a
reference point (see sketch), and they nre usually taken as the coordinates of the lip of tile
flaw of interest; 'beta', in radians, is the angle of the local 'x' axis of the rectangular area
with tile global 'X' axis (for tile case of the tip of a crack, 'beta' will be tile flaw
inclination angle); cdx' and 'dy' are half the dimensions of the area in its local 'x' and 'y'
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axis; within the area of interest, the stresses are computed at the nodes of a grid parallcl to
the local axes, and defined by 'nx' and 'ny' which are the number of divisions along 'dx'
and 'dye, respectively; that is, the tol111 number of points in the area will be approximately
(2 'nx')x(2 'oyl). 'fx' and 'Cy' define tJ1C spacing of the points in the local 'x' and 'yt axes;
for example if 'fx'= 1, the points will be equally spaced, but jf 'ex'= 1.2, then the point
'n+l' along the 'x' axis will be at a distance from the point 'n' of 1.2 times the distance
from point 'n t to point 'n-l'. See figure. Mtcr this data sequence, if a new integer is
found, FROCK will interpret that a new rc,quest for a different area is input, and new dnta
must follow for the new area. The sequence can be rel>catcd as needed.
.....------x
Input for the teeplot command
Within this command there is the option of drawing lines when the ItTcxtOcom" option
of TECPLOT is used. If within the "tceplat" command, the word "line" is found, FROCK
will interpret that, within the last area input before the "line" comlnand, one or several
lines will be drawn. After the "line" comlnand an integer equal to the number of lines t(>
dra~ must follow. Afterwards, a series of four real numbers must be input for every line
to draw; the first two nUlnbers correspond to the (xO, yO) coordinates of the origin of the
line, and the third and fourth numbers to the (x 1, yl) coordinates of the end of the line.
Example:
tee!
0.635
00-1.0471976
area name '1'
a= 0.635 is the scale factor
reference coordinates (xx= 0, yy= 0); beta= -60°
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title
0.127 25 1.2
0.127 25 1.2
line 2
-0.635 1.01 00
001 1
dx= 0.127, ox= 25, ex= 1.2
dy= 0.127, oy::: 25, fy= 1.2
draw 2 lines in previous area
draw the first line from (-0.635, 1.01) to (0, 0)
draw the second line from (0, 0) to (1, 1)
This command tells FROCK to input the title of the problem. As tuany act 80 characters
can be used for this.
Example:
title
single crack; beta= 30
infinite medium
The title is stored in FROCK as "single crack; beta= 30 infinite mcdiuln".
total
This commwld asks FROCK to input a straight boundary and calculate the applied total
forces and compression to the boundary; the output is written in the".out" file. Following
the command an integer represents the name of the boundary. Four additional real
numbers are needed for the initial and the end coordinates of the line boundary. The data
series can be repeated as needed.
Example:
total
1
0011
2
1 122
Results at two boundaries are requested: first at boundary '1' which is defined by a
straight line from (0, 0) to (1,1); second at boundary '2' defined by the line froln (1, 1) to
(1, 2).
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E.2.3 Detailed explanation of the "single crack" input file
Figure E.l shows the input file to solve the problem of an isolated fracture of length
1.27 with an inclirlation angle of 600, in an infinite nledium subjected to a far field
uniaxial compression stress of magnitude 1.0. The fracture is closed, with friction
coefficient 0.3, and zero cohesion. l1te solution will include the fundamental variables for
every element, the Stress Intensity Factors, and the stresses around the tips of the fiacturc
to plot them with TECPI.OT.
lne "single crack" input file consists of the following commands (shown in italics):
1* SINGLE CLOSED CRACK IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM.
NO PROPAGATION */
This is a comment. FROCK skips all infonnation following the characters "/+" until the
characters II *1" are found.
title
single crack,' Ii= 60,' closed
The characters following the "title" command are read by FROCK and interpreted as
the title or the name of the problem to solve.
material
5980.0 0.25 -185.0 300.0 0.023 500
'The "material" com.mand is used to input the material properties. The nUlllcrical values
following the command line are interpreted by FROCK as follows:
E = Young's modulus=
v= Poisson's ratio=
Gait = critical tensile strength of the material=
terit = critical shear strength of the material=
ro = size of the plastic zone=
at = macroscopic tensile strength of the material=
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5980.0
0.25
-185.0
300.0
0.023
500.0
tra
group
15
-0.635 1.0998523
1 150.00.0
IS·1
3 13*2-3
The "group" command defi!lt}s the geolnetry of the DO elements. The sequence of
numbers after the command have the following meaning (see sketch):
group
1S
-0.635 1.0998523
1150.00.0
=command name.
=the group has 15 elements.
=(·0.635, 1.0998523) are the coordinates of the starting
point of tile first line segment.
=the line segment contains elements 1 through 15, and
ends at a point with coordinates (0.0, 0.0).
=alliS elements have the same length.
=first element is of type 3 (RRE), elemellts 2 through 14
are of type 2 (LDDE), and element 15 is of type 3.
y
15 elements(-0.635, 1.0998523)
--~-....--------.... x(0.0, 0.0)
slip
1
2 O.
0.0.3 100.0.3
The command "slip" defines the following slip-stress i'elation:
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, w
slip
1
20.
0.0.3 100.0.3
=commwld.
=the number of tile slip-stress relation is "1".
=i" is defined by 2 pOinL'i; cohesion is 1£ro.
=coordinates that define the relation (see skewll).
f(8)
~.
0.3 .....------------...
aslip
1
150
0.0 100.0 ~ l)
The command "aslip" assigns slip..stress relations to elClllcnts. In this case, the slip-
stress relation It 1It (defined before willl the command "slip") is assigned to elements 1
through SO.
In!
0.1.0 O.
The command "inr' defines 'he medium as infinite, wittl the applied stresses Ilt infinity
as: ax =0.; Oy =1.0; 'txy =O.
p,.b
echo 0
post 0
plot 0
contO
=prints the basic information of tile problem.
=requests no output to the screen.
:= no output file for post-processing.
= no plot will be drawn during execution.
=no crack propagation is allowed.
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tee 1
0.635
O. O. ·1.0471976
0.127251.2
0.127251.2
line 1
-0.635 1.0998523 0.00.0
The command "tee" requests FROCK to compute cylindrical stressc,.q within a region
defined by the subsequent numerical input. The sequence of numbers have tile following
meaning (see sketch):
y
tee 1
0.635
O. O. -1.0471976
2 x 25 divisions,
spacing factor 1.2
+
=conlmand and designation of area of interest as "1".
=scale factor, usually half the flaw length.
= reference coordinates (0.0, 0.0), and angle of rotation of
the area in radians; note that the angle is -6()0, so the local
"x" axis of the area will be parallel to the flaw.
625
0.127 25 1.2
0.127 25 1.2
=half the length of the area along the local "x" axis= 0.127;
number of divisions along half the "x" axis = 25, willI a
factor= 1.2.
=half tile Icngtll of the area along the local "y" axis= 0.127;
number of divisions along half the "y" axis =25, with a
factor= 1.2.
line 1 =draw one line.
..Q.635 1.0998523 0.0 0.0 =draw line from coordinates (-0.635, 1.()<)98523) to
(0.0,0.0).
1* end input */
This is another comment.
Figure E.2 shows the output generated after execution of the "single crack" input file.
The infonnation contained in the output file is:
• Title of the problem: "single crack; fi= 60, closed".
• Material properties: Young's Modulus, Poisson's ratio, Gerlh 'terih 10, at.
• Definition of the medium: "infinite", with the far field stresses: ax (Sx) =0.0,
ay (Sy) =1.0, axy (Sxy) = 0.0 .
• Information about the problem: TOlal number of groups, nunlbcr of c)clncnls,
nunlbcr of degrees of freedom, and of active degrees of freedom.
• Geometric infonnation of the groups input: group number, clements in the group.
• local clement number: position of the element within the group.
ala global element number: position of the clement within the problem.
• type of element: type of ODE.
• x, y: "x", "yn coordinates of tIle origin of the elcnlcnt.
• a: half the clement length.
ale al: inclination angle of the clement in radians.
• Solution of the problem in the form of fundamental variables (VI, V2, V3, V4). and
Stress Intensity Factors (KI, Kif). SIPs are only possible at the tips of the cracks; that
is, for RRE clements which are type 3. Also included arc the incrcnlcnts in the
fundamental variables (DVl, DV2, DV3, DV4), nnd in the SIPs (DKI, DKII) ohtaincd
in the last iteration; these incremental variables arc included to check tJlat
convergence of the solution is smooth (I.e. the increments should be sinall conlparc(1
to the solution).
+Vi (i = 1,4): Fundamental variables.
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• DVl (i =1,4): Incremental fundamental Variables.
• KI' KII : Stress Intensity factors.
• DKI, DKII : Incremental Stress Intensity Factors,
E.2.4 The "double crack" input file
Figure B.3 shows the input file that can be used for a 60..2a-4a geometry; that is, two
parallel fractures of length 1.27 with an inclination angle of 600, spacing '2a', and
continuity '4a' (a= half the flaw length, i.e. a= 0.635). The medium is infinite. with a far
field uniaxial compression stress of magnitude 1.0. The fractures are open. TIle solution
will include the fundamental variables for every clement and tIle Stress Intensity Factors,
but no crack initiation will be allowed.
All the commands in this file, except the "group" command, arc exactly tile swne as in
the "single crack" file, and they can be found in the preceding Section. The "group"
command is as follows:
group
15
-0.720072.51720
115 -0.08507 1.41735
15*1.
313*2 -3
15
0.08507 -1.41735
115 0.72007 -2.51720
15*1.
3 13*2-3
With the following meaning (sec sketch):
group
IS
.().720072.51720
=command.
=first group (fracture) has 15 clements.
=line segment from (-0.72007 t 2.51720)
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1 15 -0.08507 1.41735
IS+I.
3 13+2-3
15
0.08507 -1.41735
1 15 0.72007 -2.51720
15+1.
3 13*2-3
=to (-0.08507, 1.41735); elements 1 to 15 are on this line.
=15 elements have the snme length.
=element 1 is type 3; clements 2 to 14 are type 2, alld
element 15 is type 3.
=second group (fracture) has 15 elements.
=line segment from (0.08507t -1.41735)
= to (0.72007. -2.51720); a1115 elements arc on this line.
=15 clements have tl1(~ same length.
=element l(local number to the group, or element 16
global number) is type 3; elements 2 to 14 (local, or 17 to
29 global) are type 2; clement 15 (local, or 30 global) is
type 3.
15 elements (0,08507 t -1.41735)
y
...-+-------... X
(0.08507, .. 1.41735)
15 clements
(0.72007, -2.51720)
Figure E.4 shows the output file generated after execution of the ttdouble crack" input
file. The structure of the file is analogous to the "single crack t1 output file discussed in the
previous Section. The only difference is that in figure E.4 there is output for two groups
instead for only one group as in figure E.2.
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E.3 Description of the code
As already mentioned in Section E.I, the most hnportant variables used within fROCK
are grouped into seven structures: material_properties, whl}ce the properties of the
material are stor,~d; i_o_files, where pointers to the input and output files arc kept and
updated; element_geometry, where the geometry of each clement is dcfinc(l;
element_status, where the variables that define the current status of cc.ch clement arc
updated; the problem_control structure is where the most important variables affecting
the loading are preserved; stress_status stores the stress state for every clement; within
the structure run_plot, the variables necessary for graphical output during execution arc
saved.
The following is a list of the structures and their members with a short explanation for
each variable. The structure members arc preceded by the type of variable used in the
actual C code:
modulus of elasticity
poisson ratio
radius of plastic zone around crack tip
tensile stress at which tensile crack starts
shear stress at which shear crack starts
tensile strength of the material (macroscopic)
nlatcrial specific weight
struct mater;a1-propert;es
{
double e;
double pr;
double rd;
double smax;
double tmax;
double sigt;
double gam;
};
slrllct i_oJiles
(
FILE +finput;
~lLE *fout;
FILE +fstat;
FILE +frcs;
FILE +CPOSl;
FILE *ftcc;
int echo;
int plot;
int post;
int flalLrcs;
);
input file
output file
status output file
restart output file
output file for post-processing plot
output file for processing willI tccplot
load output to the screen. Default= yes
plot results while nlnning. Default= yes
write post-processing file. Default= yes
write restart file. Default= no
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half crack length
x-coordinate at start of the crack
y-coordinate at sturt of the crack
angle of crack with global X axis in radians
x-coordinate of collocation points of crack
y-coordinate of collocation points of crack
type of crack
global collocation point number
slip relation number
struct elelnentJeometry
(
double a;
double x;
double y;
double at;
double xc[2];
double yc[2];
int it;
int ncol[2];
int nsl;
);
colI. point variable status: active=O; inactive= 1
amount of slippage of collocation point
segment # of slip-relation in which colI. point is located
minimum stress non-linearity occurs at colI. point
type of non-linearity for coli. point
if fie=O (default) check for non-lincaritics; nc=1 no check
if ncjl=O (default) check non-lincaritics at defined collocation point
struct element_status
{
int stadof[4];
double dcl[2];
int nseg[2];
double pls[2];
int ipls[2];
int nc;
int ncjl[2];
};
stage number
minimum step size. Default= O.
maximum number of steps per stage. Default= 200
Imns=1t max. #steps reached; then write restart file
Imcc=1t max. #Clements reached; then write restart file
% of stress that remains to be applied
% of stress applied in a step
% of total stress applied so far
step number
=1 (Default) check non-lincarltics; =0 no chr,ck
=1 skip propagation; =0 (Default) check for crack propagation
intin= 1, infinite medium; =0 (Default) otherwise
=1 if gravity applied; =0 (Default) otherwise
surface elevation
horizontal-vertical stress ratio
X-stress applied at infinity
Y-stress applied at infinity
shear stress applied at infinity
infinity X-stress applied so far
infinity Y-stress applied so far
infinity shear stress applied so far
total # of groups
total # of elements
total # of degrees of freedom
total # of active degrees of freedom
total # of collocation points
struct problem_control
{
char ista[7];
double 8m;
int rons;
int Imns;
int lmec;
double plgd;
double pi;
double 5S;
int nstep;
int cb;
int nocont;
iot infin;
int igrav;
double ysurf;
double ep;
double sx;
double sy;
double sxy;
double sxo;
double syo;
double sxyo;
int ntg;
int ote;
int ndoC;
int nadof;
int ntcol;
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int *nge; nge[ig]= # of clements of group fig'
int ··ne; nc[ig][il=global element # of element Ii' (local) of group fig'
int nrp[NRMAX); nrp[nrJ= # of points defining the slip-rei 'nr'
double slx[NRMAX][NRPMAX); displacement definition of slip-relatiolt
double sly[NI{MAX][NRPMAX); friction definition of slip-l,~lation
double ck[NRMAX]; ck[nrl= <:ohesion of slip-rei 'nr'
int ·*icrit; icrit[ig][O]= defines which cracks to check for propagation
);
struct stress_status
{
double *sigi;
double *taui;
double +ssn;
double ·snn;
double *dssn;
double *dsnn;
double *U8;
double *un;
double *dus;
double *dun;
double *v;
double *dv;
};
initial nonnal stress at coil. point
initial shear stress at coIl. point
current shear stress at call. point
current normal stress at colI. point
incremental shear stress during step at call. point
incremental normal stress during step at colI. point
current parallel displaccrncnt at colI. point
current normal displacement at colI. point
incr. parallel displ. during step at colI. point
incr. nonnal displ. during step at coil. point
fundamental variable at collocation point
incremental fund. variable during step at coil. point
strllct run-p1ot
{
Display *display;
Window root,
main_win,
demo_window,
quit_window,
info_window;
XEvent the_event;
GC the_GC,
title_GC,
nurnbcr_GC;
XFontStruct *title_font_slruct,
*number_font_strllct,
+run_font_struct;
unsigned int demo_w,
denlo_h,
title_h,
info_win_w;
};
display to usc during plotting
root window
extcrnal window
plotting (demo) window
quit window
window where stresses arc displayed
event dcfinition
general GC
title GC
numbcrGC
title font
number font
run font
demo window width
demo window height
title height
info window width
Apart from the above structures and members, the following variables play al50 a very
important role within FROCK:
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NGMAX SO
NMAX 250
NRMAX 12
NRPMAX )0
Maximum number of groups
Maximum number of clements
Maximum number of slip-relations defined
Maximum number of pOints defining a slip-relatiofl
These variables are defined at the beginning in of the 'frock_head.h' file, so their
modification, if needed, is very simple.
Other important variables are:
nitf(el. type)=
prol(i)=
b('i', 14)=
td(k)=
pd(k)=
hd(k)=
vd(k)=
ipls(j,l)=
number of fundamental variables for tllis type of element.
relativeltotallength of an elclnent in the ongoing group
boundary conditions specified for global clement 'i'
coefC. of influence matrix on asn at active DOF 1c' from
collocation point '1' of element J'
coefC. of influence matrix on ann at active DOF 'k' froln
collocation point 'I' of element 'j'
coefC. of influence matrix on Us at active OOF 1c' from
collocation point '1' of clement 'j'
coerCe of influence matrix on Un at active DOF 'k' fronl
collocation point 'I' of element 'j'
slippage control of collocation point 'i l of global clement 'j'
=1 DOE is opening up. If PDDE, change to RRE
= 2 DOE is closing.
=3 'del' moves into another segment further away from the origin
=4 'del' was not zero, and moving a segment towards the origin
=5 'del' moves to the end of prescnt segment (not last)
=6 'del' moves to beginning of prescnt segnlcnt (not segment zero)
=~I 'del' moves away from the last segment (error)
=8 fracture propagation
There are a total of 48 functions in the program. They can be summarized as follows:
agrav:
checkb:
closewin:
collco:
consis:
displ:
draw:
Calculates the initial gravity stresses at all collocation points.
Checks whether the existing values of b(m,i) arc applicable for the
extrapolated step (Le. if linearity remains, and if not up to what load).
Closes connection to the server and closes window.
Calculates the coordinates of new collocation points.
Calculates consistent stress/displacements at collocation points.
Calculates the's' and 'n' displacements in the local coordinate system.
Draws stresses and current geometry in the pop-up window.
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groupin:
egeonJ:
estab:
extrap:
infs:
infu:
;ntrs':
openwin:
prin:
prinplot:
propag:
sheta:
solve:
solve-plu:
steps:
tecplot:
update:
Inputs new(s) group infonnation.
Calculates and initializes variables of geometry for new elclncnts.
Establishes the system of equations for all active DOF.
Calculates the chaJlges dUling a step assuming the matlix 'be is valid for
the entire step.
Calculates the stress influence coefficients td(k), and pd(k), for all the
active DOF, at the collocation points.
Calculates the displacement influence coefficients hd(k), and vd(k), for all
the active DOF, at tile collocation points.
Calculates stresses and displacements at interest points.
Opens a connection to the server, and creates a new window.
Calculates the maximum and minimum principal stresses for a given state
of stress.
Prints geometry and loads into the output file 'post'.
Calculates the crack propagation angle and load.
Calculates stresses in the local coordinates system
Establishes and solves the linear system of equations.
Solves a real system of linear equations by PLU factorization.
Breaks up a stage into linear steps. Establishes and solves the equations,
checks for non-linearities and iterates until the to~'\lload has been applied.
Calculates stresses in cylindrical coordinates in a given region, and writes
them in a file that TECPLOT can read and interpret.
Recalculates fundamental variables after solving the systenl of equations.
The following functions compute the influence factors for each type of element:
cddes Iddes rres csdes
lsdes cddses Iddses pdtJes
cdtleu Iddeu rreu csde14
lsdeu cdtlseu IlJtlsel4 pddell
The following functions are auxiliary algorithms used to calculate the influence factors
for each type of element:
;69
;15
;14
;16
;1011
i17
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;1213
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E.3.1 The graphic post-processor
In addition to FROCK, the 'frock-post.e' program offers post-processing capabilities.
This application has been written in C and in XII. This is an :nteractive program that
asks and displays infonnation at the user's request.
IT in the input file for FROCK the command "plot I" is found, FROCK creates an
output file where the initial geometry of the problem is stored; let's call lilis initial
geometry 'step 0'. When a new crack is generated during FROCK execution, the progranl
adds to the output file the geometry of this new crack as well as the load level at whicll
the new crack is generated; this is 'step 1'. The geometry of the second crack generated
and the load level is stored as well; this is 'step 2'. The geometry of any new crack as well
as the load level at which it is produced is added to the file in a similar fashion until
execution is completed. Let's suppose tIle output file holds information from 'step 0' to
'step N'; that is, N ne\v cracks have been generated during execution. The graphic post-
processor can read the output file generated from FROCK and display, at the user's
request, the initial geometry ('step 0'), or the geometry and the load level at a given step
up to 'step N'. The progranl accepts input to nlove from one step to tile next or to the
previous one (i.e. from 'step i' to 'step i+1' or to 'step i-I').
Mter execution of the progratu, the main window appears; see figure E.5(a). Witllin the
main window, two areas can be distinguished: the dra\ving area, and the area where the
menu windows are located. In the drawing area, the geometry of the cracks is displayed;
in the small window at the top right corner of the drawing area, the applied stresses
corresponding to the current geometry are displayed; these stresses relate to tile global
coordinate system shown at the bottom left corner of the drawing area. In the menu area,
there are six buttons that can be actJ.vated by pressing and releasing any of the mousse
buttons when the cursor is inside any of them. The buttons, and their functions are:
open: A dialog window appears with a request to input the name of the file to
open. Four new windows appear: 1) the shaded central window,
2) the open window, 3) the clear window, 4) the cancel window
(see figure B.5(b». Within the shaded window the name of tIle input
file must be typed. By clicking inside the 'open' button, the program
opens the file. The 'clear' window c.'ases the contents of the
shaded window. The 'cancel' window dismisses the initial open
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request and returns to the main window. By pressing the carriage
return after typing the Ilame of the file, the file also opens.
close Closes the current file.
«< Moves backward one step in the solution of the problem (i.e. from 'step i'
to 'step i-I'). Pressing the left arrow key has the same effect. A beep
sounds if the user tries to move below 'step 0'.
»> Moves forward one step in the solution of the problern (i.e. from 'step i'
to 'step i+1'). Pressing the right arrow key has tbe same effect. A beep
sounds if the user tries to move above 'step Nt.
clea,. Returns the current display to the first step (i.e. 'step 0').
quit Quits (tenninates) the application.
The Inost important variables of the program have been grouped into a single structure
called run_plot; this structure, with a brief description of each element is as follows:
struct run-p1ot
{
Display aIIdisplay;
Window root,
main_win_ext,
main_win_jot,
demo_window,
info_window,
open_window,
forward_window,
backward_window,
clo8e.-window,
clear_window,
. quit_window;
XEvent the_event;
GC the_GC,
title_GC,
Ilulnber_GC;
)~FontStruct +title_font_struct,
+number_font_struct,
allrun._font_struct;
unsigned int demo_w,
demo_h,
title_h,
display to use during plotting
root window
external main window
internal main window
plotting (demo) window
stress displayed window
open file window
fOlWard scanning
backward scanning
close window
clcn.r window
quit window
event definition
general GC
title GC
numberGC
title font
number font
run font
demo window width
demo window height
title height
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info_wio_w;
unsigned long bUix,
fLpix,
COIOf_pix;
iot screen_Dum;
};
Other variables are:
NELEM 250
NSTEP 1000
The most ilnportant functions are:
info window width
background pixel
foreground pixel
color pixel
Default screen number
maximum number of elemenL"
maximum number of steps
c/osewin:
draw:
openwin:
open_dialog_window:
Closes the main window and terminates the program.
Draws geometry and stresses in the drawing window.
Opens the main window and creates the sub-windows.
Creates and opens the dialog window where the input file
name must be typed. It also creates the sub-windows.
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.'* SINGLE CLOSED CRACK IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM.
NO PROPAGATION.•/
title
single crack; fi= 60; closed
material
5980.0 0.25 -185.0 300.0 0.023 500
group
15
-0.635 1.0998523
1150.00.0
15+) •
3 13·2 -3
slip
1
2 O.
0.0.3 100.0.3
aslip
1
1 15
inC
0.1.00.
prb
echo 0
post 0
plot 0
contO
stage 1
prf
tee I
0.635
O. O. -1.0471976
0.127 25 1.2
0.1272S 1.2
line 1 .
-0.635 1.0998523 0.0 0.0
'+ end input +'
Figure E.I
The "Single Crack" Input File
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.
-
singlea¢ fiz 60, dosed
Young's Modulus:
Poisson's Ratio:
Sigma-Max:
Tau-Max:
P!astic Zooe Size:
Temile StteDgth:
5.98OOe+03
2.SOOOe-Ol
-1.8S00e+02
3.0000e+02
2.3OOOe-02
S.<mJe+02
•• InfiDire Medium ••
Sx 5y Sxy
O.OOOe+OO IJXXle.+OO O.()()()e+OO
ToW # of Groups (Dig): 1
Total # of Elements (Dle): 15
Total # ofDegrees ofFreedom (0000: 56
ToW # ofActive Deg:ees ofFreedom (nadot): 56
Group#: 1
Total • of FJements (nge): 15
elt.. ell. type X Y a aI 00
Oocal) (global) ("""')\0
1 1 3 -6.35OOe-Q1 1.099ge+00 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
2 2 2 -59267e-ol 1.026Se+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
3 3 2 -5.5033e-ol 9.5321e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
4 4 2 -S.0800e-ol 8.i988e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
5 5 2 -4.6567e-01 8.0656e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
6 6 2 -4.2333e-ol 73323e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
7 7 2 -3.8100e-ol 6.5991e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
8 8 2 -33867e-ol 5.865ge-o1 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
9 9 2 -2.9633e-Ql 5.1326e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
10 10 2 -2.54OOe-01 4.3994e-Ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
11 11 2 -2.1167e-ol 3.6662e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
12 12 2 -1.6933e-Ql 2.932ge-Ql 4.2333e-Q2 -1.0472e+OO
13 13 2 -I2700e-o1 2.1997e-o1 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
14 14 2 -8.4667e-02 1.4665e-ol 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
15 15 3 O.()()()()e+OO -2.7756e-17 4.2333e-02 2.0944e+00
Figure E.2
The "Single Crack" Output File
... FDDdameDtal Variables at EDd. of Stage 1 ...
elL # type VI V2 V3 V4 DVI DV2 DV3 DV4
(global)
1 3 -7.SQ9?.bOS O.OOOOe+OO -6.6176e-21 O.OOOOe+OO
KI, KII, DKI, DKII z -o.OOOOe+OO S.lS78e-Ol -O.OOOOc+OO 454540-17
2 2 -7.66S8e-OS O.OOOOe+OO -l.u296e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -8.4443e-21 O.OOOOe+OO -2.312Se-20 O.OOOOe+OO
3 2 -1.0251e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.1957e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -S.6382e-21 O.()()()()e-tOO 4.5754e-21 O.OOOOe+OO
4 2 -1.1945e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.3143e-04 O.OOOOe+OO 2.8901e-20 O.OOOOe+OO -2.508Oe-20 O.OOOOe+OO
5 2 -1.3131e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1396Se-04 O.OOOOe+OO 4.6126e-20 O.()()()()e+()() -1.0866e-19 O.OOOOe+OO
6 2 -1.3962e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -l.4487e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.823Oe-20 O.OOOOe+OO -1.514&-20 O.OOOOe+OO
j 2 -1.4485e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.474Oe-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.7S11e-20 O.OOOOe+OO 1.0886e-20 O.OOOOe+OO
8 2 -1.474Oe-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.474Oe-04 O.OOOOe+OO -28670e-20 O.OOOOe+OO 4.6066e-20 O.OOOOe+OO
9 2 -1.474Oe-04 O.OOOOe+OO -l.448Se-04 O.OOOOe+OO 9.7312e-20 O.()()()()e+()() -3.4312e-20 O.OOOOe+OO
10 2 -l.4487e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.3962e-04 O.OOOOe+OO 1.2301e-20 O.OOOOe+OO 3.9294e-20 O.()()(}()e.K)(}
11 2 -1.396Se-04 O.OOOOe+OO -13137e-04 O.OOOOe+OO 6.6715e-21 O.OOOOe+OO 3.5465e-21 O.OOOOe+OO
12 2 -1.3143e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.1945e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -3.3678e-20 O.OOOOe+OO 7.5302:-21 O.OOOOe+OO
13 2 -l.l9S7e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -1.0251e-04 O.OOOOe+OO 20902e-20 O.{)()()()e+OO -3.8198e-20 O.OOOOe+OO
0\ 14 2 -1.0297e-04 O.OOOOe+OO -7.666Se-QS O.OOOOe+OO -3.5056e-20 O.OOOOe+OO -6.2530e-20 O.OOOOe+OO
w 15 3 -7.5095e-OS O.OOOOe+OO -6.7406e-20 O.OOOOe+OO\0
KI. KII, DKI, DKII = -Q.0000e+00 S.lS8Oe-Ol -o.OOOOe+OO 4.629ge-16
.... ~i 21.. Ccxnp1etcd ***
Figure E.2 (cont.)
The "Single Crack" Output File
'+1WO OPEN CRACKS IN AN INFINn~B MEDIUMw
NO PROPAGATION. +/
title
6Q-2a-4a, open
material
5980.00.25 -185.0 300.00.023 500
group
15
-0.72001 2.51720
1 15 -O.85()7 1.41735
15+1.
3 13+2 -3
15
0.08507 -1.41735
1 15 0.72007 -2.S1720
15+1.
3 13+2-3
inC
0.1.00.
prb
echo 0
post 0
plot 0
contO
stage 1
prr
/. end input +'
Figure E.3
The "Double Crack II Input File
640
60-2&-48. opeD
Young's Modulus:
Poisson's Ratio: .
Sigma-Max:
Tao-Max:
PJasbc ZoDc Size:
TeDSile SIIeDgIb:
S.9800e+03
2SQOOe..Ol
-1.8S00e+02
3.0000e+02
23(XX)o.(i2
S.OOOOe+02
~
•• Infinite Medium ..
Sx 5y Sxy
O.OOOe+OO 1.0(X)e+00 O.OOOe+OO
Total # of Groups (ntg): 2
Total # ofFJements (me): 30
Total # ofDegn:es c1~ (Ddof): 112
Total # ofActive Degrees ofFreedom (Dado!): 112
Group#: 1
Total # ofFJernems (nge): 15
cit. # elL # type x y a al
(local) (global)
1 1 3 -7.2007e-Ol 2.S172c+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
2 A 2 -6.m4e-{)1 2443ge+OO 4.2333e-02 -lJl472e+OO,L
3 3 2 -63S4Oe-Ol 23706e+00 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
4 4 2 -S.93Oie-Ol 22972e+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
S 5 2 -5.5074e-ol 2.223ge+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
6 6 2 -S.084Oe-Ol 21506e+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
7 7 2 -4.6607e-DI 20773e+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
8 8 2 -4.2374e-ol 2003ge+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
9 9 2 -3.814Oe-Ol 1.9306e+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e-HJO
10 10 2 -3.3907e-Ol 1.8573e+OO 4.2333e-02 -i.0472e+OO
11 11 2 -2.9674e-ol 1.784Oe+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
12 12 2 -2.544Oe-ol 1.7106e+00 4.2333e-02 -l.0472e+OO
13 13 2 -2.!207c-ol 1.6373e+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
14 14 2 -1.6974e-Ol l..564Oe+OO 4.2333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
15 15 3 -8.S070e-02 lA17~ ~.2333e-02 2.0944e+00
Figure E.4
The "Double Crack" Output File
Group#: 2
Tot3l # ofEJements (nge): 15
elL # elL # type
(local) (global)
x y a al
1 16 3 8.5070e-02 -1.4174e+OO 42333e-02 -i.0472e+OO
2 17 2 1.274Oe-Ol -1.4907e+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
3 18 2 1.6974e..()1 -l.564Oe+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
4 19 2 2.1207e..()1 -1.6373e+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
5 20 2 2.544Oe-Ol -1.7106e+00 42333e-02 -lJ}472e+OO
6 21 2 2.9674e-ol -1.784Oe+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
7 22 2 33907e-ol -1.8573e+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472-~
8 23 2 3.814Oe-ol -19306e+OO 42333e-02 -i.047'...e+OO
9 24 2 42374e-Ol -2.003ge+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
10 25 2 4.6607e-Gl -20n3e+00 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
11 26 2 S.084Oe-Ol -2.1506e+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
12 27 2 5.5074e-ol -2.223ge+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472--+00
13 28 2 S9307e-Ql -22972e+OO 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
14 29 2 6354Oe-Ol -23706e+00 42333e-02 -1.0472e+OO
IS 30 3 7.2007e-QI -2.S172e+OO 4.2333e-02 2.0944e+00
.*. Fnndarnental Variables at End ofStage 1 *.*
elt # type VI V2 V3 V4 DVI DV2 DV3 DV4
(global)
1 3 -9.1416e'()5 5.367ge-oS 4.2468e-20 -8.9497e-21
KI, KII. DKL DKII = -3.6870e-CI 62791e-Ql 6.1472e-17 -2.9170e-16
2 2 -9.332Oe-05 5.4797e-oS -1.2532e..()4 7.3604e-oS 4.0165e-20 1.8046e-20 8.6298e-20 -4.7062e-20
3 2 -1.2477e..()4 73284e-oS -1.4552e..()4 85511e-oS 8.7528e-20 -1.993Oe-20 5.5643e-20 -5.2036e-20
4 2 -1.4538e..()4 8.5428e-oS -1.5995e..()4 9.4034e-05 S.8S68e-20 -3.2621e-20 8.4187e-20 1_451ge-~O
5 2 -1.5988e..()4 93996e-oS -1.6995e..()4 9.9965e-oS S.9437e-20 -7.2962e-21 7..0491e-20 -33035e-20
6 2 -1.6991e..()4 9.9946e-QS -1.7628e-Q4 1.0375e..()4 1.2033e-19 -7.531Ie-20 6.764ge-22 -4.0838e-20
7 2 -1.7627e..()4 1.0374e-Q4 -1.7936e..()4 1.0562e..()4 -1.5741e-20 -6.1641e-20 4.8744e-20 -8.9697e-20
8 2 -1.7935e..()4 1.0562e..()4 -1.7934e..()4 1.0568e..()4 69882e-20 -6.6872e-20 -2.4355e-21 -1.2133e-19
9 2 -1.7934e..()4 1.0568e-Q4 -1.7623e-04 1.0391e-Q4 1.4353e-20 -1.4176e-19 4.1782e-20 -9.0S11e-20
Figure E.4 (cont.)
The "Double Crack" Output File
N
~
.. --'~_ .. - .. -.
. ~-. ~
.... _ ...J.. _• .-- _
... _._----------- - ~ -~-,;
10 2 -1.7624e-04 1.0392c-04 -1.6984e-04 1.0021e-04 3.1748e-20 -4.3471e-20 9.348Oe-20 -S.7104c>-20
11 2 -1.6988e-04 1.0023e-04 -1.597ge-04 9.434ge-OS -2.1637e-20 -S.141ge-20 26374e-19 -1.1487e-19
12 2 -1.598Se-04 9.43~ -1.4S27e-04 8.584Oe-05 2.S394e-19 -8.0847e-20 S.I863e-20 -4.5258e-20
13 2 -1.4S41e-04 8.5925e-05 -1.2465e-04 7.3714e-OS 6.5217e-20 -4.5694e-20 6.8523e-20 -5.7568e-20
14 2 -1.2S20e-04 7.4041e-OS -93194e-oS 5.5157e-05 1.0934e-19 -5.510Se-20 3.2032e-20 -2.1721e-20
IS 3 -9.1298e-05 5.40S1c-05 29194e-20 2.9758e-21
KI, KII, DKI, DKD :K -3.7l26e-Ol 6.2710e-0l -2.0440e-17 -20052e-16
16 3 -9.1306e-OS S.4064e-05 -3.173Se-21 -1.031ge-20
KI, KII, DKI, DKD = -3.713»01 6271»01 7.0878e-17 2.1798e-17
17 2 -93210e-05 S.5184e-OS -1.2S2Oe-04 7.4046e-05 -3.0313e-20 -1.2791e-20 6.707ge-21 1.OS7Se-20
18 2 -1.2465e-04 7.3723e-05 -1.4541e-04 8.593Oe-OS S.2787e-21 6.7655e-20 -4.8506e-20 3.0942e-20
19 2 -1.4527e-04 8.5846e-05 -1.5986e-04 9.4392e-05 -S240ge-20 -1.599le-21 1.835Oe-19 8.1236e-20
20 2 -1.597ge-04 9.4353e-05 -1.6988e-04 1.0024e-04 2.1302e-19 1.4070e-19 -1.1061e-20 -S.2877e-20
21 2 -1.6985e-04 1.0022e-04 -1.7624e-04 1.0392e-04 1.5262e-19 4.8561e-20 20581e-19 -7.5101e-20
22 2 -1.7623e-04 1.0391e-04 -1.7934e-04 1.0568e-04 20451e-19 -6.404ge-20 2.6422e-19 -6.77S7e-21
23 2 -1.7934e-04 1.0568e-04 -1.7935e-04 1.0562e-04 1.1862e-19 1.4214e-19 2.S727e-19 -28288e-19
~ 24 2 -1.7936e-04 1.0562e-04 -1.7627e-04 1.0374e-04 1.076ge-19 -2.158Oe-19 2.2356e-19 -20145e-20
w 25 2 -1.7628e-04 1.0375e-04 -1.6991e-04 9.9944e-OS 1.8375e-19 -2.S864e-20 2.4162e-19 8.8722e-20
26 2 -1.6995e-04 9.9963e-05 -1.5988e-04 9.3992e-05 9.4592e-20 4..1486e-20 3.8066e-19 -3.5154e-21
27 2 -1.5995e-04 9.403Oe-OS -1.4538e-04 8.5422e-05 4.8531e-19 -3.4121e-20 1.0021e-19 -7.0408e-20
28 2 -1.4SS2e-04 8..5506e-OS -12477e-04 7.3275e-05 1.844ge-19 -8.7844e-20 1..4i58e-19 -7.298!e-20
29 2 -1.2S32e-04 73S9ge-05 -93304e-OS S.4770e-05 2.S074e-20 -1.122ge-19 2.2011e-20 -7.1551e-21
30 3 -9.1408e-05 53666e-CS -26908e-20 -7.1741e-20
KI, KlI, DKI, DKII = -3.6861e-o1 6.2785e-ol 4.9276e-16 1.8482e-16
... Program Completed .**
Figure E.4 (cont.)
The "Double Crack" Output File
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ApPENDIXF:
THE FROCK SOURCE CODE
In this Appendix, the source code of 'frock' is presented. TIle program is written in C
and X11. The source code is divided in several files to facilitate compilation and linkage
vf the program. The files, and the functions they include are as follows:
frock_head.h:
frockJunc.h:
dde.c:
elinput.c:
Includes all structures with their elements.
Includes all function definitions.
Contains the following functions:
cddes Iddes rres
lsdes cddses Iddses
cddcu Iddcu rrcu
Isdeu cddseu Iddseu
infs inCu i 14
ilOl1 i1213 itS
it7 atn
Contains the following functions:
agrav groupin egcom
csdcs
pddes
csdcu
pddeu
169
i16
collco
interest.c:
frock-plot.c:
main.c:
solve.c:
steps.c:
Includes the following functions:
consis displ inlest prin
sheta tceplot
Plots the geometry of the problem in real time execution
Controls the input, output and the program flow.
Includes the functions:
solve estab extrap solvc-plu
Contains the functions:
steps chcckb propag update
These files can be compiled and linked by using a 'makcfile', also included. It can also
be found in this Appendix the source code for thl~ graphic post-processor of the program.
This code can be found in the file "frock_past.cu• Compilation and linkage of the file can
be done with a new 'makefilc', also included,
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makefile (for the 'frock' code)
mygcc= Imitlcygnus/${hosttypc }bin/gcc -ansi -0 -Wall-pedantic
cray-c= cc
c-objects= main.o dde"Q elinput.o frock-plot.o interesto solve.o steps.o
cray..objccts= cr_main.o cr_ddc.o cf_elinput.o cr_frock-ploto cr_intercst.o cr_solvc.o
Cf_stepS.o
c_library= -1m -IXII
cray_library= -1m -IXII
x-lib= -I1mitlx II/include
sun: ${c-objects}
${mygcc} ${xlib} -Umitlxll/${hosttype}lib ${c-objccts} ${c_library} -Iucb
-lsocket -lnsl -lgen
main.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h main.c
$(mygcc} .c ${x-lib} main.c
dde.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h dde.c
${mygce} ..c ${x-lib} ddc.e
elinput.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h elinput.c
${mygcc} -c ${x-lib} elinput.c
frock-plot.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h frock-plat.e
${mygcc} -e ${x-lib} frock-plot.e
interest.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h intercst.e
${mygcc} -c ${x-lib} intcrcst.c
solve.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h solve.c
$(mygcc) -c ${x-lib} solvc.c
steps.o: frock_head.h frock_func.h steps.c
${mygcc} -c ${x-lib} steps.c
cray: ${cray-objects}
$(cray-c} $ (cray-objects) $ {cray_library}
cf_main.o: frock_hcad.h frock_func.h main.c
$(cray-c) -c -0 cr_main.o main.c
cr dde.o: frock hcad.h frock func.h dde.c
- $ (ecay-c) -c -0 er_ddc.o ddc.c
cr_elinput.o: frock_llcad.h frock_func.h clinput.c
${cray-c} -c -0 cr_clinput.o clinput.c
cf_frock-plot.o: frock_head.h frock_fune.1t frock-plot.e
${cray-c} -c -0 cr_frock-plot.o frock-plot.e
cf_interest.o: frock_head.h frock_fune.h intercst.c
$(eray-c) -c -0 cr_intcrcst.o intcrest.c
cr_solve.o: frock_head.h frock_fune.h solvc.c
S{cray..e} -c -0 cr_solve.o solve.c
cr_stcps.o: frock_head.h frock_fune.h stcps.c
${cray-c} -c -0 cr_SlCps.o stcps.c
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# include <math.h>
# include <stdio.h>
1# include <stdlib.h>
# include <string.h>
# include <float.h>
# include <X lllX.h>
# include <XIIlXlib.h>
1# include <X lllXutil.h>
# define PI 3.1415927
# define NOMAX 50
II define NMAX 250
# define NRMAX 12
# defille NRPMAX 10
struc t material_properties
{
double e;
double pr;
double rd;
double smax;
double tmax;
double sigt;
double gam;
};
FILE Jllfinput;
FILE .fout;
FILE +Cstat;
FILE +fres;
FILE +fpost;
FILE ·ftee;
iot echo;
iot plot;
iot post;
int fla~rcs;
};
struct elcrnent--8eometry
(
double a;
double x;
double y;
double ali
double xc[2];
double yc[2];
int it;
int ncol[2];
iot nsl;
);
'* Maximum number of groups +'
'+ Maximum number of elements .,
'+ Maximum number of slip-relations defined +'
'+ Maximum number of pOInts defining a slip-relation +'
'* modulus of elasticity +'
/+ poisson ratio +'
'* radius of plastic zone around crack tip +/
,. tensile stress at which tensile crack starts +/
'* shear stress at which shear crack starts .,
/+ tensile strength of the material (macroscopic) +'
1+ material specific weight +'
'+ input file +'/+ output file +/
'+ status output file +/
'+ restart output file +'
'+ output file for plot post-processing .,
'+ output file for processing with teeplot +/
'+ load output to the screen. Default= yes +/
'+ plot results while running. Default= yes +/
,. write post-processing file. Default= yes +'
'+ write restart file. Default= no +'
'+ half crack length +/
/. x-coordinate at start of the crack +/
'+ y-coordinate at start of the crack +/
'+ angle of crack with global X axis in radians +'
'+ x-coordinate of collocation points of crack +'
'+ y-coordinate of collocation points of crack +'
/. type of crack +/
/+ global collocation point ntunbcr +'
'+ slip relation number +'
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struct element__status
{
int stadot14];
double del[2];
int nscg[2];
double pls(2];
int ipls[2];
int nc;
iot ncjl[2];
};
struct problem_control
{
/+ colI. point variable status: active=O; inactive=1 +/
/+ amount of slippage of collocation point +/
/+ segment # of slip-relation colI .. point slept +/
/+ mininlum stress non-linearity occurs at coil. point +/
/+ type of non-·linearity for colI. point +/
I· if =0 (default) check for non-linear.; =1 no check +/
/+ if=O (default) check non-lin. at defined coil. p. +/
char ista[7]; /+ stage nUlnbcr */
double sm; 1+ mimimum step size. Default= O. +1
int mns; /+ maxirnum number of steps per stage. Default::: 200 */
int Imns; /+ =1, nlUX. #stcps reached ->flag_rcs= 1; =0 if not +/
int lmcc; /+ =1, max. #clcmcnts reached ->fla!Lrcs=1; =0 if not +/
double plgd; /+ % of stress that remains to be applied */
double pi; /+ % of stress applied in a step +/
double 5S; /+ % of total stress applied so far +/
int nstep; /+ step number +/
int cb; /+ =1 (Default) check non-lincaritics; =0 no check +/
int nocont; /+ =1skip propagation; =0 (Default) ()thclWisc */
int infin; /+ infin= 1, infinite medium; =0 (Default) otherwise +/
iot igrav; '+ =1 if gravity applied; =0 (Default) otherwise +/
double ysurf; '+ surface elevation */
doublc~ cp; '+ horizontal-vertical stress ratio +/
double sx; '+ X-stress applied at infinity */
double sy; /+ Y-stress applied at infinity */
double sxy; /+ shear stress applied at infinity +/
double sxo; '+ infinity X-stress applied so far +/
double syo; /+ intinity Y..stress applied so far +/
double sxyo; /+ infinity shear stress applied so far */
int ntg; /+ total # of groups */
int ote; /+ total # of clements +/
int ndoC; /+ total # of degrees of frccdorn *'
int nadof; /+ total # of active degrees of frccdoln +/
int ntcol; /+ total # of collocation points +/
int *ogc; /+ ngc[ig]:= # of clclncnts of group 'ig' +/
int """nc; /+ nc[ig][i)=global clt,# of clt.'i'(local) of group'ig' +/
int nrp[NRMAX); /+ nrp[nr]= # of points defining the slip-rei 'nr +/
double slx[NRMAX][NRPMAX); /* displacement definition of slip-relation +/
double sly[NRMAX][NRPMAX); /+ friction definition of slip-relation */
double ck[NRMAX]; /* ck[nr]= cohesion of slip-rei 'nr' +/
int **icrit; /+ icrit[ig][()]= defines potential for propagation +/
};
struct stress_status
{
double +sigi;
double *taui;
double *ssn;
/+ initial nannal stress at colI. point +/
/+ initial shear stress at colI. point +/
1* current shear stress at colI. point +/
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double *snn;
double +dssn;
double +dsnn;
double ·us;
double ·un;
double +dus;
double +dun;
double ·v;
double +dv;
);
struct run_plot
{
'+ current normal stress at colI. point +'
/* incremental shear stress during step at colI. point +/
/+ incremental normal stress during step at coil. point +/
'+ current parallel displacement at coil. point +'
'+ current normal displacement at call. point +'
'+ incr. parallel displ. dUling step at coil. point +/
'+ incr. normal displ. during step at colI. point +'
,. fundamental variable aft collocation point +'
/+ incremental fund. variable during step at coIl. point +/
Display ·display; /+ display to usc during plotting +/
Window root, /+ root window *'
main_win, /* external window *'
demo_window, /+ plotting (demo) window +/
quit_window, /* quit window */
info_window; /* stress displayed window +/
XEvcnt the_event; 1* event definition +/
GC the_GC, '+ general GC */
titlc_GC, '* title GC +'
number_GC; /+ number GC ./
XFontStruct *titlc_font_struct, '* titlc font +/
*numbcr_.font_strucl, ,. number font ./
+run_font_struct; /+ run font */
unsigned int demo_w, /+ demo windo\\' width *'
demo_h, /* demo window height +/
title_h, /+ title height +'
info_win_w; '+ info window width +'
};
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frock_func.h
'+ definiton of the functions used in frock code +/
void agrav(struct i_o_files, struct material_properties, struct clemcnt--&cometry +. t
struct element_status ++, struct problem_control +, struct stress_status +);
void checkb(struct material_properties, struct elcment--&cometry • ate, struct
element_status ++, struct problem_control"', struct stress_status +);
void closewin(struct run_plot • *);
void collco(int, int, struct elemcnt--&eomctry .+);
void consis(int, int, struct material_properties, struct elemcnt~eometry ++ t struct
problem_control +, stcuct stress_status *);
void displ(double +, double ., double, double, double,
struct material_properties, struet clcmcnt--8comctry .*,
struct problcm._control *, struct stress_status *);
void draw(struct run_plot *, stcuet clcment--&comctry *., int, double, double, double);
void groupin(struct i_o_files, struct material_properties,
struct elemcnt--&comctry ++, struet problem_control *,
stnlct stress_st.1tus *, int +, int *, char +);
void egeom(int, double • t double +t double, double, double .,
struct clemcnt--8eometry '"+t steuct problem_control *);
void estab(struct material_properties, stcuct elcmcnt--8eomctry •• t
stnJct element_status +., struet problem_control +, struct stress_status +,
double **, double ++ t double +, double +, double +t double ate t double +);
void extrap(struct material_properties, struct clcment--8comctry .+,
stl'uct element_status +., stlllet problem_control *,
struct stress_status +, double +);
void infs(double +, double +, int, int, int, struet elcment--8comctry ++,
struct element_status *., struct material_properties);
void infu(double *, double *tint, int, int, struct clcmcnt~comctry ••,
struct clement_status ++, struct material_properties);
"/oid intrst(struct material_propertics, struct i_o_files, struct elcrncnt--8comctry ++ t
struct problem_control +, struet stress_status III, int, double, double,
double, double, double, int);
void openwin(struct i_o_filcs, struct run_plot *+);
void prin(double *, double ., double +, double. double, double);
void prinplot(struct i_o_files, stnlct clcmcnt--&comctry ++, int, double, double, double);
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void propag(int, struct material_properties, struct clement-8comctry • +,
struct problem_control *, struct stress_status *, double ., double +);
void sbeta(double *, double'" , double +, dO\lble, double, double, double,
struct material_properties, struct elcment-8eometry ++,
struct problem_control *, stcuct stress_status +);
void solve(struct i_o_files, stl1lct material_.properties, struct elcment-8comctry +ate ,
struct clement_status +*, struct problem_control +t struct stress_status ale,
double ••, double ••, double *, double +, double +, double +, double +);
void solve_plu(int, int, double J1c., double ., int);
void steps(struct i_o_files, struct material_properties, struct elemcnt-8eometry ++,
struet element_status +ate, struct problem_control +, struct stress_status +,
struct run_plot +. double ."');
void teeplot(stnlct material_properties, struct i_o_files, struct clcment-8cometry ale ate ,
struct problem_control +, struct stress_status ale, int, double, double,
double, double, double, int, double, double, int, double, int, double +ate);
void update(struct i_a_files files, struct material_properties,
stlllCt elemCnl-8COmetry **, struct element_status ++,
stnJct problem_control *, struct strcss_status *, double *ate);
/* element & related functions */
void cddes(double *, double ale, double +, double ale t double +, double +, double, double,
double, double, stcuct material_properties);
void Iddcs(double +, double +, double +, double *, double +, double ate, double +,
double *, double"', double +, double *, doublc .., double, double, double,
double, struct matcrial...propcrtics);
void rres(double *, double ale, double ., double +, double *, double +, doublc, double,
double, double, struct material_properties);
void csdes(double *, double +, double ale, double"', double +, double ., double, double,
double, double, struct material_properties);
void lsdes(double +, double ., double +, double • , double *, double ., double ate,
double +, double +, double ., double *, double +, double, double, double,
double, stnlCt matertal_properties);
void cddscs(doublc +, double +, double +, double ., double ., double +, double, douillc,
double, double, stfuct material_properties);
void Iddses(double ., double +, double *, <Iouble ., double ., double ., double ale,
double ale t double +, double +, double +, double +, double, double, double,
double, struet material_properties);
void pddcs(double • , double +, double *, double +, double ., double +, double, double,
double, double, struct material_properties);
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void cddeu(doublc ... , double • t double *t double ., double, double, double, double,
struct material_properties);
void Iddeu(double +, double +t double +, double +, double +, douhle +. double +,
double +, double, double, double, double, struct material_properties);
void n-eu(double ., double"', double"', double"'. double, double, double, double,
struct material_properties);
void csdeu(double ... , double ., double +, douillc ., double, double, double, double,
struct material_properties);
void lsdcu(doublc ... , double"', double ., double +. double +, double +, double .,
double +t double, d()ublc, double, double, SlnJcl nlatcrial_propcrtics);
void cddscu(double ... , double"', double •• double ., double, double, double,
double, struct material_properties);
void lddscu(double ... , double ., double ate, double"', double +, double +, double +,
double +, double, double, double, double. struct malcrial_prOlx~rtil~S);
void pddcu(doublc +, double +, double *, double *, double, double, double, double,
struct material_properties);
void i69(double +, double ., double *, double • t double, double, douhle);
void i 14(double +, double +, double ., double *, double, double, double);
void ilOll(double ., double. t double, double, double);
void i1213(doublc·, double· t double, double, double); void i15(douhlc +,
double, double);
void i16(doublc ., double, double, double);
void i17(doublc +, double, double, double); double atn(doublc, double);
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ddc.c
,. the following ructions arc included:
cddcs
lddcs
rrcs
csdes
lsdcs
cddscs
Iddscs
pddcs
tnrs
# include "frock_hcad.h"
1# include "frock_fune.h tl
cddcu
Iddcu
rrcu
csdeu
Isdcu
cddscu
Iddscu
pddcu
Infu
i14
i69
il011
i1213
ilS
iJ.6
i17
otn
1+ ••••••++••••••••••••••••••++.++••++••••••••+++++•••++++.++++•••++ +1
void cddcs(doublc ·sb, double ·sd, double +tb, double +td, double .pb,
double ·pd, double a, double ds, double dn, double alp,
struct matcrial_prOl'lCrtics nlutcrial)
(
1* cddes cales the transformed stress inC coors of an cddc. +/
double c, C1, c2, c3, c4, cal, ca2, CS, ds2, dn2, dn2s2, v2. v4, s2a,
s2a2, s2a2n2, sa2, sal, tt w2, w4;
c= material.c1(4+PI·(I-material.pr·material.pr»;
ds2= ds·ds;
dn2= dn+dn;
dn2s2= dn2 -ds2;
v2= ds2 +dn2;
v4= v2+v2;
s2a= ds -2.+a;
82a2= 820*82a;
s2a2n2= s2a2 -dn2;
w2= s2a2 +dn2;
w4= w2+w2;
c1= dn+(3.+ds2+dn2)/v4 -dn+(3.+s2a2+dn2)/w4;
c2= ds+dn2s2lv4 +s2a·s2a2n2lw4;
c3= dn*dn2s2lv4 +dn+s2a2n2lw4;
c4= -ds+(3.+dn2tds2)/v4 +s2a+(3.+dn2+s2a2)/w4;
cal= cos(alp);
sal= sin(alp);
ca2= cal+cul;
sa2= sal+sal;
cs= cal+sal;
t= 2. ·ca2 -I.;
.sb= c +( c1*ca2 +2.•c2+cs +c3+su2 );
.sd= c • ( c2+ca2 +2. ·c3+cs te4+sa2 );
.pb= c • ( c1*832 -2. ·c1*cs i-c3*ca2 );
·pd= c • ( c2*sa2 -2.·c3+cs +c4+ca2 );
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"'tb= c +( -c 1·cs +c2+t +c3·cs );
+td= c • ( -c2+cs +c3*t +c4·cs );
return;
)
/+ ••••••++++++••••+••••••••••••••••••••••••+++ +•••••••++ ·1
void Iddcs(doublc +sa, double ·sc, double ·sb, double ·sd, double +ta,
double JIItc, double +tb, double ·td, double ·pa, double .pc,
double ·pb, double ·pd, double at double ds, rlouble dn,
double alp, struct material_properties rnatcrial)
(
1+ lddcs cales the transfonncd stress inC cocffs of an Iddc. +1
double C, co2, cal, CS, d, dn2, dn2s, dn2s2a, ds2, h, hd, rj 1, rj2, rj3,
rj4, rj5, rj6, rj7, rj8, rj9, rj 10, rj 11, rj 12, 82a, s2a2, sa2,
sal, t1, t2, t3, t4, lS, t6, t7, 18. t9, tl0, til, t12, v2, v4,
w2, w4, ri6, ri7, riB, ri9;
c= matcriaI.cI(4*PI*( l-matcrial.pr*materiaI.pr»;
if(dn != 0.)
(
1+ do not equal zero. +1
i69(&ri6, &ri7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, dn);
ds2= ds+ds;
dn2= dn*dn;
v2= ds2 +dn2;
v4= v2*v2;
dn2s= dn2-ds2;
rjl= dn *(3.+ds2 +dn2) /v4;
rj2= ds tdn2s Iv4;
rj9= dn +dn2s Iv4;
rj 10= -ds *(3.*dn2 +ds2) Iv4;
rj5= rj2;
rj6= rj9;
s2a= ds -2. +a;
s2a2= 82a*s2a;
w2= 82a2 +dn2;
w4=w2+w2;
dn2s2a= dn2 -s2a2;
rj3= dn +(3. ·82a2 +dn2) /w4;
rj4= s2a +(ln2s2a Iw4;
rjll= dn+dn2s2a Iw4;
rj 12= -s2a +(3. +dn2 +82a2) Iw4;
rj7= rj4;
rj8= rj 11;
t I= (-1.5+ri6 +ri7)/a +rj 1;
t2= (-ri8 +2.*ri9)/a -2.+rj5;
t3= (O.5+ri6 -ri7)/a +rj9;
t4= (1.5*ri6 -ri7)/a -rj3;
t5= (li8 -2.*ri9)/a +2.+rj7;
t6= (-O.5+ri6 +ri7)/a -rj 11;
t7= (O.5+ri8 -ri9)/a +rj2;
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t8= (-ri6 +2.+ri7)1a -2.+rj6:
t9= (O.S*ri8 ..·ri9)/a +rj 10;
tlO= (-O.5+ri8 +ri9)1a -rj4;
t11= (ri6 ..2.+ri7)/a +2.+rj8;
tI2:: (-O.S+ri8 -ri9)/a -rj 12;
sal: sin(-alp);
cal= cos(-alp);
sa2= sal+sal;
ca2= cal+cal;
cs= cal+sal;
h= ca2-0.5;
.sa= c+(tl+ca2 +t2+cs +13·8a2);
.sb~ ,,.. ... (t4+ca2 +t5+cs +t6·sa2);
.sc= c+(f/';'ca2 +t8+cs +19+sa2);
"sd= c*(tlO*ca2 +tl1 .es +t12+sa2);
.pa= c*(tl*sa2 -t2+cs +t3+ca2);
tpb= c+(t4.sa2 -t5+cs +t6+ca2);
.pc= c+(t7+sa2 -tS*cs +19+ca2);
·pd= c+(tlO+sa2 -tll+cs +t12+ca2);
+ta= c+(tl*cs -t2+h -t3+cs);
+tb= c+(t4*cs -t5+h -t6+cs);
ttc= c+(t7+cs -tSalch -t9+cs);
+td= c+(tlO+cs -tll+h -t12+cs);
return;
)
else
(
'+ do equal 0. +'
s2a= ds -2"+a;
d= log(fabs(s2a1ds» la;
hd= d/2.;
tl= d +2Jds;
t2:.: -d -2Js2a;
13= -hd -I Jds;
t4= hd +1Js2a;
8al= sin(-alll);
cal= cos(..a p);
cs= cal+sal;
ca2= cal*cal;
8a2= sal+sal;
h= 0.5 -ca2;
.pa= -c+tl·cs;
·pb= -c+t2*cs;
.pc= c*t3;
+pd= c*t4;
+ta= c+tl+h;
+tb= c+t2+h;
+tc= 0.;
+td= 0.;
+sa= -(+pa);
.sb= -(+pb);
+sc= .pc;
·sd= +pd;
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return;
}
}
'+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+••••••••••+••+•••••••••+••••++.+.+ +/
void rrcs(double *sb, double *sd, double ·tb, double +td, double ·pb,
double *pd, double a, double ds, double do, double alp,
struct material_properties material)
(
'+ rres cales the transformed stress inC cooCs of an Ire. +'
double C, ca, ca2, dn2, rk 1, rk2, rk3, rk4, rIO, rs, S, 82a, 82a2, sa,
sa2, se, SW, tl, t2, t3, t4, 15, t6, te, W, w2, w4, Iii, ri2,
ri3, ri4;
c= matcrial.eI(4*PI*( I-material.pr+material.pr»;
if«dn != O. && ds == 0.) II (ds 1= O. && fabs(dn/ds) >= 5.Oc-4»
(
1* do is not zero.•,
1* when dnJds is too small, dn=O. is assumed. +'
i14(&ril, &ri2, &ri3, &ri4, at ds, dn);
82a= ds -2.*a;
82a2= s2a*82a;
dn2= do*dn;
w2= 8232 +dn2;
w4=w2+w2;
rkl= dn *(3.·s2a2 +dn2) Iw4;
rk2= s2a +(dn2-s2a2) 'w4;
rk3= dn +(dn2-s2a2) Iw4;
rk4= s2a *(3.+dn2 +82a2) Iw4;
s= IJsqrt(2.0+a);
tl= (1.5+ril -ri2) *s*dn -rkl;
t2= (ds*ri 1 -ri3 -2.+ds*ri2 +2.+ri4) .s +2.*rk2;
13= (-O,S*ril +ri2) *s*dn -rk3;
t4= (-O.5*ds*ri 1 +O.5*ri3 +ds*ri2 -ri4) ·s -rk2;
t5= (ri 1-2.+ri2)+s+dn +2, +rk3;
t6= (-O.5+ds*ri 1 +O.S*ri3 -ds*ri2 +ri4) ·s +rk4;
sa= sin(-alp);
ca= cos(-alp);
8a2= sa*sa;
ca2= ca*ca;
sc= sa*ca;
tc= (2.*ca2 -1.)/2.;
·sb= c*(tl+ca2 +t2*sc +t3+sa2);
·sd= c*(t4*ca2 +t5*sc +t6+sa2);
.pb= c*(tl *sa2 -t2*sc +t3*ca2);
·pd= c+(t4*sa2 -tS*sc +t6*ca2);
+tb= c*(tl*sc -t2*te -t3+sc);
+td= c*(t4*sc -t5*te -t6*sc);
return;
}
else
(
'+ dn .cq. O. or dnJds is small. +'
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w= 2.+a;
sw= sqt1(W);
if(ds >0.)
(
rs= sqrt(ds);
rk5= O.5/rs+log(fabs( (sw-rs)/(sw-tors) »;
}
else
{
,. ds < O. (ds == O. is excluded) +'
rs= sqrt(-ds);
rk5= 1./rs ·atan(sw/rs);
}
sa= sin(-alp);
ea= cos(-alp);
·pd= c*(rk5Isw -l./(w-ds) );
.pb= 2. +sa ·ca ·(*p(l);
+tb= (+pd)*(2.*ca+ca -I.);
·td= 0.;
*sb= -(*pb);
·sd= ·pd;
return;
}
}
/* •••+....*•••••++•••++**ate ++.+.**.+..... air+.+ate ...+++++.+++++ale ale +++++'"+++••+ +/
void csdes(double *sb. double +sd, double *lb, double *td, double +pb,
double *pd, double a, double ds, double dn, double alp,
struct material_properties rnaterial)
{
/* csdes cales the transformed stress inC cocffs of an csdc. +/
double ca2, dn2, e, fl, f3, f4, CS, gI, g2, g3, g4, pr, prl, pr2, pr3,
r2, 82a, 8a2, w2;
e= matcrial.e;
pr= material.pr;
ca2= cos(2.+alp);
8a2= sin(2.•alp);
prl= 2.*(1.-pr);
pr2= 1. -2.*pr;
pr3= .5/PIIpr1;
dn2= dn*dn;
82a= ds -2.+a;
w2= s2a*s2a +dn2;
r2= ds*ds +dn2;
f2= .5*pr3+1og(w2lr2);
if (dn == 0.)
(
f3= 0.;
if(fabs(ds-a) < a)
11= pr3+PI;
}
else
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f3= pr3+( atan(s2a1dn) -atan(dsldn) );
f4= pr3+dn.(1./w2 ulJr2);
f5= pr3+(s2a1w2 -dslr2);
gl= f2+ca2 +f3+sa2;
g2= t~·ca2 -(5+sa2;
g3= ·f2*sa2 +f3+ca2;
g4= -f4*sa2 -fS+ca2;
.sb= cal&( -f2 -prl+gl -dn+g2 );
·sd= e+( -f3 +pr2+g3 -dn+g4 );
·tb= e*( -prl+g3 -dn+g4 );
+td= e+( -pr2+g1 +dn+g2 );
+pb= e+( -f2 +prl+gl +dn·g2 );
·pd= e+( -f3 -pr2+g3 +dn+g4 );
return;
}
1+ •••+++•••••••++.+•••••++••••+••••••••••++.+••••++++.++++••••••••+. +/
void Isdes(double ·sa, double ·sc, double ·sb, double +sd, double JIIta,
double +te, double +tb, double +td, double ·pa, double .pc,
double +pb, double .pd t double at double ds, double dnr,
double alp, struct material_properties material)
{
/+ lsdes cales the trans stress inC coer of an lsde. +/
double cl, c2, c3, c22, ca2, cal, CSt do, e, pr, pr2, nnl, rm2, nn3, rm4,
nnS, rm6, nn7, rm8, rm9, nnlO, nnl1, nn12, sa2, sal, tl, t2, t3, t4,
tS, t6, ri6, ri7, ri8, ri9;
e= material.e;
~r= material.pr;
If (dnr 1= 0.)
dn= dnr;
else
dn= a11.e3;
i69(&ri6, &ri7 t &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, do);
c1= O.25/PIIa;
c2= O.25/PIJ(1.-pr);
c3= e2la;
pr2= 1. -2.•pr;
tl~ -2.+a +dn*ri6 +ds+ri8;
t2= -2.+a +3.+do*ri6 +ds+ri8 -2.+dn*ri7 -2.+ds*ri9;
13= -dn*ri8 +ds+ri6~
t4= t3 +dn*ri9 -ds t ri7;
t5= 13 +2.*dn*ri9 ..2.+ds+ri7;
t6= -do*ri6 +dn~ri7 +ds+ri9;
rm 1=ri8/2./P1 .c I+t I +c2+(ri8-2.+ri9) -c3/2.*t2;
rm2= ..pr2+2. ·c2+ri6 ·l-pr2+c3+t3 -4.*c2*(ri6_ri7)+2.+c3+t4;
rm3= pr+2.*c2*ri8 -pr*e3·tl ..c2+(ri8-2.+ri9) i-e3/2. ·t2;
nn4= cl.tl +c3/2.+t2;
rm5= -pr2+c3+t3 -2.+c3+t4;
rm6= pr+c3*tl -c3/2.+t2;
rm7= pr*2. ·c2*ri6 -pr*c3+t3 +c2*(ri6-2.+ri7) -c3/2.+t5;
rm8= -pr2*c2*2. +ri8 +pr2*c3*tl -4.·c2+ri9 +2.·c3+t6;
rm9= ri6/2./PI -cl.t3 -c2·(ri6-2.+ri'l) +c3/2.+t5;
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onlO= pc+c3+t3 +c3/2.+tS;
nnll= -pr2+c3+tl -2.*c3*t6;
nn12= cl+t3 -c3/2.+tS;
sal= sin(-alp);
cal= cos(-alp);
sa2= sal*sal;
ca2= cal ltacal;
cs= cal*sal;
c22= ca2 ..0.5;
·8a::; e +( nnl+ca2 +nn2+cs +rm3*sa2 );
·8b= e +( nn4+ca2 +rmS+cs +rm6+sa2 );
·sc= e +( nn7·ca2 +nnS+cs +rm9+sa2 );
*sd= e +( nnlO*ca2 +rml1·cs +nn12*sa2 );
·pa= e +( rml·sa2 -nn2*cs +rm3*ca2 );
·pb= e +( rm4*sa2 -rmS*cs +rm6.ca2 );
.pc= e +( nn7.sa2 -nnS·cs +nn9·ca2 );
·pd= e .( nn IO·sa2 -rm II *cs i·rm 12*ca2 );
+ta= e +( rml .cs -rm2*c22 -nn3*cs );
+tb= e +( rm4*cs -rm5+c22 -rm6*cs );
If'tc= e +( rm7*cs -rm8*c22 -rm9*cs );
+td= e *( em lO*cs -rm II *c22 ..em 12·cs );
return;
}
{
,. cddses cales the transformed stress inC coofs of an cddse. +1
I· •••*•••••••••••••++**+**+•••+++••••••••++•••••••••+++••••+++++++++ +/
void cddses(double *sb, double *sd, (touble *tb, double +td, double +pb,
double *pd, double a, double ds, double dn, doubh.~ alp,
struct material_properties material)
double C, cl, c2, c3, c4, cal, ca2, CSt dn2, dn2s2, ds2, sal, sa2, t,
v2, v4;
c= materiaI.eI(4*PI*( I-material.pl'*matcrial.pr»;
ds2= ds*ds;
dn2= dnJlcdn;
dn2s2= dn2 -ds2;
v2= us2 +dn2;
v4= v2+v2;
cl= dn+(3.*ds2+dn2)/v4;
c2= ds*dn2s2/v4;
c3= dn lcdn2s2/v4;
c4= -ds+(3.*dn2+ds2)/v4;
cal= cos(alp);
sal= sin(alp);
ca2= cal*cal;
8a2= sal*sal;
cs= cal+sal;
t= 2.•ca2 -1.;
.sb= c ate (cl +ca2 +2. +c2+cs +c3+sa2 );
·sd= c • ( c2*ca2 +2. +c3*cs +c4*sa2 );
+pb= c +( cl*sa2 -2.+c2+cs +c3*ca2 );
.pd= c • (c2+sa2 -2.+c3+cs +c4+ca2 );
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JOItb= c • ( -cl *es +c2+t +c3+cs );
*td= c • ( -e2*cs +c3*t +c4+cs );
return;
)
'+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +/
void Iddscs(double +sa, double ·sc, double ·sb, double ·sd, double +ta,
double +te, double +tb, double +td, double ·pa, double +pc,
double .pb, double *pd, double a, double ds, double do,
double alp, stcuct material_properties material)
{
/+ Iddses cales the transfonned stress inC cocffs of an Iddse. +'
double c, ca2, cal, CS, d, dn2, dn2s, ds2, h, hd, rj 1, rj2, rj5, rj6,
rj9, rj 10, s2a, sa2, sal, t 1, t2, t3, t4, tS, t6, t7, 18, t9,
t10, tIl, t12, v2, v4, ri6, ri7, ri8, ri9;
c= material.e/(4*PI*( l ..material.pr*material.pr»;
if(dn != 0.)
{
/+ do not equal zero. */
i69(&ri6, &ri7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, do);
ds2= ds*tls;
dn2= dn*dn;
v2= ds2 +dn2;
v4= v2*v2;
dn2s= dn2-ds2;
rj 1= do *(3.·ds2 +dn2) Iv4;
rj2= ds *dn2s /v4;
rj9= dn *dn2s Iv4;
rj 10= -ds *(3.*dn2 i·ds2) /v4;
rj5= rj2;
rj6= rj9;
tl= (-1.5+ri6 +ri7)/a +rjl;
t2= (-ri8 +2.*ri9)/a -2.+rj5;
t3= (O.5*ri6 -ri7)/a +rj9;
t4= (1.5*ri6 -ri7)/a;
15= (ri8 -2.*ri9)/a;
t6= (-O.S·ri6 +ri7)/a;
t7= (O.5+ri8 -ri9)/a +rj2;
t8= (-ri6 +2.*ri7)/a -2.+rj6;
t9= (0.5+ri8 +ri9)/a +rj 10;
tl0= (-O.5*ri8 +ri9)/a;
til=(ri6 -2.*ri7)/a;
t12= (-O.5+ri8 -ri9)/a;
sal: sin(-alp);
cal= cos(..alp);
sa2= sal*sal;
ca2= caJ*cal;
cs= cal*sal;
h= ca2-0.5;
·sa= c*(tl *ca2 +t2*cs +t3*sa2);
·sb= c*(t4*ca2 +t5*cs +t6*sa2);
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.sc= c·(t7+ca2 +tS+cs +t9+sa2);
·sd= c+(tlO·ca2 +tl1+cs +tI2+sa2);
.pa= c·(tl ·sa2 ·t2"'cs +t3J11ca2);
.pb= c+(t4+sa2 -tS*cs +t6+ca2);
.pc= c+(t7+sa2 -tS+cs +l9+ca2);
.pd= c+(tl0·sa2 -tl1*cs +t12+ca2);
+ta= c+(tl"'cs -t2+h -t3+cs);
*tb= c+(t4*cs -t5 J1a h -t6+cs);
*00= c+(t7*cs -tS+h -l9+cs);
+td= c+(tlO+cs -tl1+h -t12*cs);
return;
}
else
(
'+ do .eq. O. *1
82a= ds -2.*a;
d= log(fabs(s2a1ds» la;
hd= d/2.;
tl= d +2Jds;
t2= -d;
t3= -hd -1 Jds;
t4= hd;
sal: sin(-alr.):
cal= cos(-a p);
cs= cal*sal;
ca2= cal*cal;
8a2= sal*sal;
h= 0.5 -ca2;
·pa= -c*tl *cs;
*pb= -c*t2*cs;
*pc= c*t3;
.pd= c*t4;
+ta= c*tl*h;
+tb= c*t2*h;
+te= 0.;
*td:: 0.;
·sa= -(*pa);
·sb= -(*pb);
·sc= .pc;
·sd= *pd;
return;
}
}
1+ •••••+*••*+.++.+++++.*++++••••+••+••+++.*+*++.++••••••++++++++++++ ·~I
void pddcs(double *sb, double +sd, double +tb, double +td, double ·pb,
double ·pd, double a, double ds, double do, double alp,
struct material_properties material)
{
I'" pddes cales the tran stress inf coofs of an pdde.
neglect induced stresses due to Donnal ddt +'
double Ct c2a, ca2, cal, cs, dn~ 1, S1, 82, s3, s4, 82a, s2a2, s5w,
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sa2, sal, shO, phO, t. tbO, w4, ri6. ri'], ri8, ri9;
c= material.e1(4*PIafI( I-material.pr*lnaterial.pc»;
if(ds+ds+dn+dn <= a+all.e6)
{
c2a= c/2ia;
sbO:= 0.;
pbO= 0.;
tbO= c2a;
}
else
(
i69(&ri6, &ri7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, dn);
rl= cIa/a;
s2a= ds -2.+a;
s2a2 =s2a+s2a;
dn2= dn+dn;
w4= (s2a2+dn2)*(s2a2+dn2);
81= -dn*ri8 +ds*ri6;
82= ..dn*ri9 +ds*ri7;
83= -2.*a +dn*ri6 +ds*ri8;
84= -dn*ri6 +dn*ri7 +ds*ri9;
sSw= (dn2-s2a2)/w4;
sbO= 1.5*rl+sl -rl*s2 -c+dn*(3.+s2a2+dn2)/w4;
pbO::: -0.S*rl*81 +rl·s2 -c*dn*sSw;
tbO= -0.5*rl*83 +rl *s4 -c*s2a*s5w;
)
cal= cos(-alp);
sal= sin(-alp);
ca2= cal*cal;
sa2= sal·sal;
cs= cal*sal;
t= 2.+ca2 -1.;
*sb= sbO*ca2 -2.•cs*tbO +pbO·sa2;
*tb= sbO*cs +tbO*t -pbO*cs;
.ph: sbO*sa2 +2.•cs*tbO +pbO·ca2;
+sd= 0.;
+td= 0.;
·pd= 0.;
return;
}
1* .*.*•••**.**•••*•••••++*••••••••• ~••••••••••••++*.+.++•••++++••••+ +1
void cddcu(double +hb. double +hd, double ·vb. double .vd. double a,
double ds, double dn, double alp, struct material...prollCrtics
material)
{
/+ cddcu cales the transformed displ inC coors of an cdde.•/
double cap, dn2, ds2. prJ prl, r2, s20, 82a2, sap, tl, t2. t3. t4, tS.
t6. w2;
pr= matcrial.pr;
prl= l.-pr;
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cap= cos(alp)/2JPI;
sap= sin(alp)/2./PI;
ds2= ds+ds;
dn2= dn+dn;
r2= ds2 +dn2;
s2a= ds -2.+a;
8281= s2a*s2a;
w2= s2a2 +dn2;
tl= atn(dll,ds) -atn(dn,s2a);
t2= ds+dnl2./prl/r2;
t3= s2a+dn/2Jprl/w2;
t4= (1.-2.•pr)/4Jprl*log(r2Jw2);
t5= (ds2-dn2)/4./prl/r2;
t6= (s2a2-dn2)/4Jprl/w2;
thb= cap+(tl+t2-t3) -sap+(t4+t5-t6);
+hd= cap*(t4-t5+t6) +sap*(tl-t2+t3);
+vb=-sap+(t1+t2-t3) -cap+(t4+t5-t6);
.vd=-sap+(t4-t5+t6) +cap+(t1-t2+t3);
return;
}
/+ +*••+++++**+++++++++++++++++*+++*++++**+++++++++++++++++++++++.++* */
void Iddeu(double *ha, double *hc, double +hb, double +hd, double ·va,
d0uble .vc, double +vb, double *vd, double a, double ds,
double dn, double alp, struct Inaterial_propcrties material)
(
'+ Iddeu cales the transformed displ inC coefCs of an ldde. *1
double as, cal, dn2, ds2, pr, rll, r12, rl3, r14, rlSa, r17a, sl, 82,
s2a, s2a2,s3,s4,s5, s6,s7,s8, s9,slO,sal,tl, t2, t3,
t4, lS, t6, t7, t8, t9, ul, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, u11,
u13, u14, u15, v2, w2, ri6, ri7, ri8, ri9, rilO, rill;
I>r= rnatcrial.pr;
If(dn 1= 0.)
{
'+ dn not equal to O. +'
i69(&ri6, &ri7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, do);
ilOll(&riIO, &ri 11, at ds, dn);
ds2= ds+ds;
dn2= dn*dn;
v2= ds2 +dn2;
s2a= ds -2.+a;
82a2= s2a+s2a;
w2= 82a2 +dn2;
rl1= (ds2-dn2)/v2;
r12= ds*dnlv2;
r13= (s2:l2· dn2)/w2;
r14= s2a*dnlw2;
tl= ri11/4JPYa;
82= 4.*PI*(l.-pr);
81= dn/2./s2la;
t2= atn(dn,ds)/2./PI;
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ul= -tl -sl+ri8 +t2 +rI2ls2;
13= (1.-2.•pr) *ril014Js2Ja;
t4= 0.5/s2;
15= 81+ri6;
83= (1.-2.'."pr)+t4;
84= log(v2);
u2= 13 +t4 ..15 -83+84 -rll·t4;
t6= atn(dn,s2a)/2JPI;
u3= tl +81+1;8 -t6 -r14Is2;
85= log(w2);
u4= -t3 -t4 +15 +83+85 +rI3+t4;
uS= -13 +t4 -L5 +s3+s4 -rll+t4;
u6= -tl +8 l+ri8 +t2 -rI2ls2;
u7= t3 -t4 +81 .ri6 -83+85 +rI3+t4;
u8= tl -sl +ri8 -t6 +rI4Is2;
sal= sin(alp);
cal= cos(alp);
+ha= u1+cal f·u2*sal;
+hb= u3+cal +u4*sal;
+hc= uS+cal +u6*sal;
+hd= u7+cal f·uS·sal;
.va= -u 1+8al +u2+cal;
.vb= -u3*sal ..·u4+cal;
·vc= ..u5*8al ..-u6*cal;
.vd= -u7+sal ·t-uS+cal;
return;
}
else
(
'* do .eq. O.•,
86= 1. -2.+pr;
87= 4.+PI+(I ...pr);
88:: 861s7;
as= 2."'a -ds;
89= log(fabs(as) );
s10= log(fabs(ds) );
t7= 88 +(as lfls9 +ds+sIO -2.+a);
t8= als7;
r15a= (t7-t8) /2./a;
r17a= (-t7-t8) /2Ja;
t9= 0.5/s7;
ull= ..r17a -88+810 -t9;
.u13= rl7a +88+s9 +t9;
u14= ·r15a +s8+s10 -t9;
u15= rlSa -s8*s9 +t9;
sal= sin(alp);
cal= cos(alp);
+ha= u11*sal;
+hb= u13*sal;
J1chc= u14*ca1;
+hd= u15*cal;
·va= u11*cal;
.vb= u13*cal;
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..ve= -uI4*sal;
.vd= -uI5*sal;
return;
}
}
/+ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+++++•••••*.+/
void rreu(double *hb, double +hd, double ·vb, double ·vd, double at
double ds, double do, double alp, struct material-properties
material)
(
/* rreu cales the transformed displ inC coors of no ere. +'
double at, ea, dn2, cpr, pr, ppr, r2a, r13, r14, rl8, rl9, rllO, S1,
s2u, s2a2, sa, tl, t2, t3, t4, 15, t6, t7 t t8, t9, tl0, vi, v2,
v3, v4, W, ril, 1;2, ri3, ri4, ri12, ril3, ri15;
pr= material.pr;
ca= cos(alp);
sa= sin(alp);
if«dn != O. && ds == 0.) II (dn != O. && fabs(dnlds) >= 5.Oc-4»
(
'* when dnlds is too small, dn=O. is assumed. +/
/* dn/ds is not small. */
i14(&ril, &ri2, &ri3, &ri4, a, ds, dn);
iI213(&ri12, &ril3, a, ds, do);
s2a= ds -2.*a;
82a2= s2a*s2a;
dn2= dn*dn;
r2a= sqrt(2.*a);
ppr= PI*( l.-pr);
r13= (s2a2-dn2)/(s2a2+dn2);
r14= s2a*dn/(s2a2+dn2);
tl= O.25/PIIr2a*ri13;
t2= ds+dn/8./ppr/r2a+ri 1;
t3= dnl8./r2a1ppr*ri3;
t4= O.5/PI*atn(dn,s2a);
t5= r14/4./ppr;
t6= (1.-2.*pr)/161r2a1ppr*ri12;
t7= O.125/ppr;
t8= dn2l81r2a1ppr+ri 1;
t9= (1.-2.+pr) +t7 +log(s2a2+dn2);
tl0= rI3+t7;
vI: tl +t2 -t3 -t4 -15;
v2= -t6 -t7 +t8 +t9 +tl0;
v3= t6 -t7 +t8 -t9 +tl0;
v4= t1-t2 +t3 -t4 +t5;
}
else
(
/+ dn.eq. O. or dnlds is small. +/
i15(&ri15,a,ds);
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w= 2.*a;
cpr= O.125/PU(I.-pr);
81= (1.-2. ·pr)+cpr/2Jsqrt(w);
rlB= s1*ri 15 -epr;
if(dn > 0.)
(
if(ds < 0.)
r19= 0.;
else if(ds < w)
r19= ..O.5+sqrt(dslw);
else
r19= -0.5;
}
else if(dn < 0.)
(
if(ds <0.)
r19= 0.;
else if(ds < w)
r19= O.5+sqrt(dslw);
else
r19= 0.5;
}
else
r19= 0.;
rll0= -8 l*ri 15 -cpr;
s2a= ds -2.+a;
at= O.5/PI*atn(dn,s2a);
s2a2= s2a*s2a;
t1=(1.-2. ·pr)+cpr+log(s2a2);
vI= r19 -at +0.5;
v2= rllO +t1 +epr;
v3= rl8 .. tl +cpr;
v4= vi;
)
+hb= vl*ca +v2+sa;
+hd= v3*ca +v4+sa;
·vb= -vl+sa +v2+ca;
·vd= -v3*sa +v4+ca;
return;
}
'+ .,. +••• ate **••••+ *•••*+.,. + + +.++++ +++++++++ +1
void csdcu(dollblc +hb, double .hd, double .vb, double +vd, double a,
double ds, double do, (Ioublc alp, struct material_prolX~rlics
material)
(
/+ CSdCll cales the transfoclncd displ inC coors of an csdc. +/
double at, CI, c2, c3, coa, C, f I, f2, f3, pr, sI, 82, s2a, sial t I,
t2, t3, t4;
pc= Inntcrial.pr;
e= matcrinl.c;
con= cos(alp);
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sia= sin(alp);
c1= (1.+pr)/c;
c2= 3. -4.+pr;
s2a= ds -2.+a;
sl= log(s2a+s2a +dn+dn);
82= log(ds+ds +dn+dn);
if (dn :.::: 0.)
at= -PI;
else
at= atan(dsldn) -atan(s2a1dn);
c3= O.25,'PI/( I.-pr);
fl= -e3+(dn+at -.5*s2a+sl +.S*ds·s2);
f2= .S+c3+(sl-s2);
f3;: -c3+at;
tl= dn+(-f2+sia +f3+coa);
t2= dn+(f2+coa +f3"'sia);
t3= c2+fl +coa;
t4= c2*fl +sia;
+hb= etc 1+(t3+tl);
+hd= c+c 1+(t4-t2);
·vb= etc 1*(-t4-t2);
·vd= e+c 1+(t3-t1);
return;
}
(
1+ lsdcu cales the trans displ inC coer of an Isdc, +1
1+ ++.:fI.***++**+++•••+***+**••+•••••++*+••+••++.+••+.++++++.++.++++++ +1
void lsdcu(double +ha, double the, double +hb, double +hd, double ·va,
double .vc, doubie ·vb, double ·vd, double a, double ds,
douLlc dnr, double alp, stru~t mat~rial_propcJ1ics material)
double cal, dl, d2, d3, d4, dn, C, pr, rnl, rn2, rn3, rn4, m5, rn6,
rn7, m8, sal, U1, u2, ri6, ri?, riB, ri9, ri 10, ri 11, ri 16;
c= mntcrial.e;
~r= matcrinl.pr;
If(dnr 1= 0.)
dn= dnr;
else
dn= all.c3;
i69(&ri6, &1'i7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, dn);
ilOll(&rilO, &rill, a, ds, dn);
i16(&riI6, a, ds, dn);
d1= (1.+pr)+(3.-4.+pr)/8,IPIIcJ( I.-pr);
d2= (1.+pr)/4JPUc/( 1.-pr);
d3= d2l2../a;
d4= d1/2./a;
ul= -dn*ri8 +ds*ri6;
u2= -2.*a +dn*ri6 +ds*ri8;
rol= ·dl+rilO +d4+ri16 ..-a*d2 -d2*dn+ri6 +d3+dn*ul;
rn2= d2+dn+ri8 ..d3+dn*u2;
rn3= -d4*ri16 +a+d2 -d3*dn*ul;
rn4=: d3*dn+u2;
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m5= m2;
m6= -dl+rilO +d4+ri16 +d2+dn+ri6 -d3+dn+ul;
rn7= m4;
ro8= ..d4+ri16 +d3+dn+ul;
cal= cos(alp);
sal= sin(alp);
+ha= e +( ml+cal +rn2·sal );
+hb= e +( m3*cal +rn4+sal );
+hc= e +( rnS+c;al +rn6*sal );
+hd= e +( n17+cal +m8+sal );
·va= e +( -rnl*sal +rn2+cal );
·vb= e +( ..m3+sal +m4+cal );
·vc= e +( -rnS*sal +m6+cal );
·vd= e +( -m7*sal +mS·cal );
return;
}
1+ +++•••+.+++•••••••+.+++•••+•••••••••+++•••••••+••••••+++++++++++++ +/
void cddseu(doublc ·hbt double thd, double ·vb, double ·vd, double at
double ds, double dn, double alp, slruct material_properties
material)
(
/+ cddscu cales the transformed displ inf coofs of an cddsc. +'
dou'olc cap, dn2, ds2, pr, prl, r2, sap, tl, t2, t4, 15;
pr= materiaI.pr;
prl= l ...pr;
cap:: cos(alp)/2JPI;
sap= sin(alp)/2./PI;
ds2= ds.ds;
dn2= dn+dn;
r2= ds2 +dn2;
tl= atn(dn,ds);
t2= ds+dn/2./prl/r2;
t4= (1.-2.+pr)/4Jprl+log(r2);
t5= (ds2..dn2)/4./prl/r2;
+hb= cap*(tl-fJ I+t2) -sap+(t4+t5);
+hd= cap*(t4-t5) +sap*(tl-PI-t2);
*vb=-sap*(t I-PI+t2) -cap*(t4+t5);
·vd=-sap*(t4-t5) +cal)+(t I-PI.. t2);
return;
}
/+ • ++*+++.++»Ie »Ie ••+++.++++++... +11& +... +++.+++... +... +++++++......++++"' ... ++... ++... ++ate +++ +1
void Iddscu(doublc that double the, double Jlchb, double +hd, double .va,
double ·VC, double +vb, doullie ·vd, double a, double ds,
double dn, double alp, struct material_properties Inatcrial)
(
/+ Iddscu cales the transformed displ inC cocCfs of an Iddsc. +/
double as, cat, dn2, ds2, rr, ell, r12, rl5a, rl7a, S1, s2, s3, 84, 86,
s7, s8, s9, sID, sa , t1, t2, t3, t4, l5 t t7, 18, t9, ul, u2, u3,
u4, uS, u6, u7, u8, ull, ul3, ul4, u15, v2, ri6, ri7, ri8, ri9,
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ri 10, ri 11;
pr= material.pr;
If(dn != 0.)
(
'* dn not equal to O. +'
i69(&ri6, &ri7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, dn);
i 1011(&ri10, &ri II, a, ds, dn);
ds2= ds*ds;
dn2= dn+dn;
v2= ds2 +dn2;
rll= (ds2-dn2)/vl;
r12= ds*dnlv2;
t 1= ri 11/4JPIIa;
82= 4.+PI+(I.-pr);
s 1=dn/2Js2la;
t2= atn(dn,ds)/2./PI;
u1= -11 -sl*ri8 +12 +rI2ls2;
t3= (1 ...2.+pr) +rilO/4./s7Ja;
t4= 0.5/82;
15= s l+ri6;
83= (1.-2.*pr)*t4;
84= log(v2);
u2= 13 +14 -15 -83*84 -rll*t4;
u3= tI +8 l*ri8 -0.5;
u4= -t3 -t4 +t5;
uS= -t3 +t4 -t5 +S3*84 -rll*t4;
u6= -t1+8 l*ri8 +12 -rI2/s2;
u7= t3 -t4 +81 +ri6;
uS= tl -sl*ri8 -0.5;
sal= sin(alp);
cal= cos(alp);
+ha= ul*cal +u2+sal;
+hb= u3+cal +u4*sal;
+hc= u5+cal +u6*sal;
+hd= u7*cal +u8+sal;
·vn= -ul*sal +u2+cal;
.vb= -u3+sal +u4+cal;
.ve= -uS*sal +u6*cal;
·vd= -u7*sal +u8+cal;
return;
}
else
(
/+ dn .cq. O. +/
86= 1. -2.+pr;
87= 4.*PI*( I.-pr);
s8~ 86/s7;
as= 2.+a -ds;
89= log(fabs(as) );
s 10= log(fabs(ds) );
t7=: 88 +(as*s9 +ds+slO -2.*a);
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t8= als7;
r15a= (t7-t8) /2./a;
r17a= (-t7-t8) /2Ja;
t9= 0.5/s7;
ull= -r17a ..s8*810 -t9;
ul1= rl7a;
u14= -rl5a +s8+s10 -t9;
u15= elSa;
sal= sin(alp);
cal= cos(alp);
+ha= ull+sal;
+hb= uI3·8al;
+hc= u14+cal;
+hd= ulS*cal;
·va= u11+cal;
.vb= uI3+cal;
·vc= -uI4*sal;
+vd= -uI5+8al;
return;
)
)
/+ t+++.+++.+++.+++.++••++••••+.+.+++++++•••++*++++++++++.+++++++++++ +/
void pddcu(double +hb, double +hd, double ·vb, double ·vd, double a,
double ds, double dn, double alp, stntct matcrial_propc11ics
material)
(
/+ pddeu cales the trans displ inC coors of an pdde. +/
double a2, cal, dn2, hbO, hdO, pr, pr I, r8, s2a, 82a2, 82n2, sal, t I,
t2, t3, t4, 15, t6, t7, t8, vbO, vdO, ri6, ri7, ri8, ri9, ri 16,
ril?;
pr= ma.terial.Er;. .
169(&rI6, &rI7, &n8, &rI9, a, ds, do);
i 16(&ri16,a,ds,dn);
i 17(&riI7,a,ds,dn);
a2= a+a;
prl= I. -2.*pr;
r8= O.125/PI/( 1. -pr);
s2a= ds -2.+a;
82a2= s2a+s2a;
dn2= dn+dn;
82n2= 82a2 +dn2;
tl= riI7/4JPUa2;
t2= r8/a2*(-2. +a+dn +dn2*ri6 tdn+ds+ri8);
t3= O.5IPI +atn(dn,s2a);
t4= 2. +rS*s2a*dnls2n2;
15= prlaflri 16+r8/2Ja2;
t6= r8/a2 *(-dn2*ri8 +dn+ds+ri6);
t7= prl +r8+log(s2n2);
t8= r8+(s2a2-dn2)/s2n2;
hbO= tl +t2 -t3 -t4;
hdO= t5 ..r8 +t6 -t7 +t8;
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vbO= -15 -r8 +t6 +t7 +t8;
vdO= tl -t2 -13 +t4;
cal= cos(alp);
sal= sin(alp);
+hb= hbO*cal +vbO+sal;
·vb= -hbO*sal +vbO+cal;
+hd= hdO·cal +vdO+sal;
·vd= -hdO*sal +vdO*cal;
return;
}
/+ +**.+ *..+••••++ + + ++.+.++ ..+ ++ ++++ /
void infs(double "'td. double +f.d. int j. int It int ntct struct
clcmcnt...gcornetry + cl...gcom, stnlCt element_status +·el_status,
struet material_properties material)
(
/+ infs cals the stress inC cocffs td(k) and pd(k), k=O,nadof,
at local colI pt I (1=0 or 1) of cit j. +/
double a, ai, alp, ea, dl, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8, d9, dlO, dn, ds,
sa, x, y, xc, yc;
int i, k, it, nitf[8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2};
'+ i =current no dcsig of causative elt.
k =current no dcsig of active dof. +/
k=O;
'* go cit by elt. consider possible active doCs in each cit. +/
for(i=O; i<ntc; i++)
{
x= (*(cl...gcom+i»->x;
y= (+(el...gcom+i»->y;
a= (+(cl...gcom+i»->a;
al= (*(el_gcom+i»->al;
sa= sin(al);
ea= cos(al);
xc= (*(CI...gCOIT1+j»->xe[1];
yc= (*(el...geom·tj»->yc[l];
It= (+(cl...gcom+i»->it;
ds= (xc-x)*ca +(yc-y)+sa;
dn= (yc-y)*ca -(xc-x)+sa;
alll: (+(el...gcom+j»->al -al;
if(nitf[it-l] <= 2)
(
'+ elt i has two fund vars. */
iC«*(cl_status+i»->stadof[O])
(
/+ first doC is inactive. +/
if«+(el_status+i»->stadof[ 1])
continue;
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'+ only second doC is active. +'
if(it == 1)
cddcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &td[k], &d4, &pd[k], a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 3)
rrcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &td[k], &d4, &pd[kl, a, ds, do, alp,
material);
else if (it == 4)
csdcs(&.dl, &d2, &d3, &td[k), &d4, &pd[kl, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 6)
cddses(&dl, &d2, &d3, &td[k], &d4, &pd[k], a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
cls~
pddes(&dl, &d2, &d3, &td[kl, &d4, &pd[k), a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
k= k+l;
}
else
(
/+ first doC is active. +/
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof[ 1])
(
'+ only first doC is active. +/
if(it == 1)
cddcs(&d 1, &d2, &td[k],& d3, &pd[k], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 3)
rrcs(&dl, &d2, &td[kl, &d3, &pd[k], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 4)
csdcs(&dl, &d2, &td[k], &d3, &pd[k), &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it = 6)
cddscs(&d 1, &d2, &td[k), &d3, &pd[k], &d4, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else
pddcs(&d 1, &d2, &td[k], &d3, &pd[k], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
k=k+l;
}
else
/+ both doCs arc active. +/
(
if(it == 1)
cddcs(&d 1, &d2, &td[k], &td[k+1], &pd[k], &pd[k+ 1],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 3)
rrcs(&dl, &d2, &td[k), &td[k+l], &pd[k), &pd[k+l],
:), ds, dn, alp, material);
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else if (it == 4)
csdcs(&dl, &d2, &td[k), &td[k+l), &pd[kJ, &pd[k+l],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 6)
cddscs(&dl, &d2, &td[k), &td[k+l], &pd[kl, &pd[k+l],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
pddcs(&d 1, &d2, &td[k], &td[k+1], &pd[k), &pd[k+ 1),
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+2;
}
}
}
else
(
'* elt i has 4 fund vars. */
if«+(cl_status+i»->stad()f[()])
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof[ 1])
(
if«*(cl_st atus+i»->stadof[2])
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadof[3])
continue;
'+ 1110 (only fourth doC is active). +/
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &d7, &ld[kJ,
&d8, &d9, &dlO, &pd[k], a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 5)
\sdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &d7, &td[k),
&d8, &d9, &d 10, &pd[k], a, ds, dn, alp,
n1atcrial);
else
lddscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &d7, &td(kl,
&d8, &d9, &dlO, &pd[kl, a, ds, dn, alp,
nlaterial);
k= k+l;
)
else
{
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadofl3])
{
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &td[kl,
&d6, &d7, &d8, &pd[k), &d9, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
lsdt~s(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &td(kl,
&d6, &d7, &d8, &pd[k), &d9, a, ds, dll,
alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &td[k),
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&d6t &d7, &d8, &pd[k], &d9, at ds, do,
alp, material);
k= k+l;
)
else
{
/+ 1100 +/
if (it == 2)
Iddes(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &td[k),
&td[k+l], &.d7, &d8, &pd[k], &pd[k+l),
a, ds, do, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &td[k],
&td[k+l), &d7, &d8, &pd[k), &pd[k+l],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
els(.~
IdJscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &d6, &td[k),
&td[k+l], &d7, &d8, &pd[k], &pd[k+l),
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k:: k+2;
}
}
}
else
{
if((+(el_status+i»->stadrlf[2])
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof(3])
{
'+ 1011*'
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &d6, &d7,
&d8, &pd[k], &d9, &dlO, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &d6, &d7,
&d8, &pd[k], &d9, &dlO, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else
Iddses(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &d6,
&d7, &d8, &pd[k), &d9, &dlO, a, ds, dll,
alp, rnatcrial);
k= k+l;
}
else
{
'+ 1010 +/
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &d6,
&td[k+l], &d7, &pd[k], &d8, &pd[k+l], a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
if (it == 5)
lsdcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k), &d6,
&td[k+ll, &d7, &pd[k], &d8, &pd[k+l), a,
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ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddses(&d 1., &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &d6,
&td[k+ 1], &d7, &pd[k], &d8, &pd[k+ 1], a,
ds ,dn, alp, material);
k=k+2;
}
)
else
(
if((all (c)_status+i»->stadof(3])
{
/+ 1001 +'
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &td[k+1],
&d6, &d7, &pd[k), &pd[k+l], &d8, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &td[k+1),
&d6, &d7, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &d8, a, ds, do,
alp, nlutcria);
else
lddscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &td[k+l],
&d6, &d7, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &d8, at ds, dn,
alp, material);
k= k+2;
)
else
{
/+ 1()()() +/
if (it == 2)
lddes(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &td[k+l],
&td[k+2], &d6, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &pd[k+2],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &td[k+l],
&td[k+2], &d6, &pd[k], &pd[k+1], &pd[k+2],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &d5, &td[k], &td[k+l],
&td[k+21, &d6, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &pd[k+2]t
at ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k-t-3;
}
}
}
else
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->studof[ 1])
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadof[2])
(
if«+(cl_stntus+i»->stadof[3])
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'*0111+'
1+ 0110 +/
/+ 0101 +/
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &d5, &d6, &d7,
&pd[k), &d8, &d9, &dlO, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &d5, &d6, &d7,
&pd[kl, &d8, &d9, &dlO, a, ds, do, alp,
material);
else
Iddscs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td(k], &d5, &d6,
&d7, &pd[k), &d8, &09, &dl0, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
k= k+l;
}
else
(
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &d5, &d6,
&td[k+ 1], &pd[kl, &d7, &d8, &pd[k+ I], a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcs(&d I, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &d5, &d6,
&td[k-f-t], &pd[k], &d7, &d8, &pd[k+ I], a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &d5, &d6,
&td[k+ 1], &pd[k], &d7, &d8, &pd[k+ I], a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+2;
}
}
else
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof[3])
(
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &d5, &tdlk+l],
&d6, &pd[k], &d7, &pd[k+l], &d8, a, ds, dn,
alp, nlatcrial);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &d5, &tdlk+l],
&d6, &pd[k), &d7, &pd[k+l), &d8, a, <ls, dn,
alp, nlatcrial);
else
Iddscs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &d5, &ld[k+ 1],
&d6, &pd[k], &d7, &pd[k+l], &dR, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
k= k+2;
}
else
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/+ 0100 +/
if (it = 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &d5, &td[k+l],
&td[k+2], &pd[k], &d6, &.pd[k+l], &pd[k+21,
a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcrial);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &.d5, &td[k+ 1],
&tcl[k+2], &pd[k], &d6, &pd[k+l), &pd[k+2],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &d5, &td[k+ 1],
&td[k+2], &pd[kJ, &d6, &pdlk+l], &pd[k+21,
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+3;
}
}
else
{
if«*(c l_stn tus+i))->stad0 f[2])
{
i f((* (c1__8ta tus+i))->stad0 f[3])
{
/* 0011 */
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+l], &d5,
&d6, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &d7, &d8, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else jf (it == 5)
Isdcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+ 1], &d5,
&d6, &pd{k], &pd[k+l], &d7, &d8, a, ds, dn,
alp, Inatcrial);
else
Iddscs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &tdlk+ 1], &d5,
&d6, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &d7, &d8, a, ds, do,
alp, material);
k= k+2;
}
else
{
/+ 0010 +/
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+l], &d5,
&td[k+2l, &pd[kl, &pd[k+l], &d6, &pd[k+2],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcs(&dl, &02, &d3, &d4, &td[kl, &td(k+ll, &d5,
&td[k+2], &pd[k], &pd[k+ll, &d6, &pd[k+2J,
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k), &td[k+ 1], &d5,
&td[k+2], &pd[kl, &pd[k+ 11, &d6, &pd[k+2],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
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k= k+3;
)
}
else
(
if«+(el_status+i» ..>stadof[3])
{
/t 0001 +/
if (it = 2)
Iddes(&d1.J &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[kl, &td[k+l],
&td[k+2l, &d5, &pd[kl, &pd[k+l), &pd[k+2],
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, Inatcrial);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+l),
&td[k+2), &d5, &pd[k), &pd[k+ll, &pd[k+2],
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&d I, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+ I],
&td[k+2], &d5, &pd[k], &pd[k+l], &pd[k+2],
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k:: k+3;
}
else
{
/* ססoo */
if (it == 2)
Iddcs(&d 1, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+ 1],
&td[k+2], &td[k+3], &pd[k], &pd[k+ 1],
&pd[k+2], &pd[k+3], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+l),
&td[k+2J, &td[k+3], &pd[k], &pd[k+l],
&pd[k+2], &pd[k+3], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscs(&dl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &td[k], &td[k+l],
&td[k+2], &td[k+3], &pd[k], &pd[k+l],
&pd[k+2], &pd[k+3), at ds, do, alp,
material);
k= k+4;
}
}
}
)
}
}
return;
)
/+ ••*+ ..++••*+*.++.*....+*+....+..++***....+....++**..*++++..*+..++*+....++ ++..+..++ */
void infu(doublc +hd, double *vd, int j, int 1, int nte, struct
elcmcnt-8comctry *+cl-8eom, stlllet element_status ++el_status,
struct material_properties material)
(
/+ infu cals the displ inf cocffs hd(k) and vd(k), k=O.nadof,
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at local coli pt 1(1=0 or 1) of elt J, +/
double a, ai, alp, ca, d1t d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, do, ds, sa, x, Yt XC, YC;
int i, k, it, nitf[8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
/+ i =current no desig of causative elt,
k = current no dcsig of active dof. +'
k=O;
'+ go elt by cit. consider possible active dors in each elt. +/
for(i:-:O; i<nte; i++)
{
x= (+(el...geom+i»->x;
y= (+(el...gcom+i»->y;
a= (+(el...gcom+i»->a;
al= (+(cl...gcoln+i»->al;
sa= sin(al);
ea= cos(al);
xc= (+(el...gcom+j»->xc[l];
rc= (+(el...gcom+j»->yc[l];
It= (+(cl...geom+i»->it;
ds= (xc-x)+ca +(yc-y)+sa;
dn= (yc-y)*ca -(xc-x)*sa;
alp= (+(el...gcom+j»->al -al;
if(nitf[it-l] <= 2)
(
/* elt i has two fund vars. */
if«*(el_status-t·i»->stadof[O])
(
/* first doC is inactive. */
if«+(el_status+i»->stadof[ 1])
continue;
/+ only second doC is active. */
iC(it == 1)
cddeu(&d 1, &hd[k], &d2, &vd[k], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 3)
rrcu(&d 1, &hd[k], &d2, &vd[kl. a. ds, (in, alp. material);
else if (it == 4)
csdcu(&dl, &hd[k]~ &d2, &vd[k], a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcriaJ);
else if (it == 6)
cddseu(&dl, &hd[k], &d2, &vd[k], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
pddcu(&dl, &hd[k], &d2, &vd[k], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k·f-I;
}
else
(
/* first doC is ac~ivc. */
if«*(cl_statusti»)->stndof{ 1])
{
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'+ only first dof is active. +'
if(it == 1)
cddcu(&hd[k), &d 1, &vd[k], &d2, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 3)
rrcu(&hd[k], &d 1, &vd[k), &d2, at ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it =~= 4)
csdcu(&hd[k), &d 1, &vd[k), &d2, a, ds, dll, alp,
material);
else if (it == 6)
cddscu(&hd[k], 8c.d 1, &vd[k), &d2, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else
pddcu(&hd[k), &d 1, &vd[k], &d2, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
k= k+l;
}
else
(
'* both dofs are active. +'
if(it == 1)
cddcu(&hd[k], &hd[k+l), &vd[k], &vd[k+ll, a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else if (it == 3)
rrcu(&hd[k], &hd[k+l], &vd[k], &vd[k+l), a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else if (it == 4)
csdcu(&hd[k], &hd[k·.. l], &vd[k], &vd[k+l], a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
else if (it == 6)
cddseu(&hd[kl, &hd[k·.. l), &vd[k], &vd[k+l), a, ds, dn,
alp, matcl;al);
else
pddcu(&hd[k], &hd[k+l), &vd[k), &vd[k+l], at ds, dn,
alp, material);
k= k+2;
}
)
)
else
(
'+ ell i has 4 fund vars. *'
if«+(el_stntus+i»->stadof[O])
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stndof( 1])
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadof[2])
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadof(3])
continue;
/+ 1110 (only fourth dor is active). +'
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if (it = 2)
Iddcu(&d 1, &02, &d3, &hd[k), &d4, &d5, &d6, &vd[kl,
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it ~= 5)
lsdcu(&dl, &d2, &d3, &hdlk), &d4, &d5, &d6, &vd(k),
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscu(&dl, &d2, &d3, &hd[kl, &d4, &d5, &d6, &vd[kl,
a, ds, dn, alp, Inatcrial);
k:: k+l;
}
else
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof13])
(
/+ liD1 */
if (it ~= 2)
Iddcu(&d I, &d2, &hd[k), &d3, &d4, &<15, &vd[k],
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcu(&d I, &d2, &hd[k], &d3, &d4, &d5, &vd(k),
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcrial);
else
Iddscu(&dl, &d2, &hd[k), &d3, &d4, &d5, &vd[k),
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+l;
}
else
(
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&dl, &d2, &hd[k], &hd[k+l], &d3, &d4, &vd[k),
&vd[k+ 1], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcu(&d I, &d2, &hd[k], &hd[k+ 1], &<13, &d4, &vd[k),
&vd[k+I), a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcrial);
else
Iddscu(&d 1, &d2, &hd[k], &hd[k+ I], &d3, &d4,
&vd[k], &vd[k+ I], at ds, dn, alp, rnatcrial);
k:: k+2;
}
)
else
{
i f((*(cI_status+i))->8tad0 f[2])
(
if«+(cl_status+i))->stadoI13])
{
/* 1011 +'
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&d 1, &hd[kl, &d2, &d3, &d4, &vd(k], &d5,
&d6, a, ds, do, alp, Inatcrial);
else if (it == 5)
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'+ 1010 *'
/* 1001 +'
/+ 1000 ""/
lsdcu(&d 1, &hd[kl, &d~, &d3, &<14, &vd[k], &d5,
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscu(&d 1, &hd[k], &d2, &d3, &d4, &vd[k], &d5,
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+l;
}
else
(
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&dl, &hd[k), &d2, &hd[k+ll, &d3, &vd[k),
&d4, &vd[k+1], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcu(&dl, &hd[kl, &d2, &hd[k+lJ, &d3, &vd[k),
&d4, &vd[k+ 11, a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcrial);
else
Iddscu(&dl, &hd[kl, &d2, &hd[k+l), &d3, &vd[k],
&d4, &vd[k+ll, a, ds, dn, ~Ip, nlatcrial);
k =ki..2;
}
}
else
(
if((+(el_status+i»->stadof[3])
{
if (it == 2)
Iddeu(&dl, &hd[k), &hd[k+l), &d2, &d3, &vd{k),
&vd[k+ 1], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcrial);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcu(&d l,&hd[k], &hd[k+ 1], &d2, &d3, &vd[kl,
&vd[k+l], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscu(&dl, &hd[kl, &hd[ki·l), &d2, &d3, &vd[k],
&vd[k+1], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp, matclial);
k= k+2;
)
else
{
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&dl, &hd[k], &hdlk+l], &hd[k+2], &d2, &vd[k],
&vd[k+ 1], &vd[k+2], a, ds, dn, alp, 111utcriul);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcu(&dl, &hd[kl, &hd[k+l), &hd[k+2], &d2, &vd(k),
&vd[k+l], &vd[k+21, a, ds, dn, alp, matellnl);
else
IddSt~u(&d1, &hd[kl, &hd[k·t 1], &hd[k+2], &d2,
&vd[kl, &vd[k+lJ, &vd[k+2l, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
k= k+3;
)
}
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}
else
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stndof[ 1])
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadoI12])
(
if((+(cl_status+i» ..>stadof(3])
{
/+ 0111 +/
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&hd[k), &d 1, &d2, &d3, &vd[k), &d4, &d5,
&d6, a, ds, dll, alp, material);
else if (it :::.:: 5)
Isdeu(&hd(kl, &d 1, &d2, &d3, &vd[k], &d4, &d5,
&d6, at ds, do, alp, material);
else
lddscu(&hd[k), &<11, &d2, &d3, &vd[k), &d4, &d5,
&d6, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+l;
}
else
{
'+ 0110 *' if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&hd[k], &<11, &d2, &hd[k+1], &vd(k], &d3, &d4,
&vd[k+l], a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcu(&hd[kl, &d 1, &d2, &hd[k+ 1], &vd[k], ikd3,
&d4, &vd[k+ 1), a, ds, dn, alp, rnatcrial);
else
lddscu(&hd[k], &dl, &d2, &hd[k+l), &vd[k], &d3,
&d4, &vd[k+ 1), a, ds, dn, alp, nlatcrial);
k= k+2;
)
}
else
(
if«+(cl_status+i»->stadof[3])
(
'+ 0101 +' if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&hd[k], &dl, &hd[k+1l, &d2, &vd[k], &d3,
&vd[k+l], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
lsdcu(&hd[k), &d 1, &hd[k+ I), &d2, &vd(k], &d3,
&vd[k+ 1), &<.14, a, ds, dn, nip, 111ntcrial);
else
lddsc~(&hd[k],&dl, &hd[k+l), &d2, &vd[k), &d3,
&vd[k+ 1], &d4, a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+2;
}
else
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/* 0100 +'
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&hd[k), &dl, &hd[k+l), &hd[k+21, &vd[k),
&d2, &vd[k+l], &vd[k+2], a, ds, dn, alp,
nlutcrial);
else if (it =:.: 5)
lsdcu(&hd[k), &d I, &hd[k+1), &hd[k+2], &vd[k),
&d2, &vd[k+ 1], &vd[k+2), a, ds, dn, alp,
nlutcrial);
else
Iddscu(&hd[k], &dl, &hd[k+I], &hdlk+2], &vd[k],
&d2, &vd[k+l], &.vd[k+2], a, ds, dn, alp,
lnaterial);
k= k+3;
)
)
}
else
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof[2])
(
if«*(cl_status+i»->stadof[3])
{
/* 0011 */
if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&hd[k), &hd[k+l], &dl, &d2, &vd[k],
&vd[k+ll, &d3, &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdeu(&hd[k), &hd[k+l), &dl, &d2, &vd[k.),
&vd[k·.. l), &d3, &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else
Iddscu(&hd[k]) &hd[k+l), &dl, &d2, &vd[k),
&vd[k·t-ll, &d3, &d4, a, ds, dn, alp,
matclial);
k= k+2;
}
else
(
'+ 0010 +' if (it == 2)
Iddcu(&hd[k], &hd[k+l), &dl, &hd[k+2], &vd[k),
&vd[k+l], &d2, &vd[k+2l, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcu(&hd(kl, &hd[k+ 1], &d I, &hd[k+2], &vd[k),
&vd[k+l], &d2, &vd[k+2], a, ds, dn, alp,
lnatcrial);
else
Iddscu(&hd[k), &hd[k+ I], &d 1, &hd[k+2), &vd[kl,
&vd[k+l), &d2, &vd[k+2), a, ds, dn, alp,
mah~rial);
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k:: k+3;
}
}
else
(
if«+(cl_status+i» ..>stndotl3)
(
/* 0001 +/
if (it = 2)
Iddeu(&hd[k], &hd[k+ I), &hd[k+2], &d 1, &vd[k],
&vd[k+lJ, &vd[k+2l, &d2, a, ds ,dn, alp,
material);
else if (it == 5)
lsdeu(&hd[k], &hd[k+l), &hd[k+2], &dl, &vd[k),
&vd[k+l], &vd[k+2), &d2, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else
Iddscu(&hd[k), &hd[k+l), &hd[k+21, &dl, &vd[k],
&vd[k+l], &vd[k+2], &d2, a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
k= k+3;
)
else
{
/+ 0000 */
if (it == 2)
Iddeu(&hd[k], &hd[k+l], &hd[k+2], &hd[k+3],
&vd[k], &vd[k·,.l], &vd[k+2], &vd[k+3],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if (it == 5)
Isdcu(&hd[k), &hd[k+l), &hd[k+2], &hd[k+3],
&vd[k], &vd[k+l), &vd[k+2], &vd[k+3], a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddseu(&hd[kl, &hd[k+l], &hd[k+2], &hd[k+3],
&vd[k], &vd[k+l], &vd[k+2], &vd[k+3],
a, ds, dn, alp, material);
k= k+4;
)
)
)
}
return;
}
/* *••+.....*ale ** ..+**+.++...+*+..*++.++++..++.++++..++..++... ale ..... +...+++++++++ +/
void i 14(doublc +ri I, double ·ri2, double *ri3, double +ri4, double a,
double ds, double dn)
{
'+ il4 cales integrals il to i4. +/
double a2, at, ca2, dn2, ds2, g, p, r, r2, ri5, rk, sa2, SW, tl, t2,
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13, tic, w;
ds2= ds*ds;
dn2= dn*dn;
r2= ds2 +dn2;
r= sqrt(r2);
rk= sqrt(r);
a2= O.5*alan2(fabs(dn), ds);
w= 2.*a;
sw= sqrt(w);
ca2= cos(a2);
tk::: 2.*rk*sw·ca2;
g= log( (w+tk+r)/(w-tk+r) );
tl= .5/ca2*g;
8a2= sin(a2);
at= atan2(2.*rk*sw*sa2, r-w);
t2= at/sa2;
+ri 1= (t1+t2)/(2.+rk*r);
t3= .25/sa2/rk tat;
ri5: -g/8./ca2lrk +t3;
p= w+w -2.*ds*w +r2;
+ri2= (sw +(2.+ds*a -ds2 +dn2)/p+ds*ri5 +.5+(ds2 +3. +dn2)*(+ri 1) )/(2.+r2);
+ri3= 2.*ri5;
+ri4= sw *(2.+a-ds) /2./p+.5+ri5 +.25*ds+(+ri 1);
return;
)
'+ .+++***+++**+****.++++++*++*+.+.++++++.+f~+ ••+*+*++++++••••+.+.+++ +/
void i69(double +ri6, double *ri7, double +ri8, double +ri9, double a,
double ds, double do)
(
/+ i69 cales integrals i6 to i9. +'
double dnr, son, 80n2, tn, tn2;
if(dn == 0.)
dor= n11.c-3;
else
dor= dn;
tn= (2.+a -ds)/dnr;
tn2= tn*tn;
son= dsldnr;
80n2= 80n*80n;
+ri6= atan(tn) +atan(son);
*ri7= 0.5+tn/(tn2+ 1.) -f·O.S*son/(son2 +1.) +O.5+(+ri6);
JIIri8= 0.5 +log( (son2+1.)/(tn2+1.) );
+ri9= 0.5/(tn2+ I.) -0.5/(son2+ I.);
return;
}
/+ ++++++*+++*.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++•••+++++++++++•••+.+....++++ +/
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void ilOll(double *rilO, double trill, double a, double ds, double lin)
(
double s1, s2, s2a;
s2a= ds -2. +a;
81= log(ds+ds +dnJlldn);
82= log(s2a*s2a +dn*dn);
+rilO= ds·sl -82a+s2 -4.+a+2.*dn +(atan(dsldn) -atan(s2a1dn»;
·ril1= -S23 +atn(dn,s2a) +ds·atn(dn,ds)+O.5 +dn +(81-82);
return;
}
/+ .+.+++*++*++•••*+*+*.+*+ ** ++++++++++*+*++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++ +/
void i1213(double +ri 12, double +ri 13, double a, double ds, double do)
(
double r2a, s2a, Ii 1, ri2, ri3, ri4;
82a= ds-2.*a;
r2a= sqrt(2.*a);
i14(&ril, &ri2, &ri3, &ri4, at ds, dn);
+ri 12= 2.*r2a*log(s2a*s2a+dn*dn) -8.*r2u+4.+(ds*ds+dn*dn)+ri 1-
4.*ds*ri3;
+riI3= 2.+r2a +utn(dn,s2a) -2.*dn*ri3;
return;
}
/+ •••••••••++++*+*.++.++++++++++.*++++++++.+++++++++++++++++++.+++++ +/
void i15(double +ril5, double a, double ds)
{
double rs, rw, s2a2, w;
w= 2.+a;
rw= sqrt(w);
s2a2= (ds-w)*(ds-w);
if(ds > 0.)
(
rs= sqrt(ds);
tri 15= 2.+rw+log(s2a2) -8.*rw+4.+rs*log(fabs«rw+rs)/(rw-rs»);
}
else
{
rs= sqrt(-ds);
+ri 15= 2.+rw*log(s2a2) -8.+rw+8.+rs+atan(rwlcs);
}
return;
}
/+ • ++.++++++.++.+++. ale +++.+++++++++... ++++++.+++++.++ +++++++++++++.++++ +/
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void i 16(double +ri 16, double a, double ds, double do)
(
double aux 1, aux2, dn2, dnr, ds2, xl, x2;
dnr= dn;
if(dn = 0.)
doc: a11.e3;
dn2= dnr+dnr;
ds2= ds*ds;
xl =ds-2.0+a;
x2= ds;
auxl == O.S+«xl-ds)+(x I-ds)+dn2-ds2)+log(x l+x 1+dn2)-O.5+x1+x 1+
2.0*ds+(x I-dnr+atan(x I/dnr»;
aux2 =0.5·((x2-ds)+(x2-ds)+dn2-ds2)+log(x2+x2+dn2)-O.5+x2+x2+
2.0.dsale (x2-dnr+atan(x2ldnr»;
+ri16= auxl-aux2;
return;
}
1+ +.*++.++.+++**~++++.++*•+++*+++++ale • ++++++• +. '"++••+• +++++++++++*' +++ +/
void i 17(doublc +ri 17, double a, double ds, double do)
(
/+ i 17 cales integral i 17. */
double ri6, ri7, riS, ri9;
i69(&ri6, &ri7, &ri8, &ri9, a, ds, dn);
·ri17= 2.+a+a*atn(dn,ds-2.*a)-a*dn+dn*ds+ri8 +0.5 +(do+dn-ds*ds)·ri6;
return;
)
/+ ••+••++•••+•••••+++•••••++•••••••*+.++•••••+•••++++*++ate.+•••++++++ +/
double atn(double y, double x)
{
double atn;
if (y >0.)
atn =atan2(y,x);
else if (y == 0.)
atn = PI;
else
aln= 2.0+PI +atan2(y,x);
return (ato);
}
/•••+++++**.**.*+*+.+*+++••++++++.+++.+++••*... ++++++++.++++++++++++.+ +/
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elinput.c
/+ includes the following functions:
agrav
groupin
egcom
collco
# include "frock_hcad.htt
# include "frock_func.h"
/* ••+**.*+*.**•+**•+*+• +..*****•+*+*+**+++++*++++*+++ale +*.++++++++++***/
void agrav(struct i_o_files files, struct material_properties material,
struct elcmcnt~comctry **cl_gcom, struct element_status
**el_status, struct problem_control *control, stcuct su·css_status
·stress)
{
/* agrav activates gravity to calculate the initial gravity stresses at all the collocation
points of all elements; it also assigns initial nscg and del values to different clclncnts
due to initial shear stresses according to the dependence of tau on sig an<l del +/
int fla!Lerr, is, j, I, nc, nr, nitf[8l={2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2};
double ca, h(lrs, sa, t, tis, tis 1, verts;
forG=O; j<control->nte; j++)
{
for(I=O; l<nittl(+(el_.8eoffi+j»)->it-l ]/2; 1++)
{
verts= material.gam+(control->ysurf -(·(cl~com+j»->yc[l]);
hors= control->ep·verts;
nc= (+(el~com+j»->ncol[l];
ca= cos«*(cl_gcom+j»->al);
sa= sin«*(cl~com+j»->al);
stress..>sigi[nc]= hors*sa*sa +vcrts*ca*ca;
strcss->taui[nc]= vcrts*sa*ca -hors*sa*ca;
if«*(el~com+j»->nsl == 0)
continue;
1* assign intial nscg and del */
nr= (+(cl~coln+j»->ns];
t= fabs(strcssu>taui[nc]);
f1a!Lcrr= 1;
for(is=O; is<control->nrp[nr]; is++)
(
if(is == 0)
(
if(t > stress·>sigi[ne] *COI1trol->sly[nr][0] +control->ck[nr])
continue;
(*(cl_status+j»->nscg[ll: 0;
flu!Lcrr= 0;
break;
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}
if(t > strcss->sigi[nc]+contro)->sly[nr][is])
continue;
(JIa(cl_status+j»->nscg[I]= is;
/+ assume point is on +ve branch first +/
tis= strcss->sigi[nc]*control->sly[nr][is-l] -.-control->ck[nr];
tis 1=strcss->sigi[nc]*control->sly[nr][is] +conti·ol-xk[nr];
(+(cl_status+j»->dcl[ll: control->slx[nr][is-l] +
(control->slx[nr][is] -eontrol->slx[nr][is-l ])+(t-tis)/(tis I-tis);
if(strcss->taui[nc] < 0.)
(+(cl_status+j»->dcl[I]= -(+(cl_status+j»-><Icl[I];
/+ activate shear fundamental variable if not already active +/
if «+(cl_status-+j»->stadof[2*IJ)
{
(+(cl_stutus+j»->stadof[2*ll= 0;
control->nadof= control->nadof +1;
fprintf(filcs.fstat, It agrav: shear fundamental variable of 1~()11ocation point
%d of clement %d is activatcdul", I, j);
fll ush(filcs.fstat);
}
fla~crr= 0;
break;
}
if(fla~crr == 1)
{
/+ error because intial shear stress cannot be sustained by fracture +/
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "\Jl\n\n *++ Error ***\n");
fprintf(filcs.fstat," element %d canlt sustain initial shear\nIt,
j);
fprintf(filcs.fstat," Program aborted\n\n");
exit( I);
}
}
rcturn;
}
/+ 111++*•••**.++*++*++*.+.+* aIe.+ •••**** ++ ++++++.+.++.+++ ale. ++++++ +++++++ +/
void groupin(struct i_o_files files, struct material_properties material,
struct clcmcnt~conlctry +·c1-scoln, struet problem_control
+control, struet stress_status ·strcss, int *tlag, int +flu~clT,
char +colnnlund)
(
/+ groupin inputs n,~w group(s) inforlnation +/
char auxl[6]= ('\O'), aux2[6]=('\O'}, +pchar= NULI.I;
int i, ie, j, k, 1, n, n1, n2, neg, nn, nitf[8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
double ca, hors, sa, verts, xb, xc, yh, ye, ·prol;
k=O;
69()
while(l)
(
k++;
fscanf(files.finput, "%s", command);
neg= atoi(command);
if(neg == 0)
(
if(k != 1)
break;
else if(k == 1)
(
+tlag= 0;
+flag...err= I;
break;
)
}
fscanf(files.finput, 1t%lf%lf', &xb, &yb);
control->ntg= control->ntg +1;
whilc(l)
(
fscanf(files.finput, "%d%d%lf%lf', &nl, &02, &xc, &yc);
n=n2-nl+l;
prol= calloc(n, sizcof(double»;
if(prol == NULI.J)
(
fptintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't allocate memory for matrix prol\tl lt );
fprintf(files.fstat, "Program aborted\n");
exit( 1);
}
i=O;
whilc(i<n)
(
fscanf(files.finput, "%8", aux 1);
pchar= strchr(aux1t '+');
if(pchar =:= NULL)
(
prol[i]= atof(aux 1);
i++;
}
else
(
strncpy(aux2, aux 1, pchar··aux 1);
j= atoi(aux2);
for(J=O; 1<6; 1++)
aux2[1]= '\0';
prol[il= atof(pchar+ 1);
for(l= 1; l<j; 1++)
prol[i+ll= prol[i];
i= i+j;
}
}
i= control->nte;
while(i<control->ntc+n)
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(
fscanf(files.finput, "%8", aux 1);
pchar= strchr(aux 1, t.,);
if(pchar == NULL)
{
(*(c)-8com+i»->it= atoi(aux 1);
i++;
)
else
(
strncpy(aux2, aux 1t pehar-aux1);
j= atoi(aux2);
for(I=O; 1<6; 1++)
aux2[I]= '\0';
(+(cl-8COln+i»->it= atoi(pchar+l);
for(l= 1; l<j; 1++)
(*(ci-8com+i+l»->it= (*(el_gcom+i» ..>it;
i= i+j;
)
/+ this is the standard form, but it docs not recognize commands of the
form: 3·15, as the above algorithm docs.
for(i=O; i<n; i++)
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%lr', &prol[i]);
for(i=control->nte; i<control->ntc+n; i++)
fscanf(filcs.finput. "%dlt , &((+(cl-8com+i»->it»;
control..>ngc[control->ntg.. l l= control->ngc[control->ntg-l] +n;
for(i=O; i<n; i++)
(
ie= control->ntc+i;
control->nc[control->ntg-l][n1+i-l]= ie;
forG=O; j<nitf[nbs«+(cl_gcom+ie»->it)-l ]/2; j++)
{
control->ntcol= control->ntcol+1;
(+(el...gcom+ic»->ncolUl= control->ntcol-l;
control->ndof= control->ndof +2;
control->nadof= control->nadof +2;
)
}
'+ initialize variables of geometry of the n elts +'
egeom(n, &xb, &yb, xc, ye, prot, cl-8corn, control);
free(prol);
/+ check if the present group input is finished +/
if(n2 < neg)
continue;
if(n2 1= neg)
(
+flag::: 0;
+flag_crr= 1;
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break;
)
else
break;
}
if(+flaLcrr == 1)
break;
/+ a group has been input +/
'+ if group is added during anall.sis, calculate consistellt slress/displ
and initial stresses (if igrav) 1
if(control->nstcp == 0)
continue;
01= control->nte -neg;
02= control->ntc-l;
consis(n 1, n2, material, cl-&coffi, control, stress);
if(!control->igrav)
continue;
for(n=n 1; 0<=02; n++)
(
ea= cos(+(el-&eom+n»->al);
sa= sin«+(el-&com+n» ..>al);
for(l=O; l<nitf[(+(cl-&com+n»->it-l]/2; 1++)
{
verts= material.gam+(control->ysurf -(+(c)-8coffi+n»->yc[I);
hors= control->ep.verts;
nn= (+(el-8com+n»->ncol[I];
stress->sigi[nn]= hors+sa+sa +vcrts+ca+ca;
strcss->taui[nn]= vcrts*sa*ca -hors+sa+ca;
}
}
}
return;
)
/+ • +••+++ ++++ ate ... ++ +++++++.+++.. ++ ++++ +++.....++++.....+......+.++++*......++.......... *1
void egeorn(int 0, double ·xb. double +yb, double xc, double ye, double +prol.
stmet clcmcnt-&comctry ++cl-&com, struct prCJblcm_control .control)
(
/+ egeom calculates and initiali7£s variables of gcometry for n new
~lements aligned in a straight line witJlin the same group +'
iot it j, I, nleo, nitf[8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
double alpha, cosa, sina, tl, til, tprol, xl, yl;
xl= xe-(*xb);
yl= yc-(+yb);
tl= sqrt(xl+xl+yl+yl);
sina= yVtl;
cosa= xVtl;
alpha= atan2(yl,xl);
tprol= 0.;
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'+ tll =total length to be proportioned +'
tII= tl;
forO=O; j<n; j++)
(
if(prolUl < 0.)
tII= tll+proIU];
else
tprol= tprol+prolfj];
}
'+ calculate actual lengths and put thcln into prol(j) +'
for(j=O; j<n; j++)
(
if(prol(jl < 0.)
prolU]= -proIU);
else
prolU]= til *prol[j]/tprol;
}
'+ calculate other variables *'
nteo= control->nte;
for(i=O; i<n; i++)
(
control->nte ++;
(·(el~eom+control->nte-l »->a= O.S+prol[control->ntc-nteo-l];
if«·(el~eom+control·>nte-l»·>it > 0)
{
(·(el~com+control->nle-l» ..>x= +xb;
(·(el~com+control->ntc .. l»->y= ·yb;
(·(el~eom+control·>ntc-l»->al= alpha;
·xb= ·xb +2.·cosa·(·(cl~com'+-control·>nte-l»··>a;
·yh= +yb +2.+sina+(+(cl...geom+control->ntc-l»)->a;
)
else
{
(·(el~eom+cGntrol->nte·l»->x= .xb +
2.•cosa·(·(cl~com+control->nte·l»..>a;
(+(el~coln+control->ntc-l»·>r= *yb +
2. +sina*(*(e ...geoffi+control->nte-l»->a;
if(sina == 0)
(
if(-cosa >0)
(*(cl.-8coffi+control->ntc-l»)->al= PI;
else
(·(e!~com+contro14>ntc .. l»->al= -PI;
)
else
(+(cl~com+control->ntc·l »->al= atnn2(-sina,-cosa);
·xb= (·(cl~eom+control->ntc.. l »->x;
+lb= (+(el~com+control->nte-l»->y;
( (el~eom+control->ntc·l»->it= -(+(cl-8coffi+control->nte-l»..>it;
)
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forO=O; 1<nitf[(*(cl_lJcon1+controi->ntc-l»->it-l]/2; 1++)
collco(control->ntc-l, It cl~com);
}
return;
}
'+ Jll •••••••••*••••••*••**••••••+•••++++•••••++••+++••••••••++•••+++ ++ +/
void collco(int j, int It struct elcrncnt-ecomctry +·cl-ncoln)
(
'+ collco calculates the coords [xc] [ye] of the local collocation point I of clement j +/
double ca, ddx, ddy, sa;
ca= cos«+(cl-ecom+j»->al);
sa= sin«+(el~eom+j»->al);
if«+(el~com+j»->it == 1 II (·(cl~corn+j»->it == 411
(+(el~eom+j)->it == 6)
{
/+ element j is an cddc, csde or cddsc .,
(+(el-ccom+j» ..>xc[l):: (+(cl-ecoru+j»->x +C"(cl_gcom+j»->a+ca;
(·(el~com+j»->yc[l]= (+(cl~conl+j»->y +(*(cl~c()m+j» ..>a·sa;
)
else if«+(cl-ecom+j»->it == 2 II (*(cl-ccom+j»->it == 5 II
(+(el~com+j»->it == 7)
{
/+ clement j is an Iddc, lsdc or Iddse +/
(+(c1-ccoffi+j»->xc[I]= (+(cl-ccom+j»->x +
(1+ 1)+(+(cl_gcom+j»->a*ca+213;
(+(el~com+j»->yc[l]= (+(cl-8com+j»->y +
(1+ 1)+(+(cl-ecom+j»->a+sa+213;
)
else
{
'+ element j is an tTC or pddc; usc 3/4-point as collocation point +/
(+(cl-ecornt..j»->xc[l]= (*(cl-8COn1+j»->x +1.5+(*(cl-ecom+j»·>a+ca;
(i,I(cl~com+j»->yc[l]= (+(cl..gcl)m+j»->y ·t-l.5*(+(cl-ccom+j»->a+sa;
)
/+ ddx and ddy arc smull values to be added to xc and yc to Inakc sure
that the collocation point lies on thc positive side of tile clement +/
ddx= -1.c·4+(+(cl~conl+j»->a·sa;
ddy= 1.e-4+(*(el-ecom+j»->a+ca;
(+(cl-ecom+j»->xc[IJ= (*(cl~com+j»->xc[l] +ddx;
(+(cl-8com+j»->yc[ll= (*(cl-ecom+j»->yc[ll +ddy;
return;
)
/+ .+••+••••++•••+++.+++•••*.+++••+••*•••••++++++++++++*++++++~++++++ +/
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Intcrest.c
'+ includes the following functions:
consis
displ
intrst
prin
sheta
tccplot
# include "Crock_hcad.h tl
# include "frock_rune.h tl
'+ •all •••••••+•••••••+••+••••••••+•••••••••+••••••••+••++.+,.. &I- ++aft +'
void consis(int n1, int n2, struct material_properties material,
struct clement~cometry • ·el~conl, struct problem_control
·control. struct stress_status .stress)
{
'* consis cales consistent strcssldispl at collocation points of elts nI to n2 +'
int icol, n, nl, nitf[8]= (2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2 );
double alo, snnb, ssnb, sssb, unb, usb, xx, yy;
for(n= nl; n<= n2; n++)
{
for(nl=O; nl<nitll(+(el-8Com+ll»->it-l ]/2; nl++)
{
xx= (·(el~com+n»->xc[nl];
yy= (·(el~com+n»·>yc[nJ];
aln= (·(cl~eom+n»->al;
displ(&usb, &unb, xx, yy, alll, material. el.-8coln, control, stress);
sbeta(&sssb, &ssnb, &snnb, xx, yy, a1n, 0., nla~crial. cl--8com,
control, stress);
leol= (+(cl--8com+n» ..>ncol[nl];
strcss->ssn[icol]= ssnb;
stress->snn[icol]= snob;
stress->us[icol]= ustl;
stress->un[icol]= unb;
)
)
return;
}
'* ++.+•••++++••++....++... +.++. ate .... ++ +....+ala +.+....+. III +. ¥ +....+•• aft ...... +....+...... ++.+... +'
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void displ(double *usb, double *unb, double xx, double yy, double beta"
struct matcrial_pll)Pcrtics 1T1utcrial, struct clcmcnt~colnctry
++cl~eom, struct prohlem_control ·control, struct stress_status
*stress)
(
1+ displ calcs thl~ s- and n- displacement in the s-n basis systcnl which
makes an angle beta with the global basis systern at pt (xx,yy) +/
iot k, ", nitf[8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
double alp, ca, dn, ds, ha, hh, he, hd, sa, va, vb, ve, vd;
·usb= 0.;
.unb= 0.;
/+ k = doC # designation */
k=O;
for(n=O; n<control->ntc; n+·..)
(
ea= cos«*(cl~com+n»->al);
sa= sin«*(cl_gcom+n»->al);
ds= (xx-(+(cl~com+n»->x)+ca+(yy-(+(cl~conl· ..n» ..>y)+sa;
dn= (yy-(*(cl_.gcom+n»->y)+ca-(xx-(+(cl~com+n)->x)+sa;
alp= bcta-(+(cl~com+n»->al;
if(nitf[(+(cl_gcom+n»->it-l] <= 2)
(
'* element n has 2 fund variables +/
if«+(cl~com· ..n»·>it == 1)
cddcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (*(cl~coln+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, Inatcrial);
else if«*(cl_gcom·..n»->it == 3)
rrcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~eom+n» ..>a, ds, dn, alp, Inatcrial);
else if«*(el.-,gcom+n»->it === 4)
csdcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (*(cl~conl+n»->a, ds, dll, alp, material);
else if«+(cl~eoln+n»·>it == 6)
cddscu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~coln+n»->a, ds, dll, at." Inatcrial);
else
pddcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+«(~l~conl+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, 1l1utcrial);
·usb= *usb +hb+strcss->v[k] +hd*strcss->v[k+l];
·unb= ·unb +vb*strcss->v[k] +vd+strcss->v[k+l];
k= k+2;
}
else
(
1* element n has 4 fund variables +/
if«+(cl~com+n»->it == 2)
Iddcu(&ha, &hc, &hh, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~coln+n»->a,
ds, dn, nip, material);
else if«+(cl~eom+n»->it == 5)
Isdeu(&ha, &hc, &hh, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~coln+n»->a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddscu(&ha, &hc, &hb, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~c()ln+n»->a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
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"'usb= ·usb +ha+stress->v(k] +hc·stress->v[k+l] +hb+strcss->v[k+2] +
hd+stress->v[k+3];
·unb= *unb i-va+strcss->v[k] +vc.strcss->v[k+l] +vb+strcss->v[k+2] -f-
vd*strcss->v[k+3];
k:: k+4;
}
)
return;
)
'+ ••••••". ++•••*++••+•••**+••+.+++ +."..++ +'
void intrst(struct material_properties material, struct i_o_files files,
struct elcment~eomctry ·+c)-8com, struct problem_control +control,
street stress_status *stress, int nalne, double beta, double x1 9
double yl, double xu, douhle yu, int np)
(
/+ inlrst reads interest groups info and calculates stresses and displacements
at interest points .,
int i, k, n, nitf[8]:::{2,4,2t 2,4,2,4,2};
double alp, c2, ca, chet, dius, diun, dn, ds, dsinn, dsisll, dsiss, dx::.{), dy=O,
ha,hb, he. hd, hors, pa, pb,pc, pd,sl, sis, s2,s3, sa, sac, sb,
sbel, SC, scb, sd, sinng, sinni, siss, sisn, sinn, sisng, sisni, sissg,
sissi, ta, tb, te, td, theta, tmax, va, vb, ve, vd, verts, xi. yi;
fprintf(files.fout, "\n\n Interest Group Output\n\n tl );
fprinlf(files.fout, It Stage = %s\nIt. control->ista);
fprintf(files.fout, tI Interest Group # %d, beta =% IO.3fu1ulIt , name, beta);
fprintf(files.fout, It X-Coord Y-Coord SIG SS SIG SN SIG NN
SIGMA 1 SIGl\1A 3 THETA US UN\nIt);
'+ transfonn total stresses applied at infinity +/
sOOt= sin(beta);
cOOt= cos(beta);
82= sbet*sbet;
c2= cbet*cbct;
scb= sbct*cbct;
sissi= control->sx·c2 +2. +control->sxy+scb +control->sy·s2;
sisni= -control->sx·scb +control->sxy·(2.*c2-1.) +conlrol->sy·scb;
sinni= control->sx·s2 -2. ·control->sxy*scb +control->sy·c2;
if(np 1= I)
(
dx= (xu-xl)/(doublc)(np.. l);
dy= (yu-yl)/(doublc)(np-l);
}
xi= xl-dx;
yi= yl-dy;
for(i=O; i<np; i++)
(
xi:: xi +dx;
~i= yi +dy;
If(control->igrav)
(
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,. calculate initial gravity stresses +'
verts= Inaterial.gam +(control->ysurf-yi);
hors= control->cp·verts;
sissg= hors·c2 +vcrts+s2;
sisng= verts+scb -hors·scb;
sinng= hors+s2 +verts*c2;
}
else
(
sissg=O.;
sisng:: 0.;
sinng= 0.;
)
/+ dsiss,dsisn,dsinn,dius and diun are the total induced stressr.,.8 and
displacements at (xi,yi) due to the fundamental variables k up to tIle
current stage .,
dsiss= 0.;
dsisn= 0.;
dsinn= 0.;
dius= 0.;
diun= 0.;
k=O;
for(n=O; n<control->nte; n++)
(
ea= cos«·(el~eomi·n»->al);
sa= sin«·(el~eom+n»->al);
ds= (xi-(·(el~eom+n»->x)+ca +(yi-(+(cl~eom+n»->y)·sa;
dn= (yi-(·(el~com+n»->y)·ca -(xi-(+(cl~eom+n»->x)+sa;
alp= beta -(+(el..geom+n»->al;
if(nitf(+(el..geom+n»->it-l] <= 2)
(
'+ elenlcnt n has 2 fundamental variables +'
if«·(el_gcom+n»~>it == 1)
{
cddes(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl..gcom+n»->a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
cddcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~com+n»·>a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
}
else if«+(cl_gcom~n»->it == 3)
{
rrcs(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl~com+n» ..>a, dS t dn,
alp, material);
rrcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl..geomfn»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
}
else if«+(cl_gcom+n»->it == 4)
{
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csdes(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl-8com+n»->a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
csdeu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(el~coln+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
)
else if«*(el-,gconl+n» ..>it == 6)
{
cddses(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (·(el~eom+n»->a, ds,
dn, alp, material);
cddseu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(el-,gcoffi+n»->a, ds, dll, alp,
material);
}
else
{
pddes(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl~com+n»->a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
pddeu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &"d, (+(el-,gconl+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
}
dsiss= dsiss +sb+stress->v[k] +sd*strcss->v[k+l];
dsisn= dsisn +tb+stress->v[k] +td*stress->v[k+1];
dsinn= dsinn +pb+stress->v[k] +pd+strcss->v[k+1];
dius= dius +hb+stress..>v[k] +hd+stress->v[k+1];
diun= diun +vb*stress->v[k] +vd+strcss->v[k+l];
k= k+2;
)
else
(
/+ element n has 4 fundamental variables +/
if«+(el-,gcom+n»->it == 2)
{
Iddcs(&sac, &sc, &sb, &sd, &ta, &tc, &tb, &td, &pa, &pc, &pb,
&pd, (+(cl-,gcoffi+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, material);
Iddcu(&ha, &hc, &hb, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd, (+(cl_gcom»->a,
ds, dn, alp, matcrial);
}
else if«*(cl~coln+n»->il == 5)
{
lsdes(&sac, &sc, &sb, &sd. &ta, &tc, &tb, &td, &pa, &pc, &pb,
&pd, (+(el_gcom+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, material);
Isdcu(&ha, &hc, &hb, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~com+n»·>a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
}
else
(
Iddscs(&sac, &sc, &sb, &sd, &ta, &te, &tb, &td, &pa, &pc, &pb,
&pd, (+(el-,gcoffi+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, material);
Iddseu(&ha, &hc, &hb, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd, (+(cl-,gcom+n»->a,
ds. dn, alp, matcrial);
}
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dsiss= dsiss +snc·strcss->v[kj +sc·strcss->v[k+1] +
sb*strcss->v[k+2] +sd+strcss->v[k+3];
dsisn= dsisn +ta*strcss->v[k] ...·tc+strcss->v[k+I] ..~
tb+strcss->v[k+2] +td*strcss->v[k+3];
dsinn= dsinn +pa·strcss->v[k) +pc*stress->v[k+l] +
ph+strcss->v[ki·2j +pd+strcss->v[k+3];
dius= dills +ha*strcss->v[k] +hc*stress->v[k+1] +
hb*strcss->v[k+2] +hd·strcss->v[k+3];
diun= diun +va+strcss->v[k] +vc·strcss->v[k+ 1] +
vb+strcss->v[k+2] +vd*strcss->v[k+3];
k= k+4;
}
}
siss= sissg + sissi +dsiss;
sisn= sisng + sisni +dsisn;
sinn= sinng + sinni +dsinn;
tmax= sqrt«sinn-siss)*(sinn-siss)/4. +sisn*sisn);
s1= (sinn+siss)/2. +tmax;
83= s I - 2.*tmax;
s )s= s1-siss;
if(sls*sisn == 0.)
(
theta= 0.;
if(sinn > siss)
theta= PU2.;
}
else if(log 1O(fabs(s 1s))-log10(fabs(sisn» > 10.)
(
theta= 0.;
if(sinn > siss)
theta= PI/2.;
}
else
theta= amn(s Is/sisn);
fprintf(filcs.fout, It% 12.4c% 12.4c% 12.4c% 12.4c% 12.4c%12.4c% 12.4c% 12.4c~}
12.4e% 12.4c\nIt, xi, yi, siss, sisn, sinn, S1, 83, theta, dills, diun);
}
fflush(filcs.fout);
return;
}
1* *+*+.JII+*.+...++*.... ** *...+* ++ ••*••••••+••••+.+++++++.. +++ ++ ** ++++ +++-It + +/
v()id prin(double *81, double +s3, double +theta, double sigx, double sigxy,
double sigy)
/+ prin calculates tJ1C 111UX and min principal stresses and direction of action
of theta of s I +/
double sis, tmax;
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I
1 I
tmax= sqrt«sigy-sigx)·(sigy-sigx)/4. +sigxy·sigxy);
·81= (sigy+sigx)/2. +tmax;
·s3= .81 -2.*tmax;
sIs: ·81 -sigx;
if(sls*sigxy == 0.)
(
+theta= 0.; .
if(sigy > sigx)
+theta= PI/2.;
}
else if(exp(fabs(s1s)+log(1O.O»-cxp(fabs(sigxy)+log(10.0» > 10.)
(
+theta=O.;
if(sigy > sigx)
JIItheta= PJ/2.;
}
else
+theta= atan(s lslsigxy);
return;
}
,. ++•••++•••••••••••••••••••+••+++.+++•••++••••••••••••••+++.+••+.+. +'
void sbeta(double ·sssb, double +ssnb, doul>le .snnb, double xx, double yy,
double beta, double pel, struct material_properties material,
stll1Ct element-8eomctry ++cl-8com, struct problem_control ·control,
struct stress_status ·stress)
(
'+ sbeta calculates stresses in the s-n basis system which makes an angle beta
with the global basis system at point (xx,yy) at pel of cxtrapolatc(1 step +'
iot k, n, nittl8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
double alp, e2, ea, cbet, do, ds, dsnnb, dssnb, dsssb, hors, pa, pb, pc, pd,
s2,sa,sac,sb,sbct,sc,scb,sd,snnbg,snnbi,ssnbg,ssnbi,sssbg,
sssbi, sxp, sxyp, syp, ta, tb, te, td, verts, vklp, vk2p, vk3p, vkl);
sOOt= sin(bcta);
cOOt= cos(bcta);
s2= sbct+sbet;
c2= cbet+cbct;
scb= sbet+cbct;
if(!(control->infin»
{
sssbi= 0.;
ssnbi= 0.;
sonbi= 0.;
}
else
{
1* transfonn total infinite stresses up to pel of step +'
sxp= control->sxo +pcl+(control->sx-control->sxo);
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syp= control->syo +pcl+(control->sy-control->syo);
sxyp= control->sxyo +pcl+(control->sxy..control->sxyo);
sssbi= sxp·c2 +2.·sxyp·scb +syp·s2;
ssnbi= -sxp*scb +sxyp+(2:+c2-1.) +syp·scb;
snnbi= sxp·s2 -2.+sxyp*scb +syp+c2;
)
,. calculate intial stresses if(igrav) +/
if(control->igrav)
{
verts= material.gam+(control->ysurf-yy);
hors= control->ep+vcrts;
sssbg= hors·c2 +vcrts afls2;
ssnbg= verts+scb -hors*scb;
snnbg= hors*s2 +vcrts+c2;
)
else
(
sssbg= 0.;
ssnbg= 0.;
snnbg= 0.;
)
'+ dsssbt dssnb, dsnnb are the total induced stresses at (xx,yy) due to the
fundamental variables k up to the pel of step +'
dsssb= 0.;
dssnb= 0.;
dsnnb= 0.;
k=O;
for(n=O; n<control->ntc; n++)
(
ea= cos«·(el~eom+n»->al);
sa= sin«+(cl..gcom+n»->al);
ds= (xx-(*(el..gcom+n»->x)+ca +(yy-(+(el..gcom+n»->y)+sa;
dn= (yy-(+(cl..gcom+n»->y)+ca -(xx-(+(el..gcom+n»->x)+sa;
alp= beta -(+(el-8com+n»->al;
if(nitf[(+(el-8com+n»->it-l] <= 2)
(
/+ element n has 2 fundamental variables +/
if«+(el_geom+n»->it == 1)
cddcs(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl_8com+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if«*(el~eom+n»->it == 3)
rrcs(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl..gcom+n»->a, ds, dll, alp,
Inaterial);
else if«*(cl..gcom+n»->it == 4)
csdcs(&sb, &sd t &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl--8COnl+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
else if«+(cl..gcom+n»->it == 6)
cddscs(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl..gcom+n»->a, ds, do, alp,
material);
else
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I
;
I '
pddes(&sb., &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (·(cl....gcom+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
vkp= strcss->v[k] +pcl+stress->dv[k];
vklp= stress->v[k+l] +pcl+stress->dv[k+l);
dsssb= dsssb +sb*vkp +sd*vklp;
dssnb= dssnb +tb*vkp +td*vklp;
dsnnb= dsnnb +pb*vkp +pd+vklp;
k= k+2;
}
else .
{
,. element n has 4 fundamental variables +/
if «+(el-8eom+n»->it == 2)
Iddes(&sac, &sc, &sb, &sd, &ta, &00, &tb, &td, &pa, &pc, &pb, &pd,
(*(el-8com+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else if«+(cl-8com+n»->it == 5)
lsdes(&sac, &sc, &sb, &sd, &ta, &te, &tb, &td, &pa, &pc, &pb, &pd,
(*(el-8com+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, material);
else
Iddses(&sac, &sc, &sb, &sd, &t3, &te, &tb, &td, &pa, &pc, &pb, &pd,
(*(el-8eom+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, material);
vkp= strcss->v[k] +pcl+stress->dv[k);
vklp= stress..>v[k+l] +pcl*stress->dv[k+l];
vk2p= stress->v[k+2] +pcl*stress->dv[k+2];
vk3p= stress->v[k+3) +pcl+stress->dv[k+3];
dsssb= dsssb +sac+vkp +sc*vklp +sb+vk2p +sd-+vk3p;
dssnb= dssnb +ta*vkp +tc*vklp +tb+vk2p +td+vk3p;
dsnnb= dsnnb +pa+vkp +pc*vklp +pb+vk2p +pd+vk3p;
k= k+4;
}
}
·sssb= sssbi +dsssb +sssbg;
.ssnb= ssnbi +dssnb +ssnbg;
.snnb= snnbi +dsnnb +snnbg;
return;
}
/+ ••++++++*+++**+++++++++++++***+*+*++++**.***+*++++++++.++••*.+*••• +/
void tecplot(struct material_properties nlaterial, struct i_o_files files,
struct clement_geometry ++el-8coffi, struct problem_control
*control, struet sfress_status +strcss, int n, double a,
double xx, double yy, double beta, double dx, int nx,
double fx, double dy, int ny, double fy, int nlinc,
double ++line)
{
'+ teeplot calculates cylindrical stresses in a given area of dimensions
2dx by 2dy, with a center in xx, yy; this center is the origin of
the cylindrical coordinates. The stresses are output to a ".tee"
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file with a format adequate to be read from teeplot +'
int i, j, nzone;
double cb, delta_x, delta-y, epsilon-y, sb, sum, Sf, st, tall, th, X, y, xp, yp;
sum =1+ fy;
for(i= 2; i<ny; i++)
sum= sum+ pow(fy, i);
delta_y= dy/sum;
if(delt3-Y < 2*DBL_MIN)
(
fprintf(lilcs.fstat, u\n\n tt );
fprintf(filcs.fst3t, "ERROR: U);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Divisions on the \tty\" axis are too small\Jl tl );
fprintf(filcs.fstut, "TccpJot function disabled\n\n lt);
return;
}
sum= 1+ fx;
for(i=2; i<nx; i++)
sum= sum+ pow(fx, i);
delta-.x= dxlsum;
if(dclta_x < 2*DBL_MIN)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, u\n\n");
fprintf(files.fstat, "ERROI~: It);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Divisions on the \ltx\It axis are too small\n");
fprintf(files.fstat, ItTecplot function disabled\n\n");
return;
}
epsilon-y= dy/200;
cb= cos(bcta);
sb= sin(bcta);
th= 0;
1* navigation through the mesh +'
'+ bottom left*'
nzone= n*10+1;
fprintf(filcs.ftcc, ltvARIABLES= \ltx\", \"y\", \Itsr\tt t \"st\", \lttau\u\nIt);
fprintf(files.ftcc, "ZONE T= \"%d\", 1= %d, J= %d, F=POIN1\n",
nzonc, nx+l, ny+l);
yp= -dy;
forG=O; j«ny+1); j++)
(
if(j == 0)
yp= -dy;
else
yp= yp+ pow(fy, ny-j)*dcltu_y;
xp= -dx;
for(i=O; i«nx+l); i++)
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(
if(i = 0)
xp= -dx;
else
xp= xp+ pow(fx, nx-i)*delta_x;
ifG = ny && i == nx)
(
xp=O;
yp=O;
)
else
(
irG == ny)
{
th= -PI+ beta;
YP::",: 0;
}
elSt'~ if(i == nx)
{
xp=O;
th= -PI/2+ beta;
}
else
th= -(PI- fabs(atan(yp/xp»)+ beta;
)
x= xp+cb- yp+sb + xx;
y= xp*sb+ yp*cb +yy;
sbcta(&sr, &tau, &st, x, y, lh, 1.0, InateriaJ., ci_geom,
control, stress);
if(j == ny && i != ox)
fprintf(files.ftec, tt%15.3e%15.3e%15.3c%J'.5.3e%15.3e\n",
xp/a, -epsilon-y/a, Sf, st, tau);
else
fprintf(files.ftec, tt% 15.3e%15.3e%15.3e%15.3c%15.3e\nIt,
xp/a, yp/a, sr, st, tau);
}
}
'+ top left +'
ozone= 10*0+2;
fprintf(files.ftec, "\0VARIABL"ES= \"x\", \tty\", \"sr\", '"st\", \"tau\"\n lt );
fpnntf(files.ftec, "ZONE T= \"%d\", 1= %d, J= %d, F=POIN1\n",
nzone, nx+l, ny+l);
yp=O;
forij::O; j«ny+1); j++)
(
if(j == 0)
yp=O;
else
yp= yp+ pow(fy, j-l )+deltn-y;
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xp= -dx;
for(i=O; i«nx+l); i++)
(
if(i = 0)
xp= -dx;
else
. xp= xp+ p0'-Y(fx, nx-i)+dclta_x;
IC(j == 0 && 1 == nx)
(
xp= 0;
yp= 0;
)
else
(
if(j == 0)
{
th= PI+ beta;
yp=O;
}
else if (i == nx)
(
xp=O;
th= PU2+ beta;
)
else
th= PI- fabs(atnn(yp/xl»)+ beta;
}
x= xp*cb- yp*sb +xx;
y= xp·sb+ yp·cb +yy;
sbeta(&sr, &tau, &8t, x, y, th, 1.0, material, el--8COffi,
control, stress);
le(j == 0 && i 1= nx)
fprintf(files.ftcc, "% 15.3e%15.3e%15.3e%15.3c%15.3c\n",
xp/a, epsilon-y/a, sr, st, tau);
else
fprintf(filcs.ftcc, U% 15.3c%15.3c%15.3e%15.3c%15.3c\n",
xp/a, yp/a, sr, st, tau);
)
)
'+ bottom right +'
nzone= 10+n+3;
fprintf(filcs.ftcc, "VARIABLES= \";<\", \"y\", \f'Sf\". \"st\", \lt3u'''\n");
fprintf(filcs.ff.CC, "ZONE T= \"%d\", 1= %d, J= %d, F=POlN'[\n",
nzone, nx+1, ny+ 1);
yp= -dy;
for(j=O; j«ny+ I); j++)
(
ifG = 0)
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yp= -dy;
else
yp= yp+ pow(fy, ny-j)+de1ta-Y;
xp=O;
for(i=O; i«nx+l); i++)
(
if(i == 0)
xp= 0;
else
xp= xp+ pow(fx t i-I )+delta_x;
if(j = ny && i = 0)
(
xp= 0;
yp=O;
)
else
(
if(j == ny)
(
th= beta;
yp=O;
)
else if(i == 0)
(
xp= 0;
th= -PI/2+ beta;
)
else
th= -fabs(atan(yp/xp»)+ beta;
)
X= xp·cb- yp+sb + xx;
y= xp·sb+ Yll+cb +yy;
sbcta(&sr, &taut &st, x, 'It lh, 1.0, material, cl-8com,
control, stress);
fprintf(files.ftec, "% 15.3e%15.30%15.3c%15.3c%1S.3e\n""
xp/a, yp/a, Sf, st, tau);
}
)
'*, top right +'
nzone= 10+0+4;
fprintf(files.ftcc, "VARIABLES= \"x\", \"y\" t \"sr\", \"8t\", \"tau\"\n");
fprintf(files.ftcc, "ZONE T= \"%d\", 1= %d, 1= %d, F=POIN1\n",
nzone, nx+l, ny+l);
yp=O;
forG=O; j«ny+1); j++)
(
irG = 0)
yp=O;
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else
yp= yp+ pow(fy, j-l )+dclta-y;
l.p= 0;
for(i=O; i«nx+l); i++)
(
if(i = 0)
xp=O;
else
xp= xp+ pow(fx, i-I )+dclta_x;
if(j == 0 && i == 0)
(
xp=O;
yp= 0;
}
else
(
if(j == 0)
(
th= beta;
yp= 0;
)
else if (i == 0)
(
xp= 0;
th::: PU2+ beta;
)
else
tIt= fabs(atan(yp/xp»+ beta;
}
X= xp*cb- yp+sb + xx;
y= xp*sb+ yp*cb +yy;
sbcta(&sr, &tau, &st, x, y, th, 1.0, material, el-8com,
control, stress);
fprintf(filcs.ftec, "%15.3c%15.3c%15.3e%15.3e%15.3c\n",
xp/a, yp/a, Sf, st, tau);
}
)
'* print lines +/
fprintf(files.ftcc, "GEOMETf<Y M=GRID, F=POIN'I\n%5d\n''. 3+nlinc+l);
'+ first the default enclosing box of the contours +'
fprintf(filcs.ftcc, "3\0%7.3f%10.31\n%7.3f% 10.3l\n%7.3f% lO.3l\n",
-dxla, dxla, dxla, dxla, dxla, -dxla);
'+ second the requested lines from input +'
if(nline > 0)
(
for(i=O; i<nline; i++)
{
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xp= «line[i][O]-xx)+cb+ (Iinc[i][ 1]-yy)+sb)/a;
yp= (-(line[i][O]-xx)·sb+ (line[i]( l]-yy)+cb)/a;
x= «line[i][2]-xx)+cb+ (linc[i][3]-yy)·sb)/a;
y= (-(linc[i][2]-xx)+sb+ (linc[i][3]-yy)+cb)la;
fprinlf(filcs.ftee, "2\0% 12.3g% 12.3g\rl% 12.3g% 12.3g\ntt •
xp-O.OO I, yp-O.OO 1, x-O~()() 1, y-O.()() I);
fprintf(lilcs.ftee, "2\0% 12.3g% 12.3g\n% 12.3g%12.3g\ntt t
xp, yp. x, y);
fprintf(filcs. ftec, "2\0% 12.3g% 12.3g\n~) 12.3g% 12.3g\ntt.
xl,tO.OOl, yp-+O.OOl, x+().OOI, Y-f.o.(XJl);
)
)
rfiush(filcs.ftee);
rctunl;
}
1+ •••••••+•••••••+••••+••••• ~+ + ++ +.+ + ++•••••••+. +/
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,. this function plots a set of segments defined by
x,y =global coordinates
a =half length of the scgnlcnt
al = azinlut angle of the scglncnt in radians
nle = total number of segments
tile program rcc()gni7,cs straight lines and plots them as a single line
indcllCndcnt of. h(lW mnny segnlcnlS are in t.h(~ line. Scglncnts are delimited
by a small filled arc of dirnension, w; the line width i~ defined by
cUIT_linc_width.
the program takes the input values and converts them to integers to plot
in a Xwindow. 3 windo\vs arc created: main, dClllO and quit. 'The plot area
is defined by the demo window; its current Sil£ is 600x600. Since tlle
axis of the window arc in the upper left corner, there is a traslation
of the coordinates of value: ccntcr_x and ccnter~' 1nc plot can be
scaled by changing the value of the variable scale.
the program docs not plot outside the window.
+'
II include "frock_hcad.h"
# include "frock_func.h"
/•••++*••••••••••••••••••••••+••••••••••••••••••••••••••+++.++++.+.+ +/
void opcnwin(struct i_o_filcs files, struct run_plot ··pIOl)
(
XCharStruct
XTextPropcrty
XColor
Font
unsigned int
unsigned long
char
int
xchar_struct;
windowNamc, iconNamc;
screen_color, exact_color;
title_font, number_font, run_font;
border_width, deptJl, title_w, info_win_.h;
b~pix,f~pix)color_pix;
title[ 15]="APPLIED STRESS", +colof_namc="rcdtt ,
+window_nanlc="frock-plot", +icon_namc="frock-plot";
x, y, dir_return. title_descent,
title_ascent, scrccn_num;
·plot= malloc(sizcof(struct run_plot»;
if(+plot = NULL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "ElTor: Couldn't allocate memory to plot\n");
fprinlf(filcs.fstat, "Program aborted\n\n tt );
filcs.flaLrcs= 1;
return;
}
/+ Open a connection to the server +/
if «(+plot)->display=XOpcnDisplay(NULL» == NULL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fslUt, "Can't connect to the display\n");
exit( 1);
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}
/. Get some default values of the server +'
screen_Dum = DefaultScrccn«+plot)->display);
(+plot)->root = DefaultRootWindow«+plot)->display);
bUix= WhitePixcl«+plot)->display, scrccn_num);
flLPix= BlackPixcl«+plot)->display, screen_nunl);
'+ Create main window and its children +'
(·plot)->main_win= XCrcatcSimple\Vindow«+plot)->display, (+plot)->root,
100, 1()(), ,. x, y +'
614,614, '+ width, height .,
2, '+ border width +/
BlackPixcl((+ plot)->display, screen_nulll),
WhitcPixcl«+plot)->display, screen_nunl»;
(+plot)->dcmo_window= XCrcatcSilnplcWindow« ·pll)t)->display,
(+ plot) ..>Inain_win t
5, 5, J+ X, Y+'
6()(), 6()(), ,. width, height +/
2, '+ border width +'
nlackPixcl((+plot)->displayt scrccn_num),
WhitcPixcl«+p}ot)->display, screen_nunl»;
(+plot)->quit.-window: XCrcateSimplcWindllw«+plot)->display, (+plo~)->Inain_win,
54(), 10) '+ X, Y+'
6(), 25, /+ width, height +/
1, '+ border width +'
BlackPixcl«+plot)->display, screen_nulll),
\\t'hitcPixcl((+plot)->display, scrccn_nuln»;
'+ Gct the g~onlctry of the demo window +'
XGctGcomctry«+plot)->display, (+plot)->dcmo_window,&«+plot)->root), &x, &y,
&«+plot)->dcmo_w), &«al-plot)->dcmo_h), &hordcr_widlh,&dcpth);
/+ Load the font and incorporate it into the GC +'
(+plot)->titlc_font_struct= XLoadQucryFont«+plot)->displu'l,
"-ndobc-timcs-bold-r.+-+.. 12. It);
(+plot)->number_font_struct= XLoadQucryFont((+ plot)->displnyt
"-adobc.. timcs-bold-r.. • .. • .. 12+ tt );
(+plot)->run_font_struct= XLoadQucryFont«+plot)->display,
"-adobe-times-bold-r-+.*-10+ It);
title_font:: (+plot)·>titlc_font_struct..>fid;
number_font= (+plot)->numbcr_font_structn>fid;
l1.1o_font= (+plot)->run_font_struct..>fid;
/+ Gct dimensions for the info window +'
titlc_w= XTcxtWidth«+plot)->titlc_font_struct, title, strlcn(tit}c»;
XTcxtExtcnts((+plot)->tltlc_font_struclt title, strlcn(titlc), &dir_return,
&titlc_asccnt, &titlc_dcsccnt, &xchar_struct);
(*plot)->titlc_h= titlc_asccnt+titlc_dcsccnt;
info_win_h= 4+(·plot)->titlc_h+2+15;
(+plot)->info_win_w= 15+titlc_w;
(+plot)->inf0_window= XCrcatcSimpicWindow((.plot)->display, (+plot)->main_wint
600-(+plot)">info_win_w, 60, /+ X, Y +'
(+plot)->info_win_w, info_win_h, '+ width, height +'
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2, /+ border width *'
BlackPixel((*plot)->display, scrcen_num),
WhitcPixcl«+plot)->display, scrccn_num»;
/. Create GCs and set values for various drawings +'
(+plot)->nulnbcr_GC= XCrcatcGC«+plot)->display, (+plot)->main_win, 0, 0);
(*plot)->titlc_GC::: XCrcatcGC«+plot)->display, (+plot)->main_win, 0, (»;
(+plot)->thc_GC = XCreatcGC«+plot)->display, (*pl(}t)->main_win, 0, 0);
XSclForcglound«+plot)->displny, (+plot)->nulnbcr_GC, f~pix);
XSctBackground«+plol)->display, (+plot)->numbcr_GC, blLpix);
XSctForcgr()und«·plot)->display, (+plot)->thc_GC, fg_pix);
XSclBackground«+plot)->display, ("'plot)->thl~_GC, hg._pix);
XSctForcground«·plot)~>display, (+plot)··>tiLlc._GC, f~pix);
XSclBackground((+plllt)->display, (+plot)->titlc_GC, bg_.pix);
XScLFont«+plot)->display, (+plot).. >numbcr_GC, numbcr_f{)lll);
XScLFont«+plol)->display, (+plot)->litlc_GC, run_font);
XSctFolll«+plot)->display, (+plOl)->th~_GC, title_font);
/+ Deline S0l11C properties of the nlain \vind()w +/
XSlringLjslToTcxtl)rop~rty(&\vindo\v _"Unle, 1, &winoowNunlc);
XSctWMNamc«+pl()l)->displuy, (+pl()t)->1l1Uin._\vill, &wind()wNanlc);
XStringL,istToTcxtPropcrty(&icoll_naI11C, I, &iconNanlc);
XSctWMNulnc«+plot)->display, (+pl()t)->main_win, &iconNanlc);
if(XAllocNanlcdColor((* plot)->display,
DcfaullColormap«+plot)->display, screen_ntHll),
color_nanlc, &screcn_color, &cxact_color) != (l)
{
color.._pix= screen_color.pixel;
XSctWindo\vBorder«+plol)->display, (+pIOl)->111uin_win, color_pix);
)
/+ Set Event Masks and nlap all windows +/
XSclcctlnpul«+plot)->displuy, (*plot)->main_win, ExposurcMaskIButtonllrcssMask);
XSclcCllnput«*plot)->displuy, (+plot)->dcmo_window, ExposurcMask);
XSelcctInput«+pl()t)->display, (*plot)->quit_window,
ExposurcMaskIButtonPressMask);
XSclcctInput((*plot)->display, (+plot)->info_window t ExposurcMask);
XMapWindow«*plot)->display, (*plot)->lnain_win);
XMapSubwindows«+plot)->display, (*plot)->main_win);
)
/* +***+****+*+***** ** +++* ++ **++**+++ *+++ ++ ++ ++++.+++ +*++++++++ ++ +++ * +/
void draw(struct run_plot *plot, struct clcment~comctry ++cl~com, int nte,
double sxo, douhle syo, double sxyo)
char titlcl[l()]=("\O"}, titlc2[IO)=("\()"), titlc3[IOl={"\O"};
int i, xl, x2 ,y 1, y2, xO=(), yO=O, flag =0, strin!LW,
ccntcr_x = 3()O, ccnlef_Y =3(){),
curr_linc_width=2, w=3;
double xf, yf, d1, d2, ~calc::90.0;
XSctLincAllrihutes(plot->display, plOt->tJ1C_GC, curr_linc_widtll,
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LineSolid, CapButt, JoinRound);
sprintf(titlcl, U%9.2r', sxo);
sprintf(title2, n%9.2fu, syo);
sprintf(title3, "%9.2f" t sxyo);
/+ Draw current stresses in info window +/
XClearWindow(plot->display~plot->inf0_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->info._window, plot->numbcr_GC,
8,20,
"APPLIED STllESS", slrlcn("APPLIr~D STRESS"»;
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->info_\vindow, plot->numbcr._GC,
20,20+plot->titlc_h+S,
"Sx = ", strlcn("Sx = "»;
strin8-w= XTcxtWidth(plot->numbcr_font_struct, title 1, strlcn(titlc1»;
XDrawString(plot->display, p)ot->info_window, ,llot->numbcr_GC,
plot->info_win_w-20-strin8-w, 20+p ot->titlc_h+5,
title 1, strlcn(titlc1»;
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->info_window, plot->numbcr_GC,
2(),2()+2+plot->utlc_h+5+5,
"Sy =", strlcn("Sy = It»;
strin8-w= XTcxtWidth(plot->numbcf_font_struct, titlc2, strlcn(titlc2»;
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->inf()_window, plot->numbcr_GC,
plot->info_win_w-2()-strin8-W, 20+2*plot->titlc_h+5+5,
ti tlc2, strlen(ti tIc2));
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->info_window, plot->nunlhcr_GC,
2(),20+3*plot->titlc_h+2*5+5,
"Sxy= ", strlcn(ltSxy= It»;
strin8-w= X'1~cxlWidth(plot->nl \mhCf_font_struct, title3, sJ.rlcn(titlc3»;
XDrawString(plot->display t plot->info_window, plot->numbcr_GC,
plot-~ ~nfo_win_w-20-strin8-w, 20+3·plot->titlc_h+2+5+5,
titIe3, strIen(ti tIc3));
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->quit_window, plot->titlc_GC,
5, 16, "RUNNING", strlcn("RUNNINGtI»;
for(i = 0; i< nle; i++)
(
xl = (int)«*(cl--8com+i»->x+scale +center_x);
~1 = (int)«+(t~I--8com+i»->y+scale+(-l.O) +centcr-y);
If(xl<O II xl>2+ccntcr_x II yl<O II yl > 2*ccnter-y)
continue;
xC =(+(el--8eom+i»->x+2.0+(+(cl--8com+i»->a+cos«+(cl--8coln+i»->al);
x2 =(int)(xf+scalc +center_x);
yf =(+(cl--8com+i»->y+2.0+(+(cl--8coln+i»->a*sin«+(cl--8coln+i»->al);
y2 = (int)(yf+scalc+(-l.O) +ccnter.-y);
XFillArc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC, xl-w, YJ--w,
2+w, 2+w, 0*64, 360+64);
if(i != nte-} && xf*(+(cl_gcom+i+ I»->x >0 && yf+(+(cl--8cOnl+i+ l»->y >0
&& (fabs(xt»fabs(O.9+(+(cl--8com+i+l»->x) &&
fabs(xf) <fabs( 1.1 *(+(cl_gcom+i+1»->x» &&
(fabs(yO>fabs(O.9+(+(cl_gcom+i+1»->Y) &&
fabs(yt)<fabs( 1.1 *(+(cl--8coln+i+ I»->Y»)
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{
if «·(el-8com+i»->al <O.9+(+(el-8com+i»->al &&
(+(el-8com+i»->al> 1.1 +(+(el-8com+i»->al)
(
if(flag == 0)
(
xO =xl;
yO =yl;
flag =1;
)
}
else if(flag != 0)
(
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_\Yindow, fJ)ot->thc_GC.
xO, yO, x2, y2);
flag = 0;
)
else
(
XDrawlolinc(rlot->display, plot->dcrno_\vindow t plot->thc_GC,
x1t Y t x2, y2);
if(flag != 0)
flag = 0;
}
)
else if (tlag != 0)
{
d t=(x l-xO)+(x l-xO)+(y l-yO)+(y I-yO);
d2= (x2-xO)·(x2-xO)+(y2-yO)+(y2-yO);
if(d2 >= dl)
XDrawLinc(p)ot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
xO, yO, x2, y2);
else
XDrawLine(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
xO, yO, xl, yl);
XFillArc(plot->displaYt plot->dcmo_windowtr.1ot->thc_GCt
x2-w, y2-w, 2·w, 2+w, 0+64, 360 64);
flag =0;
)
else
(
XDrawLine(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->the_GC,
xl, yl, x2, y2);
XFil1Arc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
x2-\v, y2..w, 2+w, 2+w, 0·64, 360+64);
)
XFlush(plot->display);
return;
)
'+ ••••••••••••••••••+++++•••+++••+.+•••••••+•••++.++++++++++••••++.+ +/
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(void closewin(struct run_plot **plOl)
(
'+ Main event loop to control the selection of buttons +'
while(l)
(
XNextEvcnt«+plot)->display, &«+piot)->thc_cvcnt»;
XClearWindow((*pl()t)->display, (II' pIOl)->quil_window);
XDrawString«*piot)->display, (+plot)->quit_window, (+plot)->thc_GC,
15, 17, "QUIT", strlcn("QUITIt»;
switch((*plot)->thc_cvcnt. type)
(
case Expose:
if «·plot)->thc_cvcnt.xcxpoSl~.window == (+plOl)->quit_window)
XDrawString«*piot)->display, (+plot)->quit_window, (+plc)t)->thc_GC,
15,17, "QUIT", strlcn("QUIT"»;
break;
case ButtonPrcss:
if «+plot)->thc_cvcnt. ':CXP()~c.window == (+plot)->quit_wind()w)
(
if «+plot)->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc~window == (+plot)->quit_window)
{
XFrccGC«+plot)->display, (+plot)->thc_GC);
XFrecGC((.plot)->display, (airplot)·>titlc_GC);
XFrccGC«+plot)->display, (+plot)->numbcr_GC);
XFrccFont((+plot)->display, (*plot)->titlc_font_struct);
XFrccFont«+plot)->display, (·plot)->nurnbcr_font_struct);
XFrccFont((+plot)->dispIay, (+plot)->run_f()nl_struct);
XCloscDisplay«+plot)->display);
frcc(*plot);
cxit(O);
}
}
}
}
)
/+ +.+++++++++.. +.... ++ ++*+.+++* ++*+++++++••+++.++ ..+. air +++... +... +++air +....+ate +...... +/
void prinplot(strucl i_o_filcs filcs, struct clement_geometry ++cl~coln,
int nte, double sx, double sy, double sxy)
static int prey_ntc=O;
int i;
fprintf(files.fpost, U%20.10g%20.10g%20.10gUl", sx, sy, sxy);
fprinlf(filcs.fpost, U% IOd\n", nle-prev_nle);
for(i= prev_nte; i<ntc; i+·t-)
fprintf(filcs.fpost, U%20.10g%20.10g%20.10g%20.10g\n",
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(·(el~eom+i»->Xt (·(cl~eoln+i»·>y, (+(el-8com+i» ..>a,
(+(el-8eom+i»->al);
prey_nte= flte;
fflush(files.fpost);
}
,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••+••++.+++++••++ +/
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maJn.c
this is frock main program
II include "frock_head.h"
II include "frock_fune.h"
'+ ••••"' ). +'
void main()
(
strucl material_properties material;
slruct i_o_tiles tiles;
struct elcment...gcomctry ·cl~com[NMAX]=( NULL);
struct clement_status ·cl_status[NMAX]={ NlJl.,L};
struct probicm_control control;
struct stress_status stress;
struct r,'ln_plot +plot=NULL;
char aux[81]={'\O'}, command[811={'\O'}, filcnamc[81J={'\O'},
input_filc[81 ]={ '\O'} , titl~[81 J= {'\O'}, ·pchar= NULL;
int i, ibound, ieorn, ie, ig, flag= 1, flulL-err=O, j, k, 1, Id, mI, m2, n,
ndl, nd2. ndi, nd, ndc, nf, nline, np, nr, ox, ny, ri, rj, tf,
njtll~J={2,4,2,2,4,2,4.2};
double a, beta, e, ex, ey, drki, drkii, dx, dy, fx, fy, hh, r, rki, rkii,
rnx, rny, sip, s3p, snnb, snnp, ssnh, ssnp, sssb, sssp, sump, sums,
sumt, surnun, sumus, thctap, tp, ls, tt, tun, tus, unb, usb, xb, xd,
xdd, xe, xl, xu, xx, yb, yd, ydd, ye, yl, yu, yy, tb[14], .+b,
··lin~=NULL;
/+ read input file name, and open ouput files +/
printf(ItEntef file input name (w/o 'inp'): It);
scanf(lt%s", input_file);
printf("\nIt);
strepy(filcnamc, input_file);
strcat(filename, II .inptt);
filcs.finput= fopen(filenanlc, "rtt);
if(files.finput == NULL)
(
printf("Couldn't open the tile %s\n", filename);
printf(UProgram abortcd\n\nIt);
exit(l);
)
strcpy(filcname, input_file);
strcat(filenwne, It .outlt );
files.fout= fopen(filenamc, "wit);
if(files.foUl == NULL)
(
printf("Couldn't open the file %s\n", filename);
prinlf("Program abortcd\n\n It);
exit(l);
)
strepy(filename, input_file);
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strcat(filenamc, ".stan);
files.fstat= fopen(filcname, "wit);
if(files.fstat == NULL)
{
printf("Couldn't open the file %s\nn, filename);
printf(UProgram aborted\n\n");
exit(I);
}
'+ initialization +'
'+ initialization of matrix b +/
b =calloc(2+NMAX, sizeof(double»;
if(b == NULL)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't allocate nlcmory for matrix b\ntt );
fprintf(filcs.fstnt, "Program aborted\n\n");
exit(l);
}
for(i=O; i<2*NMAX; i++)
{
+(h+i)= calloc(14, sizeof(d~uble»;
if(*(b+i) == NULL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Couldn't allocate mClllory for matrix b\n lt);
fprintf(liles.fstat, "Program abortcd\n\nIt);
exit(l);
}
}
for(i=O; i<2+NMAX; i++)
(
b[i][Ol= 1.;
b[i][8l= I.;
)
/+ initialization of input-output structure +'
files.echo= I;
files.plot= 1;
files.post= 0;
files.flaLrcs= 0;
'+ initialization of el~com and el_status structures +'
for(i=O; i<NMAX; i++)
(
.(el~com+i)= malloc(sizeof(struct element~eometry»;
*(el_st3tus+i)= malloc(sizcof(struct elenlent_status»;
if(·(cl~com+i) == NULL II ·(el_status+i) == NULL)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't allocate structure for element %d\n", i);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Program aborted\n\nIt);
exit( 1);
}
}
for(i=O; i<NMAX; i+-t-)
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(
(+(el-8com+i»->nsl= 0;
(+(el_status+i»->nc= 0;
for(j=O; j<4; j++)
(+(el_status+i»->stndofU]= 0;
for(j=O; j<2; j++)
(
(+(el_status+i» ..>del[j]= 0;
(·(el_status+i»->nsegU]= 0;
(+(el__status+i»->ncjIU]= 0;
)
)
'+ initialization of control ~tructure +'
control.nge= calloc(NGMAX, sizcof(int»;
control.ne= calloc(NGMAX, sizeof(irat»;
if(control.nge :.::= NULL II control.ne == NULL)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't allocate memory for structure cOlltrol\n lt);
fprintf(files.fstat, "Program aborted\n");
exit(l);
}
for(i=O; i<NGMAX; i++)
(
control.ne[i]= calloc(NMAX, sizeof(int»;
if(control.ne[i] == NULL)
(
Iprintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't allocate memory for matrix ne\n tt);
fprintf(flles.fstut, "Program aborted\n");
exit(l);
}
}
control.icrit= calloc(2+NOMAX, sizeof(int»;
if(controI.icrit == NULL)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, "Error: Couldn't allocate mClnory for matrix icrit\ntt );
fprintf(files.fstat, "Program aborted\n\n");
)
for(i=O; i<2*NGMAX; i++)
(
control.icrit[i]= calloc(2, sizeof(int»;
if(control.icrit[i] = NULL)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, "Error: Couldn't allocate memory for matrix icrit\n");
fprintf(files.fstat, "Program aborted\n\n");
)
}
control.sm= 0;
control.mns= 200;
control.lmns= 0;
control.lnlcc= 0;
control.nstcp= 0;
control.cb= 1;
control.infin= 0;
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control.igrav= 0;
controLntg= 0;
control.ote=: 0;
control.ndof= 0;
control.nudoe= 0;
control.ntcol= 0;
control.nocont= 0;
/+ initialization of stress structure +'
stress.~igi= calloc(2+NMAX, sizeof(double»;
stress.laui= calloc(2+NMAX, sizeof(double»;
streSS.S8n= calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
stress.snn= calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
stress.dssn= calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
stress.dsnn= calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(double»;
stress.us= calloc(2*NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
stress.un= calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
stress.dus: calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(double»;
stress.dun= calloc(2+NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
stress.v= calloc(4+NMAX, sizeof(double»;
stress.dv= calloc(4*NMAX, si7£of(doul>le»;
/+ ieorn =command number in input file +'
icarn= 0;
if(fscanf(files.finput, It%s" t comrnand) == EOP)
(
fprintf(files.fstat, "Cile %8 is empty\n", input_file);
fprintf(files.fstat, "Program aborted\n\rl tt );
exit( 1);
}
,. read and execute a command +,'
while(flag)
{
iconl= icom +1;
'+ -.__ _ _.._.._."--_. __.__._ _----_.._-----------..__.-.- +'
if(strncmp(commnnd, "/+", 2) == 0)
{
'+ skip +/
whilc(l)
(
if(fscanf(files.finput, U%8" t command) 1= BOP)
(
if(strncmp(command, "+/" t 2) == 0)
break;
)
else
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat. "ElTor: comment reaches end of filc\Jl\n");
exit(1);
}
}
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}
,. ----------_._--------~------._-----.--_._-- .._.-.._._.-.-.--_.....-.- ./
else if(strncmp(command, "act", 3) == 0 II
strncmp(<.:ommand, "dcact", 5) == 0)
(
if(stmcmp(command, .tact", 3) == 0)
{
/. act+ivate .,
1= 1;
t(=O;
}
else
{
/+ deact+ivate ./
1= -I;
tf= 1;
}
ie= 0;
while(l)
(
ie++;
fscanf(files.finput, tt%stt, commarad);
ri= atoi(command);
if(ri = 0)
(
if(ie 1= 1)
break;
else if(ie = 1)
(
flag= 0;
flo1Lcrr= 1;
break;
)
)
i= abs(ri)-l;
if(ri < 0)
(
fsc3nf(files.finput, tt%d tt , &rj);
j= abs(rj)-l;
)
else
j= i;
fscnnf(files.finput, "%d%dlt , &nd 1, &nd2);
if(nd 1 1= 1 && nell 1=2)
(
f1ag= 1;
llalL.crr= 1;
break;
)
if(nd2 1= 1 && nd2 1=2)
{
flag= 1;
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flULLCrr= I;
break;
}
nd 1= ndl-l;
nd2= nd2-1;
for(k=i; k<=j; k++)
{
for(ld=O; Id<nitf[(+(el..geoln+k»->it-l ]/2; Id++)
(
ndi= ndl +ld+(ld+l);
ode= nd2 +ld+(ld+l);
for(nd=ndi; nd<=nde; nd++)
(
(*(cl_status+k»->stadof[ndl= tf;
control.nadof= control.nadof +1.;
)
}
}
}
continue;
)
'* -------_._._----_._------------_.._----.-._...-.-_.._--.-------------- +/
else if(strncmp(conlmand, "aslip", 5) == 0)
{
'+ aslip +'
'+ impose multi-linear slip relation(s) to some elements +'
fscnnf(files.finput, U%d", &nd 1);
fscanf(filcs.finput, U%d%d", &i, &j);
for(k=i-l; k<j; k++)
(*(el..gcom+k»->nsl= nd 1;
'Nhilc(l)
(
fscanf(files.finput, "%8", comnland);
nd 1= atoi(cornmnnd);
if(ndl == 0)
brenk;
fscanf(filcs.finput, U%d%d", &i, &j);
for(k=i·l; k<j; k++)
(*(cl..geom+k»->nsl= nd 1;
)
continue;
}
'+ -------_._----_...._-----------------------_._...--------------.----- +'
else if(strncmp(command, "ce" t 2) == 0 II
strncmp(command, "sc" t 2) == 0)
(
if(stmcmp(command, "ce" t 2) == 0)
{
'+ ce +'/+ input global element numbers on which linearity check is done ./
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tf= 0;
)
else
(
/+ se +'/. input global element nUlnbers on which lincality check is skipped ./
If= 1;
)
1=0;
whilc(l)
(
1++;
fscanf(filcs.finput. ·'%8" t command);
i= atoi(command);
if(i == 0)
(
if(l 1= 1)
break;
else if(l == 1)
(
flag= 0;
tla~err= 1;
break;
)
)
if(i < 0)
(
i= abs(i);
fscanf(files.finput, tt%d", &j);
j= abs(j);
}
else
J= i;
for(k=i·l; k<j; k++)
(+(cl_status+k»·>nc= tf;
)
continue;
}
/. _ _~ _ __ _ -._.- +'
else if(stmcmp(comlnand, Itch", 2) == 0)
(
/+ ch~cckb .,
'+ ~t cb= 1; checks arc to be performed on the applicability of b for stage +'
control.cb= I;
)
/+ ---._ _-----_ __ _ - _....••,
else if(strncmp(colnmand. "cjl" t 3) == 0 II
strncmp(command. ttsjl". 3) == 0)
(
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if(stmcmp(command, "cjl", 3) = 0)
(
'+ cjl +'l· input collocation point 1of ell~ment j on which linearity check is done +'
tf=O;
)
else
(
'+ fiji .,
'+ input collocation point 1of clement j on which linearity check is skipped .,
tf= 1;
)
k=O;
whilc(l)
{
k++;
fscanf(tiles.finput, "%8", command);
j= atoi(command);
if(j == 0)
(
if(k != 1)
break;
else if(k == 1)
{
flag= 0;
fla~err= 1;
break;
}
}
fscanf(files.finput, n%d", &1);
(+(el_status+j·l»->ncjl[l-l l= tf;
)
continue;
}
'+ -----_ _--_. __ -._---------.- _-_._._-----_._-.-.-.--. +'
else if(stmcmp(command, "cont", 4) == 0)
(
'+ COllt +'
'+ input control level +'
fscanf(filcs.finput, U%d", &i);
if(i == 0)
control.nocont= 1;
else if(i == 1)
control.nocont= 0;
}
'+ ..y_••••••_••__ ._---_••_-- •••••••••••••••••_._-----.--••••••••••••••• +'
else if(strncmp(conlmand, "com", 3) == 0)
(
'+ com*rncnt +'
fscanf(filcs.finput, It%s", nux);
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fgets(command, 81, files.finput);
stmcat(aux, comnland, 80-strlen(aux»;
fprintf(files.fout, "\n\n ••+\n");
fprintf(files.fout, ,t %8" t nux);
fprintf(files.foUl," ••+\n\o");
fprintf(filcs.fstat, u\o\n +++\11");
fprintf(filcs.fstat, " %s" t aux);
fprintf(files.fstat, " +++\n\n");
fflush(filese fstat);
}
,. _. • •• • u_•• ~ ._••••__ • ••• ••_._ • __ • __ ._••__••• +'
else if(stmcnlp(command, "echo", 4) == 0)
(
fscanf(files.finput, n%d", &ndl);
files.echo= nd 1;
}
'+ ---.----_.__ --_.----.__ -._.._-_ _--------._.._-----~---- +'
else if(strncmp(command, "finlt t 3) == 0)
(
'+ fin+ite */
controJ.infin= 0;
)
'+ ._. .n__._.__•••_ ••••_ •••• ••__-.__ •• ._~ ••_. +/
else if(strncmp(command, "grav", 4) == 0)
(
'+ grav+ity +'
'+ in~ut density, surface elevation and coefficient of earth pressure at rest;
activate gravity +'
fscanf(files.finput, U%lf%lf%lf', &matcrial.gam, &control.ysurf,
&control.ep);
agrav(filcs, marerJal, el-8com, e)_status, &control, &sr.rcss);
1:ontrol.igrav= 1;
}
/+ •....~-_._-- -_._.•-.._---._.._-- _-------.._--.--_.-------.. +'
else if(strncmp(command, "gro", 3) == 0)
(
'+ ~ro·up .,
'+ Input data of new group(s) +'
groupin(files, material, cl-8com, &control, &strcss, &flag,
&fla1LelTf' command);
if(tlu1Lcrr == 1)
break;
continue;
)
,. ----.-._-_ -.---_._ __._-.._--- -.-~.-.-.--._ ..- _---- .,
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else if(strncmp(command, "inf9t 3) == 0)
(
'+ inf*inite .,
fscanf(files.finput, "%If%lf%lr', &control.sx, &control.sy,
&control.sxy);
control.infin= 1;
}
/+ -----.-....----_.__._-------_...--_.._-----------_....._-_..__._----- ./
else iC(strncmp(conlmand, "int", 3) == 0)
(
/+ intJllerest +/
/+ calculate and output results at interest groups +/
1=0;
whilc(l)
(
1++;
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%8", command);
n= atoi(command);
if(n == 0)
(
if(l != 1)
break;
else if(l == 1)
(
flag= 0;
flalLerr= 1;
break;
)
}
fscanf(files.finput, "%If%lf%lf%lf%lf%d", &bcta, &xl, &yl,
&xu, &yu, &np);
intrst(matcrial, files, el-J;com, &control, &strcss, ", beta,
xl, yl, xu, yu, np);
}
continue;
)
'+ __..__. . . .__.__.~_.... ft ••• _ ••••__ • +'
else if(strncmp(colnmand, "load", 4) == 0)
(
/+ load +'
'* input loading information +/
fscanf(filcs.linput, "%s", nux);
fprintf(tilcs. fOllt, "\n ..++ loading %s is input ***\n\n It, nux);
n=O;
whilc(l)
(
n...+;
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%8". command);
ri= atoi(commnnd);
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if(ri = 0)
(
if(n != 1)
break;
else if(n = 1)
(
flag= 0;
flalLerr= 1;
break;
)
)
1= 0;
whilc(1<14)
(
fscanf(files.finput, "%s". command);
pchar: strchr(command, '.');
If(pchnr = NULL)
{
tb[l]= atof(command);
1++;
)
else
(
strncpy(aux, command, pchar-command);
m1=atoi(aux);
tb[l]= atof(pchar+ 1);
for(k=l; k<ml; k++)
tb[l+k]= tb[I);
1= I+ml;
}
}
i= abs(ri)·l;
if(ri < 0)
(
fscanf(files.finput, "%d" t &rj);
j= abs(rj)·l ;
)
else
j= i;
for(ic=i; ie<=j; ie++)
(
m1= (+(cl....gcom+ie»·>ncol[O];
m2= ml +nitf(+(cl-8com+ie»->it·l]/2·1;
for(k=m 1; k<=m2; k++)
(
for(I=O; 1<14; 1++)
b[k][ll= tb[I];
}
}
)
continue;
}
'+ _ _ __ - __._-_.-_ _----- +'
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else if(strncmp(command, "olat", 3) == 0)
(
'+ matJi'erial */
fscanf(files.finput, ''%If%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf', &material.e, &matcrial.pr,
&matcnal.smax, &nlaterial.tmax, &material.rd, &material.sigt);
)
'+ . M __ • +'
else if(strncmp(command, "mns", 3) == 0)
(
'+ mns +'
'+ input maximum numbel' of steps per stage *'
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%d", &control.mns);
}
'+ --_._-------------------------------------------_._._.~-_._--_. __._-. +'
else if(strnclnp(comnlund, "mslip", 5) == 0)
(
'+ mslip *'
'+ impose nlulti-lincar slip rclution(s) to some clements, and assume that
the clement will be closed +'
ic=O;
whilc( 1)
(
ic++;
fscanf(files.finput, "%8", command);
nr= atoi(command);
if(nr == 0)
(
if(ie != 1)
break;
else if(ie == 1)
(
flag:: 0;
fla~crr= 1;
break;
)
)
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%d%d", &i, &j);
for(k=i-l; k<j; k++)
{
(+(cl~com+k»·>nsl= nr;
for(I=O; l<nitf[(+(cl~com+k»->it-l]/2; 1..·+)
(
/+ deactivate normal and shear fundamental variables and usc scgnlcnt () *'
if( !(*(cl_status+k»->stadof[2+1+1])
(
(+(cl_stutus+k» ..>stado112+1+ 1l= 1;
control.nadof= control.nndof ~ 1;
)
if(!(+(cl_status+k»->stadof[2+1])
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{
(+(el_stntus+k»·>stadof[2+1]:: 1;
control.nadof= control.nadof ·1;
)
(+(cl_status+k»->dcl[l]= 0.;
(+(cl_status+k»->nscg[I]= 0;
)
}
if(flag == 0)
break;
}
continue;
)
'+ _. 4 ••••••__ ._••••__ " __ •• _ •• •••• _._. • +'
else if(strncmp(command. "mss''. 3) == 0)
{
'+ mss +'
'+ input minimum step size (as a percent of the whole stage) +'
fscanf(filcs.finput. tI%lf', &controLsm);
)
'+ --_ _------------ __ _..- __ - _ _ -+'
else if(strncmp(cornmand, tlnoch lt , 4) == 0)
{
'+ noch*cckb +/
'+ set cb= 0; no checks to be performed on the applicability of b for stage +'
controLcb= 0;
}
'+ -_.._-_._---_..---_._-----_.._.- _._ _ _ _-_.-- -..-+'
else if(strncmp(conlmand, "plot", 4) == 0)
(
'* plot */fscanf(files.finput, U%d", &i);
files.plot= i;
openwin(filcs, &plot);
)
'* .__ __ _r .._ _ _ _ w ••••••• +'
else if(strncmp(command, "post", 4) == 0)
(
/+ post +/
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%d", &i);
files.post= i;
if(fi lesepost)
(
strcpy(filcnamc, input_file);
strcat(filename, It .post");
filcs.fpost= fopcn(filcnamc, "wit);
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if(tiles.fpost == NULL)
{
fprintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't open the %8 filc\n", filename);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Program aborted\n");
exit( 1);
)
}
}
'+ __ .__ _ M._..••.•.••_. +'
else if(strncmp(command, "prb", 3) == 0)
(
'+ prb*asic +'
'+ print title, material properties and problem geometry +/
fprintf(files.fout, "\n\n %s\n\n step #: %s\n\n", title,
control.ista);
fprintf(files.fout," Young's Modulus: %13.4e\11 Poisson's Ratio: %13.4c\n
Sigma·Max: % 19.4e\n 1~au·Max: %21.4e\n Plastic Zone Sil~: %11.4c\n Tensile
Strength: %12.4e\n\n",
material.e, matcrial.pr, material.smax, material.tmax,
material.rd, material.sigt);
if(control.infin)
(
fprintf(filcs.fout, "\n.. Infinite Medium •• \nm");
fprintf(files.fout, "Sx Sy Sxy\n");
fprintf(files. fout, tt% 12.3e% 12.3e%12.3e\n", control.sx,
control.sy, control.sxy);
}
else
fprintf(files.fout, "\n +. Finite Medium •• \n\n");
fprinlf(files.fout, "\n\n Total # of Groups (ntg): %26d\n 'fatal # of Elements
(nle): %24d\n Total # of Degrees of Frecdonl (ndoO: %13d\n Total # of Active
Degrees of Freedom (nudol): %5d\nUl\n".
control.ntg, control.ntc, control.ndof, control.nadof);
for(ig=O; ig<control.ntg; ig++)
{
fprintf(filcs.fout, "\n Group #: %23d\n Total # of Elements (ngl~): %5d\n\n
elt. # elt # type x y a at\n (local) (global)\n" t ig+ 1,
contro1.nge[ig]);
for(i=O; i<control.ngc[ig]; i++)
{
n= control.ne[ig][i];
fprintf(filcs.fout, tt%6d% 10d%8d %14.4c% 14.4c%14.4c% 14.4c\n" t
i+ 1, n+ 1, (*(el-1Jcom+n»·>it, (+(cl-1JConl+n»·>x,
(+(el-1Jcorn+n»·>y, (+(cl-1Jcoffi+n»·>a,
(+(cl-1Jcom+n»·>al);
)
}
fflush(filcs.fout);
)
/+ _ +/
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else if(strnclTlp(command, "prt'1', 3) == 0)
(
'+ prf+undamental .,
'+ print the fundamental variables and incremental fundamental valiablcs
of all the elements and calculate and print sirs for each rre +'
fprintf(filcs.fout, tI\n\n\n ••• Fundalncntal Variables at End of Stage %8
•••\n\o", control.ista);
fprintf(files.fout, It cit # type VI V2 V3 V4
DVI DV2 DV3 DV4\n (global)\n");
k=O;
for(i=O; i<control.ntc; i++)
{
of= nitf[(·(cl~eomi·i) )->it-l];
fprintf(files.fout, U%6d%8d", i+ 1, (*(cl~com+i»->it);
if(nf/2 == 1)
(
fpnntf(filcs.fout, "%43.4c% 14.4c%42.4c%14.4e",
stress.v[k], strcss.v[k·.. l], strcss.dv[k],
strcss.dv[k+1]);
}
else
(
fprintf(filcs.foUl, U% 15.4c%14.4c%14.4c%14.4c",
strcss.v[k], strcss.v[k+l], strcss.v[k+2l,
stress.v[k+3]);
fprintf(filcs.fout, n% 14.4c% 14.4e%14.4c%14.4c",
strcss.dv[kl, stress.dv[k+1], strcss.dv[k+2l,
strcss.dv[k+3]);
}
fprintf(filcs.fout, "\n");
if«+(el~eom+i»->it == 3)
(
'* calculate and print sirs for rrc +'
c= matcrial.cI(4* PPfc( I-lnatcrial.pr+matcrlal.pr»;
r= -2.78416+c/sqrt«*(cl~com+i»->a);
rki= r*strcss.v[k+ 1];
rkii= r+strcss.v[k];
drki= r*strcss.dv[k+ 1];
drkii= r*strcss.dv[k];
fprintf(filcs.fout, U\o KI, KII, DKI, DKII =
%19.4c% 14.4c%14.4c% 14.4c\n\n", rki, rkii, drki, drkii);
}
else if«·(cl~com·t-i»n>it == 8)
{
'+ calculate and print principal stresses at tip of pddc +/
xx= (·(cl~com+i»->x;
yy= (·(cl~com+i»->y;
sbcta(&sssp, &ssnp, &snnp, xx, yy, 0., 0., nlutcrial,
cl~conl, &control, &strcss);
prin(&s 1p, &s3p, &thctap, sssp, ssnp,snnp);
fprintf(filcs. fout, " S1, S3, "rheta (from X-axis)=
%15.4e%15.4c%15.4c\n\n", sip, s3p, thctap);
}
k=k·t-nf;
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}
fflush(files.fout);
}
'* u • ~ •• +'
else if(stmcmp(command, ttread lt , 4) == 0)
(
'+ read+ftle +'
'+ basic problem infonnation and status are to be read from a problem
restart file +'
files.nag_res= -1;
fscanf(files.finput, tI%stt, filename);
files.fees= fopcn(tilcnamc, "rtt );
if(files.fres == NULL)
{
fprintf(files.fstat, "Couldn't open the file %s\n", filename);
fprintf(files.fstat, "Program aborted\n");
exit( 1);
}
fgets(titlc, 81, filcs.fres);
fscanf(files.fres, "%d", &control.nte);
fscanf(files.fres, U%le%lc%le%le%le",
&matcrial.e, &lnatcrial.pr, &materia1.rd, &material.slnax,
&material.tmax);
fscanf(files.fres, "%le%lc", &matelial.sigt, &material.gam);
for(i=O; i<control.nte; i++)
fscanf(files.frcs, U%d%d%d%d%lc%le%le%lett ,
&«*(cl-8eom+i»->it), &«*(cl-8eom+i»->nsl),
&«*(el-8eom+i»->ncol[O]), &«+(cl_geom+i»->ncol[1]),
&«+(el-8com+i»->a), &«*(el-8COnl+i»->x),
&«*(el-8com+i»->y), &«+(el-8eom+i»->al»;
for(i=O; i<control.nte; i++)
fscanf(files.fres, U%le%le%le%le",
&«*(el-8com+i»->xc[O]), &«*(cl-8com+i»)->xc[1]),
&«*(el-8com+i»->yc[O]), &«*(el-8com·~i»->yc[1]»;
for(i=O; i<control.nte; i++)
fscanf(files.frcs, It%d%d%d%d",
&«*(el_stutllS+i»->stadof[O),
&«*(el_status+i»->stadof[ 1),
&((+(el_status+i»->stadof(2]),
&((*(el_status+i»->stadof[3]»;
for(i=O; i<control.nte; i++)
fscanf(filcs.fres, n%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",
&((*(cl_status+i))->nseg[O]), &«+(cl_status+i»->nscg[ 1]),
&«*(el_status~~i» ..>ipls[O]), &«*(cl_status+i»->ipls[1]),
&((*(el_status+i» ..>ncjI[0]), &((+(cl_status+i»->ncjI[ 1]),
&«+(el_status+i»->nc»;
for(i=O; i<control.ntc; i++)
fscanf(filcs.fres, U%lc%lc%le%le",
&«*(cl_status+i»->del[O]), &«*(el_status+i»->dcl[ 1]),
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&«*(el_stutus+i))->pls[O]), &«+(el_status+i»->pls[1]»;
fscanf(files.fres, "%s", control.ista);
fscanf(files.frcs, "%lc%d%le%lc%d%d%d",
&control.sm, &control.mns, &control.plgd, &control.pl,
&control.nstep, &control.cb, &contro).nocont);
fscanf(files.fres. n%d%d%lc%le",
&conu·ol.infin, &control.igrav, &control.ysurf, &control.ep);
fscanf(files.fres, n%lc%lc%le",
&contro1.sx, &controI.sy, &colltrol.sxy);
fscanf(filcs.fres, It%lc%ll~%le",
&control.sxo, &control.syo, &control.sxyo);
fscanf(files.fres, n%d%d%d%d",
&control.ntg, &control.ndof, &control.nadof, &control.ntcol);
for(i:::O; i<control.ntg; i++)
fscanf(files.fres, "%d", &(control.nge[i]»;
for(i=O; i<controI.ntg; i++)
{
for(j=O; j<control.ngc[i]; j++)
fscanf(tilcs.frcs, "%d", &(control.nc[i] [i]»;
)
for(i=O; i<NRMAX; i++)
(
fscanf(filcs.frcs, "%d%lc", &(control.nrp[i), &(control.ck[i]»;
for(j=O; j<NRPMAX; j++)
fscanf(files.frcs, n%lc%lett ,
&(control.slxlilU]), &(control.sly[i][j]»;
}
for(i=O; i<2*control.ntg; i++)
fscanf(files.fres, U%d%d", &(controI.icrit[i][O]),
&(control.icrit[i][ 1]»;
for(i=O; i<controI.ndof; i++)
fscanf(tilcs.frcs, "%Ic", &(strcss.v[i]»;
for(i::O; i<control.ntcol; i++)
fscanf(tilcs.frcs, "%lc%lc" t
&(strcss.sigi[i), &(strcss. t3ui[i]»;
for(i=O; i<control.ntcol; i++)
fscanf(filcs.frcs, U%lc%lc%lc%le",
&(strcss.ssn[i]), &(strcss.snn[i), &(strcss.us[i),
&(strcss.un[i));
for(i=O; i<controI.ntcol; i++)
(
for(j=O; j<14; j++)
fscanf(filcs.frcs, "%lett , &(b[i][j));
}
fclosc(fi les. fres);
)
'* .----_..._------..-_.-..__.._--.....-._..._.__.....~.--...._---...-.- .,
else if(strncmp(command, "rcst", 4) == 0)
(
fscanf(lilcs.linput, "%d", &i);
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files.fla~res= abs(i);
}
'+ .__.. .__.y•• • __ • __ • __ • __ .w_~ ._..__. ._...._+'
else if(stmcmp(command, "slip", 4) == 0)
(
,. slip+rel +'
,it' input Sl~'-shear stress relation(s) +'
k
- ·,
wllile(l)
{
k++;
fscanf(files.finl)ut, "%s" t command};
nr= atoi(command);
if(nr == 0)
(
if(k != 1)
break;
else if(k == 1)
{
flag= 0;
tla!Lerr= 1;
break;
}
)
fscanf(files.finput, "%d%lf"t &control.nrp[nr],
&control.ck[nr]);
for(i=O; i<control.nrp[nr]; i++)
fscanf(files.finput, ''%If%I[", &control.slx[nr][i),
&control.sly[nr][i);
}
continue;
}
'* ._. . . ..... ._. ... MyMM••••••• +/
else if(strncmp(command, "stage", 5) == 0)
(
'* staJilge .,
fscanf(filcs.finr.ut, "%8", nux);
strncpy(contro .isla, aux, 6);
/+ invoque steps to apply stnge londing in step(s) +/
control.nstep= I:
control.plgd= I.:
stcps(files, material, c1...gl~onl. cl_~tatus, &control, &strcss,
plot, b);
'+ check Imns and Imcc +/
if(control.lmns)
{
files.flag_res= 1;
strcpy(filcnumc, input_file);
strcat(filcnnme, ".res");
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fprintf(files.fout, '\n\n\n ••• Maximum Numt)Cr of Steps Re.ached
•••\n\n\nlt};
fprintf(liles.fout," Restart file is stored in %s\n\n'" filename);
fprintf(filcs.fstat. "\n\n\n ••• Maximum Numlx~r of Steps Rehched
•••\n\n\n");
fprintf(files.fstat, " Restart file is stored in %S\lI\n", filcnanlc);
}
if(control.lmcc)
(
filcs.fluR-res= 1;
strcpy(filcname, input_file);
strcat(filenamc, ".restl);
fprintf(files.fo-.Jt, "\n\nul +.+ Maximum Number of Elements almost
Rcached\n\n\ntt);
fprintf(files.fout," Restart file is stored in %s\n\ntl, filename);
fprintf(files.fstat. "\n\n\rl ..... Maximum Number of Elcrncnts allnost
Rcached\n\n\nIt);
fprintf(files.fstat, " Restart file is stored in %s\nul", filename);
}
}
/+ ---_ _._ _-_.-_ -_._._------_..-..-..-------_.._.-.- +/
else if(strncmp(command, tltee", 3) == 0)
(
'+ tecplot +/
strepy(tilenalne, input_file);
strcat(filcnnme, ". tee");
files.flce= fopcn(filcnamc, "w");
if(filcs.ftcc == NIJLL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Couldn't open the %8 filc\n", filcnanlc);
fprintf(files.fstat, "Function tccplot skippcd\n\nH);
}
nlinc= 0;
n=O;
1=0;
whilc(l)
(
1++;
if(fscanf(files.finput, "%s", cornnlund) == EOF)
(
if(l == 1)
{
llag= 0;
tlag...crr= 1;
brenk;
}
else
(
tecplot(matcrial, files, cl-8com. &control, &strcss,
n, a, xx. Y'/, beta. dx. nx, ex, dy, ny, fy.
nline, line);
break;
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)
)
else if(stmcmp(command. "lin", 3) = 0)
(
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%d tl , &nlinc);
if(nlinc > 0)
(
line= calloc(nlinc. sizcof(double»;
for(i::O; i<nlinc; i++)
+(linc+i)= calloc(4, sizcof(doublc»;
for(i::O; i<nlinc; i++)
fscanf(filcs.finput, tt%lf%lf%lf%lrt ,
&linc[i][O). &line[i][ 1l, &linc[i](2),
&linc[i][3]);
)
}
else
(
n= atoi(command);
if(n == 0)
(
if(l 1= 1)
(
tccplot(tnatcrial. files, cl~com, &contl'ol, &strcss,
n, a, xx, yy, beta, dx, nx, fx, dy, ny, fy,
nline, line);
break;
}
else if(1 == 1)
{
flag= 0;
fla1Lcrr= I;
break;
}
}
fscanf(filcs.finput. U%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%d%lf%lf%d%lrt ,
&a. &xx, &yy, &bcta. &dx, &nx, &fx, &dy, &ny, &fy);
)
}
if(nline 1= 0)
nlinc= 0;
if(line 1= NULL)
(
for(i::O; i<nlinc; i++)
frcc(*(linc+i));
frcc(line);
)
fclosc(filcs.ftcc);
continue;
}
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,t . ....__._._._...__ .~__. .__.._._. __ A. ._._••_._•• "•••_••,
else if(strncmp(command, "title". 5) = 0)
(
'+ title +'fscanf(files.finput, "%8", title);
fgcts(aux, 81, filcs.finput);
strncat(title, aux, 80-strlcn(title»;
}
'+ .----.-_ _------_ __ __..- -_ - -+'
else if(stmcmp(command, "total", 5) == 0)
{
'+ total +'
'+ input a straight boundary nnd calculate applied total forces and
compressure to region on +vc side of boundary .,
fprintf(files.fout, "\0\0 stage: %8\n", control.ista);
fprintf(filcs.fout, II ib xb yb xc yc fx
fy ex cy\n lt );
ie= 0;
whilc(l)
(
ic++;
fscanf(filcs.finput, "%8" t command);
ibound= atoi(command);
if(ibound == 0)
(
if(ie 1= 1)
break;
else if(ic == 1)
{
flag= 0;
flalLen: 1;
break;
}
}
fscanf(filcs.finput, n%lf%lf%lf%lr'. &xb, &yb, &xc, &yc);
xd:: xc -xb;
yd= ye -yb;
'hh= sqrt(xd+xd +yd+yd)/40.;
beta= atan2(yd,xd);
sums= 0.;
suml= 0.;
,sump= 0.;
sumus= 0.;
sunlun= 0.;
xdd= xd/20.;
ydd= ydl20.;
xx= xb;
yy= yb;
for(i= 1; i<20; i++)
(
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XX= xx +xdd;
yy= yy +ydd;
sbcta(&sssb, &ssnh, &snnb, xx, yy, 0., 0., nlaterial,
el-.,gconl. &control, &strcss);
sums= sums +sssb;
sumt= sumt +ssnb;
slJmp= sump +snnb;
displ(&usb, &unb, xx, yy, beta, material, el~comt
&control, &stress);
sumus= sumus +usb;
sumun= sumun +unb;
}
sums= 2.*sums;
sumt= 2.*sumt;
sump= 2. ·sunlp;
sumus= 2.+sumus;
&umun= 2.+sumun;
sbcta(&sssb, &ssnb, &snnb, xb, yb, 0., 0., material,
el--neoln, &control, &strcss);
sums= sums +sssb;
sumt= sumt +ssnb;
sump= sump +snnb;
sbcta(&sssb, &ssnb, &snnb, xc, ye, 0., 0., material,
cl-.,gconl, &control, &strcss);
sums= sums +sssh;
sumt= sumt +ssnb;
sump= sump +snnb;
displ(&usb, &unb. xx, yy, beta, material, cl..gcom,
. &control, &stress);
sumus= sumus +usb;
sumun= sunlun +unb;
displ(&usb, &unb, xx, yy, beta, material, cl..gcoln,
&control, &strcss);
sumus= sumus +usb;
sumun= sumun +unb;
18= hh+sums;
tt= hh*sumt;
tp= hh*sump;
tus= hh*sulnus;
tun= hh*sumun;
rnx= cos(bcta+PI/2.);
my= sin(bctu+PI/2.);
fx= ts*mx +tt+my;
fy= tt+rnx +tp*rny;
ex= tun+mx;
cy= tun*rny;
fprintf(filcs. fout,
U%5d% 15.6c% 15.6c% 15.6c% 15,6c% 15.6c%15.6c% 15.6c% 15.6c\nIt,
ibound, xh, yb, xc, yc, fx, fy, ex, cy);
}
continue;
. ffiush(filcs.foUl);
}
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/+ _.__. ~ -.-- . . . . w __ +/
else
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, ft ••+ Unknown cOlnmand or mistake in comnlarld H%d <%8>
ieorn, command);
fprintf(filcs.fstut, It Program aborted\n\n");
cxit( 1);
)
/+ ------~-----._---------------------_._ .._._._--_._-_.-------_._------ +/
if(fscanf(files.finput, It%8", command) == EOF)
flag= 0;
}
'+ check for errors during input .,
if(fla~elT != 0)
(
/. unrecognized command or mistake in input +'
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "\n\n\n••• Unknown Command or Mistake in Input File, in
Command Line %3d <%s>\n\nII , ieorn, command);
fprintf(filcs.fstat," Program aborted\n\n It);
cxit(1);
}
/+ check if restart file is required +/
if(files.tla~res != 0)
(
strcpy(filcnamc, input_file);
strcat(filcname, ".res");
files.frcs= fopcn(filcname, "w");
if(filcs.frcs == NULL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Couldn't open the file %s\n", filcnanle);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Program aborted\n\n");
cxit( 1);
}
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "%S\n't, title);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "%5d\n", control.ntc);
fprintf(filcs.fres, U%25.1Oc%25.10c%25.10c%25.10c%25.10c\n",
matcrial.c, matclial.pr, matcrial.rd, matcrial.smax, rnatcnal.tlnax);
fprinlf(filcs.frcs, "%25.1Oc%25.10c\n\ntt , matcrial.sil;t, matcrial.garn);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "\n\n");
for(i:=O; i<control.ntc; i++)
fprintf(filcs.f~cs, "%5d%Sd%5d%5d%25.1Oc%25.10c%25.10c%25.10c\n tt ,
«+(cl--8com+i»->it), «+(cl--8com+i»->n81),
«+(cl--8com+i»->ncol[O]), «+(cl--8com+i»->ncol[ 1]),
«+(cl--8com+i»->a). «·(c)--8corn+i»->x),
«+(cl-8com+i»->y), «9(cl-8COnl+i»->al»;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, tI\nIt);
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for(i=O; i<control.ntt~; i++)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "%25.1(le%25.1Oc%25.10e%25.1Oe\n",
«*(cl_.gcom+i»->xc[O]), «*(CI-8COffii-i» ..>xc[ 1]),
«+(el-8coln+i»->yc[O), «+(cl_gconl+i»->yc[ 1]»;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "\n\n");
for(i=O; i<control.ntc; i++)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, U%5d%5d%5d%5d\n",
«+(cl_status+i))->stadof[O), «*(cl_status+i»->stadof[1]),
«*(cl_status+i»->studof[2), «+(cl_status+i»->stadof[3J»;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, u\n");
for(i=O; i<control.ntc; i++)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, U%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d\nu,
«*(cl_status+i))->nscg[O), «+(cl_status+i» ..>nscg[ 1]),
«+(el_stutus+i»)->ipls[O]), «*(cl_status+i»->ip)s[1),
«*(cl_stutlls+i»-->ncjl[O), «*(cl_status+i»->ncjl[ 1]),
«+(cl_status+i»->nc»;
fprintf(files.frcs, "\n");
fQr(i=O; i<control.ntc; i++)
fprintf(filcs. fres, U%25.1Oc%25. 1(lc%25.1 ()C%25.1Oe\n",
«*(cl_status+i»->dcl[O), «*(cl_status+i»->dcl[ 1]),
«+(cl_status+i»->pls[O), «+(cl_status+i»->pls[ 1]»;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, u\o\nIt);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, U%s\n",control.ista);
fprintf(tilcs.frcs, U%25. 1Oc%5d%25.1Oc%25.1Oc%5d%5d%5d\nu,
control.sffi, controLmns, control.plgd, control.pl, control.nstcp,
control.cb, control.nocont);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "%5d(J'>5d%25.1()C%25. 1Oe\nIt,
control.inlin, control.igrav, control.ysurf, control.ep);
fprintf(filcs.fres, tf%25. lOc%25.10c%25. 1Oc\n",
control.sx, control.sy, control.sxy);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "%25.1Oc%25.10c%25.1~\nlt,
control.sxo, control.syo, control.sxyo);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, U%5d%5d%5d%5d\n",
control.ntg, control.ndof, control.nadof, control.ntcol);
fprintf(filcs.frcs, U\n");
n= 0;
for(i=O; i<control.ntg; i++)
(
n++;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, n%5d", cOlltrol.ngc[i);
if(n%5 == 0)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, uU1");
)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, n\n");
n= 0;
for(i=O; i<control.ntg; i++)
(
for(j=O; j<contfol.ngc[i]; j++)
(
n++;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "%5d", conlrol.nc[i][j]);
if(nc}b5 == 0)
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fpnntf(files.frcs. "\n");
)
}
fprintf(filcs.frcs. U\n");
for(i=O; i<NRMAX; i++)
(
fplintf(filcs.frcs, U%5d%25.1Ocn, control.nrp[i], contfol.ck[i);
for(j::O; j<NRPMAX; j++)
fprintf(files.fres, "%25. lOc%25. lOc\n",
control.s}x[ilUl. control.sly(i)[j);
}
fprintf(files.frcs. "\nil);
for(i=O; i<2+control.ntg; i++)
fprintf(filcs.fres, U%5d%5d\n", controI.icrit[i][()], control.icrit[i][ 1]);
fprintf(files.fres, "\nil);
11= 0;
for(i:O; i<control.ndof; i++)
(
n++;
fprintf(filcs.frcs, n%25.1Oc", stress.v[i);
if(n%5 == 0)
fprintf(filcs.fres, "\nil);
)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, 1I\n");
for(i=O; i<control.ntcol; i++)
fprintf(files.frcs, U%25.1Oc%25.10c\n",
strcss.sigi[i), strcss.taui[i]);
fprintf(files.frcs, "\n");
for(i=O; i<control.ntcol; i++)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, U%25.1Oc%25.1 Oc%25.1Oc%25.1Oe\n" t
strcss.ssn[il, strcss.snn[i], strcss.us[i), strcss.un[i]);
fprintf(filcs.frcs. U\nmIt);
n=O;
for(i=O; i<control.ntco); i++)
(
forO=O; j<14; j++)
(
n++;
fplintf(tilcs. fres, "%25.1 Dc" t b[i)U);
if(n%5 == 0)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, tI\nlt);
)
fprintf(filcs.frcs, "\n\n");
fl1 ush(files. fres);
fclosc(filcs.frcs);
)
1+ end of run +/
fprintf(filcs.fstut,"\n\n +++ Program Completed -e-++\n\n\n lt );
fprintf(filcs.fout, tI\n\n +++ Program Completed +++\n\ll\n");
if(filcs.ccho)
printf("\n Program complctcd\n\nlt);
if(filcs.plot)
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(
printf("\n\nJob Finished. Click on the Quit Window when readyul\n lt );
closewin(&plot);
}
III- close open files */
fclosc(filcs.finput);
fclose(files.fout);
fclose(files.fstut);
if(files.post)
fclose(files.fpost);
if(files.flaLfcs)
fclose(files.fres);
'* free memory +/
for(i=O; i<2*NMAX; i++)
free(*(b+i»;
frce(b);
for(i::O; i<NMAX; i++)
(
frec(*(el-8com+i»;
frcc(+(cl_status+i»;
}
free(control.nge);
for(i=O; i<NGMAX; i++)
frec(control.ne[i]);
free(control.nc);
for(i=O; i<2*NGMAX; i++)
frec(control.icrit[i);
frce(control.icrit);
fl'cc(strcss.sigi);
frce(strcss. taui);
frcc(stress.ssn);
frec(stress.snn);
frcc(strcss,dssn) ;
frcc(stress.dsnn);
frcc(strcss,us);
frce(strcss.un);
frcc(strcss.dus);
free(strcss,dun);
frec(stress.v);
frcc(strcss.dv);
)
/+ ....+....+++ ..++..+..+++*++*+*+..++++++ +++.++++••++ ..+... ,.. .....+....*+.....+..+••+.. +/
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solve.c
'+ includes the following functions:
solve
estab
extrap
solvc_plu
# include "frock_head.h"
1# include "frock_fune.h lt
,••••••••*.++••••++++++.*••••*+•• ~••••+.++••••+••+•••++ +'
void solVC(struCl i_o_filcs files, struct mntcrial_propcnics material,
struct elcmcnt~comctry • ·el-8com, struet element_status
• ·cl_status, struct problem_control ·control,
struct stress_status ·strcss, double +·s, double ··b,
double +d, double +td, double ·pd, double +hd, double +vd)
{
/+ solve esmblishcs the matrices sand dv and solves the linear
system of equations +'
iot info=O, 04;
,. call estab to assemble matrix s and load vector dv for all active dofs +/
estab(mntcrial, el~com, el_status, control, stress, S, h, d,
td, pd, hd, vd);
n4=4+(control->nte);
'+ solve_plu solves a linear system of equations using 'plu'
triangularizarion. This routine has been taken from the lapack
library; it has been rewritten for the present problem +'
solvc_plu(control->nadof, n4, S, d, info);
if(info f= 0)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "•• ERROR ++ Zero pivot in matrix dccomposition\n tl );
fprintf(files.fstat, "info= %d\n\n", info);
exit(l);
)
'+ calculate change of state assunling b is valid for whole step
(extrapolation) */
extrap(matcrial, t:l~com, cl_status, control, stress, d);
return;
}
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/+ ••.,.. all ••••+ +••••• .,. +.+.+••••• 1)1+••+ ala ala +••++. all ++.,. +'
void estab(struct material_properties material, struct e)cment-8comctry
++el-8com, struct clement_status +·cl_status.
struct problem_control ·control, stcuct stress_status ·strcss,
double ·+8, double ++b, double +d t double ·td, double ·pd,
double +hd, double ·vd)
/+ estab establishes matrix s and load vector dv for all the active doCs. +/
int i, j, jft k, kb, 1, Id, m, nitI18]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
double bs[2], bu[2], c2, ea, jinft 82, sa, SC, snnim=O., ssnim=O., SX, sxo,
sxy, sxyo, sy, syo, xmcl, xnlc2, xmc3, xmc4;
'* j = global elt no desig.
m =global coli pt no desig.
jf =local no dcsig of doC of cIt j.
i = eqn # dcsig =global active dof # dcsig. +/
m=O;
i=O;
sX= control->sx;
sy= eontrol->sy;
sxy= control..>sxy;
sxo= control->sxo;
syo= control->syo;
sxyo= control->sxyo;
for(j=O; j<control->nte; j++)
(
sa= sin«*(cl-8com+j»->al);
ea= cos«*(cl~com+j» ..>al);
'+ 1=local coil pt no dcsig of cIt j. +/
for(I=O; l<nittl(*(el_gcom+j»->it-l ]/2; 1+..)
{
/+ calc vector xmc if at least one of the two dors at colI pt I
is active. */
if(!«+(el_status+j»->stadof[2+1) II
!«*(cl_status+j»->stadof(2*1+1]»
(
/+ transform infinity stresses iC(infin). +/
if(control->infin)
{
82= sa*sa;
sc= sa*ca;
c2= ca*ca;
ssnirn= •(sx-sxo)+sc+(sxy-sxyo)·(2. ·c2-1.)+(sy-syo)+sc;
snnim= (sx-sxo)+s2-2.+(sxy-sxyo)*sc+(sy-syo)+c2;
jinf=1.0;
)
else
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jinf=O.O;
xmcl= stress->ssn[m]+jinf'+ssnim;
xmc2= stress->snn[nl]+jinC+snnim;
xmc3= strcss->us[m];
xmc4= strcss->un[m];
'+ consider both doCs at coli pt I. +'
bs[O]= b[m][O] *b[m][O]+b[m][ 1)+b[m][ 1];
hu[D]= b[m][2]+b[m][2]+b[m][3]+b[m][3]~
bs[ 11= b[m] [7]*b[m] [7]+b[m][8]+b[m][8];
bur 1]= b[m][9]+b[m][9]+b[m][ 10]+b[m][ 10];
for(ld=O; Id<2; Id++)
{
'+ Id =local doC no desig of coli pt 1. +/jf= Id +2+1;
if((+(el_status-..j»->stadofljf])
continue;
/+ dof jf of elt j is active. set up corresponding e(ln i.
calc td and pd if nceded. +'
if(!(bs[ld] == O. II (ld == 1&&
(!«+(cl_status+j»->stadoffj f.. l]»
&& bs[O] 1= 0.»)
infs(td, pd, j, I, control->ntc, cl~coln, c)_status,
material);
/+ calc hd and vd if nceded. +/
if(!(bu[ld] = O. II (ld == 1&&
(!«+(cl_status+j»->stndofljf-t ]»
&& bu[O] 1= 0.»)
infu(hd, vd, j, 1, control->nte, el~com, el_status,
material);
'+ calc s[i][k] and dv[i]. +'
kb= 7+1d;
if(bs[ld] == 0.)
(
if(hu[ld] == 0.)
(
for(k=O; k<control->nadof; k++)
s[i][kl= 0.;
}
else
(
for(k=O; k<control->nadof; k++)
s[ il [k]= b[m][kb+2]*hd[k]+b[m][kb+3]*vd[k];
}
else
(
if(bu[ldl == 0.)
(
for(k=O; k<control->nadof; k++)
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s[i][kl= b[m][kb] *td[k]+b[m][kb~·l )*pd[k];
}
else
(
for(k::O; k<contcol->nadof; k++)
s[ i] [k]= b[lo] [kb]*td[k]+b[m][kb+ 1]+pd[k]+
b[m][kb+2]+hd[k]+b[m][kb+3]+vd[k];
}
if(ld = 0)
(
s[i][i]= s[i][i] +b[m][4];
if(!«*(el_status+j»->stadof[jf+ 1]»
s[i)[i+ 11= s[i][i+1]+b[m][5);
}
else
{
sri][i]= s[i][i]+b[lo][12];
if( !«*(cl_status+j»->stadof[jf-l ]»
s[i][i-l]= s[i][i-l ]+b[m][ II];
}
d[i]= b[rn][kb+6]-b[m][kb]+xnlc I-b[m][kb+ 1]*xmc2-
b[m][kb+2]*xmc3-b[m][kb+3]*xanc4;
i= i+ I;
}
}
m= m+l;
}
}
return;
}
/+ +......+•••++*..+**.*+++++++..+++*...+++*..+++++..++..++ate +++....++......+.. ++++... +/
void extrap(struct nlutcrial_propcrtics material, struct elcmcnt~colnctry
+·cl~comt struct element_status ++cl_status,
struct problem_control *control, stcuct stress_status
·strcss, dc~blc *d)
{
'* extrap cales the changes during a step assuming b is valid for the
entire step. Changes in the active and inactive (changc=-{» fund vars,
stresses and displ at all the coli points arc calc. +'
int i,j, k, I, m, n, nitf[8]=(2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2};
double alp, c2, ca, can, dn, ds, hUt hb, hc, hd, jinf, pa, ph, pc, pd, s2,
sa, sac, san, sh, SC, scb, sd, snnim=O., ssninl=O., SX, SXO, sxy, sxyo,
sy, syo, ta, tb, te, td, va, vb, ve, vd;
/+ i = active doC # dcsig.
k = doC (including active and inactive) # dcsig. +/
i=O;
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k=O;
for(j=O; j<control->nte; j+-f.)
{
forO=O; l<nitf[(+(el-8com+j»->it-l]; 1++)
{
if«+(el_status+j»->stadof(l)
{
stress->dv[k)= 0.;
k++~
)
else
(
stress->dv[kl= d[i);
k++;
i++;
}
}
}
sx= control->sx;
sy= control->sy;
sxy= control->sxy;
sXO= control->sxo;
syo= control->syo;
sxyo= control->sxyo;
,. m=global coil pt # desig. */
m= -1;
forG-=O; j<control->nte; j+...)
(
sa= sin«*(el-8com+j»->al);
ea= cos«+(el-8eom+j»->al);
,. transfonn infinity stresses if(infin). +'
if(control->infin)
(
82= sa+sa;
scb= sa*ca;
c2= ca+ca;
ssnim= -(sx-sxo)+scb+(sxy-sxyo)+(2.•c2-1.)+(sy-syo)+scb;
snnim= (sx-sxo)+s2-2.+(sxy-sxyo)+scb+(sy-syo)+c2;
}
for([=O; l<nitf[(+(el_gcom+j»->it-l ]/2; 1++)
{
m= m+l;
'+ dssn(m), dsnn(m), dus(m) and dun(m) are the total induced
stresses and displs at coli pt 1of elt j
(global coli pt m) due to the incremental active dors, +'
stress->dssn[m)= 0.;
stress->dsnn[m]= 0.;
stress->dus[m)= 0.;
strcss->dun[m]= 0.;
k=O;
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for(n=O; n<contro)->ntc; n++)
{
san= sin«+(cl~com+n»->al);
can= cos«+(cl-8com+n»->ul);
if(nitf(*(cl-&com+n»->it-I] <= 2)
{
/+ cIt n has 2 fund vars. +/
if«*(el_status·..n»->stadof[O] &&
(+(el_status+n»->stadolll])
(
k= k+2;
continue;
)
ds= «*(,~)-&com+j»·>xc[l]-(+(c\-&com+n»->x)+can+
«+(cl-&coln+j»->yc[lj-(+(el--8com+n»->y)+san;
dn= «+(cl--8con1+j»->yc[lj.. (+(cl-&com+n»->y)+can-
«+(cl.~com+j»->xc[l]-(+(cl-&com+n» ..>x)+san;
alp= (*(cl--8com+j»->al-(+(cl_gcom-f'n»->al;
if«+(el~com+n»->it == I)
{
cddes(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl-&conli-n»->a,
ds, dn, alp, matcrial);
cddcu(&hh, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl--8coln+n»~>a, ds, dn,
nip, material);
)
else if«*(el--8coffi+n»->it == 3)
{
rrcs(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl--8com-..n»->a,
ds, dn, alp, material);
rrcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl_gcom+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
)
else if «+(cl--8com+n»->it == 4)
{
csdcs(&sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl~conli-n»->at
ds, dn, alp, matcrial);
csdcu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl~com+n»->a, ds, dn, alp,
material);
)
else if «+(cl_gconl+n»->it == 6)
{
cddscs(&.sb, &sd, &tb, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl~conl+n»->a,
ds, dn, alp, mat.erial);
cddscu(&hb, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl--&conl+n»->a, ds, dn,
alp, material);
}
else
f
pddcs(&sb, &sd, &th, &td, &pb, &pd, (+(cl_gcoln-f·n»->a,
ds, dn, alp, matcrinl);
pddcu(&hh, &hd, &vb, &vd, (+(cl_gcom+n»->a, ds, dn, nip,
material);
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strcss->dssn[m] += tb+strcss->dv[k]+td+strcss->dv[k+1];
strcss->dsnn[m] += pb*strcss->dv[kltpd+strcss->dv[k+l);
strcss->dus[nl] ...=hb+strcss->dv[k]+hd+strcss..>dv[k+l];
strcss->dun[ln] += vb+strcss->dv[k]+vd+strcss->dv[k+ 1];
k= k+2;
}
else
{
/. elt n has 4 fund vars. +'
if«+(cl_status+n»->stndof[OJ && (+(cl_stntus+n»->stadof[ 1]
&& (*(el_status+n»->stadof[2] &&
(+(cl_status+n»->stadof[3])
(
k= k+4;
continue;
)
ds= «+(cl~com+j»·>xc[l]-(+(~I_gcoln+n»->x)*can+
«+(cl~com+j»·>yc[l]-(+(cl_gcom+n»->y)·san;
dn= «·(cl~com+j»->yc[l]·(+(el~com+n»->y)·can­
«·(cl~com·~j»·>xc[l]-(+(cl_gcom+n»->x)·san;
alp= (·(el~com+j»->al-(·(cl~com+n»->al;
if«+(cl~com+n»->it == 2)
{
Iddes(&sac, &sc, &sb. &sd, &ta, &tc t &tb., &td.
&pa, &pc, &pb, &pd. (+(el~com+n»->C\, ds, dnt
alp, material);
Iddcu(&ha, &hc, &hb, &hd, &va, &vc, &vb, &vd,
(*(cl_gcom+n»->a. ds, dn, alp, material);
}
else if«+(cl~com-f·n»->it == 5)
{
Isdcs(&sac, &sc. &sb. &sd, &ta, &te, &tb, &td,
&pa, &pc, &pb, &pd. (·(cl~coln+n»->at ds.
dn, alp, material);
Isdeu(&ha, &hc. &hb, &hd. &va, &vc. &vb, &vd,
(*(cl...gcom+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, nlutcrial);
}
else
{
lddscs(&sac, &sc, &Sll, &sd, &ta, &.tc, &t1), &td t
&pa. &pc, &pb, &pd, (+(cl_,gconl+n»->a, ds,
dn, alp, material);
Iddscu(&ha, &hc, &hb, &hd, &va. &vc, &vb, &vd.
(*(cl_gcom+n»->a, ds, dn, alp, Inatcrial);
strcss->dssn[m] += tn·strcss->dv[k]+tc·strcss->dv[k+1]+
tb·stross->dv[k+2]+td*strcss->dv[k+3];
strcss->dsnn[m] += pa+strcss->dv[k]+pc.strcss->dv[k+1]+
ph·strcss->dv[k+2]+pd+strcss->dv[k+3];
strcss->dus[m] += ha+strcss->dv(k]+hc.strcss->dv(k+ 1]..·
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hb*strcss->dv[k+2]+hd+strcss->dv[k+3];
strcss->dun[m] += va+stress->dv£k)+vc·stress->dv[k+1li·
vb+strcss..>dv[k+2]+vd*stress->dv(k+3];
k= k+4;
)
/+ consider the stress changes (if any) due to additional
infiu stccsses in step. +'
if(control->infin)
jinf=l.O;
else
jinf=O.O;
strcsso->dssn[m] i·= jinf+ssnirn;
strcss->dsnn[m] += jinf+snnim;
}
}
return;
}
'+ +.*+*+++*.+**••++.+.+++... ++.*++**ale. +.*.+.+++++++.++++... ++ale +.+"' ••+.++ +'
void solvc_plu(int n, int Ida, double .+a, double +b, int info)
{
Ii( solve_plu computes the solution to a real system of linear equations
A*X=B
where A is a n x n matlix and X and Bare n X 1 matrices.
The LV decomposition with partial pivoting and row interchanges is
used to factor A as
A::P+L+U
where P is a permutation matrix, L is unit lower triangular, and U is
upper triangular. The factored Corn1 of A is then used to solve the
system of equations A +X = B.
n : (input), integer
The number of linear c()uations.
Ida : (input), integer
The dirncnsion of the matrix A, i.e. tJ1C matrix A can be of
dilncnsion Ida x Ida, but the problem to solve is of dirncnsion
n. Then, Ida >= max( 1,n)
a (input/output), real array of dirncnsion Ida x Ida. ()n entry,
the n x n coefficients of the matrix A. On exit, the fnct<'fs
Land U from the fuctori1A1tion A = P+L+U; the unit diagonal
clelncnts of L arc not st()ccd.
b : (input/output) feal array, dinlcnsion (Ida)
On entry, the n x 1 matrix of right hand side matrix n,
On exit, if INFO = 0, the n x 1 solution rnatrix X,
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info: (output), integer
= 0: successful exit
< 0: if info =-it the i-th argument had an illegal value
> 0: if info = i, U(i,i) is exactly zero. The factori7Altion
h~ been completed, but the factor U is exactly
singular, so the solution could not be conlputcd.
+/
int i=Ot jt jp, k;
double tclnp;
/+ test the input paranlctcrs +'
info= 0;
if(n <0)
info:-l;
else if(n <0)
info=-2;
else if(lda < 1 II Ida < n)
info=-4;
if(info != 0)
return;
'+ lu factorization *'
for(j=O; j<n; j++)
(
'+ factor diagonal and subdiagonal matrices and tcst for exact singularity +/
/+ find pivot and test for singularity +/
temp= fabs(aU1U);
jp= 0;
if(n-j >= 2)
(
for(i=l; i<n-j; i++)
(
if(fabs(aU+ilU) > tcmp)
(
jp=i;
temp= fabs(arj+i]U]);
}
jp= jp+j;
if(jp i= j)
(
/+ apply row interchanges to the right hand side +/
tcnlp= bU);
b[j]= ll[jp];
bUp]: temp;
}
if(aUp]Ul != 0.0)
{
/+ apply the interchange to colunllls l:n +/
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if(jp != j)
(
for(i=O; i<n; i++)
(
temp= a[j][i];
aUl[i)= aUp][i);
aUp][i]= temp;
}
}
'+ compute clements j+1:n of j-th colunln +'
IfG <0-1)
(
for(i= 1; i<n-j; i++)
aU+ilU]= aU+il[j]/aU1U);
}
else if(info == (»
{
info= j;
}
ir(j < n-I)
(
/+ update trailing submutrix +/
for(i=l; i<n-j; i++)
(
if(aU1Uti] != 0.0)
(
temll = -aUlrj+i];
for(k=l; k<n..j; k++)
aU+klU+il= aU+k][j+il+aU+klU]+temp;
)
}
'+ solve the system a+x=b, overwriting b with x +'
'+ solve l+x=b, overwriting b with x +'
for(k=O; k<n; k++)
{
if(b(k] 1= ()'O)
(
for(i=k+ 1; i<n; it-..)
b[i]= b[i]-b[k]+u[i][k];
)
for(k=n-l; k>=(); k··)
(
if(b[k] != 0.0)
(
b[kl= b[k]/u[k][k);
foc(i={); i<=k-l ; itt)
b[i]= b[i]-h[k]*n[il[k];
}
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)
return;
}
/+ •••••+++++•••++++++.+••••••••••••••+•••+++••••••••••+•••••••••• +'
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steps.c
/+ includes tht~ following functions:
steps
chcckb
propag
update
+'
# include "frock_head.h lt
# include "frock_fune.h lt
'+ +.+.++.+*+++++.+.+++++*+*++*•••++++.++++++++.+++++++.+++++++++++++ +/
void stcps(struct i_o_files files, struct material_properties material,
struct clement_geometry ++cl~eom, stlllet clement_status
++cl_stntlls, struct problclT1_control *control, struct stress_status
.stress, steuet run_plot +plot, double **b)
(
/+ steps breaks up a stage into linear stcp(s) (except when a specified
minimum step size is used, tIle stcpsarc actually not linear)
steps first establishes and solves the equations for an attempted step
(= remaining part of the stage), then determines the step size based on
extrapolated infonnation (calculated by extrap), update the statc and b,
then repeats the process until 100% loads arc applied +/
int i, ig, ipl, j, ssi;
double ++8, +d, +td, *pd, *hd, *vd;
/+ allocate memory for matrices: St d, td, pd, hd, vd +/
s= calloc(4+NMAX, sizcof(doublc»;
if(s == NULL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "Error: Couldn't allocatc memory for matrix 8\n");
fprinlf(filcs.fstUl, "Program aborted\n\n");
if(control->plgd == 1.)
cxit( 1);
else
{
files.flag_res= 1;
return;
}
}
for(i=O; i<4+NMAX; i++)
(
+(s+i)= calloc(4+NMAX. sizcof(doublc»;
if(+(s+i) == NULL)
(
fplintf(filcs.fstat, "Error: Couldn't allocate mClnory for nlnlrix s[%d)\n",i);
fplintf(filcs.fstat, Itprogruln abortcd\n\nIt);
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if(control->plgd ::: 1.)
exit(l);
else
(
files.fla~res= 1;
retunl;
)
}
}
d= calloc(4+NMAX. sizeof(double»;
td= calloc(4*NMAX. sizeof(double»;
pd= calloc(4*NMAX. sizeof(double»;
hd= calloc(4*NMAX, sizeof(double»;
vd= calloc(4*NMAX. sizeof(double»;
if(d == NULL II td == NUI.,L II pd == NULL II hd == NULL II vd == NULL)
(
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "En-ur: Couldn't allocate nlcmory for matrices d, td, pd, hd,
vd\nU);
fprintf(files.fstat, "['rogram aborted\nulIt);
if(control->plgd == 1.)
exit( 1);
else
(
files.fla~res= 1;
return;
)
}
if(files.plot)
draw(plot, ~l~com, control..>nte, control->sxo, control->syo,
control->sxyo);
if(files.post)
prinplot(filcs, cl~com, control->nle, control->sxo, control->syo,
control->sxyo);
/+ beginning a step +/
ssi=O;
if(filcs.flu1Lrcs >= 0)
(
for(ig=O; ig<control->ntg; ig++)
{
j= control->ne[ig][O];
if«*(el~com+j» ..>it == 3 II (+(cl~com+j»->it == 8)
control->icril[2+ig][OJ= 1;
j= control->nc[ig][control->ngc[ig]-l];
if«+(cl_gcom+j»->it == 3 II (+(cl~com+j»->it == 8)
control->icrit[2*ig+1][0]:: 1;
)
}
whilc(l)
(
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fprintf(filcs.fstat, If\n steps: another step is attempted\n tl );
fprintf(filcs.fstat, " stage step # plgd\nU );
fprintf(filcs.fstat, It %6s'"~4d%15.3c\n\n", control->ista, control->nstcp,
control->plgd);
rflush(filcs.fstat);
'+ call solve to assemble and solve matrix s and load vcctor d for all the
active doCs */
solvc(filcs, material, el~com, cl-..status, control, stress, S, b, d, td,
pd, hd, vd);
ipl::O;
control->pl= 1.0;
/+ if(cb), check whether existing b is valid for 'whole stage;
pi = percent of load (out of att~mptcd step) for which b is valid +/
if(control->cb)
chcckb(matcrial, el~com, cl_status, control, stress);
/* determine step size S8 (as a portion of attempted step) +/
if (control->plgd <= control->sm)
/* attempted step <= minimum step (e.g. last step in stage) +/
control->ss= 1.0;
else if(contro)->pl*control->plgd < control..>sm )
/+ usc minimum step size specified +/
control->ss= control->sm/control->plgd;
else
/* usc step size according to pi */
contcol->ss= control->pl;
if«fabs(control->ss) != 0.) && (fabs(control->ss) <0.00(1»
control->ss= 0.001;
/+ update fundamental variables, stresses, diplaccmcnts and dclUl[l] at end
of chosen step +/
updatc(filcs, material, cl_gcom, c)_status, control, stress, b);
if(filcs.plot)
draw(plot, cl_gcoln, control->ntc, control->sxo, control->syo,
,;ontrol->sxyo);
if(filcs.pOS1)
prinplot(filcs, cl_gcom, control->ntc, control->sxo, control->syo,
control->sxyo);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, " ss= % 12.5c\n\n", control ..>ss);
ftlush(lilcs.fstat);
/* update control parameters for steps
return if:
1, nstep = mns;
2. ngc[ig] is ncar to NMAX for sOlne ig; or
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3. the whole step is successful (ss=l.O),implying completion of stage; or
4. ote > O.95*NMAX +'
if(control->nstep >= control->mns)
{
control->Imns= 1;
break;
}
if(control->lmcc)
break;
if(control..>ss == 1.)
(
if(ssi == 1)
break;
ssi=l;
}
if(control->nte > O.95+NMAX)
(
control->lnlcc= 1;
break;
)
control->nstep= control->nstcp +1;
control->plgd= (l.-control..>ss)+control->plgd;
)
'+ free memory previously allocated and return +'
for(i=O; i<4+NMAX; i++)
frcc(+ (s+i»;
frcc(s);
free(d);
free(td);
frec(pd);
free(hd);
free(vd);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "\nIt);
return;
}
/* +++++***+++*++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++.++++++++++.+++++++.+ +'
void checkb(struct material_properties Inatcrinl, steuet elcmcnt~colnct ..y
++el~eom, struct clement_status ++el_status,
struct problem_control ·control, struct stress_status .strcss)
{
/+ chcckb checks whether the existing values of b[m][i] arc applicable for the
extrapolated load step. pI gives the percent of load (Ollt of the whole
step) for which b applies, Le. linearity remains +'
int i, iaux, ig, ip)t j, k, I, Ie, fit nitf[8]={ 2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2);
double alj, pel, ru, s10, sip, 830, s3p, sigold, snno t snnp, ssno, ssnp,
ssso, sssp, to, tl, t2, tau, thctno, thctap, xx, yy;
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ipl=O;
control..>pl= 1.0;
for(j=U; j<control->nte; j++)
{
(+(el_status+j»->pls[Ol= l.();
(+(cl_statusij»->pls[ 1l= 1.0;
(+(el_status+j»->ipls[O]= 0;
(.(el_status+j»->ipls[ 1]= 0;
)
for(ig=O; ig<control->ntg; ig++)
(
forOc=O; le<control->ngc[ig); Ic++)
(
j= control->nc[ig][lc];
'+ check for new closure/opening up and applicability of del-tau relation .,
if«*(cl~com+j»·>it== 4 II (·(cl~com+j»·>it ~= 5 II
(+(cl_status+j»->nc)
continue;
'+ a dde is to be checked +/
'+ check for non-linearity at each collocation point +'
for(I=O; l<nitf[(+(cl~com~·j»->it-l]/2; 1++)
{
m= (*(cl~com+j»->ncol[I];
'+ k =dor (act and inact) number designation +'
k= 2+m+l;
if«+(el_status+j»->stadof[2+1+ 1])
{
'+ normal fundamental variable is inactive (i.e. v(k)=O). check for tension
which may open up the ddc at collocation point m; then check del-tau
relation if closure reannins +/
if(strcss->dsnn[m] < 0.)
{
if«strcss->sigi[m]-f-strcss..>snn[ln]) <= 0.)
(
'* dde should have opened up before beginning of step; sct pI and pIs to 0 +/
control->pl= 0.;
(*(cl_status+j»->pls[ll= 0.;
ipl= 1;
(+(cl_slutus+j»->ipls[ll= 1;
continue;
)
else if«strcss->sigi[m]+strcss->snn[m])+strcss->dsnn[ln]
<=0.) .
{
'+ dsnn is great enough to open up ddc */
(+(cl_status+j»->pls[ll= -(strcss->sigi[m] +
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strcss->snn[m)1
strcss->dsnn[m);
(*(el_status+j»->ipls[ll= 1;
if(control->pl > (*(cl_status+j»->pl.'i[I])
(
controI->p1= ('"(c1__8tntus+j))->pIs[1];
ipl= 1;
}
}
}
'+ dde opens up during step or remains closed after step; check if clement j
has multi-linear del-tau relation */
i= (·(cl...g(~om+j» ..>nsl;
if(i == 0)
continue;
/+ check if del has rcnluincd on the sanlC line segment of the del-tau relation +/
if«+(el_status+j»->nscg[ll == 0)
(
/* del is on segment 0 at beginning of step; check if tau is moving out of
segment 0 +/
tau= stress->taui[m] +strcss->ssn[nl] +strcss->dssn[m];
sigold= strcss->sigi[m] +strcss->snn[ln];
tl= sigold*control->sly[i][O] +control->ck[i];
t2= tl +strcss->dsnn[m]*contro)->sly[i][O];
if (fabs(tau) <= t2)
continue;
if (fabs(tau) > t1)
(
if(fabs(strcss->taui[m)+strcss->ssn[m) > tl)
{
/* at beg of step, shear stress was already out of scgnlcnt 0 */
control->pl= 0.;
(+(cl_.status+j»->pls[)]= 0.;
(*(cl_status+j»->Ipls[ll= 3;
ipl= 3;
continue;
)
if«(strcss->ssn[m]+strcss->taui[n1])*
strcss->dssn[nl]) >= 0.)
ea= (tl-fabs(strcss->ssn[m] i·strcss->taui[01]»/
(fabs(stress->dssn[m])-control->sly[i] [0]+
strcss->dsnn[m]);
else
ra= (fahs(strcss->ssn[m]·rstrcss->taui[m])-t1)/
(fabs(stress->dssn[In])·~0 ntro1->sly[i][()]+
strcss->dsnn[m]);
'+ check if ddc opens up during step and which change reason is more critical +/
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if«*(cl_status+j»->ipls[l] = 1 &&
(*(el_status+j»->pls[l] <= ra)
continue;
(*(cl.,.status+j»->pls[ll= fa;
(+(cl_status+j»->ipls[l]= 3;
if(controI->pl > (+(cl_status+j»->pls[l])
{
control->pl= (+(cl_st3tus+j»->pls[I);
ipl= 3;
}
continue;
}
/+ del is not zero at the beginning of the step +/
if(strcss->dv[k-l] == 0.)
continue;
if(strcss->dv[k-l] *(*(el_status+j»->dcl[l] >= 0.)
(
'* del is moving away from origin */
if«*(el_status+j»->nscg[l)i-l ==
control->nrl)[(+(cl~com+j»->nslJ)
(
'+ del is on the last scgnlcnt +/
if(fabs(strcns->dv[k-l J+(*(cl_status+j»->dcl[I]) <=
cantrol->slx[(+(cl_gcom+j»->nsl]
[control->nrp[(+(cl~com+j»->nsl]-l])
continue;
/+ del is moving beyond last scglncnt */
ra= (control·>slx[(+(cl~comi),»->nsl]
[control->nrp[(+(CI~COIT1+J»->nsl]-l] -
fubs«*(cl_status+j»->dcl[I))1
fubs(strcss->dv[k-l]);
if«+(cl_status+j»->ipls[l] == 1&&
(*(cl_status+j»·>pls[l] <= ea)
continue;
(+(cl....stutus+j»->pls[ll= ra;
(*(cl_status+j»->lpls[l]~ 7;
)
else
{
1+ del is not on last seglncnt */
ra= (control->slx[(*(cl~com+j»->nslJ
[(*(c1_8tulus+j))->nscg[1]] -
fabs«+(cl_stutlls+j»->dcl[l]»/
fahs(strcss->dv[k-l ]);
if«*(cl_status+j»->ipls[l] == 1&&
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(+(el_stutus+j»->pls[l] <= ra)
continue;
(+(cl_status+j»->pls[l]= ra;
if«*(el_status+j»->pls[l] > 1.0)
continue;
if«+(cl_slatus+j»->pls[l] = 1.0)
{
/+ del moves to end of prescnt segment +'
(+(el_status+j»->ipls[I]: 5;
)
else
{
/+ del is moving beyond present scgnlcnt +'
(+(el_stutus+j»->ipls[I]= 3;
)
}
if(control..>pl > (*(cl_stJtus+j»->pls[l])
{
control->pl:: (*(el_status+j»->pls[I];
ipl= 3;
}
continue;
}
'+ del is initially moving towards origin (del may reverse sign) +/
ra= fabs«fabs«*(el_status+j»->del[l]) •
control->slx[(+(el~com+j»- >081]
[(*(el_status+j»->nseg[l]-l ])/stress->dv[k-l]);
if«+(cl_status+j»->ipls[l] ==1 &&
(+(cl_status+j»->pls[l] <= ra)
continue;
("'(el_status+j»->p)s[l]= ra;
if«+(el_status+j»->pls[l] > 1.0)
continue;
if«*(cl_status+j»->pls[l] == 1.0)
(+(cl_stutus+j»->ipls[ll= 6;
else
{
(+(cl_status+j»->ipls[l]= 4;
if(control->pl > (+(cl_status+j»->pls[I])
(
control->pl= (*(cl._status+j»->pls[I];
ipl=4;
}
}
else
{
/+ normal fund variable is active; check for interpenetration +/
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if(stress->dv[k] <= ().)
continue;
/+ if no slip relation, the crack is assumed to rCllluin open +'
if«+(cl~colnij»->nsl ::;-; 0)
{
(+(cl_status+j»->ipls[l]= 2;
ipl=2;
continue;
)
if(strcss->v[k] >= 0.)
{
'+ dde should have closed before beginning of step; set pi and pis to () +/
control->pl= 0.;
(+(cl_status+j»->pls[ll= 0.;
(+(el_stutus+j»->lpls[l]= 2;
ipl= 2;
continue;
)
else if(strcss..>v[k]+strcss->dv[k] >= 0.)
{
/+ ddc is closed during step */
(+(cl_stutus+j»->pls[I]= -strcss..>v[kl/strcss->dv[k);
(+(cI_stutlls+j»->lpls[I)= 2;
if(control->pl > (+(cl_status+j»->pls[I)
{
control->pl= (+(cl_status+j»->pl~[I];
ipl=2;
)
}
)
if(control->nocont)
continue;
/* in addition. check for fracture propagation at beginning and t~nu of gr()Ull +/
for(i=O; i<2; i++)
(
if(i == 1 && contfol->ngc[ig] == 1)
continue;
else if(i == 1)
1f~= Ie +control->ngc[ig]-l;
else
le= 0;
j~ control..>nc[ig][lc);
k= 2+(+(cl_gcom+j»)->ncol[{)]+ t;
if«*(cl_status+j»->nc)
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continue;
if(le == 0)
iaux = 2*ig;
else
iaux = 2*ig+l;
if(contro) ..>icrit[iaux][O] == 0)
continue;
/+ to avoid negative extrapolation of pddc, check if ddc tends to close;
extrapolation only up to closure, if any +/
pcl= 1.0;
if«+(el_status+j» ..>ipls[O] == 2)
pel: (*(cl_status+j))->pls[O];
if«·(cl~com+j»->il 1= 8)
(
propag(j, material, el_gcom, control, stress, &ra, &to);
If((*(cl_stutus+j))->ipls[O] != O. &&
(~(cl_status+j»->pls[{)] <= ea)
continue;
(+(cl_status+j))->p)s[0]= ra;
(+(el_stutus+j»->lp)S[O]= 8;
control->icrit[inux][ 1]= 100+10;
if(ra < control->pl)
{
control->pl=ra;
ipl= 8;
}
continue;
}
else
(
/+ pddc is encountered; calculate stresses at tip at end of pel of step +/
xx= (*(el_gcom+j» ..>x;
yy= (*(cl~com+j»->y;
nlj= (+(cl~c()m+j»->al;
sbcta(&sssp, &ssnp, &snnp, xx, yy, alj, pel, Inutcrial, cI-J,;coIII ,
control, stress);
prin(&s 1p, &s3p, &thctap, sssp, ssnp, 8I1np);
/+ check for propagation +/
if(-s3p <= nlutcrial.sigt)
continue;
sbc~tll(&ssso, &ssno, &snno, xx, yy, alj, 0., nlaterial, cl_gC0I11,
control, stress);
prin(&s 1o, &830, &thctao, SSSO, ssno, snno);
If(-830 >= matcrinl.sigt)
/+ should have propagated *1
ra= 0.;
else
/+ estimate ra *1
ra= pcV(s3p-s30) +(-mutcriuLsigt-s30);
if«+(cl_status+j»->ipls[O] != O. &&
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(+(cl_status+j»->pls[O] <= ra)
continue;
(+(cl_status+j»->pls[Ol= ra;
(+(cl_status+j»->lpls[O]= 8;
if(control->pl > ra)
{
control->pl= ra;
ipl= 8;
}
}
}
return;
}
/+ *.**+*++******++*+**++++ ++ +++*++ ++ ++ ++ +++++++*+++++-+++++++ ++ ++ ++ +* +/
void propag(int j, struet Inatceiul_propcrtics nluterial,
stillet clclncnt_geornctry +*cl_gcoln, stellet problem_control
*control, struct stress_status +strcss, double *ra, douhle +t(»
/+ propag calculates the crack propagation angle and load based on the Inaxirnuill
stress theory; the stresses arc calculated around the \ip of the crack tllen,
the maxinlum is picked up; the corresponding angle is the angle of
propagation */
int icon, icxit, locon;
double beta, ra 1, ra 1m, 1J2, ra3, ra4, ra5, rUlnin, rsa, rslop, rta, slop,
slop 1, slop2, slop3, slop4, sr, st, stall, theta, tink, tk 1, tk2, xx,
yy;
/+ j is the clement around which propagation checks +/
+l'a=O.;
lkl= -160;
tk2= 160;
tink= 10.;
ramin= 1.;
ral= 0.;
ra2= 0.;
ra3= 0.;
ra4= 0.;
ralm= 0.;
slop: 0.;
locon= 1;
icon= 0;
iexit= ();
theta= lk I;
whilc(tink >= ().5)
{
icon:: icon+ 1;
beta= PI+thctal18().()+(+(cI_gc0I11+j»->ul+PI;
xx:: (+(cl_gcom+j»->x+nltltcri'll.rd+cos(hc tn);
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yy= (+(el--8con1+j»->y+matcrial.rd+sin(bcta);
sbcta(&sr, &stau, &st, xx, yy, beta, 1.0, material, cl-8euffi, control,
stress);
if(st != 0.)
(
rsa= matcrial.smaxlst;
if(rsa <:::0.)
rsa= 2.0;
}
else
rsa= 2.0;
if(stau != 0.)
rta= material.tmaxlfabs(stau);
else
rla= 2.0;
if(rsa < rta)
tra= rsa;
else
+ra= rta;
if(locon == 1)
(
if(icon != 1)
(
if(icon != 2)
{
rslop: (+ra-ra2)+slop;
if«slol> <=0.) && (rslop <= 0.»
{
if(icxit == I)
(
if(ra2 < rurnin)
{
ramin= ra2;
+to= tllcta-tink;
ra3= +ra;
rnlm=ral;
}
}
else
(
icxit= 1;
ralnin= ra2;
+to= theta-link;
ra3= +ra;
ra Iln= ral;
)
}
slop= +ra-ra2;
}
ral= ra2;
r32= +ra;
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}
else
(
if(locon%2 != 0)
(
ra5;": *ra;
slop1=ra4-ra I;
slop2= ra2-ra4;
slop3= ra5-ra2;
slop4= ra3-ra5;
if«slopl +slop2) < 0.)
{
+to= +to-tink;
ramin= ra4;
ra3= ra2;
ra2= ra4;
}
else
(
if«slop2*slop3) <= 0.)
{
ral= ra4;
ra3= ra5;
}
else
{
*to::.: *lO+tink;
rumin= ra4;
ral= ra2;
ra2= ra5;
}
}
else
ra4= +ra;
if(locon == 1)
(
theta= thctui·tink;
if(thcta <= tk2)
continue;
}
locon= locon+ 1;
if(locon == 2)
(
ra2= ralnin;
ral= calm;
)
if(locon%2 == 0)
(
tink= tink/2.;
theta= *lO-tink;
)
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else
theta= *to+tink;
}
if(control->plgtf != 1.0 && control->plgd != 0)
{
*ra= (eontrol->plgd-l.O+(+ra»/controJ->plgd;
if(+ra <OJ»
+ra=O.;
}
return;
}
/+ +*******++++ ++••••• ** .+••+++++ +++++ ++++++++++++++++ ++ *+++++++++++. +/
void updatc(struct i_o_tilcs files, struct material_properties material,
struct clcmcnt_gcol11ctry ++cl~com, struct clement_status
+·cl_stfJtus, slnlct prohlcln_contfol +control,
struct stress_status ·strcss, double ++b)
(
/+ update recalculates fundanlcntal vUliablcs after solving the systcln of
equations */
int i, iaux, ih, ie, id, ig, igc, ii, itype, j, k, I, Ie, Icc=O, In, m, nle,
me 1, nlc2, me3, n, n2, nclem, ngcig, nn, "pr, nitf[8]= (2,4,2,2,4,2,4,2 );
double aconn=O, alj, alncw, ca, dl, d2, d3, dist=O, dlhn, hors, pIg, sl, s3,
sigold, sa, snnb, ssnb, 55sb, to, verts, vn 1, vn2, xl, x2, x3, xind=O,
xntc, xx, y1, y2, y3, ynte, yy;
'+ update fundanlcntal variables, stresses, displaccnlcnls and deIO,I) after
subroutine solve */
m= -1;
forG=O; j<control->nb~; j++)
(
for(I=O; l<nitf[(+(cl~eom+j» ..>it-l]/2; 1++)
(
m= m+l;
k= 2.+m;
strcss->v[k]= strcss->v[k] +control->ss+strcss->dv[k);
strcss->v[k+ 1l= strcss->v[k+ 1] ~..control->ss+strcss->dv[k+ 1l;
stress->ssn[m]= stress->ssn[ln] +control->ss+strcss->dssn [111];
stress->snn[m]= stress->snn[In] +control->ss+stress->dsnn[Ill];
stress->Us[ In]= strcss->us[rn] +control->ss·stress->dus( In];
strcss->un[m1= strcss->un[111] +control->ss*stress->dun[ Ill];
if«+(cl_status+j») ..>stadol12*1+ 1] && (+(el_gcom+j»)->nsl != (»
(+(cl_stutus+j»->dcl[l]:: (+(cl_status+j»->dcl[l] +
control->ss.strcss->dv[2JIlin];
i f(contro1->infi n)
{
/+ update infinite stresses applied up to cnd of step +/
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control->sxo= control..>sxo +control->ss+(control->sx..control->sxo);
control->syo= control->syo +control->ss·(control->sy-contr()l..>syo)~
control->sxyo= contf()I->sxy() +control->ss+(control->sxy-control->sxyo);
)
/+ update b; consider each coil pt In.
update b[m][O-6] if dcl[j][ll != (). (even if del remains on the same
segment); then update b[ln][()-13] if ss >= plsU][I] +/
for(ig=O; ig<control->ntg; ig++)
(
ngcig= cOlltrol->ngc[ig];
for(lc=O; lc<ngcig; Ic++)
(
j = contfO1->nl~[ig][ Ie] ;
for(I=O; 1<nitf[(+(cl-£coffi+j»->it-l]/2; 1++)
(
m= (*(cl-£conl+j»->ncol[l);
sig()ld= strcss->sigi[nl) +strcss->snn[ln);
if«+(cl_stutLJs+j»->del[l] != ().)
{
n= (*(CI_S1U1US+j»->nscg[I)-1 ;
i== (+ (C1-£coIn+j))->nsI;
b[m][2J= (l.;
b[m)[31= 0.;
b[m](5)= (1.;
if(strcss->ssn[m]+strcss->taui[m] >= ().)
xind::-l.;
else
xind=l.();
if«(stress->ssn[nl)+strcss->taui[ln) >().) II
«(strcss->ssn[nl]+stress->taui[m]) == ().) &&
strcss->dssn[ln] >=- 0.»
(
if(n«)
(
h[ln]())= -cont.rol->slx[i][O];
h[111][ 1)= control->sly[i][()l·
fahs« +(cl_stul\h,+j»->dcl[I]);
b[nl1f4]= cOlltrol->sly[i][O]+sigold;
b[nl]( 6]= -strcss->taui[m]+control->slx[i]l(»)+xind;
)
else
{
h[III ][() ]= contro1->sIx[i ][n] ·con tro1->sJx[i ](" n·t- 1];
b[nl][ 11= (control->sly[i)[n+ I]..control->sly[i][n)+
(fabs((+ (cl_stutus+j))->dcl[IJ)-
contro}..>sIx[i] [n]) -contro)->s)y[ iIfn]+
(contfol .. >slx[i][n]-colltrol->slx[i][n+ I]);
h[ 111][4]::: (control->sly[i] [n+ 1]-control->sly[ illn])+
sigold;
h[ In J[6J= strcss..>taui[111] +(control->slx[i][n]-
control->slx[i][n+ 1J)+xind;
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else
(
if(n«»
(
b[m][O]= -control->slx[i][O];
b[ln][ 11= -control->sly[i][Oj+
fahs((+(cI_stntus+j))->deI[1]);
b[m][4]= -control- >sly[i] [0]*sigold;
b[m][6l= -strcss->taui[m]+control->slx[i] [0] +xind;
}
else
{
b[m][()]::: control->slx[i][n] ..control->slx[i][n+ 1J;
b[m][ 11= -(col1trol->sly[i][n+1]-control->sly[i][n])+
(fabs((+ (cl_stutus+j))->dcl[l])-
control->slx[i][n) +control->sly[i1[n]+
(control ..>slx[i][nJ ..control->slx[il[n+ 1]);
b[m][41= -(control->sly[i][n+1]-control->sly[i][n])*
sigold;
b[m][6]= strcss->taui[m] +(control->slx[i][n] -
control->slx[i][n+1])+xind;
if(! control->cb)
continue;
if«*(el_status+j»->ipls[l] == 0)
continue;
if(l~ == 0)
iaux = 2+ig;
else if(lc == ngcig-l)
iaux = 2*ig+l;
else
iaux= -1;
/+ allow multiple propagation of clcnlcnt j if plsU][l] is witJlin 2% ofrl;
this allows symmctlical propagation in problclns with syln,nctry *
if(iaux >= 0 && control ..>icrit[iaux][O] != 0)
(
if(control->ss < O.98*(*(cl_status+j»->pls[I])
continue;
}
else
{
if(control ..>ss < (*(cl_stntus+j»->pls[I)
continue;
}
if«(*(cl_status+j»->dcl[l] != 0.) && «*(cl_gc0111+j»->it == 8»
(
(+(cl~eom+j»->it:: 3;
n2= control->ntc;
consis«(),n2-1 ,n1utcrial, cl_gcoln. conlrol, stress);
plg= l.-control .. >plgd*( l.-(+(cl_status+j»->pls[l]);
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fprintf(filcs.fstat, " steps: crack slips\n");
fprintf(files.fstat, tI step nstep j 1 pig nsl(j)\n");
fprintf(lilcs.fstat, It %6s%4d%6d%5d% 12.3e%7d\n tl ,
control->ista, control->nstcp, j, I, pig,
(+(cl~com+j»->nsl);
/+ update b[mliO-13] b~causc 5S >= plslj](l] */
if«*(el_status+j»->ipls(l] == I)
(
'+ dde is opening up. put ssn and snn for next step to -taui(m) and ..sigi(m);
assume no nonnal springs and no internal pressure; activate normal
fundamental variable and activate shl~ar fundanlcntal valiablc if not already
active +/
for(i=I; i<13; i++)
b(nl ][i ]=().;
b[ml[C)]= I.;
b[m][6J= -strcss->taui[m];
h[nl][8]= 1.;
b[m]( 13]= -strcss->sigi[nl);
(*(cl_status+j»->SlUdo112+1+ Il= 0;
control->nadof= control->nadof +1;
if«+(cl_status+j»->stadof[2+I])
(
(+(cl_status+j»->stadol12+1)= 0;
control->nadof= control->nadof i-I;
)
plg= 1. -control->plgd+( I.-(+(cl_status+j»->pls[l);
fprintf(files.fstat, It steps: crack fOlnls\nIt);
fpnntf(files.fstat, "step ostep j 1 plgUl tl );
fprintf(files.fstat, " %6s%4d%6d%5d% 12.3c\n", control..>ista,
conlrol->nstcp, j, I, pig);
if«+(cl~com+j»->it == 8)
{
/+ change pddc to rre +/
(+(cl-!;conl+j»->it= 3;
n2= control->ntc;
consis«(), n2-1 , nlutcrial, cl~com, control, stress);
}
continue;
)
else if«*(cl_status+j»)->ipls[l] === 2)
{
/+ dde is closing up; if no friction, then the crack is assumed to remain open
(no chungc in nudat); deactivatc nornlal fundamental variahles if activc +/
if«+(cl~com+j»·>nsl != (»
(
if(!(+(cl_stutus+j»->stado112+1+ I])
{
(+(cl_stutus+j»->stadof[2+1+ 1l= 1;
contfol->nadof::: control->nadof -1;
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}
plg= I. -control->plgd+( I.-(+(el_status+j»->pls[l]);
fprintf(files.fstut, It steps: crack closcs\ntt );
fprintf(filcs.fstat, II step nstep j 1 pig nsIG)\n It );
fprintf(Jilcs.fstat, tt %6s%4d%6d%5d% 12.3c(~ 7dUl tt,
control->ista, control->nstcp, j, I, pig,
(*(cl~conl+j»->nsl);
/* set del[j][ll=O and usc segment 0 of nlulti-lincar del-tau relation, if any +/
(+(cl_status+j»->dcl[I]: 0.;
for(i=O; i<7; i++)
b[m][i]= 0.;
b[In ][4]=I.;
}
else
(
pIg= I. -control->plgd*( 1... (*(cl_status+j»->pls[I]);
fprintf(files.fstut, tt steps: crack assumed to remain open\n tt );
fprintf(Jilcs.fstat, It step nstep j 1 pig I1sI0)\n");
fprintf(filcs.fstut, II %6s%4d~)6d%5d% 12.3c%7d\n It t
control->istu, control->nstcp, j, I, pig,
(*(cl~c()m+j»->nsl);
continue;
}
continue;
}
else if«+(cl_status·+j»->ipls[l] == 3)
{
/+ del moves onto another scgnlcnt farther away from the origin; usc tJ1C next
farther segment as del-tau relution for next step +/
(*(cl_statustj»->nscg[ll: (*(cl-.status+j»->nscg[l] +1;
n= (*(cl_status+j»->nscg[l]-l;
i= (+(cl~coln+j»->nsl;
b[ln][2)= 0.;
b[m](3)= 0.;
b[ml[5l= ().;
if«(stress->ssn[ln]+strcss->taui[m]) > 0.) II
«(strcss->ssn[.n]+strcss->taui[nl]) === 0.) &&
strcss->dssn(ln] >= 0.»
{
b[rn][O]= control->slx[i][n] ..control->slx[i][n+ 1];
b[m]( 1l= (control->sly[i][n+ 1]-control->sly[i][n])+
(fahs«*(cl_stutus+j»->dcl[l]) -
control->slx[i][n]) -control->sly[i][n]+
(col1trol->slx[i][n]-control->slx[i][n+l ]);
b[m][41= (control->sly[i If n+ 1]-control->sly( i][n])+sigold;
b[In ][6]= stress->tau i[In]*(co11 tro1->sIx[i) [n] -
control->slx[i][n+1])+xind;
}
else
{
h[ nl ][()J= control->slx[ il[ n] -control->slx[i] [11+ 1];
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b[m][ 1J= -(control->sly[i] [n+ 1] -control->sly[i][n])+
(fabs((*(cl_stn tus+j))..>dcl[1J) -
contr()l->slx[i][n]) +contfol->sly[i][n] ate
(control->slx[i][n] -control->slx[i][n+ 1]);
b[rn][4J= -(control->sly[i][n+ 1] -
conlrol->sly[i][n])+sigold;
h[nl][6]= stress->taui[m)*(control->slx[i][n] -
control->s}x[i][n+1])*xind;
)
plg= 1. -control->plgd*(1.-(+(el_status+j»->pls[I);
fplintf(fiIcs.fstat, It steps: non-linearity in del-tau rclation\nn);
fprintf(filcs. [stat, It step nstep j 1 pig ipls nscg del
ssn dssn sigold\nlt );
fprintf(filcs.fstat, It
%6s%4d%6d%5d%12.3c% 7<.1%7d%14.3e% 12.3c% 12.3c~) 12.3c\tl",
conlrol->istu, control->nstcp, j, 1, pIg,
(+(~I_status+j»->ipls(I], nt(+(CI_stUlllS+j))->dcl[1], strcss->ssn[m),
strcss->dssn[nl], sigold);
/+ activate shear fund var if not already active +/
i f((*(c1_8tatus·..j ))->stad0 f[2+IJ)
{
(+(cI_.status+j»->stadof{2*I]= ();
control->nadof= conlrol->nadof +1;
fprinlf(files.fslat, II shear fund. yare above is activated\n");
}
continue;
}
else if«*(cl_stutlls+j»->ipls[l) == 4 II
(+(cl_status·~j»->ipls[IJ == 5 II
(*(cl_stutus+j»->ipls[l) == 6)
if«+(cl_stU1US+j»->ipls[I] == 4 II
(*(cl_stutus+j»->ipls[l] == 6)
{
/+ if ip]s[j][l]= 4, del initially was non-:l~ro and moving toward~'i the origin
and beyond the present segrnclll (not scgnlcnt 0); usc the next scgnlcnt nearer
to the origin.
if iplsU][ll= 6, del moves to the beginning of the present sc~nlcnt (not
segment 0) and nearer to the origin; treat it as iplsU][IJ=4 */
(*(cl_sta tus+j ))->nscg[I)= (+ (c1_8tatus+j))->nscg[1]- 1;
}
else
{
/+ del moves to the end of thl~ present segrncnt (not last scgnlcnt) and farther
away from origin +/
(*(cl_stalus+j))->nscg[I]= (+(el_status+j))->nscg[l]+ 1;
)
n= (+(cl_status+j)->nsegrl)-l;
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i= (+(cl~com+j»->nsl;
b[m][2]= 0.;
b[m][3]= 0.;
b[m][5]= 0.;
if«(stress->ssn[m]+strcss->taui[nl) > 0.) II
«(stress..>ssn[m]+strcss->taui[m]) === 0.) &&
strcss->dssn[ln] >= 0.»
(
if(n <0)
(
b[m][O]= -control->slx[i][O);
b[ln][ 1]= control->sly[i][O] ale
fabs«+(cl_stntus+j))->dc1[I]);
b[m][4]= cOlllrol->sly[i][()]+sigold;
h[m][6]= -strcss->tnui[m] +control->slx[i] [OJ ale xind;
}
else
(
b[ln][O]= conlrol->slx[il[n]-control->slx[il[n+ 1];
b[nl)[ 1)= (control->sly[i ][n+ 1]- control->sly[i][n)*
(fabs((+(Cl_slutuS+j))->dcl[I])-
conlrol->slx[i1[n]) -control->sly[ilr.n]*
(control->slx[i] [n] -control->slx[i][n+1]);
b[m][4]= (control->sly[i][n+l] -
control->sly[i][n)+sigold;
b[m][6]= strcss->taui[m]*(control->slx[i][n] -
control->slx[i][n+1])+xind;
)
}
else
(
if(n<O)
(
b[m][O]= -colltrol->slx[i][()];
b[m][ 11= -control->sly[i][O]*
fubs((+(cl_status+j))->dcl[l]);
b[nl][4l= -col1tl"ol->sly[i][O]+sigold;
b[m][6]:: -8tress->tnui[01] +controI..>s1x[i][()J+xind;
}
else
(
b[m][O]= control->slx[i][n] -control->slx[i][n+ 1];
b[m][ 1]= .. (control->sly[i][n+l] -collirol->sly[i][n])*
(fabs«*(cl_stutus+j»->dcllI]) -
control··>slx[i][n]) +control->s)y[il[n]+
(control->slx[i][n]- control->slx[i][n+ 1]);
h[m][4]= -(control->sly[i][n+ 1] -control->sly[i][n])+
sigold;
b[m][6]= strcss->taui[rn]+(control->slx[i][n] -
cOlllrol->slx[i][n+ l]) lfc xind;
}
plg= 1. -control->plgd+( l.-(+(cl_status+j»->pls[l);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, It steps: non-linearity in del-tau rclation\n lt );
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fprintf(tilcs.fstut, II step nstep j 1 pIg ipls nscg del
ssn dssn sigold\n");
fprintf(filcs.fslut, II
%6s%4d%6d%5d l7o 12.3e%7d%7d7o 14.3c% 12.3c% 12.3c% 12.3c\n",
control->ista, control->nstcp, j, 1, pIg,
(+ (~l_status+j) )->ipls[l], (+(CI_stUlllS+j))->nscg[I],
(+(cl_status+j))~>del[ll, strcss->ssn[ln],
strcss->dssn[m), sigold);
continue;
}
else if«+(cl_status+j» ..>ipls[l] =::: 7)
(
/* del was on the last scglncnt and is ffi()ving away frolll origin beyond or to the
end of tile last segment; if ss > pls[j)[l), new del-tau relation is
undefined; write error message and stop +1
if(conlrol->ss >= (+(~I_status+j» ..>pls[I])
(
fprinlf(tilcs.fstHt, II *** error ++*\n");
fprintf(filcs.fstat," del moves beyond end of del-tuu rclation\n fl );
fprintf(filcs.fslut, II step nstep j I plgd\n");
fprintf(filcs.fstat, " %6s%4d%6d%5d% 12.3c\n\n",
contr()l->istu, control->nstep, j, I,
control->plgd);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, " +++ program aborted ++*\n\n");
cxit( 1);
}
else if«*(el_status+j»->ipls[l] == 8)
{
/+ fracture propagation starts; clement j is an rre, Iddc or pddc at the
beginning or end of thl~ group; turn duc, if not Iduc, into Idd~ and add
a new rrc +/
itypc= (*(cl_gC0I11+j»->it;
i f(con t1"01->icri t[ iaux][()] == 0)
continue;
'* calculate fracture propagation angle first +1
if(itypc != 8)
t()= PI*(control->icrit[iaux][ 1]/1 (){).(»/180.0;
else
{
/+ calculate to at old pdde tip *1
xx= (*(cl_gconl+j»->x;
yy== (*(cl_gcom+j»->y;
alj= (*(cl_gcoI11+j»->al;
shcta(&sssh, &ssnh, &snnh, xx, yy, alj, ()., material,
cl_geonl, control, stress);
prin(&s 1, &s3, &l(), sssh, ssnh, snnh);
}
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'+ tum dde into Idde *'
if«·(el~com+j»->it == j II (+(cl~coln+j»->it == 8)
{
(+(el-8coffi+j»->it= 2;
collco(j, 0, el~com);
collco(j, 1, cl,..gcom);
control->ntcol= control->ntcol +I;
(+(cl~com+j»->ncol[ 1]= (*(cl-8c01n+j»->ncol[O] +1;
if(j != control->ntc-I)
{
ic= (*(el_scom+j»->ncol[l];
for(n=j+ 1; n<control->ntc; n·..+)
{
for(ln=O; In<nittl(+(cl~com+n»->it-l ]/2; In++)
{
ic= ic +1;
(+(cl~com· ..n»->ncol[lnl= ic;
}
}
conlrol->ndof= control->ndof +2;
if«*(cl_status+j»->stadof[ 1])
(
(* (t~1_8latus·..j))->stad0 f[3]= 1;
control->nadof= control->nadof +1;
}
else
control->nadof= control->nadof +2;
'+ adjust other arrays which arc affected by the new additional coli point +'
for(id=conlrol->ndof; id>=2*«+(el~conl+j»->ncol[ 1]+1);
id=id-2)
(
strcss->v[id-l]= stress->v[id-3];
strcss->v[id-2]= strcss->v[id-4];
n2= icJI2;
for(ib=O; ib<14; ib++)
b[n2-1][ibl= b[n2-2][ib];
strcss->ssn[n2-1]= strcss->ssn[n2..2];
stress->snn[n2-1]= strcss->snn[n2-2];
strcss->us(n2-1 l= strcss->us[n2-2];
~trcss->un[n2-1 l= strcss·->un[n2-2];
}
(+(cl_status+j»->del[ 1l= (+(el_status+j»->dcl[O];
(*(cl_status+j»->nscg[ 1l= (*(cl_status+j»->nseg[OJ;
)
alncw= (+(cl~com+j»)->al +to;
'+ ..PI <= alncw <= PI is rC(luircd by dt~tinition +/
if(lO != 0)
(
if(alncw > PI)
alncw= alnc\v -2. +PI;
else if(alncw < .. PI)
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alnc\v= alnc.w +2. +PI;
}
vn 1= -cos(alncw);
vn2= -sin(alncw);
xntc= (+(cl_gcoln-..j»->x -2. +(+(cl_gcoI11+j»->a+(-vn 1);
yntc= (*(Cl_gCOlll+j»-->y -2. +(+(cl_gconl+j»->a~'( -vn2);
/+ check whether new tip is intersecting an existing clclncnl or it is close
enough: maxirnunl distancc=3+a[iJ -,:./
dlim:::3.*(+(cl_gcoIn+j))->a;
me= -1;
Incl= .. 1;
nlc2= -1;
for(igc=O; igc<control->ntg; igc+·..)
(
if(igc == ig)
continue;
if(control->ngc[ig] <= 2)
continue;
if(control->icrit[ iaux] [()l == 2)
continue;
me 1= control->nc[igc][()];
rnc2= cOlltrol->11C[igc][control->ngc[igc]-1];
xl =«*(cl_gcoln+mc 1»- >x-xntc)+(-vn2) -
«*(cl_gC0I11+tUC I »->y-yntc)*(-vn I);
y1=«*(cl_gC0I11+111C I»->x-xntc)*(-vn 1) +
«+(cl_gcolll+nlc I»->y-yntc)*(-vn2);
x2:«*(cl_gcom+mc2»->x-xntc)+(-vn2) -
«+(cl--£conl+mc2»->y-yntc)+(-vo 1);
y2=«+(cl_gcom+lnc2»->x-xntc)*(-vn I) +
«+(el_gcolll+lnc2»->y-yntc)+(-vn2);
if(y 1>= 0 && y2 >= ()
continue;
d1= sqrt(x 1+xI+y 1*y 1);
d2= sqrt(x2*x2+y2*y2);
if(d I <= dliln)
(
Inc= Inc 1;
disl= d1;
control->icl;t[2+igc ][()1= 0;
lcc= 0;
break;
)
if(d2 <= dUnl)
(
IllC= rnc2;
dist= d2;
control->icril[2+igc+ I][(l]= ();
lcc= control->ngc[igc]-1;
hreak;
)
if(x I*x2 > O. && d1>= dlinl && <12 >= dlinl)
continu~;
x3= (x 1+x2)/2.();
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y3:: (y 1+y2)/2.l);
d3= S(}rt«xntc-x3)+(xntc-x3)+(yntc-y3)+(yntcr y3»;
if(dl > 3*dlinl && d2 > 3*dlilu && d3 > 3+dlinl)
continue;
f()r(lcc= 1; lcc<conlr{)!-->ngc[igc ]--1; lcc~ ..+)
(
nlc3= control->nc[igc][lcc);
d1= sql't«xntc--(*(cl~C{)ln+nlc3»-->x)+
(xntc-(+(cl~~~Oln+111c3» ..>x) i-
(yntc-(+(cl~conl+nlc3» ..>y)+
(yntc-(+(cl~conl+nlc3»->y»;
if(d 1 <= dlirn)
{
m<..~::: lllC3;
dist= d 1;
hrcak;
}
if(mc > 0 && (Inc === Inc I III11C == Inc2»
{
'* tUin ddc into lddc +/
if«+(cl~com+nlc»->it === 3 II (*(cl~com+nlc»->it == 8)
{
(*(cl_gcom+mc»->il::: 2;
collco(mc, 0, cl~conl);
collco(nlc, I, cl~conl);
control->nlcol= control->ntcol +1;
(+(cl_gconl+mc»->ncol[ 1]= (+(cl_gcoI11+nlc»->ncol[()] +1;
if(mc != control->ntc-l)
{
ic= (+(Cl_gl~om+nlc »->ncol[ 1];
for(n=mc+ 1; l1<control->ntc; n++)
(
for(ln==O; In<nitf(·(cl~conl+n»->il- t ]/2;
In++)
{
ic= ic +1;
(*(cl_£COlll-f-n»->ncol[ln)::: ic;
}
}
control->ndof= control->ndof +2;
if«+(cl_status+nlc» ..>stadof( 1])
{
(+(cl_status+tnc»->stadoI13]= 1;
control->nadof:: control->nadof +1;
)
else
control->nadof:-: control->nndof +2;
/+ adjust other arrays \vhich arc affected by the new additional coli point ~'I
for(id=col1trol->ndof;
id>=2+«*(cl_gcolll+lnc»->ncol[ I]+ 1);
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id=id-2)
(
strcss->v[id-l]= strcss->v[id-3];
strcss->v[i(J-2)= stress->v[id-4];
n2= id/2;
for(ib:=O; ih< 14; ib++)
b[n2-11[ib]= b[n2-2J[ih];
strcss->ssn[n2-1]= stress->ssn[n2-2];
strcss->snn[n2.. 1l= str,~ss->snn[n2-2];
strcss->us[n2-1 l= strcss->us[n2-2];
strcss->un[n2-1 l= strcss->un[n2-2];
}
(*(cl_status+mc»->dcl[ 11= (*(cl_status+1l1C»->dcl[O];
(*(Cl_stulustlnc»->nscg[ 11= (+(el_slatlls+mc»->nscg[O];
)
if(mc < (»
/* no intersection */
nclcln= 1;
else
(
if(dist <= dlinl/2.)
/* intersection: one clclllcnt to add +/
nclcrn= 2;
else
/+ two clements to add */
nclem= 3;
if«*(cl_gcom+nlC»->X == xntc)
(
if«*(cl_gcoln+mc»->y > yntc)
nconn= -PU2.;
else
aeonn= PI/2.;
}
else
{
aeonn= atan(«+(cl_gC0I11+nlc))->y-yntc)!
«*(cl~com"4mc»->x ..xntc»;
if«(+(cl_.gcoI11+rnc»->y-yntc) > O. &&
«*(cl_gcolll+nlc»->x-xntc) > ().)
aconn= aconn-Pl;
else if«(+(cl_gconl+lnc»->y..yntc) < (). &&
«*(cl_gcoln+nlc»->x-xntc) > 0.)
aconn= aconn+PI;
/+ add an rrc which has stress-free surfnccs in next step; global clcnlcnt
number designation of new n·c = ntc+ 1+/
for(npr::l; npr<=nclcm; npr+'f4)
(
contl'ol->ntc= control->nlc +1;
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control->ndof::: control->ndof +2;
conlrol->nadof= control->nadof +2;
control->ntcol= control->nlcol +1;
(*(cl...gColll+control->ntc-l »->ncol[Ol= control->ntcol-l;
if(mc > 0)
(
control->ntcol= control->ntcol +1;
(*(cl~coln+control ..>ntc-l»->ncol[ 1l= control->ntcol-l;
control ..>ndof= control->ndof +2;
control->nadof= control->nad{)f +2;
)
if(control->icrit[iaux][(}] ::: 3 II me > 0)
(
'+ new clclncnt(s) at end of current group +/
control->ngc[ig]: control->ngc[ig] +1;
control->nc[igJ[control->ngc[ig]-l]= control->ntc-l;
if(nlc <0)
controi->icrit[2*ig+ 1][()]= 3;
else
control->icrit[2*ig+l][Ol= 0;
if(control->ngc[ig) == 2)
/* need to change icrit of clcnlcnt 1 of the group; no need to change
ierit of the last (already done) */
control..>icrit[2*ig][ll]= 0;
}
else
{
'+ new clement at beginning of new group */
control..>ntg= control->ntg +1;
control->ngc[control->ntg-l]= 1;
control->nc[control->ntg-l)[(}]= control->ntc-l;
control->iclit[2+(control->Iltg-l)][()]= 3;
/+ need to change icrit of the clClllcnt that propagates +/
if(control->icrit[iuux][()] == 1)
con tro1->ieli t[iU1Ix][0]= 2;
else
contr()I->icrit[iullX][()]= 0;
}
if(nlc <())
(+(cl_gconl+control->ntc-l»->it= 3;
else if«*(cl~conl+nlc»->it == 4 II
(+(cl_gcolll+nlc»->it == 5)
(
(+(cl_gcoln·..control->ntc.. l»->it= 7;
fprinlf(filcs.fstut, .. steps: crack intercepts exterllal boundary at
igc= %3d, lcc= %d, me::: %d\n", igc, Icc, me);
}
else
(
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(*(cl~com+control->ntc-l»->it= 2;
fplintf(filcs.fstat, It steps: crack intercepts crack at igc= %3d,
lee= %3d, me= %3d\n", igc, Icc, me);
}
/+ calculate geometry of new tip clement +/
if(npr == 1)
(
(+(cl~com+control->ntc-l»->a= (·(cl~com·~4j»·>a;
(+(cl_gcom~·control->ntc-I»->al= alncw;
en= cos(alncw);
sa= sin(nlncw);
(+(cl_gcom+control->ntc-I»->x= (+(cl~conl+j»)->x ..
2.lfc(+(cl~com+control·>ntc .. l »->a*ca;
(+(cl_gcoln+control->nte-l»->y= (+(cl~coln+j»->y -
2.*(+(cl_gcom+control->ntc-l»->n+su;
)
else
{
(+(cl~conl+control->ntc-l»->a= dist/(2.0+(nclcnl-l»;
(*(cl~coln+control->Iltc-l»->al= aconn;
ea= cos(aconn);
sa= sin(uconn);
(*(cl_gcom+control->ntc-l »->x::
(*(cl_geonl+control->ntc-2» ..>x -
2.*(*(cl_gconl+control->nte-l))->3*ca;
(*(cl~com+control->ntc-l»->y=
(+(cl_gconl+control..>ntc-2»->y •
2.+(+(cl~com+control->ntc-l »->a+sa;
collco(control->ntc-l, 0, cl_gcoln);
if(lnc > 0)
collco(control->ntc-l, 1, cl~coln);
(+(cl~com+control->ntc-l»->nsl= 11;
/+ assume new rrc opens as much as old one +/
strcss->v[contl'ol->ndof-l l=
strcss->v[2+(+(cl_gcom+j))->ncol[O]+ 1];
/* update strcsscsldispl at all collocation points (including new dde)
corresponding to new clclucnt configuration; effects of update on
displ-strcss relations arc ignored +/
n2= control->ntc;
consis(O, n2-1, 1l1atcrial, cl~comt contra), stress);
'+ calculate initial stresses (if any) and set up stress-free boundary
for n~~xt step */
if(control..>igrav)
{
for(il=O; il<nitf[(+(cl~com+n2-1 »->it-l ]/2; il++)
{
verts= nlutcriul.gnm+
(control..>ysurf.. (*(cl_gcoln+n2-1 »->yc[il);
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hors= control->cp·vcrts;
nn= (+(cl_gconl+l12-1»->ncol[il);
sa= sin«+(cl_f1'~'nm+n2-1»->al);
ca= cos«·(cl~coln+n2-1»->al);
strcss->sigi[nn]::; hors·sa+sa +vcrts·ca+ca;
strcss->taui[nn]= vcrts*sa+ca -hors*sa+ca;
for(i: 1; i< 13; i·t+)
b[nn][i)= 0.;
b[nn][{)]= I.;
b[nn][61= -strcss->taui[nn];
b[nn][8]= I.;
b[nn][ 131= -strcss->sigi[nn];
J
plg= 1. -control->plgd*(1.-(+(cl_status+j»->pls[I]);
fprintf(lilcs.fstat, II steps: crack propagatcs\n");
fprintf(filcs.fstat, It step nstep j IS Ie pig nle x y
al\n");
fpnntf(filcs.fstat, "
%6s%4d~J6d%5d%5dlJo12.3c%5d% 12.3clro 12.3c% 12.3c\n",
control->ista, control->l1stcp, j, ig, Ie, pIg,
control->ntc, (+(cl~com+n2-1»->x,
(+(cl~com+n2-I»->y, (+(el~conl+n2-1 »->al);
)
else
(
'+ unrecognized value of pls[j][I); print error message and exit progrUtn *'
fprintf(filcs.fstat, " *+* error +++\n");
fprintf(tilcs.fstut, II update: unrecognized pis valuc\Jl");
fprintf(lilcs.fstut, II step nstep j 1 plgd ipls\u");
fprintf(filcs.fstat, It %6s%4d%6d%5d% 12.3c%7d\n", control->ista,
control..>nstcp, j, I, control->plgd,
(*(cl_status+j»->ipls[l);
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "\11 progruln abortcd\n\n");
cxit( I);
)
if(filcs.ccho)
printf(ltstrcss: %1().3f angle= %7.21\n",
(I.O..control->plgd)* 100.0, control..>icrit[ iaux]l 1]/100.0);
)
)
}
if(control..>ntg > O.95+NGMAX)
control->lmcc= 1;
fprintf(filcs.fstat, "\11");
if(filcs.ccho)
printf("stress: %10.31\n", (lJ)..control..>plgd)+1(}().O);
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fflush(filcs.fstat);
return;
)
/+ ••••+••• ate *.*+*.+*++.+*.+++ale. +•••••+.*••+++++*+++++++++++at- •••++++++ +/
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nlnkctile (for 'frock_postc')
mygcc= Imitlcygnus/$ (hosttypc) bin/g~c -ansi -0 -Wall -pedantic
c-objects= frock-post.a
c_Jibrary= -1m -IX 11
x-lib= ..limit/xli/include
sun: $(c-objccts)
${rnygcc} ${x-lib} -Umitlxll/${hosttype)lib ${c-objccts} SIc_library} -lucb
-lsocket -lnsl -Igen
frock-post.o: frock-past.e
$(mygcc) .c $(x-lib) frock-post.c
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/+
frock_post.c
frock-post +/
/+ this is a simple post-processor of the n .post" files generated by
frock. It open the file and plots the crack pattern scllllcntially ;fe/
# include <X lllX.h>
# include <XIIlXlib.h>
# include <X lllXutil.h>
# include <X 11Ikcysym.h>
# include <X ll/cursorfont.h>
# include <stdio.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include <string.h>
# include <n13th.h>
# define PI 3.1415927
# define NELEM 250
# define NSTEP 1000
struct run_plot
{
Display *display;
Window root,
main_win_cxt,
nluin_win...int,
demo_window,
info_windo\v,
open_window,
forward_window,
backward_window,
closc_window,
clear_window,
quit_window;
XEvent the_event;
GC the_GC,
title_GC,
numbcr_GC;
XFontStruct *titlc_font_struct,
*nunlbcr_font_slnlct,
*run_font_stll1ct;
unsigned int demo_w,
dcnlo_h,
titlc_h,
info_win_w;
unsigned long bg_pix,
fg...pix,
color_pix;
int scrt~cn_nuln;
};
/+ display to usc during plotting +/
/+ root window +/
/+ external main window */
/* internal main window +/
/+ plotting (demo) window +/
/+ stress displayed window +/
/+ 0P(Jl filc window */
/+ forward scanning +/
/* backward scanning */
/* close windovi +/
/+ clear window +/
/+ quit window ~I
/+ event definition +1
/+ general GC +/
/+ title (Ie +/
1+ numher GC +/
I*' title font *1
1+ nUluhcr font +/
/+ run font *1
/+ demo window width +/
/+ demo window hcigth +/
/+ title hcigth +/
/+ info window width +/
/+ background pixel +/
/+ foreground pixel +/
/* color pixel 1,./
/+ Default screen nunlbcr +/
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void main()
(
void opcn_dialog_window(struct run_plot +, char +, int +, int +,
double ., double +, double +, double +t
double", double *, double +);
void opcnwin(struct rUIl_plot **);
void draw(struct run_plot", double", double »It, double • t doublc +,
int, int, double, double, double);
void closcwin(struct run_plot +*);
struct run_plot *plot=NULL;
KcySym kcysym;
char buffcr[81], filcnamc[ 81];
inl na~quit, len, n, ntot, *ntc;
double *a, *al, *sx, *sy, *sxy, *x, .y;
/+ initialize +/
flag_quit= 0;
ntot= ();
nte= calloc(NSTEP, sizcof(int»;
a= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(douhlc»;
al= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(douhlc»;
sx= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(doublc»;
sy= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(doublc»;
sxy= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(doublc»;
x= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(doublc»;
y= calloc(NELEM, sizcof(doublc»;
if(ntc == NULL II a :::.: NULL II al == NULL II sx == NULL II sy == NULL II
sxy == NULL II x == NULL II y == NULIJ)
(
printf( It\nError: Couldn't allocatc storage Inclll0ry\n\n");
printf( lt progrum abortcd\n\n");
exit( 1);
}
/+ open window +/
opcnwin(&plot);
XAutoRcpcu10n(plot->displuy);
/+ loop to draw crack pattern */
n= -1;
whilc(l)
{
XNcxtEvcnt(plot->displuy, &(p)ot->thc_cvcnt»;
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == Expose)
{
/* u • .. _. **. expose window +.+ -._--------...--..--...---- +/
if (plot->tllC_CVCllt.XCXposc.window == plot->111uin_win_int)
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(
if(n < 0)
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, -1,0,0,0,0);
else
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, nte[n], ntc[Ol, sx[n], sy[n], sxy[n]);
'+ ButtonPrcss case +/
else if(plot->thc_evcnt.typc == ButtonPrcss)
(
if(plot->the_cvcnt.xcxpose.window == plot->opcn_window)
(
1* ------------------------- *+*open window *** ._or .. *1
xSctWindowBackground(plot..>display, plot->opcn_window,
plot->f~pix);
XSctForeground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->b~pix);
XClearWindow(plot->displuy, plot->opcn_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->opcn_window, plot->titlc._GC,
13, 17, "0['EN", strlcn("0PEN"»;
)
else if (plot->the_cvcnt.xexposc.window == plot->forward_window)
(
1* -----..-------_.-------- *** forward \vindow *** .....-----------------.-- +/
if(ntot == 0)
continue;
n++;
if(n > ntot)
{
n= ntot;
XBcl1(plot->displuy, 100);
continuc;
}
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window);
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, nte[n], ntc[Ol, sx[n], sy[n], sxy[n]);
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, plot->folWard_window,
plot->fg_pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->numbcf_GC, pl()t->b~pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->displuy, plot->forward_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->forward_window, plot..>nulnhcr_GC,
12, 17, "»>" t strlcn("»>"»;
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->backward_v/ind()w)
(
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/. --------------------.-•••• backward window .*. ---..-------------.....--- +/
if(ntot == 0)
continue;
0--;
if(n <0)
(
0=0;
XBell(plot->display, 100);
continue;
}
XClearWindow(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window);
draw(plot, x, y, at ai, ntc[n], oterO], sx[n], sy[n], sX.y[rl]);
XSetWindowBackground(plot..>display, plot->backward_window,
plot->fLLPix);
XSetForeground(plot->display, plot->number_GC, plot->bLLPix);
XClearWindow(plot->display, plot->backward_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->backward_window t plot->numbcr_GC,
12, 17, "«<It, strlcn("«<"»;
}
else if(plot->thc_evcnt.xexpose.window == plot->closc_window)
(
/+ -----------------.------ +++ close window +.+ ------.--.-...-......--.....- */
XSetWindowBackground(plot->display, plot->close_window,
plot->fLLpix);
XSctForeground(plot->display, plot->title_GC, plot->bLLPix);
XClearWindow(plot->display, plot->closc_window);
XDrawString(plot->displayt plot->close...window, plot->titlc_GC,
10,17, "CLOSE", strlcn("CLOSEfI»;
}
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->clear_window)
(
/+ ----_._.--------.. -- ..---- ++* clear window +.+ -------....-----......----.-. +/
XSetWindowBackground(plot->display, plot->elear_window,
plot->fLLpix);
XSetForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->bLLpix);
XClcarWindow(plot->displayt plot->clear_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->clcar_window, plot->titlc_GC,
10,17, "CLEAR", strlen("CLEARfI »;
}
else if (plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxpose.window == plot->quit_window)
{
/+ -------.----••-----.----- .+* quit window +*+ ..-----...-.-...---••-......-- +'
XSctWindowBackground(plot·>displny, plot·>quit_window t
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plot->fg_pix);
XSctForeground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->hLLpix);
XClcarVv'indow(plot->display, plot->quit_window);
XDrawString(plot->display t plot-><luit_window, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "Qurrlt , strlcn("QUIT"»;
}
}
'+ ButtanRclcase case *'
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == ButtonRclcasc)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->opcn_window)
(
,.. -----....---- ....--- -------- ***open window *** ---------..------- ..------- */
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, plot->opcn_window,
plot->bLLpix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->title_GC, plot->fg_pix);
XClearWindow(plot->display, plot->opcn_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->opcn_window, plot->titlc_GC,
13,17, "OPEN", strlcn("OPEN"»;
/* clean window first */
n= -1;
otot=O;
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->info_window);
XClcarWindow(plot..>display, plot->dcmo_window);
XSctWindowBordcrVlidth(plot->display, plot->opcn_\vindow, 1);
/+ open a dialog window +/
opcn_dialog_windo\v(plot, filcnanlc, &ntot, nte, SX, sy, sxy,
x, y, a, 01);
n=O;
if(ntot > 0)
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, ntc[n], ntc[()], sx[n], sy[n], sXy[Il]);
else
n= -I;
}
else if (plot->lhc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->forward_window)
(
'+ ----------------------.- *** forward window **+-...--------------_.....-- */
XSctWindowBuckgrounu(plllt->displuy, plot->forward_window,
plot->bg_pix);
XSctForcground(plot->displuy, plol->nunlhcf_GC, plot->fLLPix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->forward_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->forward_windo\v, plot->numhcr_GC,
12, 17, u»>" ') strlcn("»>"»;
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}
if(plot->the_evcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->backward_window)
(
'+ -_..--..- -- +++ backward window .* +/
XSetWindowBackground(plot->display, plot·>bacKward_windo",',
plot·>b1Lpix);
XSctI~orcgr()und(plot·>display, plot->nunlbcr_GC, plot..>fLLpix);
XClearWindow(plot->display, plot->backward_windo\v);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->backward_window, plot->numbcr_GC,
12, 17, "«<", strlcn("«<"»;
}
else if(plot->the_cvcnt.xexposc.\vindow == plol·xlosc_wi udow)
(
/+ -------.•••••-- ..--•••••- ••• (.~lose window +++ - -.- +/
XSctWindowBackground(plot..>display, plot..>closc_window,
plot->bg_pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->f1Lpix);
XClcarWindow(plot..>display, plot-xlosc_window);
XDrawString(plot->displuy, plot->closc_window, plot..>titlc_GC,
10,17, "CLOSE", slrlcn("CLOSE"»;
'* clear the windows *'
XClcarWindow(plot->display., plot->info_window);
XClearWindow(plot..>displny, plot..>dcnl0_window);
n= ·1;
ntot=O;
draw(plot, x, Yt a, aI, .. 1, 0, 0, 0, 0);
}
else if(plot..>t11e_cvcnt.xexposc. \vindow == p)ot..>clcnr_window)
(
/* _..- •**clear window *+* -_ - */
XSctWindowBackground(plot·>displny, plot->clear_window,
plot->b!L.pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, pl()t->f1Lpix);
XClcarWindow(plot..>display, plot·>clcnr_window);
XDrawSlring(plot->displayt plot->clcnr_window, plot->titlc_GC,
10,17, "CL,EAR", strlcn("CI..JEAR"»;
/+ clear the windows +/
XClcarWindow(plot·>display, plot·>info_window);
XClcarWindow(plot·>displuy, plot·>dcnlo_window);
if(ntot> 0)
(
n= 0;
druvw'(plot, x, y, a, ai, nte[n], nte[()], sx[n], sy[n]. sxy[n]);
)
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else
(
n= -1;
draw(plot, x, y, a, aI, -1, (l, 0, 0, 0);
}
)
else if (plot->thc_cvcntxcxposc.window == plot->quit_window)
{
/+ .... .n.... •• •• _ ••• quit window 4-+ ••._--_._----- ... ------- ...--- .,
XSctWindowBackground(p)ot·>displny, plot->qu i t_window,
plol->blLpix);
XSetForeground(plot->display, plot..>titlc_GC, plot->flLPix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->quit._windo'N);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->quit_window, plot->titlc_OC,
13, 17, "QUIT", strlcn(tlQUITtI»;
closewin(&plot);
break;
}
}
/+ KeyPress case +/
else if(plot->the_cvent.typc == KeyPress)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcntxcxpose.window == plot->main._win_int)
(
/+ keyboard input Croln Left/Right arrows to move through tIle input file +/
len= XLookupString(&(plot ..>thc_cvcntxkcy), buffer, 80, &kcysym, NULI-I);
if(k~ysym ~.:: XK_Right)
(
if(ntot == 0)
continue;
n++;
if(n > ntot)
(
n= ntot;
XBcll(plot->displny, 1(0);
continue;
)
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->delno_window);
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, ntc[n], nte[O], sx[n], sy[n], sxy[n);
}
else if(kcysym == XK_Lcft)
(
if(ntot == 0)
continue;
nee;
if(n <0)
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(
n= 0;
XBcll(plot->Jispluy, 100);
continue;
}
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->dclno_window);
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, nte[n], ntc[O], sx[n], sy[nJ, sxy[n]);
}
}
}
/. Case EnterNotify +/
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == EnterNotify)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->opcn_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display t plot->opcn_window, 3);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxpose.window =: plot->forward_window)
XSctWindowBurdcrWidth(plot->display, plot->forward_windowt 3);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->backward_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, plot->backward_window, 3);
else if(plot->thc_cvent.xcxpose.window == plot->closc_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displuy, plot->closc_windowt 3);
else if(plot->thc_evcnt.xexposc.window == plot->clcar_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, plot->clear_window, 3);
else if(plot->the_evcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->quit_window)
XSetWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displayt plot->quit.•window, 3);
/+ Case LcaveNotify +/
else if(plot->tllc_cvcnt.typc == LcavcNotify)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xexposc.window == p)ot->opcn_window)
XSctWindowf30rdcrWidth(plot->display t plot~>opcn_window, 1);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xexposc.window == plot->folWard_wiradow)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displuy, plot..>forward_window t 1);
else if(plot->t11c_cvcnt.xcxposc.window =;:: plot->backwaro,_window)
XSct'\\' indowBordcrWidtll(ll1ot->display t plot->llilckward_windowt 1);
else if(plot..>thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->closc_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->disp)u)' t plot->closc_\vindowt 1);
else if(plot->lhc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->clcar_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, plot->clcnr_wind()wt 1);
else if(plot->tllc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot-><)uil_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displuyt pl()t->quit_window t 1);
}
frcc(ntc);
frcc(a);
frcc(al);
free(sx);
frr,c(sy);
frec(sxy);
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frcc(x);
frcc(y);
}
'+ +••+++**+*****+++++++++.++++++... +... +++++* ++~.++..........+++... +... ++++.+++...... ala +/
void opcn_dialolLwindow(struct run_plot +f.lot. char +fiIcnamc. int +ntot.
int +ntc, double SX, (touble +sy, double +sxy,
double ·x, double .y, double ta, double *al)
(
void dialolLopcn(struct run_plot +, Window ., Window ate. Window"',
Window *, Window ., Window ., Cursor .);
void closc_dialog_window(struct fun_plot ., char +, int 1ft, int +,
double +, double ., double ., double'" ,
double +, double +, double •• Window *);
void draw(stnlct fun_plot"', double +, double +t double", double +,
int, int, double, double, double);
void closcwin(struct rUll_plot ++);
Window dialotLwin_out, dialolLwin_in, dialolL\vin_input, dialolLwin_open,
dialolLwin_clear, diulolLwin_cancel;
Cursor cursor;
KeySym kcysym;
char .c= "1\11, buffcr[81], string[81];
int len, str_len;
dialolLopcn(plot, &dialog_win_out, &dialo~win_in, &dialo~win_input,
&dialo~win_open, &dialotLwin_clear, &dialolLwin_cancel,
&cursor);
strcpy(buffcr, 'tt');
strcpy(string, "");
strcat(stnng, c);
strcpy(filcnamc, "");
str_Ien= strlcn(string);
/+ loop to input the file name */
whilc(l)
(
XNcxtEvcnt(plot->display, &(plot·>thc_cvcnt»;
if(plot->thc__cvcnt.typc == Expose)
{
/+ --_•••--_.__ _ +*+ expose window + _ _-_.- +/
if (plot->thc_cvent.xcxposc.window == plot..>nluin_win_int II
plot->lhc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot·>dclllo_window)
draw(plot, x, y, a, aI, .. 1, (), (), 0, 0);
if(plot..>thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.windl)W == dialo1Lwin_out)
(
draw(plot, x, y, a, aI, -I, 0, 0, 0, 0);
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XDrawString(plot->display, dialolLwin_in, plot->titlc_GC,
I(), 30, "Open File Name:", strlcn("Opcn File NUlnc: It»;
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog_win_opcn, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "OPEN", strlcn("OPEN It»;
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog...win_clcar, plot->title_GC,
I(), 17, "CLEAR", strlcn("CLEAR tt»;
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog_win_cancel, plot->titlc_GC,
6, 17, "CANCELli, strlcn(ttCANCEL"»;
XDrawString(plot..>display, diulo~win_input, plot->titlc_GC,
5, 17, string, strlcn(string»;
}
}
'+ ButtonPrcss case */
else if(plot->tJlc_cvcnt.typc == ButtonPrcss)
{
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window ~= dialog_win_open)
(
/* ----------- .. ------ ..-- *** dialog-open window +++ --...------------ ..---- +/
XSctWindowBuckground(plot->display, dialolLwin_opcn, plot->fg._pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->b~pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, dialog_win_opcn);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog_win_open, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "OPEN", strlcn("()PENtt»;
}
else if(plot->tJlc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window =::; dialolLwin_clear)
(
/+ --------------------- +++ dialog..clcar window +** -------------- ... ------ */
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, dialoR_\vin_clcar, plot->fg_pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->b~pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display. dialog_win_clear);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog_win_clear, plot..>titlc_GC,
10, 17, "ClJEAR", strlcn("CLEAR"»;
)
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialo£_win_cancel)
(
/+ ._------------------ *** dialog..cancel window +++ .......-.------.... -...--- */
XSctWindowBnckground(plot->display, dialo~win_canccl, plot->flt.pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->hILPix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, dialog_win_cancel);
XDruwString(plot··>display, dialog_win_cancel, plot->ti tlc...,GC,
6, 17, "CANCEL", strlcn(UCANCEL"»;
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else if (plOl..>tJlc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot-><luit_window)
(
/* ..------..- - ------.. *** quit window **+ ---.. -----.- --- .. +/
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, plot-><)uit_window,
plot->f~pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->b~pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->quit_window);
XDrawString(plot->displuy, plot">quit_window, p)ot->titlc_GC,
13,17, "QUIT", strlcn("QUIT"»;
}
}
'+ ButtonRclcasc case */
else if(plot->thc_cvcnl.typc == BUltonRclcasc)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialog_win_open)
(
/+ ------..-..----- --- +++ dialog-open window •• »I' .- -- - .. - .. - +/
XSctWindowBuckground(plot->display, dialog_win_opcn, plot..>b1Lpix);
XSetForcground(plot..>display, plot..>titlc_OC, plot->fg_pix);
XClr:arWindow(plot->display, dialo~win_open);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog_win_opcn, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "OPEN", strlcn("OPEN"»;
XFrceCursor(plot->displuy, cursor);
XSctWindowBordcrWIdth(plot->display, dialo!Lwin_open, 1);
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot·>display, dialo~win_input. 1);
close_dialo~window(plot, filename, ntot, nte, SX, sy, Sxy,
x, y, a, ai, &dialog_win_out);
if(+ntot == 0)
(
dialo~opcn(plot, &dialo~win_out, &dialo!Lwin_in,
&dialog_win_input, &dialog_win_open, &.dinlo{L\vin_clear,
&dinlog_win_cancel, &cursor);
strcpy(buffcf, till);
strcpy(string, U");
strcut(string, c);
strcpy(filcnulnc, 1111);
str_Ien= str]cn(string);
}
else
rclunl;
else if(plot..>tllc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dinlog_win_clear)
{
'* --- ..---..--.. --..._._.-- +++ dialog-clear window .*. ----.--- ......---.---....-+/
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XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, dialolL.will_clcar, plot->b~pjx);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->f8-pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, dialo8-win_clear);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialo8-win_clear, plot->titlc_GC,
10, 17, "CLEAR", strlcn(ttCLEAR"»;
string[O]= NULll;
streat(string, c);
str_Ien: strlcn(string);
strcpy(filenamc, tt ");
XClcarWindow(plot->dislJlay, dialolLwin_input);
XDrawString(plot->display, diulolLwin_inpul, plot·>titlc_GC,
2, 17, string, strlcn(string»;
}
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxpose.window == dialolLwin_cancel)
{
'* _--..- _- ++. dialog-cancel \vindow •••••••.-.----••.--- +'
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, dialolLwin_cancel, plot->b8-pix);
.XSctForcground(plot·>display, plot->titlc._GC, plot->flLpix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, dialolLwin_cancel);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialo~win_cancel, plot->titlc_GC,
6, 17, "CANCEL", strlcn("CANCELU»;
XFreeCursor(plot->display, cursor);
XDcSlr()yWindow(plot->display, dialo8-win_out);
return;
}
else if (plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxpose.window == plot->quit_\vindow)
(
'+ -----------..---.---..-.--. +*+ quit window +ale + --- ...------ ..--_.------.. -_. +/
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, plot..>quit_window,
plot·>b8-pix);
XSctForcground(plot·>display, plot->titlc_GC, plot..>flLpix);
XClearWindow(plot->display, plot->qui t_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, plot-><luit_window, plot->titlc_GC,
13,17, "QUIT", strlcn("QUITIt»;
closcwin(&plot);
frcc(ntc);
frce(a);
frcc(al);
frcc(sx);
frcc(s}');
frcc(sxy);
frcc(x);
frcc(y);
cxit( 1);
}
}
'+ KeyPress case +/
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else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc ==;; KeyPress)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialolL,.win_input)
(
/+ read/write keyboard input fromlto the dialog-input window +/
len= XLookupString(&(plot->thc_cvcnt.xkcy), buffer, 81,
&kcysyln, NULL);
buffcr[lcnl= NULL;
if(kcysym == XK_Rcturn II kcysylll == XK_KP_Enter
II keysym == XK_Lincfccd)
{
XSctWindo\vBackground(plot->display, dialog_win_opcn,
plot->fg_pix);
XSctForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->bg_pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->displayt dialog_win_open);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialog_.win_opcn, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "()PEN", strlcn("Ol)EN"»;
XFrccCursor(plot->display, cursor);
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, dialog_win_open, 1);
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, diulog_win_input, 1);
closc_dialog_window(plot, filcnanlc, ntot, nte, SX, sy,
sxy, X, y, a, ai, &dialog_win_out);
XSclForcground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot..>f!Lpix);
if(*ntot == 0)
{
dialog_opcn(plot, &dialo!Lwin_.out, &dialog_win_in,
&dialolL,.win_input, &dialo!Lwin_opcn,
&diulog_win_clear, &dialo!Lwin__canccl, &cursor);
strcpy(buffer, "It);
strcpy(string, .... );
strcat(string, c);
strcpy(filcnamc, tI");
str_Ien= strlcn(string);
}
else
return;
}
else if(kcysyln == XK_BackSpacc II kcysyln == XK_Dclctc)
{
str_len= strlcn(string);
if(str_len > 1)
{
stling[str_)cn -2]= NULL;
string[str_lcn -1 l= NULL;
strcpy(filcnamc, string);
strcat(string, c);
str_Ien= strlcn(string);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, dialo!Lwin_input);
XDrawString(plot->display, dialolL,.win_input, plot->titlc._GC,
5, 17, string, slrlcn(string»;
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}
else
XBcll(plotM>displayt 100);
}
else if(str_lcn > 41)
XBcll(plot->display, 1(0);
else
(
string[str_Icn-l l= NULL;
strcat(strin~tbuffer);
strcpy(filcnumc, stting);
strcat(string, c);
XClcarWindow(plot->disptay, dialo!Lwin_input);
XDrawString(p)ot->display, dinlolLwin_input, plot->ti llc_GC,
5, 17, string, strlcn(string»;
str_Ien:.: strlcn(string);
}
}
}
/+ (~ase EntcrNotify */
else if(plot->thc_evcnt.typc == EnterNotify)
(
if(plot->the_cvcnt.xexposc.window == dinlolLwin_.input)
XSctWindowBordcrWidlh(plot->display, dialolLwin_input, 3);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialo!Lwin_open)
XSetWindowBordcrWidlh(plot->display, dialolLwin_open, 3);
else if(p)ot->the_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialog...win_clear)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->disillay t dialo!Lwin_clear, 3);
else if(plot->the_cvcnt.xexpose.window == dialo~win_cancel)
XSetWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, dialo8._win_cancel, 3);
else if(plot->thc_cvent.xcxpose.window == plot->quit_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, plot->quit_window, 3);
}
'+ Case LcavcNotify +/
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == l..,cavcNotify)
(
if(plot->the_cvcnt.xcxpose.window == dialolLwin_.input)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, dinlog_win_input. 1);
else if(plot->tllc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialolt-win_opcn)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, dialolt-win_opcn, 1);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window :;= dialolLwin_clear)
XSetWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displny. dinlolt-win_clear, 1);
else if(plot->tJlc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == dialolLwin_cancel)
XSclWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displny, dialolLwin_cancel, 1);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->quit_window)
XSctWindowBord(~rWidth(plot->displuy t plot->quit_\vindow, 1);
}
}
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return;
)
/+ ****",.***+***++****>Ie +**+»Ie *+*++*****+>Ie *******»Ie +**+*+++++ ++ ++ ++ +++*++ +/
void dialo~opcn(struct rUIl_plot *plot, Window *dialo~win_out,
Window +dialog_win_in, Window +dialog_win_input,
Window *dialog._win_opcn, Window *dialog_will_clear,
Window +dialog_win_cancel, Cursor +cursor)
(
'+ dialo~opcn creates the windows ad the dialog_window, which is called
from the "opcn" on the main window. It is called and returns to
the opcn__dialo~window function */
+dialo~win_out= XCrcateSiinpicWindow(plot->display, plot->dcnlo_window,
15(), 2()(), 3()6, 136, 2, plot->fg_pix, plot->b~pix);
*dialo~win_in= XCrcateSilnplcWindow(plot->display, *dialog_win_out, 2, 2,
3()O, 13(}, I, plot->fg_pix, plot->b~pix);
*dialo1t-win_input= XCrcatcSimplcWindow(plot->display, *dialog_win_in, 10, 50,
28(), 25, 1, p)ot->fg_pix, plot->color_pix);
+dialog_win_opcn: XCrcatcSian pic\Vinuow(plot->display, *dialo~win_in, 10, 1()(),
60, 25, 1, plot->fg_pix, plot->bg_pix);
*dialog_win_clear= XCrcatcSiln pIcWindow(plot->display, *dialo~win_in, 12(), 100,
60, 25, 1, plot->fg_pix, plot->bg_pix);
+dialo~win_cancel= XCrcatcSimpicWindow(plot->display, +dialog_win_in,
230, 100, 60, 25, 1, plot->fg_pix, plot->bg_pix);
XSclcctlnput(plot->display, *dialog._win_out,
ExposurcMaskIButtonPrcssMaskIButtonRclcascMask);
XSclcctInput(plot->display, *dialog_win_in,
ExposurcMasklButtonPrcssMasklButtonRclcascMask);
XSc)cctInput(plot->display, *dialog_win_opcn,
ExposureMaskI8 uttonPrcsslvtaskIButtonRclcascMaskI
EnterWindowMasklLcaveWindowMusk);
XSe)cctInput(p)ot->display, +dialog_win_clear,
ExposurcMasklButtonPrcssMasklButtonl~cleascMaskl
EnterWindowMasklLcavcWindowMask);
XSclcctInput(plot->display, *dialog_win_cancel,
ExposurcMasklButtonPrcssMasklI3uttonRclcascMaskl
EntcrWindowMaskILcavcWindowMask);
XSelcctInput(plot->display, *dialog_win_input,
ExposurcMasklKcyPrcssMaskl
EntcrWindowMasklLcavcWindowMask);
XMapWindow(plot->display, *dialog_\vin_out);
XMapSubwindows(plot->display, *dialo~win_out);
XMapSubwindows(plot->displuy, +dialo~win_in);
XDrawString(plot->display, *dialog_win_in, plot->titlc_GC,
10,30, "Opcn File Nalnc:", strlcn(ItOpcn File Name: "»;
XDrawString(p)ot->display, *dialog_win_opcn, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "OPEN", strlcn("OPEN"»;
XDrawString(plol->display, *diulog_win_clcar, plot->titlc_GC,
10, 17, "CLEAR", strlcn("CLEARU»;
XDrawString(plot->display, *dialog_win_canccl, plot->tillc_GC,
6, 17, "CANCELli, strlcn(tlCANCELIt »;
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·cursor= XCrcateFontCursor(plot->display, XC_xterm);
XDefincCursor(plot->display, ·dialog_win_input, ·cursor);
return;
}
'+ •+••++*+.+ale +*++••+++.+.+••+.++••++••++++. '"+••++++ate +,.. ¥ ++......+....+... ++~+ +1
void close_dialolLwindow(stnJct runt_plot ·plOl, char +filcnamc, iot +ntot,
int +nte, double ·sx, double .sy, double ·sxy,
double +x, double ·r, double +a, double +al,
Window +dialo1LWln_out)
(
/+ close_dialog opens the file in "filename" and reads it; if tile file
couldn't be open, it creates and "error_windo\y" with info. This function
is called rod rctunlS to opcn_dinlog_window function +/
void draw(struct run_plot +, double *, double ., double +, double .,
int, int, double, double, double);
void closcwin(struct run_plot +*);
Window crror_out, error_in, error_ok;
FILE +fopn:
int flag, i, n, nprev;
+ntot= 0;
/+ open the input file +/
if(stfcmp(filcname, 1111) == 0)
(
XDestroyWindow(plot->display, +dialolLwin_out);
return;
)
fopn= fopcn(filcname, Urn);
if(fo1ln == NULL)(
XBcll(plot->display, 100);
XDcstroyWindow(plot->display, +dialolLwin_out);
XSctForcground(plot->displny, piot->titlc_GC, plot->flLPix);
error_out= XCrcuteSimpicWindow(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window,
200, 200, 206, 106, 2, plot->flLPix, plot->blL.pix);
error_in= XCrcatcSimplcWindow(plot->display, error_out,
2, 2, 200, 100, 1, plOl->flLPix. p}ot->blLPix);
error_ok= XCrcatcSirnplcWindow(plot->display, error_in,
75, 60, 50, 25, 1, plot->flLpix, p)ot->color_pix);
XSelectlnput(plot->displuy, error_out, ExposurcMask);
XSclcctlnput(plot->dispiay, error_in, ExposurcMask);
XSclcctInput(plol->display, error_ok, ExposurcMasklButtonPrcssMaskl
ButtonRclcascMaskIEntcrWindowMnskILcavcWindowMask);
XMapWindow(plot->display, error_out);
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X~tfapSubwindows(plot->display, error_out);
XMapSubwindows(plot->display, crror_in);
XDrawString(plot->display, error_in, plot->nllmbcr._GC,
45,35, "File not found", strlcn(flFilc not found"»;
XDrawString(plot->display, error_ok, plot->titlc_GC,
15, 17, "OK", strlcn(ItOK fI »;
whilc(l)
(
XNextEvent(plot->display, &(plot->thc_cvcnt»;
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == Expose)
{
if (plot->thc_evcnt.xcxpose.window == 11Iot->main_win_int II
plol->the_event.xcxposc.window == plot->dcmo_window)
draw(plot, x, y, a, ai, -1, 0, (), 0, O)~
else if(plot->thc_evcnt.xcxposc.window == error_out)
(
XDrawString(plot->display, cloror_in, plot->numbcr_GC,
45, 35, "File not found It, strlcn(ItFilc not found It»;
XDrawString(plot->display, error_ok, plot->titlc_GC,
15, 17, "OK", strlcn(ltOK"»;
}
}
else if(plot->thc_evcnt.typc == ButtonI'rcss)
(
if(plot->thc_cvent.xcxposc,\vindow == error_ok)
(
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, error._ok, plot->f~pix);
XSctForeground(plot->display, plot..>titlc_OC, plot->b~pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, error_ok);
XDrawString(plot->display, error_ok, plot->titlc_GC,
15,17, "OK", strlcn(ItOK"»;
}
else if (plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window := plot->quit_window)
{
XSctWindowBackground(plot->display, plot->quit_window,
plot->f~pix);
XSctForeground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->bg_pix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->quit_window);
XDrawString(plot->displuy, plot->quit_window t plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17, "QUIT", strlcn("QUIT"»;
)
)
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.lypc == ButtonRclcasc)
{
if(plot->thc...cvcnt.xcxposc.window == cITor_ok)
(
XSctWindowBnckground(plot->display, error_ok, plot->bg_pix);
XSctForeground(plot->display, plot->titlc_GC, plot->f[Lpix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, error_ok);
XDrawString(plot->displuy, error_ok, plot->titlc_GC,
15,17, "OK", strlcn(tlOKtI »;
8() 1
)XDcstroyWindow(plot->displuy, error_out);
return;
}
else if (plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->quit_window)
(
XSctWindowBackground(plol->displny, plot->quit_window,
plot->h1Lpix);
XSctForcground(plot->displny, plot->titlc_GC, plot->f1Lpix);
XClcarWindow(plot->display, plot->quit_window);
XDrawString(plot->displayt plot->quit_window, plot->titlc_GC,
13, 17 t "QUlrr tt , slrlcn("QUITtt»;
closcwin(&plot);
cxit( 1);
}
)
/+ Case EntcrNotify +/
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == EntcrNotify)
(
if(plot->thc__cvcnt.xcxposc.window == error_ok)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->display, error_ok, 3);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.wind{)w == plot->quit_window)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(piot->display, plot->quit_window, 3);
}
'+ Case LeavcNotify +'
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.typc == LeavcNotify)
(
if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == error_ok)
XSctWindowBordcrWidth(plot->displayterror_ok, 1);
else if(plot->thc_cvcnt.xcxposc.window == plot->quit_wind()w)
XSetWindowBordcrWidlh(plot->display, plot->quit_windowt 1);
}
)
0=0;
nprev= 0;
flag= 0;
whilc(fscanf(fopn, U%lf" t &sx[n]) != EOF)
(
fscanf(fopn, "%lf%ll~" &sy[n], &sxy[n]);
if(fscanf(fopn, U%d", &nte[n]) == EOF)
break;
if(ntc[n] == 0)
continue;
for(i=O; i<ntc[n]; i++)
(
if(fscanf(fopn, U%lf", &x[nprcv+i) == Eor II
fscanf(fopn, U%lf", &y[nprcv+i) == EOr II
fscanf(fopn,"%lf', &a[nprcv+i) == EOF II
iscanf(fopno; "%lt"', &al[npn~v+il) =:.: EOP)
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flag= 1;
}
if(fJag = 1)
break;
ntc[n]= nprev+ nte[n];
nprev= ote[n];
n++;
}
+otot= 0-1;
0=0;
fcl<)se(fopn);
XDestroyWindow(plot->display, +dialo!t-win_out);
return;
}
/* •••++ate *+....*+.**+.. ate *'"+'"**+*ate ate *ate ate +.**ate *+ate ale +*+*ate +*+..+•• ate.,. +»Ie +*+afc ... ate +ate*ate +'
void openwin(struct run_plot ++plot)
(
/* openwin creates the main window with its subwindows +'
XCharStruct
XTextProperty
XColor
Font
unsigned int
char
int
xchar_struct;
windowName, iconName;
screen_color, exact_color;
title_font, number_font, run_font;
border_width, depth, title_w, info_win_h;
title{ 15]="APPLIED STRESS", +color_name="light gray",
.window_namc="frock-postU , +icon_name="frock-post";
x, y, dir_return, title_descent,
title_ascent;
+plot= malloc(sizeof(struct run_plot»;
if(+plot == NULL)
(
printf("\nError: Couldn't allocate mcmol1' to plot\nlt);
printf(UProgram aborted\n\nlt);
exit(l);
}
/+ Open aconnection to the server +/
if «(+plot)->display=XOpcnDisplay(NULL») == NULL)
(
printf(It\nError: Can't connect to the display\n");
.printf(nprogram aborted\n\n U);
exit(l);
}
'+ Gct some default values of the server */
(+plot)->scrcen_num =DefnullScrccn«*plot)->display);
(+plot)->root =DefaultRootWindow«*plot)->display);
(+plot)->b!t-pix= WhitePixel«*plot)->display, (+plot)->scrcen_oum);
(+plot)->f!t-pix= BlnckPixcl«*plot)->displny, (+plot)->scrccll_num);
803
/+ Create main window and its I~hildrcn +/
(+plot)->main_win_ext= XCrcatcSianpicWindow((+plot)->display, (+plot)->rool,
100, l(){), /+ x, Y.,
618, 668, '+ width, height +/
2, /+ borde.- widtJl +/
BlackPixcl((+plot)->display, (+plot)->s(~rcCn_nunl),
WhitcPixcl(('IIplot)->disflay, (...plot)->scrccn_num»;
(+plot)->main_win._int= XCrcatcSimplcWindow« plot)->display,
(+plot)->main_win_ext,
0, 0, '+ X, y, +/
614,664, /+ width, height +/
2, /+ border \vidlh +/
BlackPixcl«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccn_.l1um),
WhitcPix(.~l«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccn._nulll»;
(+plot)->dcmo_window= XCrcatcS ianpicWindow((.plot)->display,
(+plot)..>main_win_int,
5, 50, /+ X, Y+/
600, 600, '+ width, height +/
2, /+ border width +/
BlackPixcl«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccn_num),
WhitcPixcl«+plot) ..>display, (+plot)->scrccn_nunl»;
(.plot)->open_window: XCrcatc~ impicWindow((*pInl)->disp!uy,
(*plot)->nluin_win....int,
5, I(), /+ x, y +/
60, 25 t /+ width, height */
1, /+ border width +/
BlackPixcl((.plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccll_n11In),
WhitcPixcl((+plot)->display, (+plot)·>scrccn_.num»;
(+plot)->closc_window= XCrcatcSimpicWindow((+plot)->display,
(+plot)->main_win_int,
113, 10, /+ X, Y./
60, 25, /+ width, height +/
1t /+ border width +/
BlackPixcl((+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccll_nulll),
Whi tcPixcl«+plot)->display, (+plot) ..>scn~cn_nunl»;
(+plot)->backward_window= XCrcatcSinlpIcWindow((+plot)..>display,
(+plot)->Innin_win_irlt,
221, I(), /+ x, Y+'
60, 25, /+ width, height +/
1, /+ border width +/
fJ lackPixcl((+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrC(~n_nutn)t
WhitcPixcl«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccn_nu.u»;
(aleplot)->forward_window: XCreateS impicWindow((+plot)->display.
(+plot)->main_win_int,
329, I(), /+ x, y +/
6(), 25, /+ width, height +/
1, /+ border width +'
nlackPixcI((+ plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccll_nlllll),
Whitc(>ixcl«+plot)..>display, (+pIOl)->screcll_nllI11»;
(+plot)->clcar_window= XCrcutcSilnpicWindow((+plot)->displuy,
(+plot)->nluin_win_int,
437, I(), /+ x, Y+'
60, 25, /+ width, hcigth +/
1, /+ bord~r width ./
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BInckPixcl((+plot)->display, (.plot)->scrccn_l1unl),
WhitcPixcl«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrccn_num»;
(+plot)->quit_window: XCrcatcSimplcWindow«+plot)->display,
(*plot)">lTauin_win_int,
545, 10, /+ X, Y+/
60, 2S, /+ width, height */
I, '+ border width +'
BluckPixel«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrcc"_"um),
WhitcPixcl«+plot)->display, (+plot) ..>screen_num»;
'+ Gel the geometry of the demo window */
XGctGconlctry«*plot)->display, (t plot)->dcmo_window, &«+plot)->rool), &x, &y,
&«*plot)->delno_w), &«*plot)..>dcmo_h), &bordcr_widlh,&dcpth);
'+ Load the font and incorporate it into the GC +'
(+plot)->titlc_font_struct= XLoadQucryFont«+plot)->display,
1'-adobc-tinlcs-bold-r-+-·.. 12*");
(+plot)->numbcr_font_struct= XLoadQueryFont«·plot)->disp)ny,
.t _ad0 be-tin1cs-b0 Id-r-• -... -2()+'I );
(*plot)->fun_font_struct= XLoadQucryFont«+plot)->displny,
"-adohe-times-bold-r-+. +-1 ()+");
title_font= (*plot)->titlc_ff1nt_struct->lid;
nurnbCf_font= (1Cplot)->numbcr_fonl_struct->tid;
rur_font= (*plot)->run_font_struct->fid;
/+ Gct dimensions for the info windo\',' +'
titlc_w= XTcxtWidth«*plot)..>title_font_struct, title, strlcn(titlc»;
XTextExtents«*plot)..>title_fant_struct, title, strlcn(titlc), &dir_return,
&titlc_ascent, &titlc_dcscent, &xchar_struct);
(+plot)->titlc_h= titlc_ascent+titlc_dcsccnt;
info_win_h= 4*(*[Jlot)->titlc_h+2+ 15;
(*plot)->info_win_w= 15+titlc_w;
(*plot)->info_window= XCrcatcShl1plcWindow«+plot)->display,
(.plot)->dcmo_window,
600-(*plot)->info_win_w-lO, 10, '+ X, Y .,
(*plot)->info_win_w, info_win_h, '* Width, hcight +'
2, /+ border width +/
BlackPixcl«+plot)->displny, (+plot)->scrccn_num),
WhitcPixcl«+plot)->displny, (+plot)->SCrcCIl_"lllll»;
1* Create GCs and set values for various drawings *'
(·plot)->numbcr_GC:.: XCrcatcGC((+plot)->display, (+plot)->Innin_win_ext, (), ();
(+plot)->titlc_GC= XCrcatcGC«+plot)->displny, (+plot)->main_win_cxt, 0,0);
(+plot)->thc_GC = XCrcatcGC«+plot)->display. (+plot)->Inain_win_cxt, 0, 0);
XSctForcground«+plot)->display, (*ptot)->numbcr_GC, (+plot)·>fg_pix);
XSctBackground«+plot)->displny. (+plot)->nurnbcr_GC, (+plot)->hlLpix);
XSctForcground«+plot)->display, (*plot)->thc_GC, (*plot)->fg_pix);
XSctBackground«+plot)->displuYt (+plot)->thc_GC, (+plot)->blLpix);
XScu-iorcground«+plot)->displny, (*plot)->tillc_OC, (+plot)->fg_pix);
XSctBackground«+plot)->displuy, (+plot)->titlc_GC. (+plot)->hg_pix);
XSctFont((*plot)->display, (+plot)->nulnhcr._GC, number_font);
XS~tFont( (+plot)->display, (+plot)->titlc_OC, title_font);
XSctFont«+plot)->displuy, (+ plot)->thc_GC, title_font);
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'+ Define sOlne propcr~ics of the main window +/
XStringListToTcxtPropcrty(&window_"Unle, 1, &windowNlunc);
XSclWMNamc((+ plot)..>d isplay, (*plot)->Illuin_win_ext, & windowNarne);
XStringListTol~cxtPropcrty(&icon_namc, 1, &iconNu.nc);
XSetWMNan'c(*'plot)->displuy, (+plot)->main_win_ext, &iconNarnc);
if(XAllocNamcdColor((+ plot)->displny,
DcfaultColonnap«+plot)->display, (+plot)->scrCCn_IlUol»)
color_nanle, &scrccn_color, &cxact_color) t= 0)
{
(+Illot)->colol·__pix= screen_color.pixel;
XSctWindowBordcr(('" plot)->display, (+plot)->main_win_ext,
(.plot)->color_pix);
}
/+ Set Event Masks and Inap all windows +/
XSclcctInput((+plot)->display, (:+plol)~>nlain_ win_cx~
Exp()surcMaskIButtonPrcssMuskIButtonRclcascMaskIKcyPrcssMask);
XSclcctInput«*plot)->display, (lie plot)->main_win_int,
ExposurcMasklButtonPrcssMasklnuttonRclcascfvlasklKcyPrcssMask);
XSclcctlnput«*pl()t)->display, (+plot)->dcmo_window, ExposurcMask);
XSclc(~tlnput( (+plot)->display, (+plot)->opcn_window,
ExpusureMasklButtonPrcssMaskIBII ltonRclcascMaskI
EntcrWindowMaskILeavcWind()wMask);
XSclcctInput((*plot)->displayt (*plot)->closc_window,
ExposureMaskIButtonPrcssMnsk InuttonRclcascMaskl
EntcrWinrlowMasklLcavcWindowMask);
XSclcctJnr·.~~«·plol) ..>displuy, (*plot)..>forward_windc'N,
ExposurcMusklButtonPrcssMnc:klButtonRclcascMaskl
EntcrWindowMasklLcllvcWindowMask);
XSc)cctinput((*pl()t)->display, (+plot)->backward_window,
ExposurcMasklB uttonPrcssMasklButtonRclcascMaskl
EntcrWindowMnsklLcnvcWindowMask);
XSclcctInput((+plot)->display, (+plot)..>clcar_window,
ExposurcMasklB uttonPrcssMasklButtonRclcnscMaskl
EntcrWindowMusklLcavcWindowMask);
XSclcctInput((ate plot)->display, (+plot)->qui t_windowt
ExposurcMasklButtonPrcssMasklButtonRclcascMaskl
EntcrWindowMasklLeavcWindowMask);
XSelcctlnput((+plot)->display, (+plot)ow>info_window, ExposurcMask);
XMupWind()w«+plot)->dlspluy, (+plot)->muin_win_cxt);
XMapSubwindows«+plot)->displuy, (+plot)-->1l1uin_win_cxt);
XMapSubwinclows((+plot)->displuy, (+plot)->ma in_win_jnt);
XMapSubwindows«+plot)..>displuy, (+plot)->dcmo_window);
}
1* +++.++++++++++++++++*+++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++.++++~. +/
void draw(struct run_plot *plot, double +x, double +y, double "'a, double +al,
int ntc, int nteO, double sxo, double syo, double sxyo)
(
'+ draw draws in "dcmo_\vindow" tluws and cracks, the current load,
axes, and legend +/
char title I[I{)l={"\0" }t titlc2[ 1()l= {"\()It } t titlc3[ 10]=(U\O" );
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int i, xl, x2 ,y 1, y2, xO=(J, y()=O, tlag =(), strintLw, x_legend, y_legend,
ccntcr_x =3()(), ccntcr_y = 3()(),
~urr_linc_width=2, w::3;
double xf, yf, d1, d2, scalc=9()'();
XSclLincAttributes(plot->display, plot->tJlc_GC, curr_linc_widlll,
LincSolid, CapButt, Joinl~ound);
XSetiJincAttributes(plot->displuy, plot->numbcr_GC, curr__linc_\vidth+ I,
LineSolid, CupButt, JoinRound);
sprintf(titlc 1, "o/v9.2f", sxo);
sprintf(titlc2, "~)9.2r', syo);
sprintf(titlc3, "%9.21~', sxyo);
/+ Draw current stresses in info_window *'
XClcarWindow(1l1ot->display, plot->info_window);
XDrawString(plot->display, pJot->info_window, plot->titlc_GC,
8,20,
"APPLIED Sl'I~ESS", str)cn(tlAPPLIED STRESS"»;
XDrawSlrinq(plot->display, plot->inf(l_window, plot->litlc_GC,
2(),20+plot->titlc_h+5,
"Sx =", strlcn("S", = It»;
stnnlLW= XTcxtWidth(plot->titlc_font_struct, title1t strlcn(titlc I»;
XDrawString(plot->displuy, plot->info_wirdow, plot->titlt~_GC,
plot->info_win_w-2().-string _w, 20+plol->titte~_h+5,
titlel, strlcn(titlcl»;
XDrawString(plol->disp),ly, plot->info_\vind()w, plot.->litlc_GC,
20, 20+2*plot->tlllc_h+5+5,
"Sy = ", strlcn("Sy = "»;
strinlLw= XTextWidth(plot->ti tlc_font_strucl, titlc2, strlcn(ti tlc2»;
XDrawString(plol->display, plot->info_windowt plot">litlc_GC,
plot->info_win_w-20-string_w, 2()+2*plot->titlc_h+S+5,
titlc2, stl'lcn(titlc2»;
XDrawStrillg(plot->display, plot->info_window, plot->titlc_OC,
2(),20+3*plot->tttlc_h+2*5+5,
"Sxy=", strlcn("Sxr= It»;
strinlLw= XTcxtWidth(plot..>lltlc_font_struct, title3, strlcn(titlc3»;
XDrawString(plot->display, plot->info_window, plot->titlc_GC,
plot->info_win_w-2()-strinlLw, 20+3*plot->ti tlc_h+2 ale 5+5,
titlc3, strlcn(titlc3);
XDrawStrin~ (plot->d isplay, plot->opcn_window, plot->titIc_GC,
13, 17, "OI)EN", strlcn("OPEN"»;
XDrawString(plot->display. plot->c1osc_window. plot->titlc_GC,
1(), 17, "CLOSE' , strlcn("CLOSE"»;
XDrawString(pIot->dispIay, plot->forward_window, plot->llulllhcr_GC,
12, 17, n»>", strlcn("»>"»;
XDrawString(plol->displuy, plot->backward_window, plot->nulnhcr_GC,
12,17, "«<", strlcn("«<"»;
XDrawString(pl()l->display, plot->clcur_window, plot->titlc_GC,
1(), 17, "CLEAR", slrlcn("CLEAR"»;
XDrawString(plot->disp)uy, plot-><luit_window, plot->titlc_GC,
13,17, "QUIT", strIcn("QIJITU»;
8(l?
XDrawl.Jnc(plot->display, plot->dclno_window, pl()1->tJ1C_GC,
25, plot->dcmo_h..3(), 65, plot->dcnlo_h..3(»;
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot->dclnll_window, plOl->tJ1C_GC,
3(), plot->tlclno_h-25, 3(). plot->dcmo_h-65);
XDrawString(plot->displuy, pl()t->dcmo_window, plOl->thc_GC,
7(), plot->dcI110_h..27, "x", strlcn("x"»;
XDrawStrillg(plot->display, plllt->dcnlo_wind()w, plot->lllC_GC,
28, plot->dcnl()_h-71, "'I", strlcn("y"»;
if(ntc < 0)
(
Xflush(pl()t->display);
return;
}
x_ll~gcnd= plot->dcmo_w -plol->inf()_win._w +12;
y_lcgcnd= 4+plot->titlc_h +2+15 +3(};
XDrawLinc(plot->dispI11y, plot->dcll1()_wind()w, pl()t->nUtllhcr_GC,
x_leg~nd-J, y_lcgcnd, x_lcg~nd-f·35t 'I_legend);
XDrawLinc(pll)t->display, plOl->dt'lllo_wind()w, pl()t->t)lC_GC,
x_lc~cnd, y_lcgcnd+15, x_lcgcnd+32, y_lcgcnd+15);
for(i=O; i<33; i=I+8)
XFillArc(plot->displuy, plOl->dclno_window, plot->thc_GC,
x_lcgcnd+i-3, y_lcgcnd+12, 2+w, 2+w, (~·64t :itl\J+64);
XDrawString(plot->display, pl()t->dclllO_window. pl()t->thc_GC,
x_lcgcnd+32+24, y_lcgcl'd+3, "rh•.",n, strlcn("llaw"»;
XDrawString(pl()t->display, pl(lt.. >dclli\)_wind()w, plot->tllC_GC,
x_lcgcnd+32+2(), 'I_Icgclld+ 18, "crack", strlen("craclf"));
for(i = 0; i< nle; i++)
(
xl = (int)(x[iJ+scuJc +center_x);
rI = (int)(y[ iJ+scale+(- I.e) + ccnter-'I) ;
If(xl<O II xl>2+cclltcr_x II yl«) 11'11> 2+ccntcr_y)
continue;
xC =x[il+ 2.0+a[i]+cos(al[i]);
x2 = (int)(xf+sculc +center_x);
yf = y[i]+ 2.0+a[i)*sin(al(i);
r2 = (int)(yf+scalc*(-1.0) + ccnter_y);
If(i >= ntcC»
XFiIIArc<.r.lot->displuy, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC, xl-w, yl-w,
2 W, 2+w, ()*64, 360+64);
if(i 1= ntc.. l && xf*x[i+l] > () && yf*y[i+l] > ()
&& (fuhs(xO>fuhs«).9+x[i+ 1]) && fuhs(xO<fubs( 1.1 ·x[i+1]» &&
(fubs(yl»fnhs«).9+y[i+ 1]) && fubs(yO<fuhs( 1.1 +y[i+ I]»)
(
if(ul[i] < O.9*al(i+l] && al[iJ > l.l+ul[i+l])
(
if(tlng == 0)
(
x() = xl;
yO = yl;
flag =1;
}
}
else if(flag != 0)
(
if(i >= ntcO)
XDrawLinc(piot->display. plot->dcmo._window, piot->thc_GC,
xO, yO, x2, y2);
else
XDrnwLinc(plot->display. plot->dcm\l_window, plot->11umbca'_GC,
xO, yO. x2, y2);
flag =();
}
else
(
if(i >= nteO)
XDra\vLinc(plot->display t plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
xl, y1, x2, y2):
else
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_windowt plot->numher_(Je.
xl, y1, x2, }'2);
if(nag 1= 0)
tlag =0;
}
else if (nag != (»
{
d1= (x l-xO)+(x l-xO)+(y t-y(»+(y I-yO);
d2= (x2-x(})+(x2-xO)+(y2-yO)+(y2-yO);
if(d2 >:.; d1)
(
if(i >= nteO)
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
xO, y(J. x2. y2);
else
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->nulnbel'_GC,
xO, yO, x2, y2);
}
else
(
if(i >= nteO)
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot->dcnlo_window, plot->thc_GC,
xO, yO, xl, yl);
else
XDrawLinc(plot->display, plot··>dcmo_windowt plot->numbcr_GC,
xO, y(), xl, yl);
}
if(i >= ntcO)
XFilIArc(plot->displuy, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
x2-w, y2-w, 2+w, 2+w, 0+64, 360+64);
flag =0;
}
else
(
if(i >= nleO)
{
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XDrawLine(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->the_GC,
xl, yl, x2, y2);
XFilIArc(plot->display, plot->dcmo_window, plot->thc_GC,
x2..w, y2-w, 2""w, 2+w, 0+64, 360+<'4);
}
else
XDrawl"inc(plot..>displayt plot..>dcmo_window, plot->number_GCt
xl, yl. x2, y2);
}
}
XFlush(plot->display);
return;
)
'+ .. +.111.+ III.+"' •• III ate +"'.+... +.+++.,. ++++....+++.+. +.,. +....+.+....++••III.+.....++11.+.+.+ +'
void closcwin(struct run_plot ··plot)
{
'+ closcwin closes the main window of the program and frees nlen"tory allocated +/
/+ Free mcrnory and close window·'
XFrccGC«·plot)->display, (·plot)->thc_GC~;
XFrccGC«+plot)->display, (+plot)->titlc_GC);
XFrccGC«+plot)->di ~play, (*plot)->numbcr_GC);
XFrccFont((*plot)->display, (*plot)->ti tlc_font_slrucl);
XFrceFont«+plot)->display, (+plot)->nunlbcr_font_struct);
XFrceFont((*pIOl)->display, (*plot)->run_font_struct);
XCloscDisplay«·plot)->display);
frce(+plot);
cetunl;
}
/+ ••••••••+++••••»Ie,. ++.++.+++*.++******•• ate ate. ++.*••++•••••••••+.+.++. +/
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ApPENDIXG:
DETERMINATION OF CRACK INITIATION
MODEL PARAMETERS
TIle crack initiation and propagation mod~1 developed for this research requires three
paranlctcrs: (1) ro. the size of the plastic zone, a material property which also depends on
the mode of loading; (2) Gerth the critical tangential tensile strength of the nloteria); (3)
tcrilt the critical shear strength of the material (sec Section 5.5.3).
TillS appendix shows the procedure to obtain the three para,nctcrs using uniaxial and
biaxial compression. and Brazilian tests. Th~ basic idea is to match the numerical
predictions for few tests from FROCK with experiments by choosing adequate values of
the parameters. A similar approach used to obtain the friction coefficients of flaws and
cracks is also shown.
• Uniaxial compression
A 3CJ-a-2a specimen geometry with open flaws is chosen to obtain the model parameters
by matching numerical predictions obtained from FROCK with experimental
observations in uniaxial compression. The experimental results, obtained from table 2.3,
are:
wing crack initiation stress:
wing crack initiation angle:
shear crack initiation stress:
coalescence stress:
13.1 MPa
75.QO
13.1 MPa
20.8 MPa
First, the three parameters (ro, 0l.iilt tcriV arc changed over a broad range to sec wllat is
the influence of each of them on the initiation stress and initiation direction of the first
crack produced. This is illustrated in the following table:
811
wing crack initiation wing crack
ro(m) aait (MPa) tcrit (MPa) stress (MPa) initiation angle
0.00001 -1.0 1.0 0.1 63.4°
0.0001 -1.0 1.0 0.3 151.90
0.001 .. 1.0 1.0 0.8 151.3°
0.00001 -10.0 10.0 I.C) 65.3°
0.0001 -10.0 10.0 3.1 150.00
0.001 -10.0 10.0 8.4 150.6°
0.00001 -100.0 1{)().O 10.3 62.8°
0.0001 -100.0 100.0 30.7 150.()O
0.001 -1()().O 100.0 84.3 149.7°
It appears that fo, the size of the plastic zone, has a great influence on the direction of
crack :nitiation, while the critical strengths of the m&tcrial. <1crlt and tcrlt, mos~ly
determine the crack initiation stress. This is confirmed in the next table, where the crack
initiation results have been obtained with fixed values of the material strengths (i.e. Gerlt
= -18.1 MPa, tcrit = 29.5 MPa), but different "0; note that for a change in ro of two orders
of magnitude, the initiation stress only changes by one order of magnitude, but the
initiation angles almost cover 180°.
fO(m)
0.00001
0.0001
0.0003
0.0005
0.001
wing crack initiation
stress (MPa)
2.9
8.9
14.2
17.8
23.6
wing crack
initiation angle
31.3°
142.5°
86.9°
96.3°
152.QO
It is also important to understand the role that the ratio (acrit l'tcrit) plays in the results.
In the next t.'\ble, the value ro is fixed to fo =0.00023 m, and the ratio 0crlt I tcrlt is
changed:
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aait (MPa) tait (MPa)
-29.5 29.5
-9.8 29.5
-18.1 29.5
wing crack initiation
CJcrit/terit stccss (MPa)
-1.0 no wing crack
-0.3 7.8
-0.6 12.7
shear crack initiation
stress (MPa)
12.7
11.5
12.7
Thus, the ratio o-crit I tcrit defines which crack will initiate first.
From the above results, the following conclusions are obtajn(~d:
• TIle value fo defines mostly the direction of initiation.
• The magnitudes of <Jcrit and terlt detenninc the stress at which cracks initiate.
• The ratio acrit I terit establishes what type of crack initiates first.
11le above tables already indicate that fo should he found between O.()()()()1 and O.()()() 1
m, and the strengths of the material between 10 and 100 MPa with the (ocrlt I tcriV ratio
approxiallately 0.6. With these conclusions, one pr<>cccds to a fitting exercise to dctenninc
which values of fo, Ocrit and terit give best predictions for the wing crack initiation stress
and angle, and for the shear cracK initiation stress for the 10-a-2a geometry with open
flaws. This can be accomplished by iteratively narrowing down possible values ()f tile
IDodel parameters. A first set of results is obtained for ro = 0.0000 I for Gerlt and tcrit
ranging from 10 to 100 MPa at 20 MPa increments; a second set for ro :: 0.0001, and a
third set for ro = 0.0005 with the same strength values. After that, the predictions arc
compared with the tests, and the range of values narrowed down for further rCfinCl11cnt.
For example, if better predictions arc obtained within the range fa =(0.0001 to 0.00(5)
than for fo = (0.00001 to 0.(005), a new trial is attempted for fo =0.00025. and so on.
The values for Gerlt and tcrit are narrowed down in a similar way. After all these trial and
errors, a good fit is obtained in uniaxial compression for:
fO =
O'crit =
terit =
0.00023 01
-18.1 MPa
29.5 MPa
A" mentioned at the beginning of this Appendix, the friction angle for tile newly
fonned cracks (note that new cracks have no cohesion, as discussed in Section 5.6) has to
be obtained in a similar procedure. Although this parameter docs 110t affect crack
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initiation, it is important for crack propagation. The following table shows how the
friction angle affects the coalescence stress for the 30-a-2a specirnen geometry with open
flaws (the values of ro, O'crit and tcrit are the same ones obtained before; i.e. ro :: 0.00023
m, (Jail =-18.1 MPa, and -tcrit =29.5 MPa):
frietio.l angle for new
cracks (J.lnew crack)
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.0
coalescence stress
(MPa)
no coalescence
no coalescence
22.8
25.4
no coalescence
Thus, the friction angle of new cracks determines the coalescence stress. From tile
above results, the friction coefficient for newly formed cracks is taken as Jlncw crack =
0.7.
Uniaxial compressiou tests for closed flaw specimens have ShOWll tllat no new clacks
can be I>roduccd without prior debonding and slippage of the flllWS. This observation is
used to obtain the cohesion and friction angle \\,;thin closed flaws bv fitting numerical
predictions of wing crack initiation stresses for a 30-a-2a specimen with closed flaws
with the experiments. The following table shows different wing crack initiation
predictions obtained by changing the friction coefficient of the flaw~ witl1 i10 cohesion,
but keeping all the previous parameters (i.e. fo =O.cXl023 ffi, o-crit =-18.1 MPa, terft =
29.5 MPa, and J-lnew crack =0.7):
friction angle for
flaws (J-lnaw)
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
wing crack initiatioll
stress (MPa)
44.1
33.3
23.4
17.2
Since the experiments show that wing crack initiation is produced at a stress level of
25.5 MPa (see table 2.4), J.1flaw =0.3 is taken as the best fit. Although cohesion (together
with the coefficient of friction) determines the stress at which debonding occurs, its
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influence on the wing crack initiation stress is small. The reason is because for cohesion
to have a significant effect on the initiation stresses observed ir. the experiments, its
magnitude should be of the order of 5 to 10 M[/d , which is unrealistic. On the other halld,
a slight improvcnlcnt on the results is obtainc(l for Cnaw = ().034 MPa. Note tJlal since
dcbonding and sliding was observed for specimens with flaw inclination angles of 30°,
tile coefficient of friction (J.lnaw) of closed flaws nlust be lower than 0.57 (since tall 3()o =
0.57).
• Biaxial compression
The initiation critcri()n statcs that the pnraml~tcrs Gerlt and "Cecit arc only material
dependent, while ro is both material and loading dependent (the friction parameters flncw
cmck, Jlf11w, and Cnaw arc considered material but not load dependent). Thus, the only
parameter that is allowed to change in biaxial compression is the size of the plastic zone,
fo. The other parameters arc kept the same as in uniaxial compression; tJ1Bt is:
°lTil =
tcrit =
Jlncw crack =
fllli:w=
Cnaw=
.. 18.1 ~IPa
29.5 MPa
0.7
0.3
0.034 MPa
Thus, only the value of fo has to be found for each of the confinenlcnt stresses (i.e. for
0h ::: 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10.0 MPa). The following exanlplc illustrates ho\v fo can be
dctennined for a given confinement stress. A 30-a-a specimen witll open flaws witll all =
7.5 MPa is used to find the plastic zone size by matching the wing crack initiation stress
and the coalescence stress obtained from cxpcrinlcnts with the predictions from FROCK.
The following table shows how the predictions change with fo:
fa (m)
0.00023
0.0005
0.001
0.0015
wing crack initiation
stress (MPa)
12.8
17.7
no wing crack
no wing crack
815
coalescence
stress (MPa)
23.3
27.1
For this particular example, no wing cracks were observed in the experimellts, and
coalescence occurred at 27.4 MPa (see table 4.4). Thus, the best fit is for fo = 0.0015. 'The
piastic zone Si7,c can be obtained in a similar manner for other confinement stresses. The
following table shows the final results:
• Brazilian tests
(Jh =2.5 MPa
ah =5.0 MPa
<.Til =7.5 MPa
Gh =10.0 MPa
ro =0.0004 m
fO = 0.0003 m
ro =0.0015 m
fo =0.002 m
As in biaxial compression, the only parameter that needs to be dctcrlnincd is ro, the Si7.e
of the plastic zone. To do that, the failure stress of a disk shaped spccinlcn with flaw
inclination angle SOO is used (~e Takeuchi (1991»; note thnt since crack proragation is
unstabie in Brazilian tests, wing crack initiation and specimen failure coincide. 1'he
following table s~ ~'.vs how the failure stress changes with rOe
fo (m)
0.000025
0.00004
0.00005
wing crack initiation
stress (MPa)
1.2
1.35
1.56
Since the tests show that failure in this specimen was produced at 1.33 MPa, the size of
the plastic zone is taken as ro =0.00004 m.
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